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When Madrigal Audio Laboratories introduced the Mark Levinson No.38 preamplifier in 1993 and the No.38S
ayear later, they built in alevel of quality and refinement backed by the leading- edge technology of the day.
The Madrigal design team listened to seemingly infinite combinations of parts during product development.
The resulting preamplifiers have since been recognised for their outstanding performance and craftsmanship
with numerous awards world-wide, and are enjoyed by thousands of music lovers, the world over.
Since then Madrigal have identified many new devices, using previously unavailable technologies.
Armed with these powerful new technologies Madrigal decided to re-evaluate both preamplifiers.
A careful design review revealed that while the basic topology of the original preamplifiers was still the most desirable,

these designs could significantly benefit from ahost of new devices. In all, atotal of 84 changes to the No.38 and 106 to
the No.38S result in sonic improvements that effect virtually all areas. An audition of the new Mark Levinson No.380 and
No.380S preamplifiers will reveal improved low end authority and impact, cleaner, more natural high frequency
performance, finer detail and improved dynamics, imagiing focus and soundstaging reproduction.
Upgrade options are available to owners of the No.38 and No.38S through authorised Mark Levinson dealers.
Visit one soon and discover how aMark Levinson preamplifier can enhance the way you listen to music in your home.
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eridian's
861
digital
processor is undoubtedly a
landmark product, and we
were delighted to have the opportunity
to review it in HFNIRR. In the May
issue [page 18], we published Ken
Kessler's favourable review of the 861,
in which this product receives the
highest praise. However, the opening
paragraphs of the article contained
some
remarks
concerning
the
circumstances of the review itself, which
we now accept were the result of a
complete misunderstanding on our
part, and which we regret.
Ken Kessler refers to 'delays' in the
supply of the Meridian 861 loan sample
for review. This product was always
primarily intended for the US market;
and although Meridian realised that
there would be significant demand in
the UK, there was, accordingly, bound
to be a delay in releasing a review
sample for this country. It is accepted
that HFNIRR received areview sample
as soon as one could be supplied.
It is now accepted that the situation
regarding the German magazine review
was quite beyond Meridian's control;
we are advised that the German
distributor quite legitimately issued the
product for review as soon as he was
able
to.
Meridian
accepts
no
responsibility for the ' frustration' of
KK. We now accept that there was no
need to include comments of this
nature in what was intended to be a
well-informed subjective test of what is
now widely accepted to be awatershed
product of its type. ' Missed deadlines',
we realise, are an unfortunate but
unavoidable aspect of the relationship
between supplier and magazine.
Meridian and its agents took
particular offence at the use of the
phrase ' sloppy
seconds'.
This
expression was used loosely and not
literally, and not in reference to the
product.
However,
we
should
emphatically point out, knowing
Meridian's pedigree, that this company
would never even consider supplying
'seconds' in any circumstances. We
apologise if the remark was taken to
have such an implication.
We further acknowledge that
allowing the individual views of a
journalist to imbue areview with such
unwarranted personal and emotional
negative comments is not our usual
practice, and is to be regretted. We
apologise unreservedly to all at
Meridian for this. Our reviewer referred
to his own ' bitterness' in comments
which were both unnecessary and out
of place in a serious hi-fi product
review. The final line of the review,
bearing in mind the acknowledged
excellence of the product, was highly
regrettable, and is unreservedly
withdrawn.

AT THE LEADING EDGE
At this point I have to say that I
personally regret the tenor of this article
particularly in the light of Meridian's
unique position and achievements, and
the respect in which the company is
held throughout the world. When Allen
Boothroyd and Bob Stuart founded
their own company, Boothroyd Stuart
Ltd, and launched the Meridian brand
in 1977, they had already worked
together as consultants on anumber of
high-performance audio projects for
others. These included the famous
Lecson Audio series, which won them
their first British Design Council Award
in 1974, and was selected for
permanent display at the New York
Museum of Modern Art (and,
incidentally, features on the cover of
this month's HFNIRR Classic HiFi
supplement). The name Meridian was
chosen because the company's original
premises in St Ives, near Huntingdon,
is situated on the meridian line (0°)
which also runs through Greenwich.
Meridian's first product, the M1
active speaker, was followed by the 100
series amplification, which apart from
other accolades won a British Design
Council Award in 1982. By the
following year, Bob Stuart had begun
his involvement in compact disc, and
in 1984 Meridian launched the MCD
CD player, based on a Philips player
but vastly improved, which may now
be recognised as the first ' audiophile'
CD player. In 1987, the revolutionary
Meridian 207 two-box CD player
launched the 200 series range, which
won Allen Boothroyd and Bob Stuart
their third British Design Council
Award — in
itself a unique
achievement at that time. But 1989 saw
the launch of another radicallyconceived product, the D600 Digital
Active Loudspeaker, which clearly
pointed to the future of digital systems
— as did the 601 Digital Preamplifier
of 1991. These advanced concepts
clearly paved the way for Meridian's
award-winning 565 surround processor
and Digital Theatre Systems.
In recent years, through Meridian,
through his chairmanship of the
Acoustic Renaissance For Audio, and
his tireless work on international
industry technical committees, Bob
Stuart has played a major role in the
process of defining and realising new
audio formats, striving to make sure of
the best audio quality for future
generations. It was in recognition of
this contribution that HFNIRR
presented him with its own Award in
1996. And as we move into an era
where high-resolution, multi-channel
audio will at last become available to
consumers,
the
importance
of
Meridian's contribution will become
ever more apparent.
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'We have
instead
chosen
to buy
pre-loved
equipment
at afraction
of the cost
of similar
new
equipment.
Whilst this
means you
are more or
less one
or two
generations
behind, you
are still
able to
enjoy high
quality
sound'
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OLD VERSUS NEW
Dear Sir, Why buy new? Ihave
subscribed to your journal since
1988 thereabouts and have enjoyed
its evolution over time. However,
there is one aspect of reviewing that
Ifeel could be expanded to provide
prospective upgraders with more
information, vis-à-vis alternative
equipment of similar quality but
perhaps not of current
manufacture.
It has been awhile since my wife
and Ihave bought new audio
equipment. We have instead chosen
m buy ` pre-loved' (
ie, second-hand)
equipment at afraction of the cost
of similar new equipment. By a
fraction, Imean generally less than
51)% for equipment some three to
four years old.
Whilst this means you are more
or less one or two generations
behind, you are still able to enjoy
high quality sound reproduction.
For example, we purchased aVTL
Uhimate pre-amplifier for some
A$3,200 (new price A$8,000)
which had been rewired with van
den Hul silver cable, and apair of
VTL 300 Monoblocks for A$3,600
which had been tubed with KT9Os
(new price A$14,000). For this
outlay there was no way we could
have purchased new of comparable
sound quality.
To my mind, this class of preloved equipment sets abenchmark
at such aprice, and therefore begs
comparison with new equipment of
similar price. Ultimately, this
approach provides the consumer
with awider choice, albeit at the
expense ofsales of new equipment.
Further, such comparisons will also
highlight the incremental leap in
sound quality that three or four
years of further development
should bring.
The area of fastest occurring
incremental improvements lies,
alas, in the digital arena; and Ifeel
that it is here that such historical
comparative reviewing would be of
most benefit to prospective
upgraders.

We recently upgraded from an
Aragon D2A Series 2to aWadia
15. Although cheaper than the
Wadia, the Theta Pro Prime had
earlier been rejected as an upgrade
from the Aragon, as the
incremental improvement in sound
quality was simply not sufficient at
the price. To improve on the Pro
Prime meant spending
considerably more to acquire the
Pro Basic. We opted not to do
this. When the Wadia became
available, abrief listen was all that
it took.
The Wadia, Iam sure, will show
its age when compared with
current manufacture equipment in
the same class. However, Iwould
guess that there is no currently
manufactured equipment within
the Wadia's second-hand price
bracket that would come close, in
quality of sound and build. In any
case, when purchasing equipment
in this class, there is adefinite
upgrade path — quite unlike the
Aragon and Deltec that preceded
it.
Iwould love to see areview of
perhaps acurrent manufacture
DAC of say A$5,000 compared
with the Wadia 15 at, say, around
A$4,000 (its thereabouts secondhand price). It would simply be a
tragedy if the current manufacture
DAC came out second best — or
would it?
By the way, we modded the
Theta TLC by breaking the
common ground plane of the input
and output. But the biggest
improvement was the purchase of
a2.5 amp ultra-clean variable
power supply to drive it. This
power supply is the size of asmall
power amplifier, and what a
difference! And to think that Theta
sells an upgrade power supply for
the TLC in the same size case with
some one-amp current capability
only. The 2.5 amp power supply
was less than half the price of the
Theta job and makes abigger
difference in sound quality.
Sometimes alittle perspective is
needed?
P Rozario, Melbourne,
Australia
WHERE'S THE CLARINET?
Dear Sir, Ihave listened to your
April cover-mount CD critically
and find the orchestral sound to be
very good, if not exceptional, but I
am disappointed with the clarinet
positioning.
In the first movement Ifind it
very hard to place where the
clarinet is; the best Ican come up
with is that it's just off to the right
in an ill-defined `blob' that moves
around. Yet by the third

movement it is slap bang in the
middle and virtually pin-sharp.
Ihave listened to the disc on
several different systems, and I
loaned the disc to afriend of mine
who has Quad electrostatics and
he came to the same conclusion.
The sound Tony Faulkner
achieved of the orchestra is very
good indeed and should be a
model for all those balance
engineers out there who think the
answer is to festoon an orchestra
with microphones. Sorry to be so
disparaging about the clarinet but
it gets there in the last movement!
Philip Tyler e-mail
BLOWING HIS OWN CLARINET?
Dear Sir, Ihave just read the
Antony Michaelson/Musical
Fidelity story in the interview
section of your magazine
[HFNIRR April, page 65]. May I
say what ajoy it was to read. From
humble beginnings to the current
establishment it was all there, even
talk of what the future holds. Iam
most impressed of the involvement
Mr Michaelson puts in towards
product development. It is a
pleasure to see someone who has
not rested on his laurels, even
finding time to practise on his
clarinet!
Iwould like to see more articles
of this nature. May Isuggest Denis
Morecroft as anext likely
candidate.
David Hancock, Sydney,
Australia
As it happens, aMorecroft interview is
planned as afollow up to this month's
DNM review - Ed.
EASY TO FIT
Dear Sir, Iwas amazed at the
warning over CD-ROM recorders
[`Technology', April]. After along
search for abetter medium for
making music compilation tapes
(including one expensive foray into
DAT), Ibought aHewlett Packard
CD-ROM recorder in December
1997 for my Dell Pentium II
Computer. It took all of 15
minutes to install and run, with
clear instructions and the drive
cages, screws and cables all fitting
like aglove. The supplied Adaptec
software was alittle disappointing
though, as it needed aswift
upgrade over the Internet to run
properly, and there is still one
niggling feature: the software
insists on recording whole tracks
only and adding atwo-second gap
between tracks. (If you want to do
any fancy editing or splicing you
will need to buy more software.)
However, for around £240+ VAT
by mail-order (as our computer
7
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friends like to price their goods), I
have avery serviceable CDRecorder that will do 95% of what
Iwant and uses plain old dirtcheap computer blank CD-ROMs.
Finally, with regards to ' piracy',
Ifind Inow buy more new and old
music CDs than ever, to make up
those compilations!
Gerald Shells, e-mail
PRICE BUSTER TOO
Dear Sir, Paul Miller's review of the
Genesis Digital Lens [
HFNIRR
January, page 42] was very
interesting. Surely however, a
significantly less expensive (say
£500) product, capable of
essentially the same job should be
possible?
If Iunderstood his explanation
correctly, the Digital Lens busts its
jitter by regulating the output of its
500kbyte buffer with its own highly
accurate clock. This results in datainduced jitter being reduced by
upwards of 90%.
Excluding the dither options
(apparently of little benefit) I
cannot see reason why a
considerably cheaper unit could not
be manufactured. Perhaps Ihave
overlooked the cost of some
expensive part. RAM chips are now
available for as little as £ 15 per
8mb simm these days, and some
companies (such as Trichord) offer
highly accurate clocks for integrated
players for just £ 132. The only
other major components Ican think
of (aside from power supply and
casing) are ICs such as interface
receiver and interface transmitter.
The potential market for such a
product would probably be huge,
bearing in mind the number of
cheaper add-on DACs which are no
doubt compromised in their
operation by significant amounts of
jitter. Ifor one would be keen to
own such aproduct.
Tim Walpole, Cambridge
FURTHER EXPOSURE
Dear Sir, Iread with interest you
views on the Exposure CD player
in HFNIRR December ' 97. Ishare
your opinion in that it is avery
natural sounding player. Although
it costs £ 1050, Ifirmly believe it is
the hi-fi bargain of the year.
Ihave auditioned it against far
more expensive players including
Krell and Theta and to my ears it is
superior. The competition in its
own price-range, from the likes of
Audiolab, Naim and Meridian, just
does not compare.
My system consists of the
Exposure CD player, aThreshold
Forte Model Three power
amplifier, Mod Squad De Luxe
Live Drive and ATC lOs on
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Acoustic Energy AE1 stands.
My previous CD player was a
Teac VRDS 10, an excellent unit,
but the Exposure is avast
improvement in every way possible.
The bass response and treble are
very smooth indeed, and
reminiscent of aLinn LP12
turntable set up — you cannot get a
higher compliment than this. It is
very analogue-sounding and does
not strain on any type of material.
Particularly impressive is rock
music from the likes of Pink Floyd
and Rush. Iuse ` Xanadu' from the
Rush album A Farewell to Kings as a
reference track when auditioning
equipment. The amount of detail
the Exposure extracts from this alltime classic track is absolutely
phenomenal. All Rush CDs have
been remastered using 20 bit
technology and this track is the
ultimate test for any piece of
equipment.
Some equipment has had me
running out of the shop because it
could not handle Geddy Lee's high
pitched vocals or the high transients
this track contains. The Exposure
sailed through and Icongratulate
the company for making such a
superior product.
This company has transformed
my musical collection and Iam
hearing things Ihave never heard
before. The player is underpriced
and deserves all the praise it has
received.
IC Heading, Cambs
HUSH, WILL YOU!
Dear Sir, At the end of Hoist's
Planets Suite the composer noted:
'This bar to be repeated until the
sound is lost in the distance', yet it
is clear to me that, for the purposes
of recording (
eg, see my HFNIRR
review in February, page 83), the
music should be clearly heard, no
matter how softly, on its final
statement. Some conductors
actually slow the music down at
this point to show that they have
finished.
Irecall two rather distressing
situations occurring during
different concert performances of
'Neptune'. The first was by Sir
Charles Groves conducting the
RPO. Having been supplied with a
poor crowd of singers who couldn't
stay in tune first time round, he was
forced to have them again for a
further performance the following
season. Sir Charles was so
disgusted that he walked off the
Royal Festival Hall platform during
the ' fade away', leaving his poor
orchestra to face apolite smattering
of applause from an audience
anxious to catch their last trains
home!

The second incident happened
during amarvellous Philharmonia
performance with the John Aldiss
Choir, under Holst's champion Sir
Adrian Boult. The RFH was full of
'loud' American tourists who
decided to applaud when (instead
of concentrating) they thought the
work had finished. Iimmediately
shouted out ' Peasants!'. The leader
Hugh Bean turned abright scarlet,
whereupon Boult marched off, but
immediately returned to give the
whole audience astern lecture.
And did he tell them!
Incidentally, Ibelieve Vaughan
Williams anticipated asimilar
problem at the pianissimo close to
the Epilogue of his Sixth
Symphony. He ties the two minims
in violins/violas and writes in a
decrescendo, prior to the resolved
final chord. For those very last
notes, RVW supplies apausemarking, together with the word
`niente'. This leaves performers
and listeners in no doubt!
Bill Newman, Edgware
THE TRUTH ABOUT HORNS
Dear Sir, '
When will someone
publish the truth about horns?'
asks Mr Mate [' Views' September
1997]. The truth is that the real
value of good horn speakers is not
limited to large venue, loud rock
concerts, as he asserts, but also lies
in the delicacy of detail available in
the intimacy of aliving room at low
listening levels.
There is adegree of truth in
what he says, but he seems
unaware that careful design can
overcome most of his objects.
Problems of size, phasing and
timing can be negotiated. Indeed,
on page 11 last September in your
Show Update an early press
report of our Virtuoso Gold model
was quoted as having ' the finesse of
an electrostatic and the timing of a
Rehedeko'. Not much of aproblem
here, surely?
Eric Thomas, Thomas
Transducers
FIT FOR THE JOB?
Dear Sir, Is KK. really the best
person to review Marantz
products? Haven't they done him a
few favours over the years? Can
you be sure that there is no
unconscious bias? And did KK
ever pay (retail) for the work done
on his car hi-fi — he said he
expected to be invoiced?
Richard Morris, Sutton
Coldfield
KK simply asks Mr Morris to refer
again to his original comments as set out
at length in ' Views', Sept '97, page 7Ed.
9

enaissanc
Heathrow, Lo
Public days 19th- 20th September,
Trade only 17th- 18th September,
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SONY BOOSTS
MINIDISC AND
BACKS EURO
DVD LAUNCH
SONY'S support of the European DVD launch is matched by its latest
push for MiniDisc. MD is taking off in a big way, judging by Sony's
sales figures — and Sony says MD has now overtaken turntables, tuners,
receivers and radio. In Europe, the MiniDisc market is expected to
double in 1998, which would mean two million units sold this year.
Key models in Sony's latest MiniDisc the £ 600 DVP-S715, the
lineup include a superslim personal
player, the £ 280 MZ-E35, with new

latter equipped with
resonance
damped

style stick remote headphones, and the

tray,
a variable
coefficient digital

£350 MZ-R35 recording Walkman.
Replacing the award-winning MDSJE510 component home hi-fi MD
recorder is the new 20-bit MDSJBE520. And especially for UK
audiophiles, there's the MDS-JBV920
Brooldands model, which has both coax and optical in/outputs. Part of the
appeal of the £ 1000 60W per channel
MHC-EX880MD system is its threeCD/three-MD changer.
As for DVD, Sony's two European
models are the £ 500 DVP-S315 and

filter, 24-bit digital

Equipped to decode
MPEG-2 and Dolby
Digital (AC- 3) audio,
both players have 1-bit el/a
convertors and support 16- to
24-bit quantization and 48/96kHz
sampling frequencies. For further details
contact Sony UK Ltd, 01932 81600.

CYRUS CD AIMS TO SET THE PACE
TACKLING both
mechanical
electrical
issues,

and
stability

Cyrus

has

now created what it
claims to be the bestsounding sub£500 CD
player, bar none: the £ 398
daDl. Inside its low resonance
die-cast chassis, itself designed
for excellent
RF screening,
independent digital and analogue
power supplies aim to get the best
from alow jitter master clock oscillator
and the CD7 decoding system

ultra-short signal paths) also suggest
sonic refinement. For ease of use,
there is a Cyrus MC- BUS communications system and remote control

containing the latest error correction
circuitry. Star earthing and adouble-

handset. Further details from Mission,

layer surface mount circuit board ( for

Centralforce Ltd, 01480 451777.

EVENTS EVENTS EVENTS EVENTS EVENTS EVENTS
21-24 MAY High End Show, Hotel
Kempinski, Frankfurt, Germany.
Contact the organiser The High End
Society, + 49 202 70 2022.
8 JUNE Overture Hi Fils Arcam/
Mission Musical evening, Whatley Hall
Hotel, Banbury. Contact Overture Hi Fi
on 01295 272158.
10-14 JUNE The Home Theater &
Specialty Audio Show, Los Angeles
Airport Hotel, sponsored by Stereophile
magazine. Contact + 1914 476 3157.
15-18 AUGUST Hi- Tech Consumer
Electronics Show, Hong Kong. Contact
+852 2591 9823.
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MUSICAL FIDELITY
ADDS X-A200 PLUS
NU-VISTA PRE-AMP

signal processor
and an R- core
transformer.

MUSICAL

FIDELITY'S
electronics range
expands still further with
the introduction of the
new X-A200 monoblock
power amp ( pictured) and
what is claimed to be
the world's first production
Nuvistor based pre amp.
Rated at 200W, 8ohms,
and 500W into 2ohms, the £ 1000 X-A200 has a
specified peak current capacity of no less than 30A.
Care has been taken to optimise circuit layout to
maximise stability and minimise harmonic and phase
distortion. The X-A200 can partner Musical Fidelity's XA50 for abi-amped system. Meanwhile, in the
limited edition, £ 1200 Nu-Vista pre-amp, Musical
Fidelity makes use of the extraordinary 6CW4 Nuvistor
metal-clad miniaturised triode valve, developed for
militrary/instrumentaion use at the very end end of the
valve era, and said to offer 'very low noise, low
microphony, very long life, and high consistency'. In the
Nu-Vista pre-amplifier the resulting performance is said
to be 'extremely linear, extremely robust, and stable'.
Further details from Musical Fidelity, 0181 900 2866.

NAD ENHANCES CD

17-20 SEPTEMBER The Hi Fi Show,
Ramada Hotel, Heathrow, London
(17- 18th, trade only), sponsored by
HFN/RR. Contact the show organiser
Janet Belton on 0181 686 2599.
22-26 SEPTEMBER CEM Consumer
Electronics, Moscow, Russia. Contact
+001 ( 2031 8341122
24-27 SEPTEMBER LIVE 98, Earls
Court, London. Contact 0181 296 1951
13-16 OCTOBER Hong Kong
Electronics Fair. Call 0171 828 1661
7-19 JANUARY 1999 Winter
Consumer Electronics Show, Las Vegas,
USA Contact +001 ( 703) 907 7600

low

pole analogue filter is

level linearity, NAD's
latest CD player, the

fitted to eliminate RF

FOR

maximum

NAD 522, makes use of
metal film resistors and
polypropylene capacitors

spuriae, and just one
capacitor, at the output,
is to be found in the
signal path. With remote

in key stages, and also
incorporates separately

control, the NAD 522
retails for £ 70. Further

regulated

details from Audioclub,

digital

and

analogue stages. A five-

01296 82017.
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We stock fine equipment from:ATC * AVI * AUDIO ANALOGUE
AUDIOLAB * AURA * AE * BOW
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111IT* XI.()
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TAX FREE EXPORT LAST
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MISSION SQUARES THE CIRCLE
AT THE HEART of the 700 Series,
Mission's first entirely new loudspeaker

the woven structure said to make the cone

range for five years, are purpose-developed
drive units designed to square the circle.

700 [see Alvin Gold's review, HFNIRR May
'98 issue], there's a 701 compact (£ 160), 703

Mission's goal? High stiffness married to high
levels of internal damping. The solution? A

Tower (£299), achoice of two Home Cinema
satellite models, the 70c1 (£ 100) and 70c2

woven glass composite material is used far the
bass/mid diaphragm, which according to
Mission is twice as stiff as polypropylene. And

(£150) as well as an active subwoofer, the
100W 70AS (£ 300). Further details from
Mission, Centralforce Ltd, 01480 432777.

inherently well damped. Apart from the Mission

FINE-TUNED
MY RYA D
MYRYAD has developed a simpleto-use, low distortion FM stereo

ROTEL LAYS IT
ON THE LINE

tuner, the MT100, capable of

ROTEL'S new £ 200 line-

storing 19 stations in non-volatile
memory. Built on a rigid steel

level amplifier model is

chassis, the MT100 places the
large blue fluorescent display,

specifically designed for
high definition and a high
dynamic range. Rated at 70W/ch, the
Rotel RA971 uses a special in-house
toroidal transformer along with ' slit foil'
reservoir capacitors at the heart of its
power supply. Its output devices, and
copper bus-bars are engineered for high

currents. Inputs are fitted for CD, Tuner,
2 Aux and 2 Tape, a record- out selector.
There are direct and switched speaker
outputs, plus an unswitched headphone
socket Further details from Rotel's UK
distributor Gamepath Ltd, 01908 317707.

PROCEED TO FIVE
CHANNELS

FROM VOODOO TO
VIBROMETRY
LET'S take the ' tweak and listen' mentality out of

DVD owners will be tempted by
Madrigal's new Proceed's first five-

loudspeaker development, says laser test equipment

channel power amplifier. The

specialist Image Automation. And the company's new
Ometron VP! 4000 scanning laser vibrometry tool is

closest thing to ' quintuple-

designed to help speaker developers do just that.

designed for 5.1 channel
audio. Rated at 125W into 8

Designers aiming to discover the surface behaviour of
their drive units can use the VPI 4000 to build up a

speaker firm which used the VP! 4000 to help develop
anew active monitor; it has ' transformed acoustic design

toroidal transformers which
provide a total of 2000VA.
Retail price is £4995. Further
details from distributor Path
Premier. 01494 141736.

YAMAHA SPRINGS
MD AND CD SURPRISES
YAMAHA'S latest hi-fi line-up springs
several surprises, including the £ 300 MDX793 MiniDisc player and a £400 CD player,
the CDX-993, fine-tuned to suit UK tastes.
A combination of 20-bit analogue-to-digital and
digital- to- analogue
conversion,
24-bit
quantization and an advanced bit allocation
system help the MDX-973 squeeze the most
out of MiniDisc for recording and playback. A
CD Direct switch, Class A discrete amplifier
circuit, upgraded audio components and tough,
anti-vibration construction gear up the CDX993 to extract extra high quality sound from
CDs. Meanwhile, Yamaha has launched a trio
of sub-£ 200 cassette decks, four new CD
players, ranging upwards in price from from
the £ 130 CDX3-93, and beefed up Classic Line
models such as the 50W per channel AX- 9
amplifier (£ 200), CDX-9 DAC (£ 2001 and
TX- 10 MkII RDS tuner (£ 130) tackle the top
value hi-fi sector. Further information on all
these products is available from Yamaha
Electronics (UK) Ltd, 01923 233166.
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MT100 retails for £ 530.
Further details from Myryad.
Tel: 01705 265508.

ohms rising to 250W into 4
ohms, AMPS relies on five
power supplies fed from three

Details from Image Automation Ltd, 0181 461 5566.

subfascia to isolate noise from
the digital circuitry. Great care
has been taken to prevent phase
anomalies, to maintain low
distortion, obtain good
interference suppression, and
strong stereo separation. The

mono', AMPS is purpose-

clear picture of the vibrational behaviour of domes and
cones. Image Automation cites Mackie Designs, a US

from a " voodoo rite" into a science', says Mackie.

control processor and operating
keys on a single pcb sandwiched
between fascia and steel

RUSHING TO RUSSIA

MOSCOW'S third Hi Fi Show, held during
February, attracted more than 120 American
and European audio conipany exhibitors
according to the joint organisers, Audio
Magazine and MIDEXPO Company. British
brands as diverse as Acoustic Energy, Art
Audio, Cable Talk, Musical Fidelity, Rego,
Mission, Monitor Audio, Mordaunt-Short,
Quad, Roksan, SME and Tannoy were
represented. 'Thousands' of visitors attended
to the show, held at the Sofitel Hotel.

HEYBROOK
HONES CONES

Heybrook has harnessed adiverse
array of speaker technology to help
hone the performance of its new
Octet flagship loudspeaker, with four
drive units per cabinet. The output
comes from two 165mm carbon
fibre bass cones, an Aerogel-coned,
ceramic chassis midrange driver, and
an elliptical, pure gold-plated, gasfilled piezo polymer film tweeter. A
laminated, 30mm
thick baffle and a
double brace helps
minimise enclosure
colorations from the
940mm high Octet.
The loudspeaker
retails at £ 1800
per pair and is
available in cherry,
rosewood or black
ash finishes. Further
details From
Heybrook Hi Fi,
01579 342866.

DNM 3C SIX
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Audiofreaks
AcousTecb

Solid state mclmni phono pre-amplifier

Audiostatic

Full range dectrosiati, loudspeakers

Avalon Acoustics

Dynarnic loudspeaker systems

Bel Canto Design

High power triode single ended valve amplifiers

Benz- Micro

Moving coil cartridges

Cabasse

Dynamic loudspeaker systems

Cardas Audio

Cables, analogue recordings

conrad-Johnson

Valve & FET pre-amphfiers, power amplifiers and digital
components

Expressive Technologies

Step up transformers and cables

finite elemente

Reference standard audiophile fitrniiure

Golden Tube Audio

Affordable make pre and power amplifiers

Harmontx

Resonance tuning components

Kuzma

Tonearrns & turntables

Magnum Dynalab

Audiopbile fin tuners and tuner accessories

Muse Electronics

Solid-state amplifiers and digital components

Power Wedge

Power line conditioners and mains filteix

Shun Mook Audio

Resonance control tuning devices

Sonograpbe

Affordable conradlobreson FIT pre-amplifier
and power amplifiers

Sound Lab

Electrostatic and hybrid loudspeakers

AUDIOPREAKS

Distributors of Fine Audio & Horne Theatre Equipment
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SFA' PLUG FROM CYRUS
MEASURABLE and audible benefits
are claimed for a new ' hairdryer'shaped BFA-compatible connector
now fitted to all Cyrus equipment.
(The BFA connector standard provides
aCE-approvable replacement for the
4mm ' banana' speaker connection.)
According to Cyrus, the new
connector's strength and rigidity
measurably raises the level of audio
performance. Gold-plating is used to
ensure longevity, and Cyrus points to
benefits in detail resolution and
dynamic contrast. Contact Cyrus,
Centralforce Ltd, 01480 432777.

DIGITAL TV ON SHOW

NAD HELPS KEEP
VINYL ALIVE
VINYL LP record users, overlooked

today by many manufacturers of
'line level only' amplifiers , can
thank NAD for its new PP- 1phono
pre-amplifier. This low noise, lowcost, metal cased phono stage is
engineered to match moving-magnet
cartridges, keeping RF noise and
hum to aminimum, and maximising
dynamic range by means of a
heavyweight power supply. Supplied
with captive leads, the NAD PP- 1
retails for £40. Further information
From Audioclub, 01932 841349.

DIGITAL Terrestrial Televisan dominated the trade-only
Electrical Retailing Show 98, held at Birmingham's NEC
in March. All the key players in the Digital Terrestrial
Broadcasters partnership took part, apparently keen to
dispel the myths surrounding Digital Terrestrial and
promote the raft of new services such as Sky's Electronic
Programming Guide ( EPG). Set top boxes and integrated
sets were on display and the show's focal point was a
stand shared by the BBC, ITV, Channel 4, Channel 5,
S4C, SDN, British Digital Broadcasting (Carlton
Communications and Granada Group) and Teletext.

ARCAM ADDS
'SMART' NEW
ALPHA 10 SERIES
ARCAM'S Alpha 10 amplifier series,
launched at the Bristol Sound & Vision
Show in February, differs from the
previous 7, 8and 9series in being
modular in design, and hence easily
upgradable. The Alpha 10 integrated
amplifier, which has arated output of
100W per channel, will soon be
joined by two smart modules, aDolby
Digital Home Cinema processor and a
four- zone multi- room distribution card.
Performance enhancing features of the
Alpha 10 include an 'awesome'
800VA toroidal transformer, vibration
damping feet and aheavy steel
chassis. The companion model Alpha
10P power amp can be upgraded
from stereo mode to three channel
operation by the simple addition of an
extra channel of amplification to give
100W x3output. The third channel
Smart Module is scheduled for mid1998 introduction at aprojected retail
price of £249. Price of the basic
Alpha 10 is £800. The Alpha 10P
retails for £600. Call Arcam, A&R
Cambridge Ltd, 01223 203200.

GECKO SINGLES OUT SPEAKERS
THREE new North American loudspeakers
distributed by newly- launched importer Gecko
Inc could hardly be more diverse. Firstly there
is Miller & Kreissel'5, new LC- R-55
loudspeaker, sold individually for £ 199, to
reflect its suitability for Left, Centre, Right,
Surround channel Home Cinema use, or as
part of asatellite/subwoofer system. Also sold
irdividual:y are two new M&K frameless in-

wall/in-ceiling loudspeakers, the SW- 85 and
SW- 95, which won a CES Innovations ' 98
Award at Las Vegas in January. And finally
from Definitive Audio, look out for the BP2004,
abox speaker based on atried and trusted fourspeaker bi-polar array and transmission line
loaded active siide-firing 10 inch subwoofers.
Price of the BP2004 is £ 1700 per pair. Further
details from Gecko Inc, 01273 233021.

BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING
ABSOLUTE SOUNDS has changed its
telephone number to 0181 971 3909.
ALPHASON has introduced a rosewood
veneered finish for its VGMV2P hi-fi shelving
system, selling at £ 195. Call 01942 678000.
AUDIO CLASSICS, the Wigan-based
classic hi-fi dealer, has merged with
Mellotone, and moved to larger
premises at a new address, 18/20
Chapel Green Road, Hindley, Wigan,
Greater Manchester WN2 3LL.
CRYSTAL LOGIC is now supplying
the industry's first 961(Hz sampling
rate transmitters and receivers. Call
Crystal on + 1 ( 512) 912 3113
DESIGN AUDIO CLASSICS, the Glasgow
hi-fi dealer, has been featured in Scottish
Television's latest home interiors series of
The Home Show. Call 0141 353 7444.
EPOS ACOUSTICS has moved, along with
sister company Mordaunt Short, to Unit Al,
Hazleton Industrial Park, Horndean, Hants
P089JU. Call 01705 498866.
MARSTON (UK) LTD, the company
previously called Marston Audio Research,
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changed its name in deference to
Audio Research Corp. of America.
MEC [INNOVATIONS' injection
moulded speaker support, The
Designer Speaker Bracket (left) may
be finished in almost any
colour required, and features
self-adhesive structural foam
pads fitted to the loudspeaker,
to enable rotation through
360°. Call 0181 351 6456.
MILLFLEX, an OEM loudspeaker
cable supplier to ' several leading
brands', aims to cut the price of high
quality leads by marketing two new speaker
cables of its own: Soundmaster copper core
(from 41p to £ 3.51 per metre) and the
Soundmaster II line of OFC conductors (49p
to £4.05). Call 019o2 868424.
MORDAUNT SHORT has moved, along
with sister company Epos Acoustics, to Unit
Al, Hazleton Industrial Park, Horndean,
Hants P08 9JU. Call 01705 498866.
MUSIC MAESTRO by Sound Management
Services enables 100-disc Pioneer PD-F series

CD players to be interactively linked
to a PC running Windows ' 95 or
3.11, for £299.Call 01635 521353.
NXT (
New Transducers Ltd),
developer of flat-panel loudspeakers,
has granted Harman International
Industries, Inc exclusive rights to
represent NXT in licensing US based
manufacturers in the fields of home
audio, home theatre and pro audio.
NO NAME ACOUSTICS has produced a
limited-edition 'Monogram Series' of heavy
gauge stainless steel stands, including £600
equipment racks filled with SoundByte antivibration material, and high mass £ 800
speaker stands Call 0171 288 1966.
PHILEX is retailing recordable CD-R and
rewritable CD-RW discs for £ 5.99 and
£19.99 respectively. Te1:0181 202 1717.
QED has supplied Air Recording Studioss
with its inductance-reduced OFC Qudos
Silver speaker cable. Tel: 01276 451166.
TDK is sponsoring Janet Jackson (above) on
her Europe-wide `Velvet Rope Tour 1998',
which ends in June at Wembley Arena.
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"FROM PHYSICS TO ART"

AVANTGARDE HORNS
422 Richmond Road, East Twickenham,
Middlesex. TW1 2EB.
Tel: (0181) 892 7613 Fax: (0181) 892 7749

FOR YOUR
ABSOLUTE
SOUNDS
NEWS: Millennium

1000 &

3000 loudspeaker cable

from Yamamura

Churchill. Hi-end performance loudspeaker cable at affordable prices, and as
you would expect from Yamamura Churchill it is very good indeed.

The Platine Verdier

Turntable has just arrived in the U.K. This turntable not

only has world wide acclaim, it has also developed acult status among audiophiles in the USA and after evaluating it we can now see why. You will be
astonished at what this turntable can achieve with your record collection. If
you are looking for your last Hi end turntable purchase then this has to be at
the top of your list. More on this next month.

New & Ex-demonstration Equipment for sale
Avantgarde Duoss Horn loudspeaker, special metallic red finish ( list £7.600) £6,900
Audio Physic Virgo loudspeakers, birds-eye maple ( list £3.400)
Audio Physic Tempo Iloudspeakers, black and cherry ( list £ 1,999)

POA
£ 1,500

Audio Physic Step loudspeakers. black & cherry ( list £ 1,299)

£ 75

Marantz C1317 (' I) player. boxed ( list £800)
£450
Nottingham Analogue Annalog Reference Turntable ( list £5,500) £3.500
Nottingham Analogue "The Foot" 12 inch arm, 3 months old ( list £ 1,100) £800

UP TO 36 MONTHS INTEREST
FREE CREDIT AVAILABLE

ART Monolith loudspeaker cable, 3 metre stereo pair ( list £650)

£495

Pre- Owned Equipment for sale
Unit) Epoch pre-amplifier. Silver wired & upgraded power supply. unbelievable pelianxince .£650

(SUBJECT TO STATUS)

Garrard 301 turntable. Mambas plinth in piano black. F&S Isolation Manstiarner ( list £5)5) ..£350

3 DEMONSTRATION ROOMS

Nlullard 5-20, original main and output transformers ( stereo set), new and boxed...£120

MAIL ORDER FACILITY
AGENCIES INCLUDE:
Angstrom, Arcam, Audiolab,
Audio Research, B&W, Bose, Copland,
Castle, Denon, Dwin, Krell, KEF, Meridian,
Marantz, Monitor Audio, Musical Fidelity,
Michell, Micromega, Martin Logan,
Nakamichi, NHT, Pioneer, RCF, REL,
Sony, Sonus Faber, Tannoy, Theta,
Vidikron, Wilson, Yamaha.

OPENING HOURS
10.00am-5.30pm Monday- Saturday
Later by appointment

Klipsch Chorus II Horn loudspeaker, Oak finish, 4 years old ( list £ 1.950) ( 1.0110
Leak 11.12.1 ( matched pair). BBC spec rebuilt to avery high standard £ 1,600
Nottingham Analogue Alien Arm, Machined from pure graphite ( list £2,000) £500
Nottingham Analogue Tracer No 4 Cartridge. only 200 hours use ( list £6501 £ 150
I'VE Mozart HFS20 Stereo amplifier, very collectable, great sound, £395
Inr"E HFI2 (
matched pair), very rare amps still in daily use, magnificent sound...£1,2011
QUAD II's, with 22 preamp. original KT 66's. manuals, mint condition, abargain at

£6511

Our agencies include:- Audio Analogue, Audio Physic,
Avantgarde Acoustics, Croft, Denon, Diapason, GATE,
GM Audio, GRAAF, lmmedia Turntable & Arms, Jolida,
Leak Troughline Tuners, Mattisse, Monrio,
Nottingham Analogue, Plantine Verdier Turntables, Posseh,
SME, Solidsteel Tables,

TRoN, um) Opera,

Unison Research & Yamamura Churchill Millennium Cables.

CALLERS BY APPOINTMENT ONLY:
MAIL ORDER AVAILABLE

Tel/Fax: (+44) 01895 833099
We are situated on the outskirts of London 4 minutes from junction 16 of the M25
(M25/11440) or 20 minutes by train from Marylehone Railway Station.

XTC hi-fi worth

more than £2000

`XTC the ultimate listening experience'
FROM the team which created the weli-established
Orelle hi-fi brand, XTC products are intended to give
you ' the ultimate listening experience' — and
these British-built products aim to offer true
high-end performance.
XTC products use fully researched and
developed technology, combined with very
carefully-selected passive and active
components and materials. These, says
XTC, are combined with superb build
quality to create excellence in
performance, finish and reliability. For
this month's star prizes, we're delighted
to be able to offer two XTC units, both
reflecting the company's particular
expertise in digital audio.

THE QUESTIONS
1. Which proven INA conversion

FIRST PRIZE: XTC CDP-1
Our First Prize is the acclaimed XTC CDP-1 CD player, which combines proven
technology with anumber of important XTC innovations. Transport mechanism is the
Philips CDM12, while the digital-to-analogue conversion process uses classic, proven
multi-bit technology combined with XTC's own unique audio stages to achieve
'incredible results'. A separate, specially-designed Fast Rise-Time Buffered (FRTB)
clock with its own power supply is used to ensure the best possible digital performance.
The innovative analogue circuit uses discrete selected components tlutoughout. Split rail
multiple special low-noise regulator stages were developed to feed selected low-noise
transistors working in single-ended Class A configuration — which results in avery low
level of odd-order harmonic distortion, ensuring the sweetest sound. The whole audio
section is direct-coupled with servo control for ultimate performance. Low distortion is
thus achieved without resorting to negative feedback. The CDP-1 player normally retails
at £ 1250.

SECOND PRIZE: XTC DAC-1
Our Second Prize winner will receive the superb XTC DAC-1, atruly superior separate
digital-to-analogue converter designed to get the best out of any good CD transport
unit. The DAC - 1features multi-bit conversion using the Analog Devices 18-bit DAC.
The DAC integrated circuit chip includes CMOS logic elements, bipolar and MOS
linear elements, and laser-trimmed thin-film resistor elements, all fabricated on Analog
Devices BiMOS H process. This unique process allows different types of fabrication to
be carried out on asingle chip, hence facilitating the use of high-voltage supplies —
±12V instead of the usual 5V. This higher voltage allows increased headroom,
permitting ' real-life' dynamics and hence more pleasurable, fatigue-free listening. Retail
price of the DAC-1 is £ 1000.

strategy is featured in the XTC
CDP-1?
a) multi-bit
b) bitstream
c) PWM
d) PDM
2. Which design feature of the
CDP-1's audio stage gives low
odd- order distortion and hence
sweeter sound?
a) Fast Rise-Time Buffered
technology
b) Multiple regulators
c) Teflon input/output socketry
d) singleended Class A
configuration
3. Which manufacturer supplies
the 18-bit multi-bit DIA
integrated circuit used in the
XTC DAC-1?
a) Philips
b) Analog Devices
c) Vishay
d) Teflon

HOW TO ENTER: Complete the entry form by answering the three questions, and send it to: XTC Competition,
Hi Fi News & Record Review Editorial, Link House Magazines Ltd, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, to arrive before the closing
date of Friday, 12 June, 1998.
RULES: ') This competition n open to UK readers only.
Phobic:orb.e of the entry firm are acceptable, but only one

XTC Competition

entry per rcader is allowed ( multtple entrants will be

Name
Address

disgualifieff . No other correst3ondence should bc enclosed with
the entry ! arm. 2) There will bc no cash or other alternatives t..

TIE ANSWERS

the Kites offered. Winner( s) will be the first correct entries
opened. 3. Employees of link House Magaiines or of XTC or
their awn, will not bc eligible to enter. 4) Entries must be
received in first pint on Friday, 12 June 1
1
498. The Editor's
decision wIl be final and binding. No correspondence will be
entered into regarding the competition. 5) Prizewinner(s) will
be notified by post; the rmults will be published in the
HFIVIRR, September 1998. h) Entry forms received become

I

1

2

If y011 madd prei, NOT ro rceetre funher
direct "sal, plea_e tick this box J

3

Postcode
Daytime tel no:

the propeny of link House Map:tines Ltd.
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The Sweetest Feeling

CARY SINGLE- ENDED TRIODES
The Cary Philosophy Continues with the CAD-805C, the latest version
of this breathtaking 50W monobldck, the original and still the best, now
featuring the 845 valve coupled to the Western Electric 300 B.
MAGICAL PERFORMANCE WITH NO EQUAL - COMPLETE WITH GOOSE BUMPS.
Single-ended dreams become reality at £2123 plus, with the CAD 572 SE
monoblocks, which provide an impressive 20W, visually the baby-805,
sonically its equal in many respects.
The Reference All-Valve Earrnax Mk II Headphone
Amplifier with improved circuitry and
sleek new case. Still only £375 inc. And the new
Pro, for low impedence headphones, Grado, Sony,
AKG, Jecklin etc at £475 inc.

805 Monoblock

Exclusive UK Distributor

The Audiophile Club

Apertura Tanagra

PO Box 6477
London NI3 4AY
Tel: 0181 882 2822 Fax 0181 372 3772

qailitizeibed

Other Products
•Shinpy cables
•Claravox speakers
•Music plus

Earmax

The " Legends"

Genuine Garrard 401 turntables are available, as approved remanufactured units from Loricraft Audio, the official Garrard licensees.

ttelk"
you zietice is it's amazing bass slam.

The first e
t

control than Ihave heard from any other turntable

Notes go deeper and with more power and
Dominic Baker, Hi Fi World

In musical terms the 401 combination was a real winner

Chris Beeching, Hi Fi News

We have test and calibration equipment from the original Garrard factory and can offer turntables rebuilt to " as
new" or latest specification. Mounted in our world renowned plinth, all our remanufactured units come with a full
2 year guarantee. We also offer these services to customers with their own motor units.
To find out more send the coupon

to :-

Loricraft Audio, 4 Big Lane, Lambourn
Berkshire, RG17 8,CQ.
or call 01488 72267.
e-mail garrard@audio.ndirect.co.uk

pm um um um mom
...........
II YES! IWANT TO KNOW MORE. PLEASE SEND ME DETAILS OF YOUR :-

I301/401 Re-manufactured units
IPRC2 Record Cleaner
IName

New Garrard 501
Acceso ries

I

technology

lEnbanced
CDs can
prcvide
useful
video/text
iinknr ation
35 well as
audio.
Prov ded
von can
play them...

Once they charge for the PC
content they must deal with
complaints from customers who
cannot make the disc work on their
prehistoric (more than afew years
old!) personal computer.
So who pays for the extra play?
The most promising idea is for the
disc
to
contain
marketing
information, such as acatalogue of
other titles and amail-order form.
King Crimson already do this. The
ECD can either connect the PC to
an Internet web site, or the user can
print out an order form and fax it.
So far only pop, rock and avery
few classical titles are using ECD
as amarketing tool. Having recently
experienced the deep frustration of
trying to order jazz material from
small label Lake, Ilook forward to
the chance of putting a Lake CD
in aPC, checking the catalogue and
using the Internet or fax to order
direct.
Of course this will cut retailers
out of the loop, but most retailers

E

nhanced CDs, made to the
Blue
Book
multi-session
standard, play audio on aCD
player and deliver video, graphics
and text on a PC. Well, at least in
theory they. do.
Some audio CD players, including
older Quads, refuse to deliver audio.
If you have this problem, all you can
do is hope that the manufacturer is
as responsible as Quad, and
Alusic discs like
will offer a PROM chip
!his cost more than
upgrade.
ordinary CD
Most modern CD-ROM
ROM discs
drives follow the Multisession standard, originally
developed for Photo CD,
and most modern PCs use
the Windows 95 Operating
System which incorporates
the ' driver' software needed
to read a Blue Book ECD.
If you have an older PC,
ROM drive and OS, then it
will be cheaper to replace
the system than to upgrade
it. If you are upgrading, it
now makes sense to wait for
the Windows 98 OS, which
is due fur release soon.
But do we want BCDs?
They can be useful to
display the libretto for an
show so little interest in specialist
opera, along with the music — but
orders that they can hardly
playing music on a PC usually
complain if we use new technology
means rotten sound. Promotional
to wave them goodbye.
videos, that display in awindow of
the screen, are seldom worth
TAXING BLANK CD-Rs
watching more than a couple of
times. Hearing Genesis tell why Phil
A reader asks [` Views', April 1998]
why we should pay atax on blank
Collins went off to indulge his
CD-Rs, even if they are used only
expensive ambition to play drums
with a big band is hardly a to copy non-copyright music — and
what happens to the tax we pay.
collectable experience.
The short answer is that we do
Abbey Road has cut the cast of
not pay atax in the UK. The price
adding ECD material to a CD to
of blank CD-Rs for consumer music
under £ 1000, but that only covers
recording is much higher than for
a simple linear video sequence.
personal computer CD-R blanks,
Everything else costs an extra £250
because PC blanks are still made in
or £ 500. So adding biogs, syncing
very small numbers. The two types
text lyrics to music and branching
are different, with different pressed
off into audio interviews, can easily
guide grooves, because some
push the production price up to
countries do tax music blanks, and
several thousand pounds. So, far the
record companies do not dare charge
the EC might insist that all
more for an ECD than ordinary CD.
countries, including the UK, fall
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into line. Hopefully, by then demand
for music blanks will be sufficiently
high to ensure that there is no
difference in base price, and the only
extra cost will then be down to the
tax.
This leaves the question of who
gets the tax that is levied in some
countries: it varies widely. [
See Bany's
feature article in this issue — Ed.]
In the USA, the Audio Home
Recording Act puts 2% of the
wholesale price on any digital audio
recorder, with aminimum of $ 1and
maximum of $ 8. All blank digital
audio blank media, disc or tape, are
taxed at 3% of the wholesale price.
Two-thirds of the collected
revenue goes into aSound Recording
Fund, with small percentages
earmarked for small-name artists and
backing musicians, 40% of the
remainder to featured artists and the
rest to record companies. The other
third goes to aMusical Works Fund,
to be split 50/50 between songwriters
and publishers.
Only those who apply to
the Library of Congress for a
share will get it. The actual
amount is based on record
sales and airplay. It seems
pretty clear that administering
the scheme could well cost as
much as it generates.
In Europe the mish-mash
of levy schemes, which vary
from country, has created a
grey market, with blank tapes
and discs flowing from the
untaxed or low-tax countries
to those which are taxed at
higher rates. The whole thing
is a nonsense because the
control software that comes
with aPC CD-R drive lets it
record music on to data
blanks.This has prompted
Sony to mount a fresh push
on MiniDisc. Dixons is
promoting both formats, just as the
chain promoted both MD and DCC
five years ago.
Printed signs in the Oxford Street
store in London proclaim ` Dixons
First for New Technology', with
Sony's MDS-JE510 ' Mini Disc
System' recorder on sale for £250.
On the window-shelf below, another
sign proclaims another `Dixons First
for New Technology', the Philips
CDR-870 recorder for £500.
The top of the CD-R deck is
covered with MD blanks, with the
clear implication that the CD-R deck
records on to MDs. And, sure
enough, Dixons' printed sign for the
CDR-870 explains that it uses the
'Mini Disc System'.
If High Street dealers don't know
the difference between MD and CDR, what hope has the public?
Barry Fox
19
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THAT WORK

In terms of watts for wonga, the P113 S
power amplifier looks like a non-starter.
But DNM has long challenged
conventional wisdom that enormous
reserves of power make musical sense
by

D

MARTIN COLLOMS

NM's long-awaited update to
the PA3 power amplifier has
finally
arrived.
Fully
regulated, the new PA3 S power
amplifier reflects its designer, Denis
Morecroft's
uncompromising
approach. Offering just 23W per
channel power but costing £ 3750,
this stereo power amp has
undergone a long gestation, the
reasons for which Morecroft outlines
in the accompanying box panel.
He would be the first to accept
that the PA3 Sforms part of DNM's
pre-/power amplifier architecture,
which includes the long-running and
oft-upgraded pre-amplifier, the 3B,
plug-in cards for which were
recently revised to take into account
the anticipated leap forward in
performance of the PA3 S power
amplifier.
For the purposes of this review,
DNM supplied the entire 3B/PA3 S
system including integral, factory
standard, DNM single strand
cabling. On request, DNM also

supplied a ' one-off'
PA3 S, standard in all
respects except for the
provision of phono input
sockets and speaker cable
binding posts to enable
more precise comparisons
within the context of a
standard review system.
DNM operates a trade-in
upgrade policy whereby older and
more junior members of the range
may be returned in exchange for a
full allowance on a new model,
minus a £ 50 handling charge. So,
for example, DNM's previous PA1
(£1650), may be exchanged for the
unregulated 45W per channel DNM
PA3 (£2500) or for the PA3 S. The
returned models are remanufactured
to factory condition, and then resold
carrying afull three-year guarantee.
The ' S' version PA3 is half as
powerful as its unregulated
predecessor, Denis Morecroft
asserting that the cleaner, more
dynamic delivery makes these two

With its nearzero metal
content, signal
paths aided
by super short
surface mount
technology,
and idealised
threedimensional
topology,
the perfected
amplifier
kernel is
fed from
stable, clean
and dynamic
regulated
power supplies

Exploded view: in the
PA3 S, audio signal
paths travel
horizontally on the
main circuit board
tracks, while power is
supplied via the
vertical connecting
pins. Here the boards

power amplifiers equally loud,
subjectively. In theory, the 3dB
difference corresponds to just one
volume control notch — or so Ikeep
telling myself!
What you receive is a compact
acrylic- cased power amp linked
umbilically to aseparate transformer
box, the latter equipped with a
power switch and adetachable IEC
plug cable. Inputs are 5-pin DIN;
dealer-set outputs, as required, are
for single, double or triple pairs of
speaker connections, via buried
2mm gold-plated sockets.

TECHNOLOGY
Discrete components are used
throughout the PA3 S, which
operates in push pull, directcoupled, Class A/B mode. Single
FET output devices are sufficient at
this power level. Stable, rail-to-rail
differential circuitry avoids current
mirrors, and while this amplifier
uses substantial negative feedback,
great care has been taken to make
the current paths as pure as possible
to help maximise ultrasonic stability
and allow feedback to be optimally
effective, unconstrained by stray
inductance and higher order
modulation effects.
With its near zero metal content,
signal paths aided by super short

have been separated

surface mount technology, and
idealised
three-dimensional

to show these clearly

topology, the perfected amplifier
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AMPLIFIERS
kernel is fed from stable, clean and
dynamic regulated power supplies,
these push-pull circuits essentially as
refined as the audio amplifiers
themselves.
While the unregulated version of
the amplifier uses ' Slit Foil' reservoir
capacitors, the ` S' version employs
the latest ' T' network 10,000µF
types patented by the designer.

SOUND QUALITY
Several visiting products enlivened
matters here, including the revived
JBL 4312-II, a stand mount threeway loudspeaker with a rated
93dB/W sensitivity. Other models
included the Wilson WITT II, the
Quad ESL63, Sonus Faber Electa
Amator 2 and Spendor SP2-2.
Reference amplification came from
the Krell KPB 600, the Cary 572 SE
triode, Conrad-Johnson Premier 1la
and the Naim NAP 250. Control
was inbuilt with sources such as the
Krell KPS20i/1 and DAX Decade,
these supplemented by the ConradJohnson ART and the XTC PRE
and, of course, the matching DNM
pre-amplifier, the DNM 3C.
The set of triple-paralleled DNM
speaker cables supplied with the
PA3 S were terminated in 4mm
plugs; for the ' one off' power amp,
Transparent, Siltech and van den
Hul speaker cables were used. The
interconnect to the power amp and
links to the 3C were as defined by
DNM Design, and DNM's singlestranded mains cables were fitted.
If, for any reason, you have to
turn off the PA3 S amplifier, you'll
find its subsequent rapid warm-up
remarkable. From the very first
track, the sound unfolds and 'opens
out'. Instead of waiting 20 minutes
for the mists to clear, they disappear
in practically no time at all.
Iwas surprised to find myself
completely at home with this
amplifier system. It may be small
scale, but the quality was such that
you didn't feel short-changed. This
diminutive dynamo really did
succeed in conveying the dynamics
and expression achieving the same
degree of satisfaction that had
hitherto required substantially
higher listening levels.
Partnering the PA3 S with its
matching DNM pre-amp, it was
easy to hear a degree of
consonance that
lifted this product
right out of the
ordinary. In terms
of tonal balance, the
DNM combination
was indeed somewhat
lightweight, partly due
to a small degree of
dryness
and
overprojection in the treble, yet
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DENIS MORECROFT: ' NOT FOR HEADBANGERS'
DNM amplifiers represent the

antithesis to mega-muscle power. As
Denis Morecroft (pictured), DNM's
Founder and designer, says, 'I'm not
designing for headbangers! They've
got to look elsewhere! But in my
defence, I'd argue that the dynamic
expression I
try to achieve makes my
amplifiers sound louder ond more
satisfying than amplifiers of
nominally greater power. The sense of power in
live unampliFied music: derives from the fine
detail, not from the loud parts. For reproduction,
resolution is therefore more important than brute
force.., resolution without intermodulation effects.
Frequently my amps are used like SE triode
models with higher sensitivity speakers (greater
than 90dBW) and my distributor finds agood
match with the highly efficient French made
Rhedeko speakers, which I
also like.'
In the PA3 S, Denis Morecroft tried to
concentrote on anumber of concepts concerning
the perfection of the layout of the amplifier. He
was concerned to obtain the right relationship of
parts, and to understand the current flow and
interaction between circuits He also fried to
minimise unwanted coupling even at very high
Frequencies. In his view. 'If power supply and
ground routeing don't intrude then adose
opproac:h to aperfect layout can be cEhieved.
I've used modern technology in the form of
surface mount techniques to make the power

Iwas surprised
to find myself
completely at
home with tbis
amplifier
system]. It may
be small scale,
butt the quality
was such that
you didn't feel
short changed

amplifier uniquely small. But then
you have to connect power to it.
My solution involved three stacked
printed circuit boards with the
power lines and power grounding
running vertically, that is at right
angles to the area of the circuit, so
minimising the interaction between
sensitive low level parts and high
current regions. My research
showed that problems of feedback stability,
clarity and dynamic expression often related to
these unwanted interactions which I've tried so
hard to avoid. In asense it completes apath of
development which began with optimised star
grounding, ultra clean power supplies, non
interactive casework and, despite the expense,
full supply regulation when deemed essential.
DNM has adopted an evolutionary approach
to design. The PA3 Sis no exception, as Denis
Morecroft reflects: 'While it may be substantially
efferent to previous models, it embodies
successful aspects of designs that go back over
ten years. For example, regardless of expense
I've retained the alumina block thermal coupling
between the output FETs and the heat sinks to
minimise interaction with the metal of the heat
sinks. And there are high performance power
regulators in the supplies of the top model,
which give the cleanest and most stable
power. In asense they ore power amplifiers in
their own right.'

the sound was very well focused with
wide, atmospheric stereo images and
good image depth.
While the
sensation of depth fell a little short
of the best references, the sound
remained clear and highly resolved.
In its ability to portray rhythm,
the
DNM
was
exceptional,
contriving to sound both upbeat and
dynamically expressive. The bass
was tight, agile and boppy', with a
believable percussive quality. This
was an interesting, derailed and
musically involving performance. As
a pre-/power, despite the peak level
limitations, it achieved 25 points on
my usual listening-test scoring scale,
atruly audiophile standard.
Although the DNM pre-amp was
very good, it derived from an earlier
design generation; and it turned out
that the power amp performs to astill
higher standard.
Using the ART
and other 'direct'
signal sources, it
was abundantly
obvious that,
in the PA3 S,
here
was
something
very special.
In isolation,
Swas found
neutral in tonal
,in my view somewhere
etwecn the big Krell 600 and the
Cary 805C SET. The midrange was

exceptionally well-balanced and, in
truth, this even-handed quality was
maintained over the entire audible
frequency range. In the treble it was
highly resolved, very delicate, airy and
neutral. As for the bass, within its
dynamic compass and modestly limited
extension, Irated it among the best.
Given a reference- grade signal
input, the PA3 S amplifier showed
gains in transparency, attaining a 'very
good to excellent' rating with well
layered image perspectives. Exceeding
its already satisfying performance on
rhythm and dynamics, its timing now
reached near textbook standard, so
well did it ` lock in' both the
performance and the performers. It
also had the uncanny ability to make
many competing power amplifiers
sound rather blurred. Beginnings and
ends of notes were superbly defined
over the whole frequency range, while
complex scoring was read cleanly with
none of the usual mix-up between the
instrumental lines when the music
gets complicated.
This stable, consistent clarity, and
very fine dynamic expression were all
factors in imparting high musical
involvement and satisfaction without
the need for high listening levels.
Aural fatigue was rated consistently
low at moderate listening levels,
though the sound thinned a little
towards full power ( not clipped,
monitored with apeak power meter!).
Bearing in mind its relatively small
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Come and hear the stunning
10/

Thiel CS.6 speakers being driven to
perfection by the new
Mark Levinson 33H Monoblocks
"Let music be without dissimulation"

marKTI>r
EvinsoneCould be the prime directive
191
MIK

•

of musical reproduction.
If so, the Mark Levinson No 33H fulfills that commandment
better than any other electronic component I've ever heard
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— BEAUTY — RARITY — POWER —
ORCH/D
PRECISION AUDIO
"I had a long time to listen to these large

PLL1 is a six way phase coherent loudspeaker

uncompromising £6000 floor standers, the first
speakers to make my monster mosfet power
amp look a tad pale. As with all acoustics
there is atrade-off depending on what you want

of breath- taking clarity and passion. From it's
powerful Volt woofer with true response to
20Hz, to its super fast ribbon tweeter, PLL1
uses each driver only over it's most optimum

to achieve and you will need a damn gooa

frequency range and achieves low distortion

amplifier to get the best out of these demanding
loudspeakers. They are astonishingly ever,
(both measured and audibly), whilst also
displaying
commendable
neutrality
and
openness. They demand enormous amounts of

performance that is not matched by ordinary
two way systems.

power. If you can oblige, the PLL1s will delight

monitors. The question is: How do these
loudspeakers compare against the traditional
big names in the audiophile market? You know

you with their spot-on musicality, warmth and
obvious pedigree. They have superb scale and
dynamics, and some of the deepest bass in the
nay

business. Seriously serious audiophiles and
liquid music lovers should note that the PLL1s
would trounce the majority of studio monitors.
Douglas Floyd- Douglas

Mr. Floyd- Douglas reviewed the PLL1's in their
professional context, as precision studio

which names, the ones imported from Italy
and the USA. Our opinion is that we surpass
them too.

Hi Fi World, February 98

In order to prove this to you we invite your competitive comparison.

PS: We also make very good amplifiers.

MIDLANDS:

ZOUCH AUDIO
01530 414128 ( Ashby)

KENT:

SOUNDS-OF- MUSIC
01892 547003 (Tonbridge)

(Taken as a trade-in, we have a large active
ATC studio monitor system, SCM20, available
for £ 7000.)

OR CALL US: 01608 684694

•
All purchases of PLL1 during the next 30 days will include afree room optimisation session
to allow you to get the most out of these extraordinary loudspeakers in your listening room.

AMPLIFIERS
SUPPLIER
Rcality
Audio Systems,
PO Box-383,
Brentwood,
Essex
CM14 9GB.
Tel: 01277
227 355

Morecroft's
achievements
include:
minimisation
of stray
induced
currents; the
painstakingly
detailed
optimisation
of stability
margins in
the ultrasonic
range to
minimise
the feedback
signature; the
development
of aunique
network
reservoir
capacitor; and
the use of
costly active
push- pull
regulated
supplies and
three
dimensional
topology in a
tiny, optimised
amplifier
kernel

size and finite bass weight at very
low frequencies, and knowing full
well that floor shaking musical

DNM RESON PA3 S
LAB REPORT

monotonically

events are beyond its compass, Iam
persuaded by its sheer musicality to

Since the

regulated power

[Fig 1]. Much of
the analyser 'grass'

give a score of 32 marks to this

supply is stabilised
to afixed value,

represented very
low level hum at

output power may

better than - 120dB

be precisely set, no

(rel full level).

more and no less.
Thus the PA3 S
delivery is

Testing for high
frequency
intermodulation at
full power, the
19k/20kHz

delightful power amplifier. Ifeel it is
pre-eminent in its class.

CONCLUSION
Judging by the results of this review,
the PA3 S largely vindicates Denis
Morecroft's assessment of negative
feedback. He believes that although
invariably it is responsible for a
major source of problems, as long as
extraordinary care is taken to
overcome the common pitfalls, and
equally careful use is made of

precisely what is
promised,
13.6dBW or
23W into 8ohm
loads. With both

DNM PA3 S: Distortion ,pectrunt at

233Hz (see text)

composite brought
forth just -93dB of

channels driven,
there's about 1dB

difference tone,
falling to below
-100dB at 1watt.

appropriate circuit topology, the
application of negative feedback in a

less output.
Almost twice

Clearly there was
no loss of linearity

solid state amplifier design can be
justified as a means of obtaining

that power was
available into 4
ohms, and for this

under extreme high
frequency
conditions [Fig 2].

moderate powered
ampler, ample

The frequency
response was

current was
available. Even
for 2ohm loads,

intentionally, if
mildly, band
limited in the

more than 6A is
generated, given
due consideration

classic style: 'do
not pass what you
cannot reproduce

graph of this

result reached

include: minimisation of stray
induced currents; the painstakingly

to the self-resetting
thermal cutout.

well'. It ran 36Hz
to 32kHz for the

excellent result was
not worth printing.

110dB with no
significant hum

detailed optimisation of stability
margins in the ultrasonic range to

The output
impedance was

just-audible
-0.5dB limit, and

Channel
separation levelled

content.

minimise the feedback signature; the

remarkably

I2Hz to 86kHz

out at around

Checked on
square waves the

development

constant at about

63dB midband,

amplifier proved to

satisfactory linearity and
matching.

load

Through his efforts to bring
several factors under his control,
negative
feedback
included,
Morecroft has proved himself a
highly committed designer who has
achieved much. Innovations that
testify to Morecroft's achievements

of a unique ` T'

Fg 2. DNM PA3 S: intermodulation
distortion, 19kHz120kHz tones at full power

Fg 3: DNM PA3 S: frequency response

network reservoir capacitor; and the

0.25 ohms,

for -3dB. The mild
bass filtering might

reducing to a

be unconditionally

use of costly active push-pull

low enough to be

give atouch of

satisfactory 52dB

stable, with anear

regulated

inconsequential.

leanness to the

by 20kHz. Signal-

Gaussian

dimensional topology in a tiny,
optimised amplifier kernel.

supplies

and

three-

Simple
measurements for

bass/mid tonal

to-noise ratios were

characteristic and

The DNM/Reson PA3 S very
effectively proves the validity of
Morecroft's work. Perfection in

total harmonic
distortion gave

balance [Fig 3].
Channel
balance held to a

fine, in the midnineties weighted

showing very well
controlled

miniature, this reference quality
power amplifier is highly rewarding

very low
residuals, better
than 90dB

tight 0.014dB
tolerance, while
input impedance

or unweighted, at
1watt, OdB IHF,
while for full power
the A' weighted

overshoot and
minimal ringing
even on a2pF

musically. Despite its high £ to watt
ratio it easily wins recommendation.

midband at full
power, while

If you find it goes loud enough, you

spectrum analysis

was moderate
27k ohm. It
required

need look no further, unless you
have much more to spend.

was necessary to

150mV for

track down the
distortion

1watt, 8
ohms, while

(typically - 100dB

0.7V input

for low and mid

sufficed for

frequencies, and

full output,

perhaps -81dB, or

usable with

0.009%, by
20kHz). No

apassive

crossover
distortion was
evident at lower
powers, while
the spectrum
analysis for
233Hz indicated
anear perfect
technical
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pre-amp if
desired. DC
offset was
very low, at
under 6mV
for either
channel.
Thanks to
the regulated
supplies,
supply

DNM PA3 S

symmetry, with
low levels of third

power amplifier

harmonic

was so low

with lid removed

decrementing

that the

modulation

loading.

at
Test results

DNM PA3 S power amplifier

Power output
Rated power into 8ohms (maker's spec) 23W ( 13.6dBW*)
Rated power into 4ohrns (maker's spec) 19W ( 12.8dBW.)
20Hz
IkHz 20kHz
One cheinel 8ohm bad (d8W)
13.5
13.6
13.4
Both chevets 4otrns
12.3
12.5
12.4
Burst 10ms, 8ohms
13.9
Burst 10ms, 4ohms
13.6
Burst 10ms. 2ohms
12.1
Peak current, via 1 ohm, 2.2pF
+6A/-6A
Output Impedance
0.25
0.25
0.28
Distortion (
dB)
THD, at rated power 8ohms - 100
100 -81
THD, at OdBW 8ohms - 100 -100
90
Intermodulation distortion (
dB)
(19kHz/20kHz, rated power/OdBW -93/-100
Stereo separation (
dB)
63
62.5
52
Signal to noise ratio (
dB) (full gain)
rel OdBW ( 22Hz -22kHz)
-94
rel OdBW CA'wtd)
-97
rel full level rated ( 22Hz -22kHz) - 107
rel full level rated (' A wtd')
- 11.0
Channel balance (
dB)
0.014
Input Impedance
27k ohms
Input sensitivity (
IHF, OdBW)
150mV
Input sensitivity for programme clip
0.7V
Frequency response (-0.5dB)
36Hz-32kHz
Frequency response (-3dB)
12Hz-86kHz
Distortion residual
predominantly 'odd' monotonic
Supply modulation
negligible
Dimensions (
whd)mm
270 x130 x175
Typical price (
inc VAT)
£3750
'where OdBW =2.83V. or 1W/8 ohms
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hen
a company's
catalogue includes —
typically — a £ 16,000
pre- amp and a £9000 CD player,
well.., is it any surprise that the
brand is perceived as ' expensive'?
But Jadis, the legendary French
va/viste, has been fighting this image,
the past few years seeing prices creep
ever downwards. Now, the company
has issued its ultimate nod to the
impoverished: The Orchestra
System. And it even features the
endearing detail of identical pricing
for its three constituents, each at
£1099: an integrated amplifier, a
CD player and a pair of speakers.
Or, unbelievably, a complete Jadis
system for £3297.
Equally endearing is the decision
to name them, simply, the Orchestra
Integrated Amplifier, the Orchestra
CD Player and Orchestra Speakers.
It's matter-of-fact, it avoids the
usual pitfall of companies from nonEnglish- speaking territories who
embarrass themselves with bizarre
model names like Glowy or ProFeel,
it's crystal-clear and it's probably

Parisian- chic.
Remember:
these
products come from a
country whose capital
city once boasted an
ultra-hip watering hole
known simply as Le Bar.
But the general feel is —
ironically — of British
minimalism.
At the heart of the
Orchestra system is an allvalve integrated amplifier
which, on its own, could
have sold for the £ 3k
ticket in the days when
high- end manufacturers
didn't have to worry
about a dearth of wealthy
clients. Measuring a notinconsiderable 530 x200
x270mm (whd), it looks
classically Jadis, with its
gold front panel, loads of
chrome and wooden end cheeks. The only tacky touch is
the quartet of exposed capacitors.
Perhaps Jadis could extend the valve
cage by four inches?

MANOEUVRES
Can the new 'entry-level'Jadis
Orchestra amp, CD player and speakers win
the heart of a rabid Francophobe?
by KEN KESSLER
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Five line inputs are provided,
and the front panel rotary
controls deal with source
select, volume and balance.
Another tip for Jadis: make
the volume, in the middle, a
bit larger. More than once I
went to alter the volume and
ended up swinging the
balance instead.
Rated at 40W/ch, courtesy
of four EL34 output tubes
and two ECC83s in the preamp section, the Orchestra
drives all manner of speakers
from 4 to 8 ohms without
complaint. In the context of
the Jadis system, the EL34s
hardly works up a sweat
because the speakers are a
breeze to drive. OK, so
90dB/1W ain't the highest
sensitivity on offer, but these
speakers seem to open up
with the ease of a Pigalle
ooker.
Measuring a substantial 520 x
275 x220mm (hdw), the Orchestra
Speakers work best on 18in stands.
Nicely finished in walnut, they
contain a6.5in woofer (with nipplelike centre-plug) at the top, a lin
soft-dome tweeter below it and a
large port below the tweeter.
Although this would suggest the
possibility for near-wall positioning
without compromising the port,
they do sound best placed well into
the room, by at least a metre, and
with a fair bit of toe- in. The
veneered cabinet is made from
19mm high-density MDF, and it
sports a cloth grille on a rigid
wooden frame, sculpted to surround
the drivers and port without
interference. At the back are goldplated terminals, but a single pair
only; bi-wiring addicts need not
apply. The crossover operates at
3.5kHz,
with
a slope
of
12dB/octave. Frequency response is
said to be 48-20kHz and the
impedance is generously described
as '4-8 ohms'. The only thing
which puzzles me is why
the woofers made my
fingers turn black when I
touched
them
to
determine the material.
Lastly, there's the CD
player,
a large
beast
measuring 455 x95 x 370mm
(whd), chrome-cabineted with
wooden end- cheeks. A Bitstream
player,
it features the full
complement of programming
facilities, remote control, silky smooth operation and (perhaps to
appease the purists) acoaxial digital
output. The front panel press
buttons
cover
only
on/off,
open/close, stop, pause, play and
scan, while the remote handles the
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subsidiary operations via a numeric
keypad, as well as shuffle, repeat and
— blessedly — volume control as
per the Marantzes. Admittedly, the
best sound came with the volume set
at one mark from maximum, so I
did my listening with it that way and
used the amplifier's volume control.
Now, a brief interlude about
styling and perceived value. On their
own,
each
Jadis
Orchestra
component suggests a bargain
purchase just by virtue of weight and
size alone. Furthermore, the build
quality is something which inspires
confidence, and Isoon forgot all of
those tales of Jadis amps of yore,
which often behaved as though they
were positioned under Joan of Arc.
But Ihave to say that this is the
ugliest melange I've seen in years,
the baffling thing being that it's a
one- make system; I've seen
mix'n'match set-ups using five
brands which offer greater visual
harmony. At the risk of appearing as
if Ihate the Fro-, er, French, I
cannot resist pointing out that it is a
nation which thinks it's the most
stylish on earth, when everyone else
knows that title belongs to Italy. The
French gave the world the 2CV and
are stuck, heh, heh, with the
ludicrous Pompidou Centre (a rare
case of the British finally getting one
up on 'em). Whatever, the facts are
as follows.

beyond my obvious delight in
insulting the French? Because it
detracts from what remains one of
the niftiest bargains yet presented to
the high-end novitiate. Quite simply,
the Orchestra system illustrates in
spades why a single- make system
often has an edge over amish-mash
of brands. I suppose the sheer
ugliness is the sacrifice you make for
the price saving.
Although Itried each component
on its own, my main concern was
with the system as awhole. The amp
is a robust performer — definitely
the star of the Orchestra range —
and it has the grunt and spirit of a
Radford ST25. It's nowhere near as
polite or refined, and it's far more
in- your- face, but it shares the
warmth and robustness. Quite
simply, it's one of the new valve
amplifiers: unafraid of promoting
vintage values, without going the
gutless, single- ended route and
without throwing away low- end
control, transparency or detail for,
say, a300B's midband excesses.
The CD player, like many
Bitstream units, trades digital
edginess for a different kind of
coarseness, but the sound is, like
that of the amp, musical as hell
despite being unrefined. If anything,
the CD player emulates avariety of
vinyl playback sound which was
exemplified by suspensionless
British turntables, Japanese Sshaped tonearms and cheap highMIXED, NOT MATCHED
The amp has a matt- gold front output m-cs. Great for rock'n'roll,
panel. The CD Player? Gloss black.
but please spare Frank, Ella, Dino
The
CD
player
shares
no and Nat [
or classical orchestras? —
dimensions with the integrated — Ed].
not height, not depth, not width.
The speakers? You'd be forgiven
Even Linn learned that lesson long for thinking that they were horns
ago. None of the woods match those because they place excitement above
on the other components; the all other virtues. But the tube
speakers, the CD player and amp amplification keeps them from
appear to have been trimmed by turning rowdy, and the CD player
someone eligible for colour- pulls the sound out of your lap and
blindness disability payments. And back in line with the speakers
how do you make a conventional themselves. Put it all together and,
box speaker ugly? Simple: add a like escargots or steak tartare, it's
glossy stick- on badge below the worse on paper than in practice.
grille, the size of aplaying card and Whatever the prestidigitation,
bearing script in a font too boring whatever feats of juggling were
and elderly to come free with even a required to force each component to
bundled word-processor.
accent, enhance, complement or
Why do Ibelabour the point,
compensate for the others, it really
does work. But it is very much a
specific type of sound,
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The speakers?
you'd be
forgiven for
Ihinking that
they were
horns because
hey place
excitement
above all other
virtues. But
lie tube
amplification
Leeps them
from turning
rowdy, and
the CD player
pulls the
sound out of
your lap

as much as are big solid state amps
plus huge dynamic speakers, or
electrostatics with valves, or horns
driven by 300Bs. (You don't think
that the SET crowd uses horns just
because they're sensitive, do you?
Hell, no: shouty horns can add abit
of life to reticent amps.)
Provided you position the
speakers with care — baffles aimed
at the listening seat — the Orchestra
produces a wide and deep
soundstage reminiscent of the
system's name, with a large arc at
the back, fanning out across the
room. This is abig-sounding system,
with clearly discernible image height
and a spread beyond the edges of
the speakers. If you insist on having
the speakers fire directly into the
room, the price you'll pay for giving
in to the B-WFH will be areduction
in the front-to-back dimension, but
with aslight increase in stage width.
And you really don't need any more
of the latter.
But back to the system's penchant
for brashness: it's all a matter of
degrees. Ifound that the system
responds beautifully to tweaks
including
changing
cables,
positioning flux dumpers on top of
the transformers, placing the amp on
special feet, ad infinitum. It was
possible to refine nearly everything,
including a slightly lispy sibilance
and a tubbiness in the bass, with a
recipe including Discovery's 'purple'
interconnects, ART speaker wire
(the stuff which looks like it came off
asteam iron), Sorbothane feet under
the amp and ceramic cones beneath
the CD player, and Foundation
stands under the speakers.

THE ANSWEER FOR
WANNABEES
What that tells you is not that the
Jadis package needs all sorts of
band-aids; just about every system
benefits by degrees from such
housekeeping. Rather, it shows that
the Jadis package is aimed at
audiophiles prepared to harness its
capabilities. At it's worth the
experimenting, because — despite
its sheer ugliness — the Orchestra
system is a whole lot of fun. It's
never less than ` interesting' even
when cold. Let it warm up for aleast
an hour, and the system conveys
emotion, rhythm and, yes, even joie
de vivre.
But Isuspect the biggest smiles it
will elicit are those on the faces
of Jadis wannabees who,
up until recently, were
excluded by high tariffs.
Quite simply, Jadis struck
on away to give us awhole
lot of sound for the money.
Without sacrificing one iota
of ladisness'.
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robably the loudest and most
powerful sub at anything like
its size, the `True Subwoofer'
kicked off Bob Carver's new Sunfire
Corporation and embodies much of
the showmanship and extrovert
character of this long-established
American designer. Meanwhile, from
small but committed beginnings,
REL' sfounder Richard Lord has
developed ahighly successful range
of British subwoofers. The REL
Stentor is as large as the Sunfire is
compact, in fact seven times the
physical volume of the Sunfire. And
the design approach could hardly be
more different...

REL STENTOR II
Finished in real wood veneers and
topped by asmoked glass inset, the
Stentor II stands 540mm high
including spikes, and is is 590mm
wide and 390mm deep. It comes
with a three year guarantee. Mains
input is by a detachable IEC cord
and while there is amains switch, the
very low idling consumption suggests
it can generally be left on more or
less indefinitely unless you're
planning on being away for a long
while. A two- man lift, this sub
weighs 50kg ( 1101bs) and should be
well coupled to carpeted floors using
the 8mm spikes supplied.
It has an unusual control panel,
providing neither outputs, nor the
usual binding- post speaker- level
input terminals. Instead, the input
facilities are more versatile, offering
line- level phono unbalanced and
XLR balanced connection, along
with speaker- level balanced and
unbalanced connections via Neutrik
Speakon connectors. Retail price is
£1800 (in ablack veneer) or £ 1900

Ibelieve that
REL's direct
engineering
TECHNOLOGY
approach to its
Described as ARM — or acoustic design — a
resistive matrix loading — the
low-order
labyrinthine enclosure is generally of classical
25mm MDF panels and is very alignment,
strongly braced and built. The critically
250mm Volt bass driver has ahuge
damped,
205mm ferrite magnet working on a achieved
10mm thick machined magnet plate
without the
and energises a 75mm high-power usual heavy
voice- coil. Tuned by a large, gasboost and
flowed port, 350mm long by 100trun
accompanying
in diameter, this is claimed to to
dynamic
resonate the 72 litre enclosure at a limiters —
well-damped 20Hz, with the overall
really tells in
pass band extending to 16Hz. Direct terms of higher
coupled, the power amplifier has over
sound quality
(in light oak, rosenut, walnut or
cherry veneer).

200W of headroom using triple
MOSFET output devices, and is built
to full safety standards. The coarse
and fine frequency controls are
uncalibrated but the settings are
tabulated in the manual and run from
bandwidths of 25Hz up to 100Hz, at
quite high resolution; for example,
2Hz steps from 25 to 32Hz, somewhat
coarser at higher frequencies.
The balanced inputs are true
differential, while the power

Both use a 250mm bass unit,
and both aim at the same price sector,
but Richard Lord's REL Stentor II and
Bob Carver's Sunfire are very
different kinds of subzvoofer
by MARTIN COLLOMS

amplifier is electrically protected
against distortion limit overload. The
lack of filtered outputs is deliberate
as REL actively promotes the
concept that the main stereo system
should be run full-range, and not be
adulterated by the insertion of filters,
passive or active.
If used as part of a Dolby Digital
Home Theatre system the main
stereo speakers may require some
bass filtering to increase the power
capacity. This can be done by setting
the narrow bandwidth switch on the
Dolby processor and then coupling
the REL to the bass output of the
processor to match.
According to Richard Lord the
unit doesn't rely on dynamic
compression or high boost circuitry;
rather, the acoustic response is
naturally flat and the amplifier can
then use all its headroom for
powerful bass.

SOUND QUALITY
Ihad the good fortune to be able to
install this sub in avariety of systems
over several months — middle price,
high- end and middle rank home
theatre. I'm happy to report that it
settled in very well and overcame my
misgivings about such units, which
sometimes take away as much as
they give. It's agreat tribute to the
Stentor II that it proved capable of
ably supporting the Wilson WTTT 2,
adding clean low bass reinforcement
without getting in the way of the
dynamic expression portrayed by
these big speakers in the main and
upper bass region.
Where many subs show athumpy
and thickened quality (such noises
translated into the midrange would
be termed coloration and distortion),

BATTLE
2()
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SUB WOOFERS
the REL gave a sound which was
quick, clean, punchy when so
required, satisfyingly deep and
powerful, and always in control.
With the WITT 2under the direct
wideband command of the Krell
FPB600 amp, the REL didn't take
fright and when conventionally
coupled by its balanced (zero ground
loop connection)terminal to the
balanced, ungrounded output of the
Krell ( negative for one channel
positive for the other)
the
combination was great to be with.
Indeed, before the REL came, Iwas
well satisfied with the Wilson bass,
but post-REL, Irecognised classic
signs of withdrawal!
In my main system, the REL
Stentor II could deliver subjectively
clean high levels of bass right down
to a measured 25Hz at medium
levels, still more than satisfying on
cathedral organ. It finally dropped
out at 22Hz, though this figure will
depend on your room. These simple
figures can't convey the subjective
speed and great articulation shown
by this subwoofer. Ibelieve that the
direct engineering approach to its
design — a low- order classical
alignment, critically damped,
achieved without the usual heavy
boost and accompanying dynamic
limiters — really tells in terms of
higher sound quality.
Since the WITT actually plays
loud and clean down to about 33Hz,
it is perhaps surprising that the
addition of a well designed sub
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woofer can be so effective.
With the smaller systems tried, for
example the Epos ESI2 and B&W
CDMI SE,
the
effect
was
proportionately greater. Both were
transformed into big systems by this
REL. Ididn't feel the need to filter
the bass from these smaller speakers,
something often suggested to improve
power handling, but not by REL.
In the home theatre application the
Stentor II was- most effective, never
giving the game away. It also proved
capable of matching higher quality
speakers. Ifeel apair of Stentor Ils
would satisfy the toughest THX
customers, yet still be more than good
enough for high quality stereo use.

CONCLUSION
On test the Stentor II did fall slightly
short of its sub-20Hz claimed
frequency response, with port
tuning measured at 25Hz instead of
20Hz. Nevertheless, its output was
uniform in response, well extended
and,
thanks
to
its
highly
conservative, highly engineered
design, it had an exceptional
dynamic range. With it comes rather
low distortion by subwoofer
standards, which has a welcome
reward in terms of subjective speed,
clarity and expression.
Of genuine high-fidelity quality,
the Stentor deals skilfully with movie
effects, while its ultimate standards
were good enough for a number of
the world's great loudspeakers —
from the Epos ES11 and 12 to the

In domestic
situations
where the
siting of
a large
conventional
woofer could
result in some
heated
discussion,
the Sunfire
subwoofer is
the answer to a
prayer. It
can be literally
hidden away...
but the main
selling point
is its power —
no less than
2700 watts

Sonus Fabers, the new Electa
Amator II and even the Wilson
WITT II. Here the Stentor didn' tso
much extend the already good bass,
it reinforced, shaped and balanced it.
Good bass never comes cheap but
REL has shown with the Stentor II
that the price is often worth paying.
Recommended.

SUNFIRE TRUE SUBWOOFER
In domestic situations where the
siting of alarge conventional woofer
could result in some heated
discussion, the Sunfire subwoofer is
the answer to a prayer. It can be
literally hidden away — there's no
question of its doubling as a coffee
table or plant stand, as it is just too
small. But the main selling point is
its power — no less than 2700 watts
from the on-board power amplifier.
Perhaps only Bob Carver would dare
to do this!
Why, you might ask, does it need
so much power? For big subwoofers
of great dynamic range, 200W is
enough, but these occupy five or 10
times the volume of the Carver
design. So, roughly, to produce the
same bass output, the Carver has to
work five to 10 times harder, hence
the 2000-plus watts.
The enclosure is a 280mm cube.
On one face is the 25Orrun bass driver,
acustom-made unit of exceptional
power capacity and throw. Laterally
opposing this is a passive 250mm
resonator, an auxiliary bass radiator
(or ABR). The third face is finished in
textured enamel (as is the top); the
fourth carries an alloy panel, forming a
heat sink, and the controls. Carver
mentions that when using two subs
the output will double, increased by
'6dB' . In fact, at low frequencies
sound pressure and power are in step
and a doubling produces a 3dB
increase in level.
Facilities include auto on/off, a
dual- intensity power indicator,

In the home
theatre
application
the Stentor II
was most
effective, never
giving the
game away,
proving
capable of
matching
higher quality
speakers

REL STENTOR II
LAB REPORT
Using necnfield
measurement

05.0

technique,
reasonably well
matched to afar
field 1metre
reference
measurement, as
expected, the
maximum level fell
with reducing
frequency, though

20

100.0

30

Fig la. REL Stentor IL frequency responses at various settings (see text)

not nearly as
much as is found
with much of the
competition. At
60Hz and above,
this woofer could
deliver about
110dB flat out,
just beginning to
flatten the stops.
By 25Hz, the
effective
power/frequency
limit, the

Fig lb. REL Stentor IL active main driver response (solid trace), port
response (dotted) and overall response (long dash)
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performance in
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the main stereo
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speakers'
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level compression.
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port dimensions
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and effective

Via the
unbalanced

With the level
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volume. At low

(phono) inputs,

100dB, the total

requirement for my

frequencies, the

220mV sufficed for

harmonic

chosen distortion

output initially fell
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distortion on

limit of 10%, so
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enough for

20Hz easily

one used alone

ultimately
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would attain the
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loudspeakers of up
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Home Theatre
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to 96dBIW

firmly under

specification.

final high
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control with just

REL claims
that no bass lift is

frequency rolloff
was about

At afixed input
level equivalent to

1.5% of second
and 0.8% of

associated with the

18dBloctave.

110dB above

third. Both these

design and this

Reduced

63Hz, the

significant

was confirmed

bandwidth settings

distortion was

harmonics

[Fig le

showed that the

tolerably good
despite the

generally bettered
the range

With

the wide

1% for the rest oj

bandwidth setting,

REL-defined
shallower rollo!!,

powerful output

the electrical drive

closer to

given. Even at

was flat -3dB

12dBloctave, is

20Hz, second

to a 'cruising'
level of 90dB,

Moving down

intended to give a

harmonic was

70Hz, rolling off

smoother blend to

10%, while third

20Hz now

at 6dBloctave

the main stereo

harmonic was an

bettered 3% for

below 6Hz.

system [Fig lb.]

easily audible but

both harmonics,

not mechanically

and 1.5%
averaged at

from 6Hz to

Summed for

At its maximum

driver and port,

bandwidth, the

overloaded 30%.

the acoustic output

REL was -3dB at

By 25Hz both

25Hz. At higher

was pretty flat too,

25Hz, while the

second and third

frequencies atrue

+1.5dB 23Hz to

manual indicated

averaged a

hi-fi level of

103Hz, -3dB at

25Hz for this

satifactory 10%; at

0.3% was the

110Hz and 21Hz,

setting, The «3.3'

30Hz second was

norm. Fine

-6dB at 20Hz and

setting (coarse and

down to 4%, third

linearity and lad

120Hz. However,

fine frequency) was

12%. At 40Hz,

of excessive

it didn't reach the

specified at 58Hz

third was

dynamic stress

claimed ¡ 6Hz

and measured

unchanged while

singles out the

usable limit.

about that, though

second hit 1%.

REL sound from

the actual crossover

Negligible higher

others, Isuggest

Despite some
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North Road,
Bridgend,
Mid-Glamorgan,
CF31 3TP.
Tel: 01656
768 777

speaker- level and line- level inputs,
volume control, adjustment for the
sub's upper limit from ' 40Hz to
120Hz', and aphase invert switch.
There is also a switch marked
'Flat/video'; the latter setting increases
the power handling for video
programme in extreme high level
situations. Line-level signals filtered by
a 6dB/octave bass cut (` 70Hz') are
available for use with small speakers,
which might suffer overload when
driven full- range, as is otherwise
suggested. UK retail price is £ 1450.

TECHNOLOGY
While the onboard Sunfire amplifier
is no doubt capable of apeak output
of 3kW or so into the driver
impedance of the sub, in practice the
high and varying impedance with
frequency of an ABR reflex system
such as this means that rather less
power is actually drawn, as Carver
himself points out. The 250mm bass
driver is indisputably heroic, boasting
a cast frame, 75mm-diameter fourlayer voice-coil and a64min peak-topeak excursion. A sensor is fitted to
control maximum excursion, while
another sensor monitors voice-coil
temperature and will limit drive
current, and finally there is a
compressor circuit, active towards
full power, which prevents audible
hard clipping of the amplifier.
In the enclosure, the heavy-duty
ABR is said to be tuned to 18Hz and
in theory bass should be possible
below this frequency. The huge
amplifier rating wouldn't be possible
without
Carver's ` Tracking
Downconverter' approach, in which
the power supply is active and its
voltage tracks the audio signal to
deliver very high efficiency, thereby
allowing a compact, economical
design [see the Sunfire power amp
review, HFNIRR, May].
Carver doesn't use a pure leftplus- right feed to the subwoofer
channel; instead, there's a diluted
mix of L+R and L- R, so some
channel phase content remains. I
can't predict how this might affect
the sound. For UK use the sub is
powered via an external 240V to
120V step-down transformer.
Corner placement is recommended
for maximum level and efficiency.
Distortion is claimed to be ' less than
one tenth of the fundamental', an
odd way of stating 10% distortion.
The loudness is given as ` greater
than 110dB from 18Hz to 100Hz at
1metre, but including room gain',
presumably in the room corner
position recommended. Thus the
measured level is boosted by 9dB
over the usually- quoted free field
sound levels, which are the basis for
the sensitivity and loudness results of
this review.
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SUB WOOFERS
SOUND QUALITY
On

first

hearing,

it's

quite

astonishing just how much bass this
unlikely- looking little cube can
produce. This is one package with
undeniable excitement and appeal.
Itried it in several systems, where
it emerged as an uneven partner for

On first
hearing,

LAB REPORT

astonishing
just how much

Measured in
nearfield, with a

bass this
unlikelylooking little

fair summation of

the big Wilson speakers, and I cube can
produce.
tended to leave it unpowered more
This is one
often than not. I couldn't find an
package with
optimum combination of settings for
undeniable
a smooth result and it also drew
excitement
attention to itself, as if boasting of its
accomplishments. When turned so

SUNFIRE TRUE SUBWOOFER

it' squite

and appeal

low that this 'bumpy' voiced part of
its
nature
was
satisfactorily
unobtrusive, it wasn't adding much

the contributions of
the main driver
and the ABR, the
frequency response
is not perfectly flat,
but then, it is
questionable as to
whether it should
be! At full
bandwidth it runs
26Hz to 75Hz, 3dB but with a

bass extension. Ihad more success
with a pair of relatively inexpensive
stereo
speakers,
the
B&W
CDM1SE, which showed a near

95.0

4dB hump at

90.0

60Hz in the midbass. The rolloff

31.0

rate was ahigh
24dBloctave in the
low range, giving

doubling of effective bass bandwidth
when the Sunfire sub was added.
Driven hard, however, it didn't seem

Fig la. Sunfire True Subwoofer: frequency responses (see text). From
top, wide band '75Hz', then '65Hz', «55Hz' and 35Hz'settings

10.0
3.0
0.0

approximately 6dB at 24Hz, and

either sufficiently dynamic or welldamped enough for UK tastes.

the - 12dB point
for the low pass
filter is at 105Hz.
Apparently
optimised for the

Perhaps the shape of the alignment is
better suited to US- style timber
frame houses, which have greater
loss at low frequencies.
On the other hand, this sub came

5...999,51
100.0

10.0

Fig 2b. Sunfire True Subwoofer: active main driver response (solid
trace), ABR response (dotted) and overall response (long dash)
around I75mV for
the absolute

match achosen
main stereo speaker

main bass power

response hit a

into its own in the home theatre rig,
where it delivered thrilling bass

band, the Carver
Sunfire didn't

maximum at
27Hz, this

maximum output

mlloff to the

power on classic features such as
Terminator II and Jurassic Park. At

reach into the

including the
internal electronic

at close on 50Hz.
The loudness

boost contribution.

headroom reduced

subwoofer response.
For a10%
distortion level,

at lower frequencies
due to limitations

aurally tolerable at

the crossover

The effect of the
'video' filter setting

frequency is moved

is aminor level

on available

frequencies, the

seen to rock visibly on its feet under
heavy bass transients; experiments

down, for example,

attenuation of
perhaps 2-3dB

amplifier boost

Sunfire woofer

power and

reached the

with a spiked mineral platform were

indicated position,
the 'hump' clears
away. The graph

permissible woofer
excursion. At

following Imetre

promising for both stability and bass

below 35Hz,
helping to increase
the power capacity
for very low

40Hz, the drive

25Hz to 15Hz
infrasonic band.
Fortunately, as

high levels, the enclosure tended to
'walk'

on the floor, almost lifting

itself up by its bootstraps as it
delivered acoustic power. It was

to the '65Hz'

sound quality.

[Fig 2a] shows the

CONCLUSION

very low

free space sound
levels: 110dB at

level maximum is

60Hz, 106dB at

about 8dB lower
and for 25Hz it is
I1
dB lower.
Ichecked the

50Hz, 103dB at
40Hz, 96dB at
30Hz, 90dB at
25Hz and 83dB at
20Hz. Higher

be seen and heard to be believed. In
action, it seems to defy the laws of
physics though the on- board

frequency drive.
effect of the
The active peak
crossover control for
power limiter cut in
wide, 65Hz,
55Hz and 35Hz
at excursioncorrelated level. For
settings, together

'2700W' amplifier with its

with the usual and

example, 50mV of

high pass filter for
'line out' and

inevitable change

input at 20Hz will

found the crossover

in level. At

hit the threshold

frequency very

below 50Hz for
short term transient

increasing boost is necessary at lower

'35Hz', the mid-

and will engage an

dependent on

signals.

frequencies and ultimately something

bass level had

8dB cutback,

loading; that is, it

has to give — maximum level or
distortion or both. It didn't quite

fallen by 8dB and

achieved with

was not buffered.

by afew dB, and

there was increased

virtually no change

plumb the infrasonic depths claimed
(even without the ' video' filter). It
uses active dynamic limiting to help
keep control at very high powers and

boost at 30Hz,
even though the

in distortion. At

With 100k ohm
loading, it was -

quite respectable
distortion, 1.5 to

effective low pass
filter was still at

3%, results. 30Hz
proved an effective

has

70Hz relative to

0.5dB at 140Hz, 3dB at 54Hz and
only -6dB by
30Hz. Conversely,

Bob Carver's cube subwoofer has to

down

tracking power supply sure has a lot
to do with this. The small size means

a peak capacity

above

its

continuous ratings. In practice, this
means that it played louder on music
than the test results would indicate.
While this cube subwoofer

was

satisfactory
when
partnering
moderately priced high-fidelity
speakers,

it

was

both

more

appropriate and effective in the Home
Theatre context, and astonished all
those who experienced it.
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very high sound
levels some
dynamic loss of

the mid-bass. Fig
lb gives an idea of

linearity was
audible, but this is
probably preferable

the individual

to gross mechanical

outputs of the main
driver and the

or 'knocking'
overload. The input
level calibration

ABR for afull
bandwidth setting,
compared with the

was fairly accurate,

overall response.

while the maximum
sensitivity was

The ABR 'reflex'

quite high, at

loaded with 600
ohms (unlikely in
use, but it shows
the effect) the filter

levels were possible

Drop the levels

lower limit, at the
relatively high
acoustic power of
96dB (105dB by
Bob Carver's
method), limiters

1.5kHz, - 12dB at

making continuous
working distortion

380Hz. In
practice, you could

measurement for
higher levels and

select aload resistor

lower frequencies

combination to

impractical.

gave -3dB at
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erhaps successful CD player consistency, my ' blind' listening Established
manufacturers remain so panel was deployed to assess the features like
because they have identified sound of this player, with listening fixed and
a niche in what is otherwise a carried out at the ` standard' group variable
featureless market. If Sony and test listening level.
outputs, track
Pioneer are good examples of this,
and index
then another is Denon, whose SOUND QUALITY
skipping, a
steadfast adherence to an older,
In short order, the panel reported
±12% pitch
though no less viable, CD .
hearing what was described as control, fader,
technology continues to set der u «eeltan ' engineered sound', a program,
its players apart from the /
-- S /
construct that was far direct and
mainstream.
from displeasing but random/repeat
Adhering to the g
) m ) nevertheless a little too
play modes are
time-honoured
'obvious' for those
retained...
philosophy ' if it ain't
versed in subtler styles track selection
broke, don't fix it',
of musical reproduction.
is now
Denon's new £350 DCDThe Denon's emphasis of accomplished
1550AR is evidently derived
leading- edge,
upper via aslick
from the older DCD-1015 (see lab mid/treble detail certainly brings a rotary control
report).
sense of immediacy to the music,
Established features like fixed and in this case ensured Christy
and variable outputs, track and Moore's 'Smoke and Strong
index skipping, a ± 12% pitch
control, fader, program, direct and
random/repeat play modes are
Denon's multi- bit DAC and
retained, though the fascia has
received a new lick of paint.
'Alpha Processing' make for easy
Furthermore, and in line with
Sony, track selection is now
listening with the solidly- made
accomplished via a slick rotary
control. Otherwise, the player is
fabulously solid in its construction
with particular attention paid to
power-supply regulation.
For the sake of objectivity and

Whiskey' sounded enjoyably busy.
One panellist further likened the
Denon's sonic performance to a
'chewy muesli bar'. Here its ` rich
and fruity texture' successfully
whetted the musical appetite of the
panel
who
appreciated
its
'wholesome bites of music' despite
(to stretch the analogy further!) a
tang of E-numbers colouring the
recipe as awhole.
'Principles of Lust', Enigma's
modernised Gregorian Chant
[from
MCMXC AD, Virgin
CDVIR10] also exposed the ' tittle
tattle' of the player's treble. Yet,
for all its lack of transparency and
clarity, it still produces a very big
and comfortable sound, free of
wallowing. Percussion is typically
emphasised but not aggressively
so; rather it is adroitly balanced
with the full-sounding bottom end.
The imaging of the choral sections
was also rather good — solidly
disposed between the speakers in a
way
that
emboldened
and
enhanced the performance as a
whole. Once again, our listeners
could not help but enjoy the sound
of the player despite it conveying
such obvious ' character'.

DCD-1550AR player

Intriguingly, this emphasis of the
music's ' edges' was less apparent
with the sweeping sound of

by PAUL MILLER
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CD PLAYERS
Brahms's Symphony 1 [ Eurodisc

DENON DCD- 1550AR

69220- 2- RV] where the strings
sounded very sweet, rather than
possibly wiry. There was still the

dB

same low frequency bloom, but
with sufficient power to drive the
AMPLITUDE

by our panel, who relished the
player's freedom from knottiness —
rather like a good massage to help

-3

(
2)

-5
-6
-7

25
•

-

250

2500

FREQUENCY IN Hz

Hz

Fig I. Denon DCD-1550AR: frequency response, showing

CONCLUSION
Denon is not alone in gilding its
technological lily with marketingspeak. But any such obfuscation
was surely unnecessary, because a
fine- sounding player like the
DCD-1550AR should succeed on
its own merits. Specifically, the
DCD-1550AR has an ' easiness'
about its music.
There's no sense of stress or
strain to tire the listener over long
periods and neither are there any
nasty surprises, just plenty of wellbalanced colour to invigorate the
senses. As one panellist suggested,
'its vivid musical pictures are
painted with oils and a palette
knife rather than watercolour and
horsehair'.
A thumbs up, then, for a player
that evidently amounts to more
than the sum of its parts. Just
ignore the antics of its marketing
department!
SUPPLIER
Hayden Laboratories Limited,
Hayden House,
Chi/ten: Hill,
Chalfont St. Peter,
Bucks SL9 9UG.
Tel: 01753 888447
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(
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o

music into the room with pleasing
effect. Once again, the DCD-1550
was deemed ' to get away with it'

unwind from the trauma of a day
in the office!

0M11.111.0111
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effect of Alpha Processing (red trace)

LAB REPORT
In contrast with its DCD-3000 (reviewed in
HFNIRR Dec 96), which <did> employ genuine
20-bit DACs, the 'Real 20-bit 2-DAC Lambda
Super Linear Converter' used here is an amalgam of
Burr-Brown's 18-bit PCM-61P's with adiscrete, 2bit resistor-ladder. This is an attempt to utilise the
20-bit output of NPC's SM5845 oversampling filter
in full, eventually summing both the serial 18-bit
data and 2-bit parallel data in the I-to- V op-amps.
If memory serves, this technique was unveiled in the
older DCD-I015.
All three players use variations on Denon 's
Alpha Processing theme. This, in broad terms,
interpolates supplementary data according to the
direction and rate of change of the incoming 16bit words. The wordkngth is increased to a
notional 20-bits with daims for improvements in
noise and low-level resolution. Indeed, the 111dB
signal-to-noise ratio is impressive but, with
+15dB of noise modulation in tow, this brings us
right back to apractical 16-bit dynamic range.
Low-level resolution also shows the characteristic
'kink' at —90dB seen with the Alpha-equipped
DCD-1015.
Moreover, although there are similarities
between Alpha processing and Pioneer's Legato
Link filtering, the former is only 'triggered' under
specific, transient conditions, yielding a uniform
+0.75dB increase in mid-treble output, as can be
seen [Fig 1] at (1), but a —6.8dB droop at
20kHz (2). The implication, therefore, is that
the DCD-1550's response will switch between the
black and red traces depending on the music at '
hand (see 'Sound quality').
If the Alpha curve describes the `shape' of the
player's sound then the '3D' plot, now seen in
ultra-high resolution [Fig 21, helps convey a
picture of its 'colour'; the second, 'overhead' view
of the same data is also very revealing. Over a
full 0-22kHz bandwidth (3) we can clearly see
strong odd-order harmonics (4) increasing to
0.1% at -30dB (from typically 0.003-0.01% at
OdB). Straightforward sampling images, released
by the 8-times digital filter, are visible as rippled
V-shaped patterns (5).
On the overhead view (same colour scale), it is
now possible to see harmonics as high as the 30th
and 40th radiating outwards (6) along with very
high-order sampling IM patterns (7) tracking-in
from ultrasonic frequencies right back into the
audio band (8). This complex pattern is
markedly different from today's bitstream-derived
players and has ahuge impact in defining its
overall sound quality.
The jitter spectrum [Fig 3] amounts to a total
of 367picoseconds, about twice the level of the best
budget players, but still sufficiently innocuous to
be overwhelmed by the conventional harmonic

125

(8)

OUTPUT FREQUENCY IN kHz

Fig 2. Denon DCD-I55DAR: spurious output resulting
from 0-22kHz sweep at 30d13 (
see text)
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Fig 3. Denon DCD-I550AR: total jitter spectrum

Test results

Denon MD-1550AR

20Hz
Channel balance ,c131
0.1
Channel separation dill 108
Frequency response uSt -0.1
Distortion (THD
level. dB):
At OdB
-91
At -30dB
-59
At -60dB
-48
At -80dB
-28
At -90dB (dithered) - 18
At -100dB (dithered)
At -110dB (dithered)
Resolution (
linearity era, dB):
Error at -60dB
Error at -80dB
Error at -90dB
Error at -100dB
Peak output level 1/Ft
Relative output level tef 2V (dB)
Output impedance LtP.
lntermodulation. 001F. OdB ( dB)
Stopband image suppression (d8)
1Hz noise modulation (dB)
Signal-to-noise ,,A,.vtd, )IB)
With emphasis. OLS13
Without emphasis. 01.SEr1LSB
Total correlated jitter
Digital output
Crystal clock accuracy
Track access time ( te track 99)
Typical price ,.
n,) VAT ,

1kHz
0.1
107
0
-90
-58
-52
-33
-26
-22
-7

o
-0.3
-3.3
-2.1

20kHz
90

-0.2
80
-62
-46
-26
-15

O
-0.3
-1.8
+0.9
2.008/2.03V
+0.1
687ohms
-85
53.7
+15.3

111.2
111.2/111.1
36: picoseconds
coaxial
+45ppm
3 seconds
f350

und sampling-related distortions discussed
earlier. Nevertheless, the spectrum does exhibit a
classic Type 2' pattern with data-induced
sidebands — red marker numbers — (9) on one
side of the main peak appearing significantly
higher than their respective `mirror images'
(10). This sort of pattern is seen with other
multi-bit DACs, specifically Burr Brown's
PCM63P.
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onceived some years ago by
Patrick
Handscombe
of
Electrofluidics, the Eikos FRI
is produced by Acoustic Precision,
the company which Handscombe
formed in 1994, in partnership with
Tom Evans (of Trichord fame) and
with Ted Jordan as driver design
consultant. In a development that
reaches beyond, say, the low-mass
Aerolam composite enclosure of
Graham Bank's Celestion SL600,
the Eikos loudspeaker has an ultralightweight polymer composite
enclosure, and just one full- range
drive unit.
This unusual design is supplied in
a range of flock- textured colours:
French blue and British Racing
green, dark brown and black. Gloss
auto lacquers are available as
options, as are piano gloss and matt
black. They are priced at £800/pr.
The specification claims a65Hz to
20kHz frequency range, - 3dB, with
no pass-band tolerances. Sensitivity
is given as 87dB/W 1m, with the
power rating as 30-100 watts and

BREAKING THE

impedance as 8 ohms. With an
overall weight of I.6kg, this is
probably the lightest speaker of its
size ever made.
Design aims include a perfected
3D stereo image as well as high
resolution of time and musical detail,
avoiding crossover- related phaseshifts. Time and phase coherency are
important aspects, as are the low
diffraction and, not least, minimal
audible coloration from the box.

to be ametal cone type to get some
useful action at high frequencies.
The small size promises good
directivity and energy response, but
it can't be so small that no useful
bass, even upper bass, is broadcast

into the room. Acoustic Precision
settled on ashallow profile, very light
aluminium cone of perhaps 9cm
effective diameter, built on a 14cm
diecast alloy frame. This driver
comes from Ted Jordan, who created
something not too dissimilar in
TECHNOLOGY
principle as far back as the midThe story here is one of absolute
1960s, namely the Jordan-Watts full
simplicity, Acoustic Precision argues range module driver.
that the elimination of multiple drive
This driver is sealed box-loaded in
units, crossover networks and
about 4.5 litres, but what abox this
complex enclosure forms will have a is! Ultra light, only weighing 270
payback in terms of sound quality. In grams, with absolutely minimal
theory, this should be manifest as stored energy, it is designed to add
greater speed, fine rhythm and
no energy smear to the pure piston
dynamics, excellent stereo images operation of the design in the bass
and clarity, when compared with and mid range. At higher frequencies
more conventional expositions.
the diaphragm must move into the
One compact full- range driver bending/break-up region to generate
powers this design. It must be pretty reasonably balanced and directed
small for good midrange and needs
output.
The
Eikos enclosure
uses
reinforced skins on arelatively dense
bonded polystyrene cellular cores.
Made in two halves, they are bonded
down the centre line. A mechanically
damped wire section grille clips on to
side grooves on the enclosure.

SOUND QUALITY

Acoustic Precision's
Eikos FR1 breaks away from

At the outset, Itried the Eikos with
its suggested system, comprising a
Pioneer A30OR ( a Pioneer/Tom
Evans collaboration), an Eikos CD
player
and
Eikos
cables.
Unquestionably, this arrangement
worked well together under relatively
nearfield conditions. With the

the wooden- box tradition with
a moulded composite cabinet
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LOUDSPEAKERS
speakers in free space the sound was
lively, holographically imaged, open
and well defined. A superior
amplifier was an obvious and
worthwhile addition, and was
suggested. Luckily Ihad a DNM
PA3S to hand and although this
represents a price mismatch, the
result vindicated the design
arguments promoted by both
companies.
Within the moderate power and
sound level compass attendant, this
pairing demonstrated near state of
the art timing, dynamics and
rhythm. Moreover, the stereo image
quality was
breathtaking —
amazingly coherent, stable and
strongly focused.
The sound was a tad lightweight
and the bass was by no means
extended, yet the upper bass proved
snappy, articulate and tuneful. Some
nasal coloration was attributable to
the lean- sounding upper mid,
ameliorated in some degree by
judicious placement with regard to
the front wall behind the speakers.
However the Eikos speaker was also
remarkably direct- sounding, with
excellent transparency and detail.
Once you've fond a reasonable
angle of inwards tilt, apleasant tonal
balance is possible in the treble
though the upper treble extreme,
carries a touch of ' zing' and ` zzz'.
This isn't a great problem where
excellent sources are involved, but
with rough and distorted programme
it is less forgiving. Conversely you
could always tilt the speakers
inwards a bit more if the treble
proved a little wearing with that
particular recording!
On occasion Iwas reminded of a
pair of fine outer ear headphones,
such as the Stax Lambdas, while the
purity and coherence reached
beyond several good electrostatic
speakers.
Small scale it may be, but if you
exercise some discipline on peak
sound levels, the Eikos speaker can
be made to work surprisingly well.

LAB REPORT

enclosure walls.

rhe single drive

On axis (not the

decay resonance

The 5dB10.1ms

unit design eases

preferred or

picture [Fig 3]

measurement

recommended

showed ahighly

since the off-axis

listening angle),

phase and time
coherent transducer

responses closely

the frequency

corrrespond

response looked

with excellent

regardless of polar

rough, about

decay speed in the

quadrant. Yet its

+4dB; these wider

primary octaves,

particular

than usual limits

100Hz to 6kHz,

measured

were required to

the piston range.

idiosyncracies

contain the

There is a

need careful

response,

moderate 9kHz

weighing up if

nominally 70Hz to

resonance followed

sense is to be

17kHz. It is

by acluster offiner

made of listening

significantly

ones which

vs. measurement.

peaked at 1kHz

constitute the

and in the upper

effective output in

metre, Iobtained

treble around

the high treble.

an average

10kHz, where the

sensitivity of

output was also

85. 5dB W,
uncompromised

ragged.

by the easy

sound reflected this

impedance load

response with nasal

notably tidy bass

presented to the
amplifier. The

coloration, thinness

and mid range

and prominent

decay.

typical load value

upper treble [Fig
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The bass was well
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direct coupled

damped and

mid. Extended
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extended to 60Hz
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-MB, or about

available, since the
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55Hz under

sealed box system

extra attack and

favourable room
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loaded conditions.

90Hz.

overall energy

Pair matching
proved excellent up

dashed addition to

CONCLUSION

the enclosure

to 5kHz above

this graph shows

construction, the

which point the

the over dry

On the face of it, this unusual small
speaker doesn't offer much for the
money. Rather limited in bass,
offering only moderate loudness and
sensitivity and with an average
frequency accuracy, it's the antithesis
of the proverbial mug's eyeful. But
the
excellent
midrange
performance holds your
attention. This speaker's other
major achievement is in
teaching us just how amazingy
satisfying the stereo part of
stereo sound can be.
You owe it to yourself to
hear it, whether you love it or
leave it.
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3. Eikos FRI: ML.S.SA waterfall of
energy decay, 0.2ms riscunic (5,1B/div)
Fig

Fig 4. Eikos FR1: MISSA waterfall of
energy decay (10dB/div)

balance. The

unusual nature of

the

Fig 2. Eikos FRI: response family at 2m,
axial (solid trace), off-axis responses + 15°
vertical (dotted), 30° lateral (dashed), 45°
lateral (long dash)

mix following a

input power of

Considering the

Fig I. Eikos FR!: axial frequency response, 1m
(dashed line, nearfield correction)

The tonal

angle may be used

towards 50W peak

as akind of tone

programme showed

control to find a
preferred sweet

compression and

balance.

hardening of tone.

increasing

Fig 5. Eikos FRI: Room averaged response
(solid trace); impedance versus frequency
(2 ohms/div, dashed trace)
Test results

Acoustic Precision Eikos FR1

Dimensions ( hnvd, mm)
250x1.80x280
Recommended amplifier power
per channel
20-50W
Recommended placement
near walls, stand mounted
Frequency response
see text
Bass frequency rolloff (-6dEt) at 1m
60Hz
Bass frequency extension
(typical in room)
55Hz
Voltage sensitivity
(ref 2.83V) at lm
85.5dB/W
Approximate maximum sound level
(pair at 2m)
98dBA
Impedance minimum/typical/ease of drive
5.5 ohms/8 ohms/very good
Forward response uniformity
fairly good
Typical price per pair (
inc VAT)
f800
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onsider: direct radiating boxes
have ruled the roost almost
unchallenged since loudspeakers were first dreamed up.
While the home cinema requirement
for adiffuse, non-localised surround
soundfield has helped dipoles achieve
adegree of acceptance, the only hi-fi
application to date is in costly panel
speakers whose flat sheet diaphragms
are inherently dipolar, the front and
rear surfaces moving out-of-phase to
generate a figure- of- eight sound
dispersion pattern.
Now that bipoles, as distinct from
dipoles, have begun to make amark,
adegree of diversity is, at long last,
creeping into mainstream movingcoil loudspeaker design. The answer
to the question 'why bipoles?' is not
easy to pin down. It's related to the
fact that primary wall reflections have
a similar spectral content to directradiated
sound.
A
lot
of
psychoacoustic theory and empirical
evidence suggests that this has a
beneficial effect on sound quality.
The bipole cause has certainly
been helped by some heavyweight
advocacy, notably from Mirage, abig
name
American
loudspeaker
company, though in the UK the best
known bipole brand is a rather
smaller upmarket US/Canadian
maker, Definitive Technology. At
least one important UK speaker
company is also thought to be more
than just interested in the breed.
A bipole employs a doubled- up
complement
of
moving- coil
transducers, facing front and back. In
contrast to the out-of-phase dipole
condition, these all operate in-phase:
every drive unit 'pushes' and 'pulls'
simultaneously. This produces a
double cardoid dispersion pattern, a
broadened figure-of-eight if you will,
which could be regarded as a first
approximation to acircular radiation
pattern in the horizontal plane. And
there again, maybe not.
Founded in 1977, Mirage is a
Canadian producer ensconced in a
large,
modern
factory
in
Scarborough, not far from Toronto.
Its workforce and turnover places
Mirage in the big league, comparable
for example to B&W, the biggest UK
based quality hi-fi loudspeaker
brand. And, rather like B&W, Mirage
has arecord of innovation, albeit in
entirely different areas. Mirage

actually claims to have been the
`originator' of bipolar loudspeakers,
and to have ' invented' asubspecies,
the so-called Omnipolar (Mirage's
capitalisation), which appears to be
intended to produce anear-spherical
wavefront, effectively emulating a
point source. As suggested by its
topology, the acoustic design of the
Mirage 0M-6 is somewhat more
complex than this.

SUPPLIER

Audio Illusion,
23 Langley
Broom,
Langley,
Berks
SL3 8NB
Tel: 01753
542761

TECHNOLOGY
The 0M-6 looks utterly individual,
but has the kind of integrity and
'rightness' that only comes when
form closely follows function. The
heart of this loudspeaker is its top
section, which is relatively wide and
shallow, and carries identical pairs of
drive units on the front and rear'
facing surfaces. Each pair comprises
a 130mm injection-moulded, micaloaded, polypropylene, midrange
cone, and a 25mm titanium dome
tweeter with afabric surround. The
closely- spaced pairs are mutually
inverted, each tweeter backing onto
the opposing midrange unit, which is
the reason why the mid/top section is
so shallow.
The base section, housing an
active subwoofer, continues the plain
front lines to ground level, the
enclosure's rearward extension
contributing
much
of
the
considerable 30kg weight of each
speaker, and making it extremely
stable. The active hardware here
consists of a 150W MOSFET
amplifier
and
two
20cm
polypropylene cone bass drivers,
which also operate in bipole fashion
on each side of the enclosure. Iwas
unable to determine definitively if all
the drive units are proprietary, but
having seen the factory, Iknow that

Mirage actually
claims to have
been the
'originator' of
bipolar loudspeakers, and
to have
'invented' a
subspecies,
the so-called
Omnipolar
(Mirage's
capitalisation),
which appears
to be intended
to produce a
near-spherical
wavefront,
effectively
emulating a
point source

Famous for 'bipolar' speakers, Mirage
calls its new 0M-6 an 'Omnipolar'.
Either way, this Canadian
heavyweight, with built-in bass amp,
deserves serous consideration
by ALVIN GOLD

Mirage does make most of its own
drivers. The enclosures are certainly
produced in-house.
Calculating the radiation pattern
for such a complex loudspeaker as
this defies easy analysis, especially in
the absence of detailed crossover
information. But at best the 0M-6
can only be very approximately
omnipolar ( my non-capitalisation).
In fact, the design appears to have an
output null to the sides, which
should inhibit early reflections from
side walls, but not the longer-delayed
reflections from the rear walls. My
suspicion is that this aspect may well
encourage an enlarged sense of space
and scale without undermining a
focused and precise image. (When
auditioning certain Definitive
Technology models off-axis, a sense
of phasiness to the sound has
reinforced my belief that high levels
of very early reflections are indeed
undesirable.)
The bass section can be driven
directly from the main system
amplifier either through an internal
high impedance buffer/attenuator, or
directly into aline level input. Mirage
recommends the former, and Iagree,
in part because it ensures that both
sections of the speaker work on
precisely the same signal, with no
phase shifts or delays, or interference
from the high pass filters that most
dedicated subwoofer feeds include. It
also gave the best integrated results
on test, without,
it seems,
significantly increasing the loading on
the main system amplifier. A 180°
phase switch, associated with the line
input only is included in series with
the subwoofer, whose level and Q
can also be altered, so that different
room acoustics and speaker-to-wall
distances can be accommodated with
comparative ease.
The 0M-6 is well dressed, with a
removable gloss top panel and a
black body stocking around the top
section, and the expected detachable
cloth over frame covers at the side. A
mains power telltale is fitted and the
base section will switch itself between
on and standby according to the
presence of a low-frequency signal,
with an appropriate delay before
switching off. The speaker inputs are
standard 4mm binding posts, with a
bi-wire option. The benefit of an
integral subwoofer can be seen in the
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LOUDSPEAKERS
configuration, this bipole design also
has an active bass section. Overall,
the Definitive 2002 sounds alittle
sharper and better integrated in the
midband, but ( as already hinted) it
can seem phasey listening off-axis,
and it never quite manages to
SOUND QUALITY
combine two qualities that the
Following an appropriate running-in
period, and with all the speaker Mirage has in abundance: the ability
controls centred, the 0M-6 sounded to place individual instruments very
smooth, but a little distant, with a precisely on alarge canvas, within an
low-frequency balance that was on organic, expressive whole.
Although the Mirage treble is a
the heavy and dull side. After
experimenting, Iconcluded that the little smoother and sweeter, both
combination of aslightly overdamped loudspeakers have a characteristic
Q, about 10 o'clock on the control, transient ability and definition.
and a level setting of just under 12 Moreover the Mirage works well for
o'clock for the bass section was about three to four listeners sitting side by
right in my room, with both speakers side at a normal ( say 3 metres)
located well away from rear or side listening distance, which is well
walls. Under these conditions I above average for any non- point
achieved an overall tonal balance source ( such as a Uni -Q or Dual
fairly close to what would be Concentric) loudspeaker.
expected of awide bandwidth, high
quality loudspeaker system.The CONCLUSION
additional benefit of being able to Although sensitivity is high, and the
make changes, denied to completely 0M- 6's internal amplifier has the
passive speakers, means you're not burden of dealing with the pinverabsolutely stuck or restricted to the demanding low frequency region, this
bass/midrange balance engineered is not a speaker that sounds
comfortable with lesser amplifiers, or
into the speaker by its designer.
Mid/top voicing, however, is not even with low-power, high- quality
adjustable, and it is here that the amplifiers. It is particularly ill at ease
0M-6 betrays its greatest character with the lossy, softer-edged breed of
asset. This is not an overtly exciting valve amplifiers that are often
or boisterous loudspeaker, but a recommended in smart audiophile
sophisticated, even understated circles. The 0M-6 requires sterner
performer in which the midband stuff, benefiting from lots of Watts
sounds slightly laid back, image scale and Amps to feed its almost
is impressively large, and the sense of unbustable ability to play at very high
instrumental focus particularly volume levels without distress.
strong ( see earlier). The 0M-6 is Arguably, its midband lacks the
consistency of the best loudspeakers,
neither tonally nor dynamically dull.
It doesn't sound immediately possibly a consequence of its low
(2kHz) mid/top crossover point,
overwhelming in the manner of some
of its immediate competition, and it which makes different drive units
probably requires a little more responsible for many fundamentals
acclimatisation than some, but it and their associated harmonics. But
produces afinely-detailed and highly even this blemish is relatively minor
expressive sound, with a clean, well when set against the 0M- 6's
proportioned treble, and a bass tremendous dynamic and spatial
which has excellent reach and qualities, areas in which it sets the
authority, and which sounds free of standards.
In short, this is aloudspeaker that
overhang once appropriately tuned.
While low frequency capability makes an important and individual
exceeds what would normally be contribution to the subtle art and
expected of a speaker this size, bass science of loudspeaker design.
high 91dB/W sensitivity rating.
Impedance is nominally 6 ohms, and
never less than about 4 ohms, and
power handling is quoted as up to
200W, an entirely credible figure.

tunefulness
and
control is probably
helped by the use of
two comparatively
small drivers operating
symmetrically with no
net turning moment
on the enclosure.
The most obvious
reference point for
comparison with the
0M-6 is the Definitive
Technology BP2002.
Though slightly less
costly
and
more
conventional
in
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MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATION
Type

three-way, five driver 'Omnipolar' free-standing
loudspeaker, bass section self- powered
Recommended amplifier power
30-200W
Impedance
6ohms nominal ( 4ohms minimum)
Sensitivity
91dB ( for 1W at 1m)
Crossover points
80Hz, 1.9kHz
Internal amplifier
150W MOSFET ( 600W
instantaneous peak power)
Inputs
4mm bi-wire binding posts; line level
(phono) inputs for bass section
Dimensions ( hwd, mm)
1156 x248 x419
Finish
black cloth, gloss black top
Typical retail price ( inc VAT)
£2995
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eyond all recognition. That's
one way to sum up how
British hi-fi has changed over
the past five years. A time traveller
turning up from 1993 would surely
find a Who's Who of hi-fi almost
unrecognisable. New brands have
emerged, old familiar brands have
disappeared, while others have
dramatically evolved. But one 01'
Dependable has stuck around
now looks set to repeat history: vMusical Fidelity has just
launched what is tantamount to a
new A-1.
OK, so it's not a Class- A
design*, it has amassive, ugly
outboard power supply and
inflation has seen off the likelihood
of asub-£ 300 price. If you want to
be really picky, you could
undermine my analogy even further
by saying that all it has in common
with Musical Fidelity's nowlegendary, audiophile-on-the-cheap,
entry-level best-seller is part of its
name: X-Al. But the ' X'prefix tells
you that it's part of the company's
cylindrical extrusion line-up, a
range which has done more for the
impoverished music lover than just
about any other this decade.
Just look at the precedent set by
the A- I. Between 1985 and 1992,
long before the X- Series was born,
Musical Fidelity shifted 65,000 AIs. Sixty-five thousand. Now that
might be bupkes to Pioneer or
NAD, but here we're talking about
atweaky, freaky surrogate aimed at
high-end wannabees. The A- Iran
hot, had limited speaker- driving
ability, was utterly minimalist and
had to fight against mass- market
wares with infinitely more domestic
appeal. Yet it still passed the 65k
mark. Now it looks as if the X-Al
could do the same, because it too
proffers charms found nowhere
else. Especially not at £ 479. Inc
VAT.
Now Ihaven't a clue as to what
realy defines ' budget' these days.
But to me, £ 479 seems an utter
bargain for an integrated amp with
five line level inputs, a tape loop, a
pre- amp output for bi-amping or
running
a second
system,
construction to die for, funky,

iconoclastic styling and
enough sheer grunt to shame
amps rated way above its 50W eh
classification. Yes, it's minimalist,
but what was minimalism 10 years
ago is today's norm; volume
control, tape monitor button,
source selector and given
the unit's brief —
to do for 1998
audiophiles what
the A- I did for
the
1985
equivalent — you
wouldn't expect it
to offer more. But
then we come to the XAl's
secret
weapon!
Despite being 230mm wide, this
amplifier has been designed to look

'ar was r
ise Al, at
power levels greaser
than afew wan,

Ed

Echoing the A-1 classic of
yesteryear, the solid-state Musical
Fidelity X-Al is all about affordable
valve-like sound. And the tube?
That's just its casework
by KEN KESSLER

like two X- Series cylinders
that have morphed together. You
know what's coming; the X-Al has
the styling and dimensions which
allow it to work with X- Series
modules, right down to the use of
the X- Site links which couple these
components horizontally and
vertically. You can add an X-Series
phono stage, a DAC, a headphone
amplifier, X- 10D buffers, an
equaliser or any other module your
heart desires. It still looks right,
while the electronic matching is a
sure thing.
This leads us to another of the
company's causes celebres: the loyalto- Musical Fidelity upgrade
path/compatibility issue. Musical
Fidelity goes to great lengths to
remind its customers that all its
integrated amps have pre- amp
outputs, all of the company's
power amps have identical input
sensitivity and all of the integrated
amps' power amp stages have the
same input sensitivity as the
separate power amps. So those
consumed by an insatiable appetite
for power can add a brace of XA50 monoblocks, and ' go bi-
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amped' as soon as funds allow. Or
you could go really mental and add
X-A200's!
Musical Fidelity's designers were
given a five-point brief of goals to
attain. The first, as you'd expect,
was sound quality, and it's here
that the X-Al does things which I
just wasn't expecting. At the risk of
seeming like there's too much
aluminium in my cooking pots, the
X-Al sounds like...a valve amp.
No kidding, this amplifier is so
grain- and sibilance- free, even
when
partnering
aggressive
speakers like the Jadis Orchestras,
that you'll wonder where the
EL34's are. It has awarmth which
I thought was, in solid-state
designs, the sole province of ClassA amplifiers, and it has away with
digital sources.
What characterises the X-Al, if
not necessarily all of its X- Series
siblings, is a sweet, silky sheen,
especially noticeable on acoustic
recordings, which betrays no loss of
neutrality, no signs of coloration
and certainly no evidence of
tampering with the frequency
response extremes. If it reminds me
of any particular amplifier's sound
per se, then it would have to be a
Quad II's mid- band sandwiched
between the bass and treble of a
Krell KAV300i. Which leads nicely
to two of the other five design
objectives.
When it comes to slam/attack and
speed, the X-Al sets new standards
at its price point. It's that simple.
This humble, affordable integrated
amp emphatically and categorically
avoids the precise traits which
render so many mid-priced offerings
as unacceptable to those who know
better. No flab, no dithering about,
no hesitancy. This little beauty can
even deal with techno!
So to the fourth of the of design
objectives: imaging. The X-Al acts
like a grown-up in other areas and
apes the real champions of threedimensionality: upscale, and
mainly valve, Yankee amps.
What distinguishes it
from, say, an Audio
Research VT100 is its
sense of scale, for
the X- Al never
fools you into
thinking that
your address
has suddenly
become
'Privileged
Aristocrat Flat
No 2, Versailles'.
Without wishing to cite fairy
tales involving an ursine family unit
and an unwanted intruder, the
image is ' just right'. With either an
intimate SeSSkin like Lou Rawls and

III
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an acoustic quartet, or 01'Blue
Eyes in front of aRiddle-conducted
throng, the X- Al spreads the
sound out far enough to ensure
avoidance of claustrophobia. But if
you want larger-than- life, or some
beautiful lie which will kid you into
thinking you're to the manor born,
you'll have to dig deeper, pocketwise.
Fifth and last of the design aims
is ` load- driving ability'. Musical
Fidelity specifies 200W peaks into
2ohms and practice showed the XAl to be utterly unflappable.
Suffice to say, the speakers Ihad to
hand
were
incapable
of
embarrassing the X-Al.
So is the X-Al perfect? Almost.
Some will find it abit laid-back in
its presentation, others will favour
more aggressive lower registers. But
these are signs of the modern
synthetic age, and those who want
in- yo'- face, kidney- rattling noise
will find Loaded magazine three
shelves up and to the right.
Me? Ilove this baby and can
only make one observation, a
suggestion rather than acomplaint.
Iwould ask Musical Fidelity to
offer, as an option, an ' X-PSU
Super'which houses the X- Al's
power • supply in the same
handsome extruded enclosure as
the amp itself, doing away with the
ugly black box in which it arrives as
standard. Better still, the ` X-PSU
Super'could also offer, say, four
outputs to drive X-Series modules
because Ijust know that owners of
XAis will soon add extras like an
X-DAC, X- 10D or X-LP. Isuggest
MF should allow trade-ins on the
standard power supply, or allow
purchasers the choice of power
supplies from the outset, for, say,
an extra £ 150 or £ 200 for the
'Super'.
And you know what? Even with
the dearer power supply, the X-Al
would still be abargain.
Test results
Rated Power 8 ohms
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MUSICAL FIDELITY X-Al

Fig I. Musical Fidelity X-A I: dynamic

power output into 8, 4, 2 and

Iohm loads (black, r
cd, bloc and

traces resp,:ctively)

Mell

LAB REPORT
Although the X-Al
is rated at a
nominal
50W18ohni, it is
capable of
sustaining afar
higher output. A
continuous rating of
75W18ohm would
not be unrealistic
while, under

Fig 2.Musical Fidelity X-A I: total harmonic

dynamic

distortion versus frequency at IW, 8 ohms

conditions, no less
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possible (black
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in the middle of its

XA1

figure (re. IWI8ohni)

power range (3) that

Musical Fidelity

50W:17dBW•

Measured power
20Hz 1.kHz 20kHz
Continuous, 8ohms. 19471-10 87W 87W
77W
Continuous, 4ohms. 1%T1-10 138W
Frequency response(dB) -0.1 -0.3
Dynamic headroom IHF(dB) + 1.1
Maximum current
5ms. for 3% THD
12A
Output Impedance (
ohms) 0.097 Damping factor
82.8 Harmonic distortion (
dB)
At 2/3 power. 8 ohms - -90 - 73
At OdBW 8 ohms
- -99 - 79
Channel separation (
dB)
103
78
Channel balance dB, at -20d13/-60dB)
0/0.2
intermodulation distortion (
dB)
At 2/3 power, 8 ohms
-78
At OdBW, 8 ohms
-80
Signal-to-noise (
dB)
At 2/3 power, 8 ohms
97.4
AMd, at OdBW, 8 ohms
83
Residual noise, unwtd
-71.9
Input Impedance
47k ohm/100pF
input sensitivity
26.7mV for OdBW
248mV for full output
DC offset, L/R
24mV/-27mV
Typical price (
inc VAT)
£479*
where OdBw =2.83V, or 1W/8ohms
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u might say Tannoy is on a
roll. Big horn-loaded export
o
models like the Kingdom
(essentially ahuge Dual Concentric
driver plus a separate tweeter in a
box clearly inspired by the Sumo
school of architecture) has been
selling by the gross, at least until
Japan Inc recently showed signs of
going bust; the Mercury range has
been cleaning up bigtime at the entry
level, and the just launched Precision
range [see P30 review, April issue]
might soon give other industry
majors abloody nose.
Then there's Definition. Here is a
range of luxuriously finished heavyduty speakers which owe much to
Tannoy's traditional skills in big
speaker boxes and its professional
series Dual Concentric drivers. The
range includes the D100 compact,
four floor standers, in ascending size
order the D300, D500, D700 and
D900, and the D750 — a centre
speaker, but not as you know it,
guy. This review covers the D500
and flagship D900 floor standers,
and both in their primary roles as
stereo music speakers, and in
combination, with the D750
added, as ahome cinema system.
The Dual Concentric principle
involves positioning the integral
tweeter just behind the centre of
the bass cone, its output directed
to the outside world through the
built-in ' Tulip waveguide', and
then the flared profile of the main
cone itself, to produce a phasecoherent spherical wavefront over
awide included cone angle.

Y

BIGGEST AND BEST?
The Dual Concentric units used
in our three test speakers pull no
punches. Daddy of them all is the
massive 300mm unit specified for
the D900, whose injectionmoulded variable- thickness
polypropylene flared cone covers
the range above 400Hz, with the
crossover to the aluminium alloy
tweeter set at a low 1.2kHz.
Below 400Hz, coverage is
provided by a separate 300mm
bass driver. Both are massive castchassis units, with appropriately
massive magnets. The D500 uses
a 200mm Dual Concentric, with

Ifyou're turned on by the
big Tannoy Definition D900 Dual
Concentric speakers, then adding a
pair of D500s and a D750 centre
channel ought to make
a dream home theatre system
by ALVIN GOLD

its crossover at 1.7kHz, again
handing over at 400Hz to the
external, similarly- sized dedicated
bass driver. Two such bass units are
used in the D750, flanking the
centrally
positioned
Dual
Concentric. It is large enough to
stand any ordinary TV on top of
rather than underneath ( which is
effectively ruled out by its prodigious
33kg weight). The other Definition
models are not magnetically
screened, but here screening is
provided by a full size inner steel
cage, which also adds weight and
structural rigidity, and presumably
some mutual damping with the
wooden enclosure. The main body is
finished in amid grey which matches
most TVs, but the veneered end
panels tie in with the other models.
All crossover slopes are gentle,
with low- phase- error first -order
electrical networks, hard-wired and
with a minimum number of
components, though most of the
acoustic slopes are second order
(12dB/octave) when the driver's
inherent mechanical rolloffs are
taken into account. The Dual
Concentrics are biwired using a
proprietary terminal block with
captive, sliding shorting links to
allow normal wiring. The bass units
are not separately wired.

LISTENING
The Dual Concentric driver has
been largely tamed in this range. In
the past, there has always seemed to
be a residual coldness and edge in
the treble. By now though Tannoy
has accumulated a lot of experience
in the design of the crucial
waveguide component, and the
results are much smoother and more
euphonious than you might expect.
At the same time, detailing and
precision have been improved, as so
often happens when unwanted hash
is cleared from any drive unit.
The time- aligned, point- source
nature of the Dual Concentric means
that the off axis sound is largely free
of crossover notches and phasiness,
both on paper and in practice.
Essentially, as you move away from
the main axis with any of these
speakers, the sound remains
consistent in character apart from a
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progressive loss of top end presence
and
detail.
An
important
consequence of this is that the sound
reflected off walls and back into the
room is much more neutral in
character than usual, and this makes
the range generally uncritical of
positioning, with no sharp timbrerelated changes as it is moved. But
place them too close to back walls or
corners, bass will be unnaturally
boosted, which can become
unbearable.
This aside, Ifound the D500 and
D900 room and system friendly, and
that they gave an easy, relaxed and
enjoyable presentation with a wide
range of partnering equipment: in
this case, primarily Meridian power
amps driven by the 565 AV pre-amp,
though others were used too. Both
floorstanders also did atour of duty
as the system speaker in some CD
player and amplifier group tests.
The Definition title is not a
particularly good guide to what the
range is all about. The Definition
speakers fill large spaces with easy,
relaxed and coherent sound. Imagery
is firm and stable, and works
homogeneously over a wide angle
cone of space, with very limited
degradation at the limits of the useful
listening area, apart from some loss
of central stereo focus, and of course
some diminution of treble output.
Above all, the Definition range
delivers abig sound, the loudspeaker
equivalent of big hair, and this can
be enough to get the speakers into
trouble in small rooms and when
auditioned at close quarters.
Happily abig sound doesn't mean
an overblown one unless you listen
from very close ranges, in which case
Ifound the image tends to fall into
the lap. Pull further away — and
even with the big D900 this need be
no further than about 3m — the
sound stops sounding overblown,
but still retains an unusually forward
quality, well forward of the plane of
the loudspeakers, and with astrongly
physical sense of presence from any
half-decent recording, partly thanks
to the strong bass foundation to the
sound, and partly because of the
coherent mid, a special property of
the Dual Concentric driver.
Sometimes this ability became
quite scary. Try for example the
opening track from Bob Dylan's
Time out of Mind for an exercise in
palpably solid, three-dimensional
imagery of the kind you can almost
feel ( ignore the voice: poor Bob
seems to have become phasey in his
dotage).
This was all the more remarkable
for some clear objective failings in
the sound: arather cracked sounding
vocal microphone (yes, even allowing
for the great Bard's voice), and a
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some edgy percussion. Once a
volume setting had been chosen,
dynamic range was no wider than
many other good loudspeakers, but I
did notice a greater freedom than
usual about the volume levels set, so
that given suitable amplification, the
dynamic range remains available
whether the average level was set to
80, 90 or even 100dBA. This made
the Definition D900 especially an
unusually flexible loudspeaker.
There
are
trade-offs.
Big
loudspeakers generally seem slightly
'slow', as though reluctant to do the
bidding of the rest of the system.
This is the case here, although it is
strongly affected by the amplifier's
ability to rein in any tendency to
excess. Oddly, I achieved good
results with the Definition D-900
with relatively low power, low cost
amplifiers — including a Pioneer
Precision A- 300R, driven by the
matching PD- S505 CD player —
but it needed more muscular ( and
inevitably a lot more costly)
equipment to really do the speaker
full justice, the Electrocompaniet
ECI-1 being arguably the most
happy match, not because it was
better than, say, the Musical Fidelity
A1001, but because its lean bass and
explicitly projected midband could
have been purpose designed to play
to the D900's strengths and
minimise its weaknesses. Although
these comments relate specifically to
the D900, the D500 and D750 are
made from similar stuff.
In my room at least, Iwould have
liked to have experienced slightly
greater control over the bass, which
did seem unwieldy, and also a
decibel or so excessive in level. A
larger room would have taken care of
the latter, but not the former, and

The Dual
Concentric
driver has
been largely
tamed in this
range... by
now though
Tannoy has
accumulated a
lot of
experience in
the design of
the crucial
waveguide
component,
and the results
are smoother
and more
euphonious
than you might
expect

Tannoy
Rosehall
Industrial Estate,
Coatbridge,
Strathclyde,
ML5 4TF.
Tel: 01236
420199
Distribution for
the UK by
Marantz Hi-fi
UK Ltd, 01753
680868

with recordings such as the new YoYo Ma Bach Cello Suites [
reviewed
next month - Mus Ed], the results
seemed curiously dull and lacking in
the timing that is a hallmark of his
playing, and indeed of the music,
though the instrument had aproper
weight and physical presence.
Assessed in these terms, it is the
D500 that has the better balance. It
seemed quicker on its feet, its bass
less extended, but better integrated
and palpably under tauter control,
even when with amplifiers like the
Electrocompaniet, which is the very
quintessence of control. Its reduced
deep bass does detract from image
scale and the sheer excitement that
the D900 injects into large orchestral
recordings, especially those with an
organ underpinning
As an AV system, the Tannoy
triumvirate excels. These models
sound completely right in each
other's company, and the visceral
quality that the front three speakers
bring to the job lifts many film
soundtracks out of the ordinary,
while their superbly controlled
mid/top and lack of excessive grit
subdue the ' in yer face' quality of
many of Hollywood's finest, without
detracting from important qualities
like vocal intelligibility.
If it is pointed away from the main
listening area, the D500 makes a
particularly fine full bandwidth
surround speaker as it has a wide,
and fairly diffuse sound. There was
none of the phasiness and loss of
central focus if listening a few feet
away from the central throne.

CONCLUSION
As stereo speakers, the three
Definition speakers have some
extraordinary capabilities: they are
easy to set up and easy on the ear,
with solid, stable imagery even off
axis. The D900 offers a wider
bandwidth, loudness capability and
sensitivity, though the D500 is the
tidier and livelier in extremis. As an
AV system, the three knit together
seamlessly, producing aresult that is
authentically, or at least credibly
cinematographic, though you'll need
alarge room to make best use of this
system's capabilities.

TANNOY DEFINITION HOME THEATRE
Nominal
Impedance
(ohms)

Sensitivity
dB/1W/lm

Peak
Power
(watts)

Recommended
Amplifier power
(watts)

Dimensions
(hwd) mm

D500

6

91

265

30-175

934 x314 x344

D900

6

94

450

30-250

1145 x428 x464

D750

6

90

300

30-200

238 x824 x400

Retail prices D900, £3999 90 per pair; D500, £ 1999.90 per pair; D750, £999.90 each
Full system as tested: ( 2xD900, 2xD500, 1xD750), £6999.70
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Pride of Ownership
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Love of Music

Buying British
ensures you enjoy
World Class
Quality
at every level

USA
Where the pursuit
of absolute fidelity
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UNISON
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SONUS FABER
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engineering
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sound philosophy of
atrue music lover
Elegant

COPLAND
Designed in Copenhagen
Crafted in Sweden

VINYL APPRECIATION

ARCAM

PARASOUND

KRELL

FRANCE

An outstanding
debut places this
company amongst
the world's finest

Accentuating the
beauty of music
with typically
understated panache

A.R.S ACOUSTICA
Toronto

MICROMEGA
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If you're SERIOUS about your sound system, we hope
you'll want to call into KJ West One.

HOME

DEMS

THE LEADING HIGH END STORE

Here, you'll meet GENUINE enthusiasts, music
lovers, record collectors, who, between us, enjoy
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every aspect of music reproduction.
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VAN DEN
HUL
'THE THIRD'

THE THIRD
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INTERCONNEcT

The world's first
carbon speaker cable
HAVING launched his carbon audio
cable series with a coaxial
interconnect named The First, A J
van den Hal followed this logically
enough with another interconnect
called The Second. This proved
effective for unbalanced working,
although designed to provide for
balanced use, where both signal poles
are transmitted by the multitude of
separately-insulated carbon fibre
strands. Now we have The Third, a
costly carbon speaker cable.
For me van den Hul cables have stood
the test of time; although moderately
priced for audiophile-grade products,

speaker cable a0.1 ohm per metre target
is worthwhile, and metal-conductor

well-respected valve/tube amplifiers
have source impedances significantly

cables often achieve 0.01 ohm.

higher than this.
One of the most expensive speaker

But extended research into improved

they in fact compare with the very best

carbon fibre conductivity has resulted in
The Third, avery costly creation some

cables ever made, The Third is thus
many times the resistance and price of,

when good system matching and tonal
balance are achieved.

20mm in diameter, with two separate
conductors per side. These may be

for example, van den Hul's top hybrid

It was always known that building a
carbon speaker cable would present afar
greater difficulty due to the relatively high

twisted together for tidiness and the best
sound. As before, inside is asoft lay of
carbon fibre rope — Litz — literally

electrical resistance of the carbon
conductors. 10 or 20 ohms in an
interconnect is neither here nor there
when load matching impedances are
10,000 to 100,000 ohms, but for a

millions of separate conductors
terminated in gold-plated spade
terminals. Loop resistance per channel is
about 0.75 ohms, certainly not
negligible but usable nonetheless. Many

cable, the metal/carbon Revelation —
which was used as areference. The
Third costs £ 1800 per metre (for four
conductors) so a 3m stereo set costs
£5400 including terminations.
The Third's 0.75 ohm resistance had
to be accounted for, since with a
nominal 8 ohm speaker (the Wilson
WITT), it results in an audible ldB lost

TRICHORD CLOCK 3
The latest CD upgrade from Wales

BACK IN January 1996 I reviewed
Trichord's CD upgrades, including its
modified Pioneer transport, now called
the Digital Turntable. Since then, reader
R Z Quan [' Views', July ' 97] has
recommended powering Trichord's
Clock 2 from batteries. This really does
work well, but is difficult to implement
cost-effectively and make bullet-proof.
Instead, Graham Fowler at Trichord
(01684 573524) set about designing asuperregulator to power his clocks. He's also
sprinkled Sanyo's OS- CON electroytics
around. Graham upgraded my transport by
adding Clock 3 as daughter board to the
digital output board. Iwould suggest the only
DIY upgrade is to remove Clock 2 and
substitute Clock 3, this costs £ 95; other
upgrades are best left to Trichord. A quick
listen in Trichord's design area showed
superior clarity and imaging compared with a
standard Clock 2 transport. Listening
conditions were about as far from ideal as you
could get. Icouldn't wait to try it at home!
For me, Clock 3 is a significant step
forward for CD. Ican't say whether it would
improve the very best of the high-end but

42

what it does is dramatically improve the
quality of CD replay that mere mortals with
mortgages can afford.
With apure, crystal-clear treble, the uppermid and top, vocals are projected with
uncanny clarity. Piano, surely a tough test,
was very natural, indeed more pleasant to
listen to than live piano can sometimes be.
Bass is tighter and cleaner with no overhang.
Extra detail could now be heard in bass notes,
along with deeper bass as this wasn't being
masked any more. Timing is now in a
different league too, and it's irresistably foottapping. Dynamically, Clock 3 is. amazing. I
now listen with the volume lower, but my
system sounds louder and more subtle at the
same time. Overall Iwould describe the
sound as dynamic, rich, smooth and
supremely detailed, music recorded with
ambience is portrayed very well. Soundstaging
and focus are much improved. Music simply
leaps free of the speakers. On poor studio
recordings you can almost hear the studio.
Clock 2was great, Clock 3is stunning.
Is there a downside to Clock 3? Initially I
had a strong suspicion that if you had
something unpleasant lurking in your system,

c
wou • expose it.
y ars ness in
particular is likely to be exacerbated; and
whilst Clock 3 is no doubt a great leap
forward for amodest outlay,. it cannot cure all
known ills. But my worries disappeared after
four weeks, the clock had now run-in, the OSCONs being the most likely culprits.
Confirmed Anna Loggers will have their
beliefs severely tested. Clock 3 doesn't make
CD sound like vinyl, the two media still
sound different but, price for price CD can
really deliver the goods in quite a dramatic
manner. For me, Clock 3 is aturning point,
delivering highly affordable cultured sound.
For anyone who has tried batteries with
Clock 2, Isaved the best for last. Clock 3 is
better than a battery powered 2. Mind you,
would a Clock 3 sound even better on
batteries?
Clive Meakins
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news
in loudness, and would otherwise
result in sound quality differences
for this reason alone.
The effect of adding adiscrete
0.8 ohm resistance ( ahigh quality

eminent. The bass was atouch
slow; comparatively different to the
Revalation as it rocks with fine
rhythmic control. ' The Third' was

type) added to the Revelation was

slower, lusher, less syncopated,
relaxed and more of alow feedback

also assessed. This is not the place

tube/valve sound. Preliminary tests

to go into along discussion about

with bi-wiring suggested that

the effect of finite resistance
between amplifier and speaker, in

Revelation on bass and Third on

particular on amplifier distortion
and stability; but with these

unrivalled sonic power.
Overall, the degree of bass

precautions, Icould be more

'grunt' and the analysis of rhythm
bluntly falls somewhat below the
standard set by the astonishingly

confident about determining the
intrinsic sound of ' The Third'.
Working with my references,
including Transparent and Siltech
designs, ' The Third' speaker cable
has the character, liquidity and
grainlessness of The First and The
Second (balanced) interconnects, a
familiar hallmark of pure carbon
conductors.
Through the mid and treble this
cable is quite simply pre-eminent. It
sounded very natural, highly
resolved, unexaggerated, grainless
and with afinely-balanced tonal
quality. In particular, treble images
appeared to hang in the stereo
range, almost ghost-like. By
contrast, most cables in the upper
treble tend to locate more clearly at
the tweeter positions, often with a
touch of false sheen.
It's in the bass where there's
scope for argument. A tough

mid -treble was acombination of

natural and highly resolved sound
available over the best of the
frequency range.
Depending on the chosen system
it may be an appropriate choice,
for example with full range
electrostatic speakers; however less
so with dynamic designs such as
the Wilson Audio. Smaller highend speakers may well suit, such as
the Sonus Faber Guaneri with tube
amplification.
For those who enjoy massive
budgets, bi-wiring offers aroute to
sampling the best of both worlds.
Indeed if the cost of ' The Third' is
believable then the expense of
matching bass cable can be
considered amere accessory!
Most of the sound available from
this cable is heavenly, achallenge

lightweight (compared with

to future cable designers. In view
of the other aspects, the

Revalation) it was tuneful,

recommendation here is shaded by

articulate and well-resolved, but
also lacked in slam and speed, an
area where the Revelation is pre-

caution, partly weighted by the
very high cost of this unique
product.
Martin Gallants

AUDIO SYNTHESIS
DAX
DECADE
The right results!
LAST month's review of the

Test results

Audio Synthesis DAX Decade
saw Martin Colloms awarding

20fiz
lkliz
20kHz
Channel balance(dB) 0.006
0.006
0.01
>117
Channel separation(dB)>130 > 125
Channel phase
difference (dB)
0.05
0.02
0.25
Frequency response (dB) 0
0
-0.05
Distortion(THD vs level, dB):
At OdB
-103
-103 -95
At -10dB
-72.5
At -70dB
-50
IntermodulatIon (
dB), 24-bit/16-bit
19kHz/20kHz tones at OdB
-112/-104
19kHz/20kHz tones at -10dB
-105/-95
Resolution (
linearity error, dB):
1-0.05
Error at -90dB
-110dB
Spud» up to 100kFtz (
dB)
117V (variable)
Peak output level
330ohms
Output Impedance
Signal-to-noise (
dB)
20Hz-20kHz, unweighted
111
CCIR/ARM, lkHz ref
104
Typical price (
Inc VAT)
f2795

an all-time high ' reference
level score of 50 points' on
listening to this impressive
British digital- to- analogue
converter, which gained an
enthusiastic recommendation.
Unfortunately, we printed
thewrong test results table;
apart from the heading and
retail price, the figures were
those for Merifian's 861. Here
are the test results we should
have run. Contact for Audio
Synthesis is 0115

922 4138.
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Audio Synthesis DAX Decade

DVD PLANS OUT
'Big push' later this year will
follow 'soft' spring launch
AFTER six months of secret meetings between nine
hardware and software companies, and trade bodies
BREMA and the BVA, the UK DVD Launch committee
went public on 6March in London to announce its plans.
Although chairman Simon Turner, who is MD of Philiips
Consumer Electronics UK, stressed the group's unity,
unique co-operation and collective decisions, DVD's
prime mover Warner was absent, along with MGM.
Secondhand apologies were offered for an unfortunate
string of last minute clashing engagements that had
prevented Warner UK's Mike Heap, Neil McEwan and
Chris Wood from attending. Later, Committee members
admitted that Warner UK had cancelled on direct orders
from Head Office in Burbank. Warner UK 'passed up' the
opportunity to comment.
Rather than cancel, the Committee decided to go
ahead with the meeting and do their best to gloss over
Warner's painfully obvious absence. No mention was
made of the fact that two days earlier Philips had given
Warner's Marketing Director Jon Powers aplatform at a
pre-CeBit computer show press briefing in Amsterdam.
Powers had plugged DVD and revealed Warner's launch
schedule. There will be aEuropean event at which
Warren Lieberfrab is expected to make the keynote
speech. Participation in the UK Committee event would
have stolen thunder from Warner's solo spectacular.
'On behalf of Warner Home Video Iam pleased to
announce that we have established amarketing
partnership with Philips to launch DVD in Western
Europe, Eastern Europe, the Middle East and South
Africa,' Powers said in Amsterdam, before detailing
plans for advertising, dealer training and in-store
promotion, with special deals on Warner titles for people
who buy Philips players.
Powers also gave afirm date, 22 April, for the launch
of ten titles (all back catalogue), with Europe covered by
three discs, each with its own menu of languages. The
DVD releases will have added-value content, such as
director commentaries and behind-the-scenes footage.
The UK Committee admits that the April launch will be
'soft', with different software companies coming on
stream with around 35 titles over asix week period.
There will then be a 'hard' push later in the year, with
300 titles, some newer material.
The delays are due to yet another change in the sound
standard. At the Berlin IFA show last August, Warren
Lieberfarb and DVD Forum members firmly announced
that the sound system for Europe would be MPEG-2. Now
it will be Dolby Digital AC- 3. This follows Philips' failure
to deliver working MPEG-2 encoders and consumer
decoders: in December the DVD Forum relaxed the
standard requirement to allow AC- 3or MPEG-2.
Even Philips' subsidiary Polygram has now gone for
AC- 3. Only Columbia-Tristar is hedging bets and putting
both MPEG-2 and AC- 3sound on the same disc. This is
likely soon to end. In an odd twist, Warner Vision will
release music videos with AC- 3multichannel on one side
and PCM stereo on the other. Not one of the studios
mentioned DTS, and no-one asked about it.
There was however afirm committment not to back the
DIVX pay-per-view variant of DVD in Europe.
Said Simon Turner 'The committee is not aware of any
plans by any member to support DIVX'. Panasonic,
Toshiba, Philips and Sony all individually confirmed
blanket rejection of DIVX.
Barry Fox
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evinson

FOR STATE OF THE ART HI-FI

It's no wonder why many audio & music enthusiasts
around the world regard Mark Levinson equipment as
the final step in the pursuit of audio excellence.
Technically...it's perfect...
Musically...it's everything you've ever wanted...
AUDIO RESEARCH LS15

AUDIO RESEARCH D100.2

COME AND LISTEN TO THE BEAUTIFUL AUDIO RESEARCH COMBINATION. THIS
NEW STUNNING AMPLIFIER REALLY NEEDS TO BE AUDITIONED

YOU OWE IT OF
YOURSELF TO
HEAR THE
STUNNING
NEW CDM7
BY B&W SE

digital

THE BEAUTIFUL.
AWARD WINNING
CASTLE SEVERN 2
ON PERMANENT
DEMO

\,
N4gb.

No.39

integrated cd player

£4,995.00

No.37

cd transport

£3,995.00

No.36

digital processor

£3,995.00

No.36s

digital processor

£6,495.00

No.31.5 Reference cd transport.
No.30.5 Reference digital processor.

£9,295.00
£15,950.00
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amplification

THE KRELL KAV 300 CD PLAYER

COPLAND CSA 28

THIS OUTSTANDING NEW CO PLAYER

HEAR THE NEW CSA 28 REMOTE

FROM KRELLMAKES AN
IMPRESSIVE PARTNER FOR THE

CONTROLLED AND UPGRADED
REPLACEMENT FOR THE CSA 14
INTG AMPLFIER

INTEGRATED AMP

£8,500
£1,800
£450
£600
£850
£950
£700

Exposure 17 & 18 pre/power
Teac VRDS10
Solon Tiger intg amp
Naim CD3
Pair Castle Cuester
Pair Diamond AC Ref 3
Pair Mission 752 spkrs

£3,995.00

No.380s pre-amplifier.

£6,495.00

No.331

dual mono 100w power amplifier. £4,495.00

No.332

dual mono 200w power amplifier £6,495.00

No.333

dual mono 300w power amplifier £8,495.00

No.33H monaural amplifiers £ 19,395.00

SECOND HAND
Pair Krell KASII
Krell KAV 300i intg
Micromega Drive 1
Micromega Drive 2
Pair B&W 805 (ex dem)
Pair Radford MA50's
Classe DR4L pre

No.380 pre-amplifier.

£999
£525
£700
£500
£450
£300
£300

No.33

Reference Monaural amplifiers.

POA

authorised dealers for.
Mark Levinson • Proceed • Bow Technologies
Revel Speakers • Faroudja Video
Linn HiFi • Linn AV • Linn Knekt

• CREDIT FACILITIES BUY NOW PAY LATER

Wilson Audio • Martin Logan • Sonus Faber

OR INTEREST FREE CREDIT AVAILABLE

Runco home theatre • Stewart Filmscreens • DaLite

(SUBJECT TO STATUS)

MIT cables • Stax electrostatic headphones

• 4 DEMONSTRATION ROOMS
• MAIL ORDER FACILITY

Mail order & overseas orders welcome

• EX DEM AND P/EX LIST AVAILABLE

for further information contact.

Agencies include:
AUDIOLAB, AUDIO RESEARCH, B&W, BEYER, BOSE, CASTLE, CELESTION, CHORD,
COPLAND, DENON, DENSEN, JADIS, KEF, KOETSU, KRELL, MARANTZ, MARTIN LOGAN,
MICHELL, MICROMEGA, ORELLE, PROFESSIONAL MONITOR, REL, ROGERS, RUARK,
SONUS FABER, THETA, WILSON AUDIO

Opal designs Ltd.
Rockware Business Centre
5 Rockware Avenue

We stock awiche range of accessories, cables, headphones and equipment supports from:

Greenford

AUDIO-TECHNICA, APOLLO, GRADO, HARMONIX, IXOS, ORTOFON. SENNHEISER,

Middlesex UB6 OAA

SOUND STYLE, TARGET, TRANSPARENT AUDIO, FLATLINE, SILTECH, OED AND MANY OTHERS

Tel: 01923 245250 Fax: 01923 230798
101 St Albans Road, Watford WD1 1RD
100 yards from Watford Junction Station
New opening hours 10am - 5.30pm Tues -Sat
LATE NIGHT BY APPOINTMENT

VISA

Tel: 0181 930 7972

Fax: 0181 930 7976

e-mail. jasgopal.co.uk
web site. http://www.opal.co.uk
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unsafe ` launch
if
uncertain'
conditions of different state's nuclear
weapons. If everything critical
complies, human survival past 31
December 2000 is possible!
This is no less a good time to
make everyone aware of the need to
begin now to check the Y2k viability
of everything — not just at the
workplace but also at home. Even if
the mains power is uninterrupted,
any ' smart' microprocessor-based
equipment like heating controllers
that are rather vital in January and
March — as well as in your listening
system — might lock up or
randomly malfunction in 2000.
Now, not then, is the time to find
out. Makers and suppliers (who by
and large may be legally liable)
should be contacted for advice and
test procedures. Many microprocessors, even those with dates, are
unaffected, and for where there is
problem fixing may only involve a
single chip swop.

Even when
any (or at least some)
readers will be aware of
mailrames
the ramifications of not
are dehaving pre-checked every computer
bugged, the
and program on the planet that is
needed for anything remotely
possibility
important, for operability past 31
of ` Y2k'
December 1999 and then past a
planetary
second hurdle after 28 February
Arrr ageddon 2000. For the most part, the
remains, due ramifications of ` Y2k compliance' MORE MAINS BUZZ ADVICE
The listening pleasure of many has
are frightening fur air traffic control
to I3zy
been upset by hi-fi equipment
and tax collection operations on
hardware
archaic mainframe computers, but
transformers that buzz mechanically.
Also known as acoustic buzzing, this
relatively minor for the majority of
des gn...
is audible when the system is
PC and Mac users who can obtain
And more
powered but all speakers are
low-cost fixes
on powerunplugged, and emanates from the
7HE EMBECDED
equipment casing. There are four
related
MICROPROCESSOR
main causes.
hula and
7IMEBOMB
1. Too high a supply voltage. This
buzzing
A tat that many are only just
happens when the transformer isn't

For information
on bound reprints
of some of Ben
Duncan 'smany
past popular
investigative
anides: 'Audio
Quality
Investigations, vols
& 2', and
'Audio/Studio
mains supplies',
vols I & 2', plea.,e
send SAE or two
IRCs to the author,
cío HFNIRR.
BD ean be Emailed at:
BDR-UK(to,dial.
pipez. con:

awakening ta, however, is that the
electricity, fuel and water that
modern society relies upon is
nowadays largely controlled by many
embedded microprocessors ( EMP').
Many of these depend upon adate
clock, even if the date function isn't
evident. So even if the ekctricity
industry manages to debug or
replace 90% to 95% of the
embedded microprocessors in the
remaining 450 or so working days,
the remaining 5% to 10% of
processors that cannot handle *-00',
and that remain scattered across the
network, may be enough to result in
major and/or prolonged power
blackouts. The potential chaos will
be multiplicat ne.
Naturally, Britain's electricity
suppliers maintain that they will
meet
the
deadline,
and
the
Parliamentary select committee on
Y2k has recently concluded from
hearings that, in Britain, we are not
looking at acritical safety problem.
Others, particularly in the USA,
disagree, with dire warnings being
posted on the Internet* by eiectrical,
electronic and software engineers
concerned about the fragility of the
western US power grid (which is
said to be riddled with the wrcing
kind of EMP) — not to mention the
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properly designed, so as to handle
the highest legal mains voltage —
something
many
makers
are
remarkably ignorant about. It also
happens when the mains supply is
on the high side, usually because you
are sited near to the local substation.
If the voltage (in UK) regularly
exceeds 254.4V RMS then you can
apply to the supplier to have the
voltage reduced by steps of
(typically) 21
/ %. The highest
2
voltages usually sometime occur late
at night when the local loading is
lowest. So asign of this as the cause
is when any buzzing is generally
most strident late at night —
ironically, when the supply is
otherwise often cleanest! Some
hourly mains voltage readings would
soon confirm this. If the voltage
cannot be reduced sufficiently by the
supplier to overcome the buzz, you
can either use a variac, or auto
transformer having finely spaced
adjustment ' taps'; or aspecial 'AV'
version of Pure Power, to reduce the
supply to the system or unit; or else
pay to have aspecialist transformer
maker rewind the primary to handle
higher voltages. If there is any space
to spare, a simpler buzz- reducing
option is to ' pot' the transformer in
resin.

2. D̀C' or `even harmonic' content on
the mains supply. This is most likely
to be the case in the daytime on
working days, and when the supply
voltage reading is on the low side.
The Pure Power project is one way
to protect from this condition. If the
problem is serious (loud mechanical
buzzing from normally silent
transformers), the supply authorities
may want to know, because it can
damage their plant as well as your
equipment. Possible causes include
electroplating plant, ' sophisticated'
electric welding and other crude,
thyristor or diode-controlled, high
current equipment. If this goes on
in your area, the supplier may in
exceptional cases be able to offer a
remedial, dedicated substation and
even il kV feeder to either the
cause(s) or the victims. In theory
European anti-harmonic, EMC
legislation (like
EuroNorm
EN60522-3-2) can be waved at the
cause(s) of DC on the AC mains,
but along with most useless EU
legislation, the law is either widely
ignored and/or remains in chaos**,
in this case with another delay on
mandatory implementation until
2001.
3. Operation of any power transformer
at the non-optimum frequency. This
usually happens when amaker in a
60Hz country (
eg, USA) produces a
transformer for use in 50Hz
countries (
eg, UK, the EU). Unless
designed and tested for 50Hz use
(and good transformer design
involves seven or so interactive
dimensions) such a unit will likely
be ' on edge' and far more prone to
buzz mechanically. Being intolerant
of slightly too low a frequency
happens in cheapskate units; and
also when high quality (but
blinkered) makers use CAD tools to
hone down the core material size
and cost to the barest minimum.
4. Transformer design or manufacture.
Today, many makers find it
increasingly difficult to get wholly
consistent core- making materials,
and only small changes of a few
percent in the magnetic qualities can
have abig effect on the noise level
made by a transformer, especially
one which is working (efficiently) at
high flux densities with low leakage.
Transformers can also buzz because
they have loose laminations, have
been badly assembled, or are
considerably overloaded, and are at
risk of burning out. If the latter is
the case, usually ahigh temperature
and the smell of varnish gives aclue
at the time.
Ben Duncan
*See Internet newsgroup:
Comp.software.year-2000
Also website: http:11www.gsa.govlirms1
kalmkslyr20001y201toc 1 . htm#info
"John Woodgate, Welding and EMC (letter
in Electronics World), April '98.
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any hi-fi enthusiasts and
music lovers abhor video
and computing. They do
not want to watch pictures of an
orchestra or band playing, or use a
personal computer as a source of
listening pleasure. The sound quality
available from PCs has so far been
very poor because the digital hash
inside the PC corrupts any analogue
audio feed. The effect is masked by
the nasty little multimedia speakers
that come with most computers.
Connecting to ahi-fi system merely
reproduces the hash more faithfully.
But now the rules of the game are
changing, and it's unstoppable. PC
sound is soon due for dramatic
improvement. The key is USB, the
Universal Serial Bus, anew kind of
connection system that lets you plug

It's a nonsense that hi-fi
CD-R recorders allow 'legal' home CD
copying of copyright music,
but there's nothing to stop PC users
'pirating' anything they like, on
cheaper discs too. So what will
happen when erasable DVD formats
come to market?
by BARRY FOX

over a hundred peripheral devices
into a PC, as easily as plugging
phono connectors into an amplifier,
or SCART lead into avideo system.
The USB lines carry digital code,
streaming at well above CD data
rates, so there is no need to convert
from digital to analogue inside the
hash-ridden computer. Conversion is
done at the end of the connecting
leads, either by aremote amplifier or
satellite speaker and woofer system,
with onboard DAC and amplifier.
Philips recently demonstrated aUSB
system with active satellite speakers
running from amusic CD played in
the CD-ROM drive of a laptop PC.
The sound was up to hi-fi standards
and can only get better, now that
hash is out of the equation.
Music video remains a dubious
market, because there is a world of
difference between relaxing while
listening to music with eyes closed,
and sitting in front of a screen to
watch and listen at the same time.
Here the catalyst for change is DVD,
which has enough bit space to play
either sound only, or sound and
vision, from a single- sided music
video the size of a CD. Until now
only double- sided 12in Laser Discs
have been able to deliver this option.
The real watershed, however, may
be the long-awaited launch of

Pioneer has championed CD-Recordable for consumer
use: this PDR-05 machine retails for .0000
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recordable
CDs,
and
soon,
recordable DVDs. A tangle of
technology and music industry
politics could make it cheaper and
more convenient to use recordable
discs on acomputer, than a livingroom recorder. This is because the
computer industry works to different
rules on copying. Whereas the record
companies regard home copying as a
crime, the computer industry
encourages people to copy or back up
data for security.
DVD video players, with high
quality audio options, and DVDROM drives for PCs, are already on
the market. But the standards for
DVD recording are still evolving.
This creates a very real risk that
DVD players and ROM drives
bought today will not play recordings
made in ayear or so's time. There is
also a mess of confusion over
compatibility between CD and DVD
recorders, players, and ROM drives.
The issues are so complex that
many of the people selling the
equipment do not understand them,
or they have tunnel vision and
surprising lack of natural curiosity.
'Our audio products are sold out of
Atlanta, so I've no knowledge of
them', said the man in charge of
selling CD recorders for PCs at
Philips' head office in Silicon Valley,
California. Ihad asked about crosscompatibility between CD recordable
blanks for consumer and computer
use.
Computer company Hewlett
Packard sells CD-RW recorders
made by Philips. HP in the UK
recently announced a CD-RW drive
for ` rewritable' discs which retains
'compatibility with the millions of
CDs in use today'. If this muddled
wording means anything it most
likely means that CD-RWs will play
back on the existing park of 600
million CD players and 150 million
CD-ROM drives. They won't, or
more accurately, they are very
unlikely to.
HP-UK was also very proud that
its CD-RW recorders do not work on
the 'bulk-erase' principle — but then
failed to provide any clear hard facts
on what this means.
Iasked Verbatim, one of the main
manufacturers of blank discs, about
the tax on blank discs. How much is
it and who gets it? Weeks later Iwas
still waiting for an answer.
If the press and trade cannot get
good
information
from
the
manufacturers, what hope have their
customers?

STARTING WITH
THE RED BOOK
In the beginning there was CDAudio, to the Red Book standard.
Then CD-ROM, and the Yellow
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Book. The Orange Book sets the
standard for ` multisession' recording,
away of ensuring that ablank disc
recorded piecemeal can be read
either by a CD-audio player or PC
ROM drive.
The DVD Forum set a standard
for DVD-Video, then DVD-ROM,
and finally turned its attention to
DVD-Audio and recordable versions.
Erasable DVD becomes a serious
alternative to tape.
Philips and Sony proposed an
Erasable DVD system to the Forum
and ECMA, the European Computer
Manufacturers' Association. ECMA
is still studying the proposal, but it
was outvoted by the Forum, mainly
under pressure from fellow members,
Panasonic, Toshiba and Hitachi.
Instead, the Forum set astandard
which they called DVD-RAM, and as
Forum members Philips and Sony
must support it. ' But we will not sell
it' says Jan Oosterveldt, Senior
Directory of Corporate Strategy at
Philips in Eindhoven. Now Yamaha,
Mitsubishi, Hewlett Packard and
Ricoh have backed the Philips/Sony
system. They cannot call it DVDRAM, and cannot use the Forum's
DVD logo. Instead they will use the
name DVD-RW, short for ReWritable, and will design their own
logo. Prototype RW drives are due by
Spring 1998.
The main point of contention is
concerned with compatibility, both
backwards and forwards, between the
various CD and DVD formats and
disc types.
The six companies behind DVDRW already support CD-RW. Sales
of drives looked likely to reach 2
million in 1997, and top 5 m in
1998. Sony has now abandoned
MiniDisc for use as an optical data
format. ' CD-RW is the only
candidiate for the Rewritable
standard' says Hidetoshi Kamoto,
General Manager of Sony's Data
Storage Division.
The success of CD-RW is due
partly to the low cost of CD recorder
drives, now well under £ 500 or
$500, and the falling price of blanks,
well under £ 5or $ 5. Also the drivemakers are finally sorting out a
technical mess which heavily
restricted the performance of first
generation models.
The earliest CD- recorders used
only CD- R, Write- Once blanks.
Although music tracks and computer
files can be deleted from a CD- R
disc, this is done by altering the disc's
index of contents so that a player
cannot read the deleted data. The
space can never be recovered
subsequently for re-use.
The UDF, Universal Disc Format,
provides for random erasure on CD
and DVD, so that an Erasable optical

The IFPI and
RIAA were
hopping mad
at Philips'
decision, last
June, to go
ahead and sell
CD-RW. Apart
from the levy,
there is
nothing in it
for the record
companies...
it is not hard
to predict that
the record
companies,
and the movie
studios, will be
even more
upset by
recordable
DVD

disc works like avery high capacity
floppy disc. But not all CD-RW
drives support this feature. When a
file is deleted, the space may not be
recovered for re-use until the whole
disc is bulk-erased!
The early Philips CD- 2600 (and
HP equivalent) series would not
allow selective erasure of files, with
recovery of the erased space. The
latest Philips CD-RW drives, the
3600 series (and the HP equivalents)
follow the UDF ( Universal Disc
Format) standard and to allow
random deletion of files with
recovery of the erased space for
immediate re-use.
Similar drives are sold as CDRecorders, for home hi-fi use.
Although any music track can be
erased, only the space recovered from
the last track on the disc can be reused after deletion.
There is also room for confusion
over the type of blanks which can be
used. Although all blanks look the
same, there are two types of CD- R
Write Once blanks and two types of
CD-RW blanks — one for consumer
audio and one for computer data.
The difference is in the pre-embossed
groove which guides the laser and
gives timing information. This
difference is slight but sufficient to
stop PC blanks working on a
consumer audio recorder.
The consumer audio blanks are
more expensive because they often
carry atax or levy which is collected,
supposedly to compensate the music
industry for revenue losses due to
home recording from CDs. The
money is split between copyright
bodies
representing
authors,
composers, artists and performers.
No-one has yet solved the problem of
how to give the money to those who
Jon Oosterve1dt
have lost sales of original recordings
of Philips: ' There is
because of home copying. Not even
no order in this
the manufacturers know what they
industry. There is
chaotic innovation...' are collecting and for whom. This is
not surprising, because the IFPI's list
shows wide variations between
countries, even inside the EC where
one country can freely sell to another
if there is aprice advantage. In most
countries the royalties set for
analogue recording equipment and
blank media apply also to digital
recorders and blank CDs. So by
levying a tax on cassettes, the music
industry has legitimised home CD
copying.
Austrians pay a royalty on blank
media, of up to 20 US cents per hour
for audio and 30 US cents for video,
with the collected monies split
between at least half a dozen
different copyright agencies.
Belgians pay 2 francs an hour for
all types of analogue recording
media, and 5 francs an hour for
digital media, plus an extra 3% on
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the retail price of recording
equipment. The revenue is split
between three copyright bodies and a
state cultural fund. In Denmark
blank analogue audio media carries a
tax of 0.045 kroner per minute, with
blank video charged at . 06 kroner per
minute. But there is no provision yet
to legitimize private digital copying.
In Finland audio is charged at 0.03
Fim per minute, and video at 0.05
Fim per minute, with the money split
between literally a score of rights
bodies. In France blank audio media
is charged at 27 US cents an hour,
and blank video at 40 US cents.
In Germany, levy schemes have
been in force since the 1960s, which
is why products like DAT are
launched first in Deutschland. The
tax is now $ 1.50 on audio hardware
and $ 10.81 on video. Blank audio
media is charged at 7 cents per hour
and blank video at 10 cents per hour.
In Greece there is a 6% royalty on
both blank audio and video media.
Italians pay 10% on the dealer price
for blank audio media, 5% on blank
video and 3% on the dealer price for
audio hardware. Spain charges 100
pesetas
on
audio
recording
equipment and 1100 pesetas on
video hardware, with blank audio
media charged at 30 pesetas per hour
and video at 50 pesetas.
In
Ireland,
the
UK
and
Luxembourg, there is not yet any
legislation. In Holland afive year trial
royalty has now ended. Sweden
imposed atax but has now abolished
it. Portugal plans a law but has not
yet passed it. Japan also plans to
change the law to apply atax, but has
not yet done so. In the USA, the
1991 Audio Home Recording Act
requires that all digital audio
recorders must use the Serial Copy
Management System, to stop people
making digital copies of digitalcopies.
Confusion surrounds implementation
of a2% levy on hardware, and 3% on
blank media, with revenue put into a
'special fund', administered by the
US Copyright Office and Copyright
Royalty Tribunal.
The IFPI and RIAA were hopping
mad at Philips' decision, last June, to
go ahead and sell CD-RW. Apart
from the levy, there is nothing in it
for the record companies. CD-RW is
not a new recording format, like
DAT, DCC or Mini Disc, which will
eventually create a new market for
precorded music. People are already
buying pressed CDs. It is not hard to
predict that the record companies,
and the movie studios, will be even
more upset by recordable DVD.
Both the DVD-RAM and DVDRW formats use phase change
recording technology, just like CDRW. The disc is coated with a rare
earth material which switches
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between amorphous and crystalline
state when hit with a laser, and this
changes its reflectivity sightly. In each
case, RAM and RW, the overall
reflectivity is much lower than for a
pressed disc. So DVD-ROM drives
will need modified laser optics, with
automatic gain control on the light
sensor to cope either with pressed
ROMs or user- recorded RAMs or
RWs. This AGC system, called
MultiRead, is also needed for CDROM drives or CD audio players if
they are to read CD-RW discs.
OSTA,
the
Optical
Storage
Technology Association, has now
ratified the MultiRead standard.
The cost of implementing
Multiread at the factory is minimal.
Buying a Multiread CD drive or
player should guarantee playback of
RW recordings. So MultiRead looks
likely to become a standard feature

Consumer
audio blanks
are more
expensive,
because they
often carry a
tax or levy
which is
collected,
supposedly to
compensate
the music
industry for
revenue losses
due to home
recording
from CDs...
not even the
manufacturers
know what
they are
collecting and
for whom

on CD- Audio and DVD-Video
players.
Unfortunately,
buying
a
MultiRead DVD-ROM drive is no
guarantee that it will in future play
RAM or RW discs. There are
differences in the way the data is
arranged on the disc.

and DVD-ROM discs, which read
from the groove only.
The RAM disc records the data in
blocks, each 2 kilobits in capacity,
interleaved with header information
which is pre-embossed on the disc at
the time of manufacture. Although
the user data is protected by error
correction, the pre-embossed headers
are not. So if afinger mark spoils a
header, it cannot be read. Hence the
need for acaddy which stops people
touching the disc surface.

The RAM format is based on the
PD system, developed by Panasonic.
PD computer drives have been on
sale for several years but the format
has flopped. So it is not hard to see
why Panasonic wanted DVD-RAM
to build on PD.
Neither RAM nor RW can yet
match the 4.7 Gigabyte capacity of
DVD-Video and DVD-ROM —
except under lab conditions. DVDRAM achieves 2.6 GB, and DVDRW has acapacity of 3GB. But both
promise 4.7 GB in the future.

The RW discs store user data in 32
kilobit blocks, interspersed with 2
kilobit link blocks which are written
at the same time, not pre-embossed.
Both the user data and the link
blocks are protected by error
corection. So the disc can withstand
some fingermarking and can work
without acaddy.
DVD ROM discs do not have link
blocks. Neither do they have preembossed headers. So existing DVDROM drives cannot read either RAM
or RW recordings. Philips says it
should be easy to modify DVD-ROM
drives to read the 2kB link blocks on
RW discs, but modifying drives to
read RAM's pre-embossed headers
may be more difficult.
Be warned, however, that none of
the DVD-Video players and DVDROM drives currently on sale will be
able to play either type of disc,
RAM or RW.
And there's more to muddy
the waters.

The RAM standard requires the
use of aprotective cartridge or caddy,
to stop people touching the disc. The
only concession is that asingle-sided
disc may be broken out of the caddy
and used in a tray drive. But after
breakout the disc becomes readonly. Although RW discs can
be used in a caddy, it is
not a requirement, for
either single or double-

CD-RW74DA
1
REWRITA

sided discs. This follows from the
different way in which the two types
of disc store data.
Both DVD-RAM and DVD-RW
blank discs are pre-embossed with a
wobble groove which — as on CDRW discs — guides the laser while
the
wobble
conveys
timing
information. The RAM disc records
user data both in the groove and on
the land areas to either side. The
advantage is that this makes more
efficient use of the disc surface; the
disadvantage is that the laser must
continually switch focus between
high land and low groove. This, says
Philips, makes it more difficult to
build aplayer which plays CD-ROM

ULF
mia

DVD-ROM works on the
CLV,
Constant
Linear
Velocity, principle. So does
DVD-RAM. The disc steps
through
24
different
rotational speeds to keep the
speed at which the laser tracks
the surface near- constant,
regardless of where on the disc it is
reading ie long turns at the outside or
short turns at the inside. DVD-RW
works on the CAV, Constant
Angular Velocity, principle, like a
half hour Laser Disc or PC hard disc;
the disc always spins at the same
speed. CAV storage is less efficient,
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DVD-RAM
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because disc capacity is squandered
at the outside, where turns are
longer. But the motor does not have
to change speed and the disc surface
can be divided into data sectors of
fixed length, which makes it easier to
search out and read selected data.
CD-ROMs use CLV, like a music
CD, which is why they cannot search
data as fast as aCAV hard disc.
Panasonic, Toshiba and Hitachi
look sure to launch DVD-RAM,
ahead of DVD-RW, as apreemptive
strike against CD-RW, which the
RW six will promote as the most
cost-effective optical recording
solution for the next few years. But to
promote CD-RW successfully, the
RW six must first slice away the
confusion which is bogging the
format down.
In theory a PC CD-RW recorder
should be able to use either type of
blank, consumer or PC. In practice
first generation drives may work only
with PC blanks. Although PC users
will not willingly pay extra for
consumer blanks, some shops may
stock only one type or sell the wrong
type through ignorance or the hope
of a higher profit. Current ads for
blanks are very confusing.
And the whole idea of split pricing
is now made a nonsense by the
software which allows a PC user to
make audio recordings as well as data
recordings. ' Compile Greatest Hits'
with Easy- CD for Windows 95,
promises Adaptec.
With all this confusion, we should
not blame the artistic souls in the
music and movie industry trade
bodies for having no hope of moving
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Computer
CD-ROM
Yellow Book
y

Computer
CD-R
'Write Once recordable,
Orange Book standard,
playback on ony CD-ROM
drive

Consumer
«.--Variations
CDI, Vid. CD,
Enhanced CD,
CD Extra, etc

Consumer
CD-R
'Write Once'
recordable,
playback on any
Audio CD player

--Consumer
Audio
DVD-RAM
or DVD-RW?
future ohm/sate° to
audio tope ,

Future developments: here's how
video (left) and audio (right)
standards are evolving for both

Computer
Erasable
DVD-RAM
official
Foturn standard

Untaxed computer blank CDRS
and CD-RWs, will work
only on computer CD-ROM
recorders - but will record audio

Consumer
CD-RW?
rewritable, erasable,
playback only on
Mulfireod CD player

Taxed consumer blank
CD-Rs and CD-RWs
should work on either
CD Audio recorders
or CD-ROM recorders

PC and consumer applications

fast enough to keep ahead of the
game. Their only crime is in
pretending they have any such hope.
Computer
technology
is
developing so fast that equipment
becomes obsolete after as little as
eighteen months, so de facto
standards keep emerging and
changing. Copyright law cannot hope
to keep up. The Internet, and the
option of downloading music by line
further blurs the dividing lines
between the hi-fi and PC worlds.
Jan Oosterveldt makes an
interesting point about the current
jungle of formats: ' There is no order
in this industry. There is chaotic
innovation. I don't see any
mechanism in place to get it under
control. Twenty years ago, when
Philips and Sony proposed CD,
people thought it was a silly idea.
Communication was difficult. When
Jan Timmer went to Hollywood and
talked about CD, he got tomatoes
thrown at him. Now there are at
least ten companies who can lead
innovation. Communication is so
easy. If you want to know about
blue lasers you just look on the
Internet. The level of technology
capability has increased with the
flow of information. This makes
commercialisation much more
difficult.'
Neither DVD-RAM nor DVD-RW
can take off until the market for
DVD-Video, DVD-Audio and DVD-

The computer
industry
works to
different rules
on copying.
Whereas
the record
companies
regard home
copying as a
crime, the
computer
industry
encourages
people to copy
or back up
data for
security

*Since this article
was written, it's been
confirmed that
Windows 98 does
have built-in support
for DVD— Ed

ROM stabilises. The launch of DVDVideo in Europe remains bogged
down in the dispute over which
compressed sound system (MPEG-2
or Dolby AC-3) should be used. The
DVD Forum has now relaxed the
standard to allow either, so
consumers will need dual-standard
players. Now that the IFPI has given
up on its self-appointed mission to
test competing DVD-Audio systems,
an open market ' super- audio' fight
looks inevitable.
The commercialisation of DVDROM hangs on Microsoft and
whether DVD-ROM support is built
into the next version of Windows,
code- named Memphis and to be
launched as Windows 98*. There will
be no easy copying of movie files, but
if Windows can read DVDs and
back-up to RAMs or RWs,
manufacturers will feel safe in
building DVD drives into their PCs.
No-one wants to be branded the
mug who bought the latest new
product to become obsolete. Ask any
once-proud owner of Betamax, DAT
or DCC. The time is now right for
CD-RW. The time will eventually
come right for DVD-RAM or DVDRW. But not both. Hopefully these
few thousand words will have
highlighted the issues which the
industry will be arguing over for the
next few years, and why they are
important even to audio-only diehards
who abhor video and computers.
+
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DAX DECADE
Advancing the state
of the art with asuperb
converter and attenuator.

ZZ-EIGHT CD PLAYER
"What's so refreshing about the Eight is that it represents
a 'whole' that's quite unlike that of the competition.
It's asignature you'll identify the minute you hear the
Eight, acurious but pleasing mix of analogue warmth
and sheen with digital precision and control."
Ken Kessler, HiFi News September 1996

For full details please contact Path Premier
Unit 2, Desborough Industrial Park, Desborough Park
Road, High Wycombe, Buckinghamshire HP12 3BG
Tel: 01494 441736

Fax: 01494 440360

DEDICATED TO THE JOYS OF LISTENING.
P.O. Box 50, Nottingham NG9 I
DZ
Tel: () I15 Q22 4138. +44 1159 224138 Fax: 0115 922 9701. +44 1159 229701
Demonstrated at: The Right Note. Bristol. Tel: 01225 04728 • Premier Audio.
Yorkshire. Tel: 01924 255045 • Progressise Audio, Kent. Tel: 91634 389004
•Armchair Audio, Northampton. Tel 01604 415412 • Orpheus Audio, Manchester.
Tel: 01257 473 175 • Sounds of Musk, Tunbridge Wells. Tel: M392 547003
•Unique Audio. London. Tel: 0181 450 7384 • Signals. Ipswich. Tel: 01473 622866
NETHERLANDS: Renaissance Audio. Amsterdam. Tel: 31 20620 7125.
FRANCE: Next Audio. Salon De Provence. Tel: 33 49056 7682.

Discover what
Hi-Fi dealers
already know
"The best cables I've heard..., wholeheartedly recommended."
Phil Donaldson, Serious Kit, Manchester 0161 789 9649
"We recommend our customers hear Reference Cable.
Try them in the comfort of your home."
Amit Patel, Custom Cable Services, Surrey 0181 942 9124
Mail Order Service
"Detailed, transparent and revealing.., a true reference cable."
Dennis Cope,The Hi Fi Shop, Belfast 01232 327604
"The best value for money cable we've heard."
David Wren, Radlett Audio, Hertfordshire 01727 855577
"The best cables I've ever used".
Paul Cartmell, Design Audio Chssics, Glasgow 0141 353 7474
"Awesome cable and unbeatable prices."
Jonathan Turner and Ian Leport, Holburn Hi Fi,
Aberdeen 01224 585713
"If you're serious about your music, you should be
using some of the very best cable around, and
Reference Cable Monocrystal is just that."
George Bartlett, Bartlens Hi Fi, London ( N7) 0171 607 2296
"I guarantee you'll not be disappointed, If there's not a retailer
close to you, I'll provide you with cables for evaluation by mail."
Ian Barnett. Sound Connections, Cheshire 01244 401280,
Mail Order Service
Also from branches of Bill Hitchinson Hi Fi
in Glasgow, Newcastle, Leeds and Manchester

CA 3L

out-perform rivals
costing five and ten
times more

Resulting
from
years
of
research
and
development,
Reference Cable offer a
complete range of interconnect
and speaker cables which provide an evolutionary breakthrough in signal transfer tech-

nology.

Conductor materials such as
99.9997% pure, UHP-OFC (
Ultra
High Purity Oxygen Free Copper)
or our unique patented perfect
grain free Monocrystal Copper and
solid Monocrystal Pure Silver provide enhanced resolution and
breathtaking accuracy.
High quality insulation materials like
polypropylene and polyethylene
contribute to high transmission
velocities resulting in improved
rhythm, ambience and timbre.
Low resistance, Low capacitance
175 strand 2sq mm to 378 strand
3sq mm speaker cables and 1.5mm
solid speaker cables give stereo
width depth and height and will
provide synergy to any system
needing deep rich bass or
smear free treble.

Fully screened patented jitter free
copper RCA plugs or spades with
direct gold plating, unlike cheap
brass alternatives, do not present
a barrier to the delicate signal
path.
Dedicated, double screened interconnects meet the specific needs of
every audio visual signal interface.
RCA, XLR or BNC plugs are available and custom lengths may be
made to order.
Appointed retailers will provide
home demonstrations,a 30 day
replacement or money back
guarantee if you're not entirely
satisfied or convInced our cables
give a demonstrable improvement.
Speaker cables cost from b450-00
to £ 2.50per
meter
and
interconnects cost from C830-00
per pair to £61-00 per pair.
Telephone or write for further
information and our brochure:
The Definitive Guide to
Cable Theory.

Manufactured by: The Ecosse Maf. Co. Ltd. Kilmarnock KAI 4QD Tel: 01563 524320
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*KK forgets that!
have to edit his
ramblings on an
Apple Mac! — Ed.
SUPPLIER
Audio Ale is
available front
http:Ifetrzow.spiorp,
ee.coralaudifile
The Music Fife
98, Fie
Produtdions,
Mona House,
Ma/en- Street,
Casticdown,
Isle of _Man 1111?
14E
Rockbase V.2
available fmnt
the Accessories
Club en 012.34
741152
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Catabguing
a ( rock) CD
collection
on your PC:
use tie
right
software
and you can
avoid the
need to ke)
in all the
data
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omputer literacy among hi-fi
enthusiasts should be quite
high, as both hi-fi and
computers hold similar appeal to big
boys with some disposable income
and a craving for pushing buttons.
More to the point, no-one alive in
the West in the 1990s, aside from
hermits and monks, lives a life
completely untouched by computers.
Even the most anti- computer
individual j know — the Editor of
this very magazine — has to use
faxes, telephones, CD players, cashmachines and other conveniences/
utilities which assume a familiarity
with on-screen instructions, push
buttons or icons*. And anyone who
works in an office, aservice industry
or a thousand other fields, has to
deal with computers on adaily basis.
So talking about a computer
program shouldn't alienate too many
readers, only those who have avoided
the purchase of a computer for the
home. Which would be apity if you
happen to own alarge collection of
LPs, CDs, tapes or all three. As one
who has spent three-quarters of his
life dealing with the hassles of
maintaining an ever-increasing music
library, Icrave acomputer program
for cataloguing my entire collection.
Now Ifind myself surrounded by a
number of options, each with its
own pros and cons.
Those who were unafraid of
computers from the outset have
known since the late 1970s that
computers were designed from Day
One to serve as information
managers, have probably already
modified the database which came
bundled with MS Works, MS Office
or Clarisworks. You've already
specified the fields to suit your
needs, and you can — with the click
of amouse — produce and print out
alist of, say, just the R&B albums
in your collection released in 1972
in Germany. Or the albums which
have Bernard Purdie on drums, or
songs by Burt Bacharach, or were
released on Ember. It's. limited only
by the number of fields you chose
to specify and fill.
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But there's the rub. Do you have
any idea how much time it would
take to type in the data for even
1000 CDs or LPs, and just by artist,
title and label? By the time you add
genre, release dates, country of
origin, track listings and musicians
— aah, forget it. Unless you're
retired, or simply have plenty of time
on your hands. Working like a
demon, Imanaged to list just by
artist, title, label, catalogue number
and date of issue only 60 CDs in an
hour. As for the rest of my
collection? Let's just say that Idon't
have 300-plus hours to spare.
But relief has appeared ( for
popular music fans, at least) in a
couple of forms, one of which you
already know about via the
Accessories Club. Rockbase Plus V.2
and now The Music File 98 are
CD-ROMs which contain enormous
listings of albums accessible by artist,
title, track, genre — you name it.
The latter concentrates on UK
releases, while the former attempts
to be global. Stats-wise, RockBase
Plus V.2 contains data on ' 337,000
albums
and
singles,
330,000
musicians, 43,500 primary artists
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Screen shots from Audio File 3, based on the
popular database FileMaker Pro
and 542,200 tracks'; Music File 98's
claim is coverage of ' 101,000 artists,
300,000 recordings and 1.1m tracks'.
Most relevant to this month's topic,
both allow the user to indicate which
albums in the respective databases are
in the user's collection. It couldn't be
simpler, and provisions are made to
add whole titles not in the listings, to
make corrections or add detailed
information where it's missing.
You'd think, therefore, that either
would more than suffice for most
collectors. And they do. But some
of us prefer a different form of
layout, or we don't want to wade
through the thousands of titles we

don't own, or we want even more
customisation. But you can't have it
all. What strikes me as the closest to
my ideal form is AudioFile 3, which
Idownloaded off the Internet for US
$39. But it has one tragic flaw for
PC users.
AudioFile 3is based on FileMaker
Pro, and it includes a ' run-time'
version, je, one which is selfcontained
and
dedicated
to
AudioFile itself. Its clarity and easeof- use are peerless, and you'll be
typing-in data within minutes. You
can supply as much or as little as
you like; I limited myself to the
criteria cited above of format, artist,
title, label, catalogue number and
release date, but you can also add
track listings, musicians, playing
times and — if you have ascanner
and ample disc space — the actual
artwork. You can even keep tracks
of discs you've lent to friends.
Because AudioFile, like RockBase
and Music File, is based on afullblown relational database, you can
search for specifics as arcane as the
completed data fields will allow. If,
for example, you've taken advantage
of every field, you could genuinely
produce lists of albums filtered down
as ludicrously as ' Country & Western
CDs Released In June 1991 By MCA
Featuring A Hank Williams Tune
And Mastering By Bob Ludwig'. The
odds are that there weren't any, but
that's not the point. The point is that
you can set up AudioFile to filter the
data any way you like.
But the aforementioned snag is
that AudioFile contains no album
data itself. Mac owners can log on
to AudioFile's own website for
access to 90,000-plus titles and
download the information if the
album they want is among the
90,000; PC owners will have to wait
until Version 4.0 appears, which
promises Windows 95 compatibility
for the website's listings. But that's
still not the ideal solution, at least
not in the UK, where phone time
costs abundle. Remember: Yanks
can log on with free local calls.
Imagine AudioFile collaborated
with either RockBase or Music File
to create a 2- CD-ROM package
consisting of AudioFile on one and
either RockBase or Music File on
the other, in a form which would
'talk' to AudioFile. You'd install the
program from Disc 1, and then
download the relevant data off CDROM 2 for storage onto your hard
drive. OK, so aCD-ROM database
can't be updated as frequently as an
on-line service, but I for one
wouldn't mind purchasing arevised
Disc 2 every year or so.
Hell, I'd give 'em my credit card
number right now for a perpetual
subscription.
Ken Kessler
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WEB
OF INTRIGUE

We've all heard of the Internet,but most of us hardly
understand it or use it. Here's a look at what's on offer in the
cyber-nice world of websites and newsgroups...

by STUART PERRY

A

saboy in the ' 50s and ' 60s
Iwas fascinated by radio,
television, and telephone
exchanges, all of which were
making technological leaps forward
at the time when a young boy is
most influenced by the things going
on around him.
I was hooked, destined to
become a latter-day Joe 90, and
carried my obsession with all things
`techie' well into my working life.
The early ' 90s saw the same
technological explosion with the
personal computer, and Ibet there
are a fair number of HFNIRR
readers who remember a similar
evolution when the telephone first
came into widespread use.
So it seems inevitable that the
Internet will follow suit —
fascinating and bewildering at first,
but an everyday object in what
seems like no time at all. Iam of
course convinced that we will all
eventually treat the Internet in .the
same way as we do the fax machine
or the phone.
The Internet is basically a huge
world-wide collection of computers
connected together by telephone
lines and satellite links. Access to
the Internet, can be obtained for
around £ 10 per month, including
the facility for putting your own
information on for others around
the world to see. Ten years ago this
would have been unthinkable.
Imagine being able to make contact
with strangers on the other side of
the world and discovering that you

information with them. That's the
power of the Internet, and it's here
to stay.
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Welcome to the

The Classical Music Pages
This web site provides you almost everything you need concerning cleasical music- its history.
biographical information about composers with portraits and short sound examples).
explanations of the various musical forms mid it dictionary of musical terminologies It is
designed to be of use for everyone front "beginnerg" to the magic professional - decide for
yourself how deeply you follow the links.
If it's your first visit. please take umoment to read the Iset' sCurnlg.
This project was creased by NIgn eoynick. • young orchestra conductor.
If you would be interested in helping to develop thie site, plea. contaelne.
Iwould especially like to thank all conhibutors.
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aweb site to your own computer, or to learn

> On doing some

more (centre) about your favourite composer.

>research and auditioning Ihaver come up with this
choice

Meanwhile, anewsgroup (bottom)can provides
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information, often including
photographs, which are put up onto
the
computer
network
by
companies, research groups,
organisations or even individuals
relating to the products they sell or
aparticular specialisation or interest
which they have. HFNIRR has its
own
web
site ( http://www.1
inkhouse.co.uk/), where you can find
details of what's in the magazine.
Manufacturers have their own sites,
like electronic sales brochures.
More and more advertisements now
include a reference to the
manufacturer's web site along with
their telephone and fax numbers. In
the world of hi-fi, there are many
individuals and specialists who have
created their own web site to
convey details of their own interests
and activities to anyone who may be
interested. The Internet can be
likened to an enormous electronic
encyclopaedia, and it is more than
likely that information is out there

QUAD ON THE NET
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information among enthusiasts

4

There are basically two types of
information access on the Internet:
Firstly, ' Web Sites'. These
consist of a number of pages of

on whatever subject you may be
interested in.
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an international forum for easy exchange of
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>My budget originally started at $ 1500 and now it has
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Here Imake no excuse for bringing
you more news of my favourite
speaker, the original Quad ESL.
Peter O'Neill, in Australia, has
created a whole web site dedicated
to his pair of stacked Quads.
Sheldon Stokes, an audio
enthusiast from the USA has
created ahuge web site dedicated to
his hobby. Sheldon is another Quad
lover and is responsible for most of
the recent experimenting with re-
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building ESL panels, but he also
designs wonderful solid state DACs
and phono stages.
Turning to other websites, being
a blues fan, Ihave spent many
happy hours sifting through the
biographical information available
on Peter Green, founder of
Fleetwood Mac, all provided
courtesy of an ardent fan. If you
want to research the background of
your favourite composer, chances
are that someone has done it for
you and put all the information up
on a web site somewhere. This is
where the power of Internet ' search
engines' comes in, but more about
that next month!
One of the predictions Imade
last year is already coming true — it
is now possible to ' download' music
from your computer without having
to go to arecord shop. Visit George
Michael's record company's web
site and you can transfer a digital
copy of his artists' music straight on
to your hard disk, at full CD
quality.

elloren19.1••••
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My Pair of Doable Quad
ESLs

From Australra: Quad enthusiast Peter O'Neill has created a web site
•ntirely

hr awn Izzjr of stacked electrostatics_

NEWSGROUPS
Secondly, the Internet acts as host
to a vast number of discussion
groups on almost every subject
imaginable.These are known as
'Newsgroups',
and
contain
comments on current happenings
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he Background of Mozart
%Volta:tag .%ntadeus ?stone. ababv. was boot in Solcbtra ( acountry in the west
cl Atharia) in I 56 which is called the Age of Fnhyduenntent ( the periociaten
people believed that science could advance human progess. Ilits father. Leopold.
also anooicinn who published abook collet) I¡
onto School in r'56. his
mother. Anna Maria, was mi intellectual woman whine lather, also called
\Valhalla, was abass singer.

More about Mozart: the web can provide you with backgrvund
information on virtually any classical composer...

own shoulders

Green's work

on Mr. Wonderful, English Rose,

Then Play On, and the live Boston Tea Party
albums "chronicle oguitar genius at the peak of
his abilities." His instrumental composition,
'Albatross,' gave the bond their first British
number one single; his '
Black Magic Woman' later
became amassive hit for Carlos Santana. Other
standout tracks include '
Stop Messin' Around,'
'Need Your Love So_ilad,' '
Oh Well' and
'Rattlesnake Shake.' However, as the band became snore and rrar e
successful Peter Green seemed to be makin• amertal and emotional
...and the whole story of British blues hero Peter Green, jermder of
1
1
1,.,vrood Mac, assembled by an ardent fan
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anonymously. This presents a
double-edged sword, in so far as it
is refreshing to be able to speak
without fear of retribution, but
there is no way of knowing whether
such comments have been well
researched or are just ill-informed
personal ravings!
This makes the newsgroups a
potentially dangerous place for
manufacturers, who can find their
products, businesses and indeed
reputations either praised or
castigated at the hands of worldwide keyboard junkies. Ah well,
that's progress for you!
In fact, this very aspect of the
newsgroups has sparked the
Editor's enthusiasm to report on

the scandal and hot gossip whizzing
around the digital highway.
But to cover this proved easier
said than done, and Murphy's Law
being what it is, Ifound that, after
hours of browsing newsgroups
looking for something tasty,
everyone seemed to be being nice to
each other!
However, Ican report that the
recent Super Audio Compact Disc
demonstration by Philips and Sony
at Abbey Road [
reported in full last
month — Ed] has caused quite astir
amongst subscribers to the highend newsgroup ( rec.audio.highend). There is much discussion as
to the fairness of the comparison of
while Ameriaar Sheldon Stokes offers a mass
24-bit and 16- bit signals derived
of practical information for Quad ESL users
from the same digital source.
After hours of staring at the
and questions and answers relating
to specific subjects. Unlike web screen, examining hundreds of
my
reward
came
sites, these contain no graphics, but postings,
are simply ' notice boards' where unexpectedly. Icruised onto the
you can post a question and wait valve audio enthusiasts' newsgroup
for replies from people with similar
(rec.audio.tubes) and joined a
discussion on the relative merits of
interests.
Newsgroups can be likened to the tubes and transistors. Amongst
masses of theory of operation of the
information- age equivalent of ham
radio. Each newsgroup is basically a two different technologies was the
following gem posted by someone
discussion forum, where you can
in Florida:
seek advice, offer items for sale,
'A chance observation has led me
post ideas and comments about
to at last understand that it is
your favourite subjects, in fact you
can communicate almost anything smoke that makes transistors work.
Each transistor must contain a
you like in anewsgroup.
There are tens of thousands of small amount of smoke, inserted
during the manufacturing process.
different newsgroups on the net,
covering almost every imaginable The other day I inadvertently
subject . In fact, anyone can start applied excessive voltage to a
transistor, thereby releasing the
his/her own newsgroup, as long as
small puff of smoke that it must
the service provider alkbws it.
Here, free speech is a sensitive have contained. After the smoke
issue. Some newsgroups have was released, the transistor no
moderators, whose job it is to check longer worked.'
Minutes later, areply was posted
every mess-age before it is made
public. But other newsgroups are from the other side of the world:
'Yes it is a little known fact but
entirely uncensored and virtually
uncontrolled, so the dangers of apparently true. If the smoke is ever
misuse are ever present, although it 'let out' of a transistor it ceases to
function. The best solution is to
is possible to curb outrageous
avoid using the transistor wherever
message posters by complaining to
the service providers_ Even so it is possible.' There we are - faith in
possible
to
post
messages human nature restored!
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MAKE IT REAL
Hold it aminute - just consider this: how many times have
you read or heard the words ' looks just like aSonus Faber'
or ' built like aKrell'? The fact is, there's only one thing that
looks just like aSonus Faber and that's aSonus Faber, and
the only thing built like aKrell is aKrell. So why not go for
the real thing?
Here are some affordable real things at Pinewood:
KRELL KAV-300i - still the killer integrated.
SONUS FABER CONCERTO - superb, and with the 300i, a
classic system.
KRELL KAV-300cd - best CD player under £5,000, astorming performer.
KRELL KAV-250a and 250p - compact seperates with
blockbusting power and refinement.
COPLAND CDA 266 - sub £ 1,200 CD player that's taking the
affordable high end by storm - no, hurricane. Find out why!

— MOBILE FIDELITY GOLD CD'S

—

GREAT NEW TITLES - SAME GREAT SOUND
RECENT MOFI GOLD ULTRADISC RELEASE&
HERBIE HANCOCK:
MANCHILD ( UDC)) 706)
JETHRO TULL:

£21.95

,

LZCCeelfit MOSIVI /Wage.,

e

LIVING IN THE PAST (2CD) ( UDC)) 2-708) £31.95
JETHRO TULL:
PASSION PLAY ( UDCD 720)
CHEAP TRICK:

£21.95

LIVE AT BUDOKAN ( UDCD 709)
GUNS `DI' ROSES:

£21.95

t'SE YOUR ILLUSION I ( UDCD 711)
GUNS 'N' ROSES:

£21.95

e

USE YOUR ILLUSION II (UDC)) 712)
DUKE ELLINGTON:

£21.95

JAZZ PARTY IN STEREO ( UDC)) 719)
STEPPENWOLF:

£21.95

STEPPENWOLF (UDC!) 714)

£21.95

SATURDAY NIGHT FEVER:
ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACK (UDC!) 716)
BLUE OYSTER CULT:
AGENTS OF FORTUNE (UDC!) 701)
THE MOODY BLUES:
SEVENTH SOJOURN ( UDCD 719)
NEW RELEASES
THE BYRDS:

£21.95
£21.95
£21.95

o

UNTITLED ( UDC)) 722)
STEVIE RAY VAUGHAN & DOUBLE TROUBLE:
THE SKY IS CRYING ( UDC)) 723)

£21.95
£21.95

MOBILE FIDELITY ULTRADISC 11 GOLD CD'S AND ANADISC 200
VINYL LP'S ARE EXCLUSIVELY IMPORTED AND DISTRIBUTED BY:

VIVANTE
UNIT 4,60 HIGH STREET, HAMPTON WICK, SURREY KT1 4DB
TEL: 0181 977 6600 FAX: 0181 977 4445
EUROPE'S

PREMIER AUDIOPHILE MAIL ORDER COMPANY

Pinewood deals exclusively with Absolute Sounds and is
their only agent for the whole of the South-West. Please
telephone for adiscussion or demonstration.
COMING SOON: KRELL KAV-250cd - compact disc player
for less than £2,500. Bound to be akiller! Telephone for
details.

van den Hul

HERE NOW: KRELL KPS-25s - the machine of our dreams.
Affordable? What are your dreams worth?

The D102111 Hybrid

PINEWOOD MUSIC IS AN EXCLUSIVE AGENT FOR
ABSOLUTE SOUNDS LTD AND IS THE ONLY TRUE HIGH
END DEALER FOR THE SOUTH WEST.

•KRELL • KRELL DIGITAL • WILSON AUDIO •
•SONUS FABER • MARTIN LOGAN • COPLAND •
•AUDIOGRAM • TRANSPARENT CABLE •

Linear Structured Carbon Hybrid

Interconnect Cable
£69.99/0.8m stereo

£79.99/i 2m stereo (voth phono plugs)

Hi-Fi Choic

•HARMONIX STRINGS •

.e .
1(iwerri.

it314

tonyiffee

Knights • Broadway Road • Broadway
Ilminster • Somerset TA19 9RE
Telephone: 01460 54322
Consultation and Demonstrations by appointment only
Ph'(ise telci)holle

"A magnificently transparent cable"
HiFi News and Record Review

"These cables offer amazing performance which
will allow your system to achieve its potential"
For further details of the extensive van den Hui range of Pure Linear
Structured and Linear Structured Carbon Hybrid cables please contact:

van den Hui UK

PO Box 31, Bishop Auckland DI,14 7YX Tel:01388 663273

sidelines

The aimlinad redth
`Sidefires'
prompts a
look back
at some
basic taws
pertinent to
sound
reproduction

M

y February
remarks
concerning equality of the
decibel and the equaltemperament whole-tone prompted
numerous enquiries. Some came
from people who had simply heard
mention of what I'd written and
were seeking clarification, and some
from readers who'd been reminded
by the piece of other audio byways
they'd been meaning to locate. Now
it so happens that this month's
'Sidelines' is No 100, so spurred by
the above and noting that queries
over dates and subjects keep
cropping up, I've trawled through
my files and offer the following
'century' ragbag. Illumination of
technical points is the object, but
controversial matters also attract a
stream of letters asking when I
tackled this or that fatuity, so Imay
be returning to some of those too
before long.
Starting with asober recap of Feb
for those who were confused by my
silly leg-pull about triads measured
in decibels: whole-tone frequency
steps and 1dB amplitude steps each
involve a shift of 12.25%, because
this is both the 6th root of two
(which defines the musical interval)
and the 20th root of ten (which
defines the decibel), while the
semitone and semidecibel are
likewise identical st just under 6%.
This revelation was accompanied by
some rules-of-thumb for plotting the
initial part of a 1storder response
roll-off in terms of simple multiples
or dividers of the - 3dB frequency,
where, for instance, twice or half that
frequency designates the - 1dB point.
While dealing with response
curves, it's -also worth remembering
that if confronted with a plot
employing the usual logarithmic
frequency srale but lacking ordinates
for 150Hz, 1.5kHz and 15kHz, these
would occur at the same distance
after 100Hz/lkHz/10kHz as is 3after
2 or 6 after 4, which is about 0.6 of
the way between 1and 2.
Isee that the ubiquitous decibel
has already made seven appearances,
hinting that this too should be
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examined before moving on. It was
covered fully many years ago as part
of aBasic Audio Data series (March
'71) and would need much more
than apassing mention here for full
understanding. However, having
indicated its mathematical origins,
it's perhaps worth pointing out that
modest decibel spans can be
computed roughly without resort to
log tables, etc, simply by adopting
12% intervals. Thus with 1.12
representing 1dB (ideally 1.1225),
subsequent steps give 1.26 for 2dB,
1.41 for 3dB, and so on via 2.00 for
6dB, 3.16 for 10dB, and 10.00 for
20dB. These signify voltage or
current multiples, which must be
squared in each case to discover the
associated power change, when 3dB
is seen to double the power, 6dB to
quadruple it, and 10dB to increase
it tenfold.
But now we are into Ohm's Law,
which was invoked and set out in
tabular form when discussing
loudspeaker sensitivity vis-à-vis
impedance (Nov ' 95), while the
closely related dBW rating for
amplifiers also received ' Sidelines'
attention (April ' 94). And having
mentioned LS impedance, it behoves
me to cite JC's rule regarding the
interaction of this with amplifier
source impedance (March '94). It so
happens that I was prompted to

jC looks back over his third hundred
'Sidelines' features?

suggest this rule by some remarks in
an amplifier review by Martin
Colloms, and in HFNIRR March
MC has again obliged by providing
a plot of the Cary 805C amp's
frequency response when feeding a
loudspeaker load, revealing how a
high source impedance can cause a
speaker's varying modulus to impose
itself illegitimately on the overall
system performance. To prevent
such spurious shifts exceeding 1dB
with a ' worst case' speaker having
very wide impedance changes across
the band, my rule states that the
amp's source impedance should be
less than an eighth of the speaker's

impedance at the latter's lowest
point, and less than a sixteenth to
keep the changes below 0.5dB.
Another aspect of speakers worth
areturn visit is the nature of 'velocity
retardation'
as
employed
in
transmission-line
types.
misrepresented this in an article
about such speakers (August ' 93),
and anyone who comes across that
feature would be well advised to read
my 'sackcloth and ashes' retraction
(Nov '93) and the later explanation
of how soundwave velocity and the
associated resonant frequencies can
be lowered by interposing asuitable
nexus of fibres in an elongated
enclosure (May ' 94).
The vital point is to avoid
confusing this phenomenon with the
much smaller isothermal effect,
whereby afibrous filling provides an
ongoing heat-exhange which lowers
cyclic pressure magnitudes to
simulate greater air compliance and
thereby raise the effective enclosure
volume. In that process the
conductive medium is plain air,
whereas in a true transmission-line
the fibres increasingly move with the
air as the frequency falls, raising the
medium's operative mass and
thereby
altering
its
acoustic
properties such that the airwave
velocity diminishes significantly and
the
quarter-wave
resonance
plummets in frequency.
Amongst other things, this
frequency-dependent effect staggers
the arrival-times and thus the relative
phases of harmonic components,
which brings me to the influence of
phase on the net amplitude of added
waveforms, a subject which applies
right across the board, not just to
loudspeakers. It may seem obscure,
even
arcane,
but
blissful
unawareness of the mechanism on
the part of correspondents once led
me to spell it out (Oct '94). Iwon't
repeat the maths, but as a rough
guide, when there's a phase
difference between two otherwise
identical added waveforms, the
resultant sum reaches - 1dB at 55°,
-3dB at 90°, - 6dB at 120°, and
-12dB at 150° — while all hi-fi buffs
will of course know that there's
complete cancellation at 180°.
One final topic at the bottom of
my ragbag: channel separation. I
looked at this in ' Sidelines' No 3
(April ' 90), and came to the
astonishing conclusion that if every
contingency is taken into account,
including the extremes of listener
acuity, then any link added to an
audio chain would need to have a
Lill separation of 50dB. But I'll
leave readers to examine the detailed
evidence for themselves while Istart
pondering possible subjects for the
next 100 ' Sidelines'. John Crabbe
55
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EXCLUSIVE HFN/RR PRODUCTS
HFNIRR 001 Fluxdumper: ' Magic brick'
for valve amps, in black ash £23.00 El
HFNIRR 004 Blackhead: moving-coil
step-up transformer £ 70.00 III
HFNIRR 005 Spike set: eight pieces for
timber El /steel O mounting
£10.50 El
HFNIRR 007 Carrydisc: wallet for
14 CDs £. 00
HFNIRR 012 Software storage system:
knock-down LP/CD stackable storage
units; satin black MDF. All 465mm wide.
LP Unit ( 120LPs, 2dividers; 360mm x
345mm, h/d)
£ 5.00 O
CD Unit (40CDs, single shelf; 175mm x
165mm, h/d)
£44.00 O
CD Unit ( 160CDs, four shelves; 720mm x
165mm, h/d)
£ 9.00
CD Base Unit ( 160CDs, four shelves;
720mm x165mm, h/d) £ 9.00 E
HFNIRR 017 Wallnut II: wall-mounting
two-shelf table
£60.00 E
HFNIRR 020 Test CD III: 74 tracks of
audio sleuthing
£13.00 II
HFNIRR 023 LP inner sleeves: (
fine Ushaped design)
per 50 £ 10.00 III
per 100 £ 9.00 [1 per 500 £90.00
HFNIRR 022 Sorbothane: damping sheet,
150 x 150 x3mm
£ 3.00
HFNIRR 024 ToolBox: essential tools for
self-build, in flightcase
£100.00 n
HFNIRR 025 Test LP: setting up and
tracking tests
£ 5.00 O

VINYL CARE AND PROTECTION
Moth Record Cleaning Machine:
(as used by BBC, EMI, Nat Archive etc)
Kit £ 99.00 El Ready built £ 70.00 E
Ringmat: 3mm XLR ' Universal' version,
ultimate LP support £47.50 O
PVC, heavy duty outer sleeves: 12 x
12in, per 50 £20.00 O per 100 £ 8.00 E
per 500 £. 80.00
Polythene LP bags: 12 x 12in,
sealable tops, per 50 £.00 E
per 100 £. 00 CI per 500 £40.00
Decca Mk 3Record Brush: carbon-fibre
bristles, de-luxe version £ 13.00
Decca London tonearm: modified and
improved
£ 9.00 E
Gryphon Black Exorcist: movingcoil
cartridge demagnetizer £ 5.00
EAR Clear phono stage: moving-magnet
multi-input phono pre-amp kit £299.00 El
Musical Fidelity X-LP phono stage:
Xseries R1AA unit
£ 30.0017

VALVES AND ACCESSORIES
Sovtek and Svetlana valves: 300B triode
£0.00 E EL34WXT £3.00 E
5881/KT66 £7.00 E 6550/KT88 £ 5.50
ECC81/82/83/88 £6.00 E EL84 £. 50
EL84M £7.00
EF86 £8.00 III
GZ34 (China) £12.50 E PCC88 £6.00 E
EL509/519 £ 8.50 n
Pearl valve coolers: output tubes MOO El
pre-amp tubes £. 00 O
GK Audio Labs: small signal tube checker
please call for information!

CD CARE AND PROTECTION
CD jewel cases:
standard 5M, complete, pack of 10 £. 50 O
maxi-single, slimline,
pack of 10 £. 50 O
slim double (same width as std) pack of 5
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£.50 E Sin, clear protective sleeves,
pack of 30 £. 50 E
RATA ' Reved': CD treatment for
improved sound
sachet £10.00
BIB CD Cleaner: automatic, batterypowered unit
£ 5.00 O
Densen DeMagic: de-magnetising CD
DOM E
Chesky Ultimate Dem CD: subjective
test CD
£13.00 O
Statmat: (
from Ringmat Developments),
CD overlay for improved sound £20.00
Harmonix CD damping foils:
pack of 8£18.00 D
Musical Fidelity X-series: X- 10D CD
player/DAC/amp buffer stage £ 120.00 C
X-ACT DAC unit, economical high quality
DAC converter £ 29.00 E X-DAC DAC
with HDCD facility £ 00.00 E X-CAN
valve stage, headphone amp £ 130.00

VARIOUS
Michell Tenderfeet: the original isolation
cones,
small (three) £. 00 E
large(three) £10.00
Isopod ceramic isolation cones: for
(three) £ 3.00 E
larger items
Insert Audio 4mm plugs: good quality,
set of four
£8.00
Michell 4mm plugs: gold on brass, set of
four
£ 0.00 E
Ferrite Noise Absorbers:
small ( 6mm dia) pair £ 12.00 n
large ( 12mm) pair £. 4.00 n
Gryphon ' The Exorcist': system
demagnetiser £ 9.00 [7
NVA transistor amp kit: AP20, British
integrated unit
£180.00 E
Kontak: contact cleaner
£ 15.00 E
DeoxIT: de-oxidises, cleans and protects
electrical connections, 50oz aerosol spray
can
£14.00 n
ProGold: improves, preserves and protects
gold contacts
£ 4.00
Rockbase Plus V2: Rock reference CD
ROM, user definable
£40.00

BOOKS AND PC SOFTWARE
Acoustical Engineering by Harry F
Olsen. The classic title (h-bk)
£40.00 El
High Performance Audio Amplifiers by
Ben Duncan. New release! (h-bk) £40.00
GEC Amplifier Design, tube amp designs
from GEC UK (s-bk) £20.00 n
Electrostatic Loudspeaker Design &
Construction by Wagner (s-bk) £ 17.00 n
Loudspeaker Design Cookbook by
Vance Dickason. Fifth Edition (s-bk)
£25.00 E
The Complete Guide To High End
Audio by Bob Harley (s-bk) £25.00 E
(h-bk), signed £ l5.00
Home Theatre For Everyone by Bob
Harley. New release (s-bk)
£18.00
Audio Anthology 1947-61 Articles from
Audio Engineering; six vols (s-bk). Special
price £ 0.00 per set O each £17.00
Audio Glossary by JGordon Holt (s-bk)
£0.00
Valve Amplifiers by Morgan Jones (s-bk)
£25.00 O
Power Amp Projects Domestic and InCar Designs. Audio Amateur (s-bk)
£20.00
Beginners Guide to Tube Audio design
by Bruce Rosenblit (s-bk) £ 5.00 Li
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Audio Power Amplifier Design
Handbook by Douglas Self (s-bk)£25.00
Principles Of Electron Tubes by Herbert
JReich (s-bk)
£ 0.00
Electrostatic Loudspeaker Design
Cookbook by Roger Sander (s-bk)
£25.00
High Performance Loudspeakers by
Martin Colloms. Fifth Edition
(s-bk) £25.00 E (h-bk) £ 0.00 O
Audio! Audio! by Jonathan Hill (s-bk)
£2.50
Radiotron Handbook CD ROM version
£70.00 O
Audio Amateur Loudspeaker Projects
25 complete projects (s-bk) £18.00 n
Audio & HiFi Handbook by Ian R
Sinclair. Second Edition (s-bk) £ 0» E
Bass Box 5.1 low frequency enclosure
design (Windows 3.1+) £ 9.00 O
Bullock on Boxes vented box systems, by
Robert M Bullock (s-bk)
DOM El
The Coupled Cavity Handbook low
frequency design, D Purton (s-bk) £. 00 O
Mini Disc Jan Maes, Sony (s-bk) £ 5.00 o
Modern Recording Techniques by
Huber & Runstein (s-bk) £22.50 O
Speaker Builders Loudspeaker
Projects No 119 designs (s-bk) £7.00 El
Studio Monitoring Designs by Philips
Newell (h-bk)
£ 0.00 o
The Williamson Amplifier DTN
Williamson's design classic (s-bk) £. 00

CATALOGUES
HiFi News Accessories Club full review
catalogue Ell Book, technical CD and
software catalogue II Audiophile LP and
CD collection El

BEN DUNCAN'S PURE SERIES
OF SELF-BUILD ITEMS
Radex Radio Exterminator Earth Lead:
original 5m single length £20.00 E
double core 10m length £45.00 Li
Radio Exterminator Earthing Rod:
Starter kit: one spike section; one terminal
section; 48in total
£45.00 O
Extension kit: two 24in sections £40.00 El
PHONES 01 Headphone Amplifier:
PCB, components and controls £88.00 El
Batteries and charger unit £ 0.00 CI
Case and chassis £ 0.00 E
Assembled unit, complete £295.00 O
Pure Henry RF Inductor:
per pair £60.00 O per two-pair £ 10.00 O
Pure Cycle Turntable Power Supply:
PCB and electronics £250.00 CI
Casework and chassis £ 30.00 II
Assembled unit, complete £ 99.00
Pure Transfer Digital Interlink:
please apply for details £TBA
Pure Power Mains Conditioner:
Assembled unit £399.00 E

***

THIS MONTH'S
FEATURED ITEM "

XLO Reference
Test CD: de-mag,
burnin, the lot!
£25.00
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READER SERVICES

THE ESSENTIAL REFERENCE
KITCHEN KNIVES, ball-point pens,
screwdrivers: there might be a drawerfull, but only one implement that we
instinctively dive for, only one we feel
does the job best.
When it comes to hi-fi, few of us can
manage without some sort of test disc, if
only for checking channels on the rare
occasions
when
the
system
is
disconnected ( spring cleaning, a new
component, etc). The one I've come to
choose — as much for its entertainment
value as anything — is Reference
Recordings' XLO Test & Burn-In CD.
Just like HFN/RR's Test CD III, it
starts with simple L/R channel
identification and phase tracks: probably
all you need most of the time. The later
music bands are drawn from the
Reference HDCD catalogue; these tell
you something about the general
character of the system. But, more
specifically, there are checks for absolute
phase, mono and stereo.
Some CDs sound marginally better if
the signal can be inverted at source.
Although, writing heretically, I'd suggest
that if the system is absolute phase
correct, only one in a hundred discs
warrants fiddling about with switching.
As the booklet note explains, L/R
channels may be in correct relative phase
but out of phase with the recording itself.
By offering an excerpt from Eileen
Farrell singing ` Stormy Weather
deliberately transferred out of absolute
phase ( followed by a complete
performance phase correct), the listener
can ascertain whether, say, the amplifier
phase inverts.
Did Isuggest ' entertainment'? Track 6
has Professor Keith Johnson doing

'Something Spatial', where he moves
around a studio which has various
microphone set-ups: the voice can be
followed as he moves around, back and
forth, coming within the field of the mics.
It's hard to say why sitting passively in
front of this bit of nonsense appeals so,
but Ithink I'd prefer it to Sir Elton John!
Apart from some tests which inform
the listener about his own room
acoustics, and help in speaker positioning
(hand claps and a 315Hz tone), the
XLO, agold CD, has something missing
from HFN/RR 020: auseful 15m burn-in
track and demagnetizing sweeps which
help run in, say, new speakers or cables,
and which ' clean' the audio system of
unwanted fields generated within, for
example, connectors.
A simple adaptor is described, which
may be made from readily available
components
to
allow
cartridge
demagnetization too.
In short, a set-up and periodic
maintenance tool for the non- technical.
Worth its weight in gold, you might say...
Christopher Breunig

PRICE CATEGORIES
• FULL PRICE: £ 12.75 each
• MID PRICE: £7.95 each
A BUDGET PRICE: £5.45 each
• SPECIAL PRICE
(see below for this month's listings)
SPECIAL PRICE ITEMS
Jazz - Brian Lavelle £ 17.45;
Jemeel Moondoc £ 14.95;
Donald Byrd £8.75
Jazz

roundup - JVC CDs £27.50
Martha Reeves,

Rock reissues -

Pat Boone £9.25

ACCESSORIES CLUB & CD SERVICE
Name

ORDER FORM

Compact discs, LPs and Musicassettes. Please supply
the following items:

Address

Postcode

The CD Service can normally supply
all titles reviewed in the magazine.
The price code for each record will be found
at the foot of the review. List the CDs/LPs
you require, with the format and price as
indicated, then add 50p per disc for post
and packing, up to amaximum of £ 1.50 for
three or more discs. Unless listed here at a
special price, sets are priced at the
appropriate multiple of the single CD figure.
Musicassettes can also be supplied for titles
where this format is available. Telephone
+44 ( 0)1234 741152 for details and prices.
The CD Service will supply ony record
generally available in the UK.

Catalogue number & title

CD/LP/MC

Cpr ice

Tel

_ Cheque/postal order/draft enclosed for £
(pounds sterling). Payable to:
HFN/RR Accessories Club & CD Service
_ Please charge my Mastercard/Visa/Diners/Amex/JCB/Switch•
Card Number delete as appropriate
+postage and packing (see text): £
Expiry Date

Issue Number

Signature

To order from the Accessories Club or the Compact Disc Service, post or
fax completed order Form ( tear-out sheets or photocopy) to'
HFN/RR Accessories Club & CD Service, PO Box 200, Bedford MK40 1YH,
United Kingdom; fax: +44 (0) 1234 742028.
Orders are also accepted by telephone or e-mail: + 44 (0) 1234 741152;
web site address, www.hi-fi-accessories-club.mcmail.com.

Total price: £
UK Sales: all prices include VAT. Accessories Club prices include delivery;
CD Service prices are subject to delivery charges ( see CD Service text).
Export Sales. EEC: all prices include VAT. Please add 10% for additional
shipping costs. Asia, Australasia & Pacific Area ( tax free): please add 10%
to UK prices for additional shipping. Rest of World: ( tax free): UK prices
include for shipping costs. Delivery subject to availability. E & 0E.

DEFINITIVE AUDIO
"Greater than the sum of the parts."

The April 98 edition of HiFi Choice carries a review of a Definitive Audio starter system.
This review illustrates in the most luminious and frank terms what you should expect from
your specialist dealer. At Definitive Audio you will find all that is highest and best in serious
audio, strong minded and independent advice. interesting and sometimes unusual
products, and outstanding service.
"Definitive Audio's Starter system departs from the beaten path of Hi Fi. At acost of £3,492
the set up breaks almost all the rules, but justifies it's iconoclasm with superb sound quality.
The whole package creates a sound that moves air and emotions in equal measure. There
is a perfectly natural sense of scale, real world dynamics and ' musicians in the room'
presence. All of these ohrases are grossly over used in hi-fi reviewing, but are wholly
justified here.
The hardest thing here is to express just how good this system is. Perhaps the easiest way
is the most honest: Ihave heard far too many conventional systems that cost in excess of
£40,000 which exhibit only fractional amounts of this cleverly matched outfit's musical
dexterity. Ihave encountered few sysytems that sound as good as this one - at any price.
It just goes to show that in hi-fi, the whole is much greater than the sum of the parts."
Alan Sircom. HiFi Choice April 1998

EXPENSIVE TUNER??
THEN HAVE THE AERIAL
IT DESERVES
You spend many hours and quite
a lot of money choosing that new
tuner, so don't ruin the whole effect
by fiddling with bits of wire or old
aerials. Have the full benefit of the
multipath-free, clean signal which
only a well designed and properly
installed unit can achieve. If D.X. is
your scene, then go for the ultimate
in rotating high gain narrow beam
systems like our G.23 with 19dB
forward gain, 38dB F. to B. and
Acc. Ang. down to 15 Degrees or
have,a "one off' special built, up to
32 elements.

GALAXIE CIRCULAR 17-ELEMENT STEREO
GAIN 15 9d6 F lo B 33 7dB L 74"

WE DESIGN, MANUFACTURE, SUPPLY AND FIT

•Living Voice • Border Patrol • Art Audio • SJS Electroacoustics • Wadia •
•Vitavox • Lowther • Helios • MF • Nott'm Analogue • Mystic Mat • Platter Matter •
Second Hand Items Include: £ Sale price ( 1 New price)
Voyd turntable ( Ref Bearing/platter) £1200 (
12900)
Audio Innovations - First Audio Triode Mono's £500.
Monarchy Audio M18 DAC £300 (
1600). Monarchy Audio M22 DAC £500 (
11000),
Monarchy Audio Digital Interface Processor £ 120 (
1250).
TEAC P700 Transport £400 (£900), Audio Note M2 Line Pre £400 (
11000),
Impulse H5 loudspeakers £500 (£ 1850), Rane active crossover £200 (
1500),
Vitavox AK 157 Bass Units £450 (£900), Lowther PM6A ( Boxed) £140 (£210)
Helius Orion Tonearm ( ANS)£190 (£800), Helius Orion Tonearm ( no wiring) £90 (£ 700)
LP12/ARO/Armagedon PSU £700 (£2500), Huygens K4 HiMass stands £ 140 (£360)

* FM arrays from 4to 23 Element. TV from 10 to 92 Element.
* British- built and designed to withstand our weather.
* Interested D.I.Y. advice freely given, backed by our complete range of
masts, brackets, rotors, cables and aerials. Systems available for
chimney, loft, wall, or through roof mounting.
* Professional installation service available within a nominal 200- mile
radius of LUTON. Send a 9"x4" SAE with first class; stamp to receive our
complete "Aerial Guide" which is more than just a list of our products
and prices, and carries details of all our services, including MAIL
ORDER and site surveys.

TELEPHONE US ON 01582 736561 FAX 01582 733686
e-mail: ron@aerialman.demon.co.uk

RON SMITH AERIALS
98, ASH RD, LUTON, BEDS, LU4 8AQ

Audio Note ANS / ANV /ANSP etc £70% off
XL0 reference & signature BNC / AES / Phonos etc £60% off

Personal Callers: Shop Hours Mon- Sat 9.00 to 6.00 ( Phone First)

AMEX - VISA - MASTERCARD

5 minutes from exit no 11. on M.1. Motorway

0115 981 3562

Closed Wednesdays
MAIM AUDIO UX, RECOMMEND OUR FM AERIALS AND THEIR DEALERS
CAN OBTAIN YOUR CHOSEN MODEL WITHIN 48 HOURS, OR SUPPLY EX STOCK.

SOUND
CONNECTIONS

TEL / FAX : 0151 348 1988
Email : sound connections@dial.pipex.com

MAIL ORDER SUPPLIERS OF QUALITY HI- Fl ACCESSORIES
The importance of
cables and accessories
is often overlooked when
purchasing a hi-fi system.
It is very easy to be
sceptical about cables
because of their apparent
high cost or insubstantial
appearance, but they

Afull range of interconnects and
speaker cables utilising patented
terminator networks

can play a major part in
achieving the full potential
from your system.
We offer a popular HOME TRIAL SERVICE which
,enables you to evaluate cables in your own system,
j
i
therefore ensuring you purchase the right cable.

For full details please
contact Path Premier
Unit 2, Desborough Industrial Park, Desborough Park Road,
High Wycombe, Buckinghamshire HP12 3BG
Tel: 01494 441-736

Fax: o1494 440360

PLEASE TEL / FAX / E-MAIL FOR OUR LATEST PRODUCT AND PRICE LIST
VAN DEN HUL • DNM RESON • SONICLINK • NORDOST • CHORD CO
XLO • AUDIO QUEST • KIMBER • SENNHEISER • STAX • ORTOFON
LAT • SUMIKO • LYRA • MICHELL • STANDS UNIQUE • TARGET
SOUNDSTYLE • TOWNSHEND • IXOS • MUSICAL FIDELITY

52 Green Lane • Great Sutton • South Wirral • Cheshire • L66 4LE
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radio

Enthusiasm
over DAB
quality is
surely
misplaced.
And there's
a need for a
proper
scientific
approach

E-MAIL
John Nelson
may be contacted
via e-mail john_nelson@
compuserve.com

IU
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he letters pages of the BBC's
house magazine Ariel continue
to reflect widespread disquiet
amongst the staff about DAB quality.
Phil Laven, now a director in the
Technical Department of the EBU
and one-time Controller, BBC
Engineering
Policy,
has
some
interesting things to say. ' Ishould
admit responsibility for the BBC's
decision to select 192kbit/s as the
normal bit rate for stereo services an
DAB. Having consulted the BBC's
experts on audio compression, it was
clear that some of them were
concerned about the risk of using
192kbit/s, particularly if digital
compression were also to be used in
production processes. The total useful
bit rate available on aDAB multiplex
is only 1152kbit/s. Adoption of
256kbit/s as the norm would have
meant that the BBC could offer no
new audio or multimedia services on
its national DAB multiplex'. Mr Laven
adds that ' In my view, the choice of
appropriate bit rate is a classic
example of the law of diminishing
returns. In the digital world,
broadcasters will increasingly have to
make compromises between quality
and quantity. Broadcasting engineers
must avoid the dangers of overengineering and find solutions which
are "just good enough"'.
Another contributor commented
that ' Expert listeners in controlled
conditions using critical material in an
A/B comparison have given grades to
signals reduced in bit-rate in the same
way as is used by the BBC for its main
DAB services which indicate that the
quality falls short of that provided by
CD. Does this mean that non-expert
listeners, in environments that we don't
control, listening to our broadcasts,
will not notice the degradation
introduced by the coding?
'I'm not sure what qualifies someone
to be an expert listener. Ihave some
experience, but am Iexpert? Ican hear
unnatural artefacts in the BBC's
present DAB broadcasts caused by the
bit-rate reduction to 192kbit/s.' And
so on and so forth.
Intriguingly, one correspondent
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brought up exactly the issue raised in
this column amonth or two ago. He
said 'There is no doubt in my mind
that a high-quality stereo service
requires 256kbit/s, not the 192kbit/s
currently in use. The consequence of
getting it wrong is not that everyone
will immediately notice that DAB is
not all it's cracked up to be when they
switch on; relatively few people will
experience this. It is more likely to be
"listener fatigue", akind of boredom
that makes people stop listening to the
programme after afew minutes. It can
sometimes be difficult to persuade
people of this, but in time Isuspect
many listeners will come to recognise
the effect'. Indeed: in my experience,
this is amajor issue with DAB.
A reply from Glyn Jones, managing
editor BBC Digital Radio, makes the
intriguing statement that ' So far, more
than 100 people selected by the
research firms BMRB and McCallum
Layton have had achance to use a
digital radio in their home or car for
amonth, and choose for themselves
when and what to listen to. They are
enthusiastic about sound quality. The
consensus from the research is that
digital radio is aleap forward from AM
and FM. That's my opinion too'.
Well, it certainly isn't mine. Idon't
happen to be one of the exalted 100
— and it would be interesting to know
how many of them are seasoned
listeners with some grasp of the issues
involved — but Ihave now listened to
atotal of nine DAB receivers in singleblind and double-blind A/B tests in
my listening room under carefully
controlled conditions. The bottom line
is that listening fatigue is adefinite
problem, largely (or so it seems to me)
because one is unconsciously waiting
for the next instance of odd-sounding
material. Unless all nine receivers I
have tested are displaying the same
shortcoming, which strikes me as
statistically unlikely, some material —
and indeed certain presenters — seem
to suffer particularly badly.
In one intriguing instance recently,
afour-person unsighted listening panel
were making A/B comparisons between
off-air DAB and FM whilst Ioperated
the equipment. Another person,
arriving somewhat late for what he
knew was alistening session but with
no knowledge of the equipment being
tested, was waiting in an adjacent
room. At that time we were listening
to the beginning of Radio 4's World at
One, with afemale newsreader. The
late arrival commented afterwards that
he had identified the DAB replay
period each time (and proved to have
done so within two or three seconds)
and ' winced in anguish on every
occasion'. He added that ' Initially I
thought you were testing arather nasty
car radio, but then Irecognised the
DAB artefacts!'

Whatever DAB is to become —
and I will freely admit that in a
vehicle, the absence of multipath and
flutter is pleasant — it seems more
and more unlikely to be adopted as
any kind of high-grade replacement
for FM by the perceptive listener
interested in quality. Isuppose we can
agree with Mr Jones that DAB is a
leap forward from AM, but so far I
haven't heard any evidence that it's
anything apart from a small step
forward from FM in terms of user
convenience and spectrum efficiency.
In terms of audio quality, however,
it is difficult to see the introduction
of DAB as any kind of improvement.
The BBC' sview appears to be that
vox populi vox dei, but it looks as
though in future the choice for those
who are interested in high-quality
radio reception is going to be
between Optimodded FM and
artefacted DAB.

NOTHING TO BRAGG ABOUT
Ifind it something akin to poetic
justice, incidentally, that Mr Bill Giles
is one of those individuals whose vocal
output is not treated kindly by DAB.
Quite how anyone can consistently
get two instances of ' dominating the
scene' and three of 'drizzly stuff' into
a three-minute weather forecast is
beyond my comprehension.
Interestingly, something in the
COFDM system also does not seem
to like Mr Melvyn Bragg, whose
recent Damascene conversion to the
wonders of scientific thinking is
marvellous to behold. Ihappened to
be listening to Start The Week on a
DAB car radio one morning recently,
and Mr Bragg talking about Francis
Bacon seemed for much of the time
to be speaking through aspecial finiteimpulse-response filter/encoder which
added an intriguing suggestion of
comb- and-paper to the famous
cadences. Just as this was becoming
atrifle tiresome, the radio ran out of
coverage and there was a gently
hissing silence for some minutes
interrupted by occasional whines,
crackles and' twanging' sounds. On
balance, however, Ithink Ipreferred
these to Mr Bragg's musings. Why on
earth can't the BBC come up with
some good, solid programmes about
science and technology? When is the
feeble arts-graduate approach to
scientific subjects and method going
to be replaced by something with a
bit of bite and drive? Perhaps we can
hope for great things from Controller
Boyle, whose recent re-hash of Radio
4 (including the abolition of the
dreadful Afternoon Shift and the even
worse Kaleidoscope) seems to suggest
aman with some vision who is aware
that Britain is not wholly bounded by
the M25. Fiat justitia, mat caelum!
John Nelson
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tbeggars belief that so
memorable awork as Benjamin
Frankel's Violin Concerto of 1951
— his op. 24, subtitled ' In Memory
of the Six Million' — should only
now be receiving its first commercial
recording [
see reviews]. As with
earlier instalments in CPO's Frankel
series, the admirable Queensland SO
under their former chief (now
Principal Guest Conductor), Werner
Andreas Albert, prove passionately
committed to the cause. Irecently
spent an hour or so in the most
agreeable company of Albert and
Frankel's own step-son, Dmitri
Kennaway, and agood deal of our
time was spent assessing the
progress of this underrated
composer's current rehabilitation.
So, to return to my opening
observation, Ibegan by enquiring
how on earth ascore of such
palpable mastery as the Violin
Concerto could have remained
neglected for so long. ` All sorts of
reasons,' ventures Albert. ' Lack of
promotion is one. I've worked with
so many wonderful soloists — Ulf
Hoelscher for example, who plays
the Violin Concerto on our latest
CD — who should have enjoyed
much bigger careers, but there's noone really "pushing" on their behalf.
Although Frankel's music is
tremendously rewarding, it's
undoubtedly difficult to play. It's
not something you can get away
with by just sight-reading: it's very
hard work.
'Having said that, when we were
recording these three concertos,
there was never a moment when the
orchestra wasn't utterly convinced
by the sheer quality of the music.
The sessions went so happily and
the musicians really got carried away
by what they were playing. Fashions
swing, and people like Frankel —
who were once performed quite
often, especially on the BBC in the
1960s — can quickly get pushed
aside. Also nowadays, because the
London orchestras especially have to
programme popular pieces in their
concerts in order to survive, a
fantastic composition like the Violin
Concerto is never heard — such a
shame, for it communicates so
readily. The waltz-like-last
movement, for example, is incredibly
moving in its delicacy and
poignancy. Although these people
were in ahopeless position, we can
hear them clinging onto life.'
Kennaway concurs. ' Somehow, he
had this gift for capturing in musical
terms the essence of what he wanted
to say. So you feel the tragedy, even
if you didn't know the piece's
dedication. Imust say I've long been
mystified why the Violin Concerto,
of all Frankel's compositions, didn't
create a big impact. Max Rostal
premiered it at the 1951 Festival of
Britain — a most auspicious
beginning for any piece. Although
Rostal played it often and was a
NSFI NEWS aREMO REVIEW
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Benjamin
Frankel worked
in the 12-tone
system for
composition.
The design here
uses twelve
rectangles on a
Fibonacci series
subdivision

Ibert

In company with the composer's step- son, the former
chief conductor of the Queensland SO discusses
CPO's series devoted to the music of Benjamin Frankel
interview by Andrew Achenbach

Adventure
and
enterprise
have been
the
watchwords
for Albert's
exploits in
the recording
studio to
date

marvellous exponent, perhaps it
needed a "big name" prepared to
take it up, a Menuhin or a Heifetz.
Possibly, too, there was some
prejudice about the prolific number
of film scores my stepfather
produced. Until quite recently, there
was a terrible snobbery about
"proper" composers writing film
music — look how much someone
like Komgold suffered over the
years.'
Albert. '
We're now in the happy
position of being able to plan a
recording of Frankel's extensive
score for Battle of the Bulge. That
will follow the Eighth Symphony,
which is the last in the cycle. We've
already done the Seventh. His only
opera, Marching Song, is another
long-term desire. Ithink it was
important that we concentrated first
on the symphonies, though. To me,
Frankel is first and foremost a
symphonist, not a film composer
who also happened to write some
"serious" works.'
Kennaway. '
Agreed: that's what
would have mattered to him as well.
Film music was a means to an end:

he earned his living at it and gave it
his best — which was considerable, I
think. He regarded his film work as
an invaluable opportunity to cut his
teeth orchestrally, and some of the
more serious film scores, starting in
the 1940s, foreshadow achievements
to come. The Violin Concerto
remains the only major orchestral
work from his pre-serial phase. He
began two symphonies in the early
1950s but they never saw the light
of day. Serialism was the key to the
structure and the discipline for
which he was searching when he
finally embarked on his symphony
cycle in 1959. But his own strong
personality always remained: even in
the Eighth and last of the
symphonies, there are shades of the
Violin Concerto in the first
movement.'
Albert. '
The marvellous thing about
the symphonies is that an audience
doesn't need to know about the
serial techniques on which they are
based. The music communicates
naturally, is never intimidating and
always has something to say. It's
amazing how much colour and
61
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feeling his music manages to convey
— not something one can always say
about serial compositions.'
Adventure and enterprise have
been the watchwords for Albert's
exploits in the recording studio to
date. ' Ihonestly don't understand
how so many of my distinguished
colleagues are satisfied with such a
limited diet. Why do we have to
hear the same things all the time?
I've done seven CDs for CPO of
music by Siegfried Wagner, five of
Pfitzner, four of Korngold and three
of Hermann Goetz. It's all terrific
stuff. OK, Pfitzner was perhaps not
as great a composer as Richard
Strauss, but there was so much he
had to say.
'I'm also immensely proud to say
I've now recorded every note of
Hindemith's orchestral output. I
suppose my fascination for unusual
repertoire began over 30 years ago
when Iwas at Cologne Radio and
they were always looking for
something different to perform,
something you couldn't hear on
disc. Fortunately, I've never lost that
curiosity.'
The Queensland Symphony
Orchestra
If recent releases from the likes of
CPO and ABC Classics are anything
to go by, orchestral standards in
Australia are rising rapidly, not least
within the ranks of Albert's own
Brisbane-based Queensland

BRUCKNER REMEMBERED
by Stephen Johnson. 186pp incl. index,
illustrated. Paperback, £ 12.99. Faber &
Faber ISBN 0-571-1705-1.

Q

uite how it was that Stephen
Johnson (born in 1955) could
remember Bruckner was something
of a puzzle until Irealised that this
is a Faber series title: there are also
reprints on Debussy, Ravel (both
Roger Nichols) and, updated by
Norman Lebrecht, Mahler. Each
costs £ 12.99. In his introduction,
Johnson grapples with the notion
that Bruckner was a Waturkind',
a simpleton and therefore a musical
visionary, and the evidence which
suggests or contradicts this.
Chronology apart, where key events
and works are listed against other
contemporary arts figures and
premieres, personalities and political
events (Isee that Wittgenstein's
birth is given for the year 1889
rather than Hitler's!), this book is a
collection of memories — sectioned
under headings Vocation, The Man,
The Musician and A Contract with
God (
the Ninth Symphony) —
which may or may not be above
suspicion; what matters more is that
this is how Bruckner was
remembered by his contemporaries.
Iwould recommend not sampling
at random, but reading straight
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Symphony Orchestra.
'I spend five months per year in
Australia and Ilove it! The situation
there is very healthy. Not only are
the orchestral players wonderfully
professional, they can also be more
relaxed because they all have lifetime
contracts. But that doesn't mean
they are complacent. If you confront
or raise your voice to, say, a
German orchestra — and Ispeak as
a German myself — they will resist.
If Ihave to shout at an Australian
band, they will feel they have done
something wrong. Ispeak with my
Queensland orchestra a lot.
'When we have aguest conductor,
even if he or she may not be to their
taste or the chemistry just isn't
there, Iask them to really sit on the
edge of their chairs during first
rehearsals and to give their all in the
subsequent concert. Ihate it when
orchestras sit back and can't be
bothered. The young Australian
performers coming through now are
quite exceptional. Brett Dean — the
soloist in the Viola Concerto [
on the
same disc] — is a member of the
Berlin Philharmonic. So many
Australian students have a real
complex about Europe and as a
result they feel they have to work
that much harder to succeed over
here. When Iconduct in Germany
— Hamburg, Cologne, Frankfurt —
Iencounter so many Australian
orchestral players these days. It's
really heartening.'

through. For what Johnson has
produced is avery orderly book.
He introduces each source and
comments upon what follows.
(These links are set in smaller type
— this is also avisually attractive
publication, and well proof-read,
although Idid see 'Alder' for 'Adler'
twice on p162, also wrongly
indexed, as is the reference to
Károly Goldmark on p127.) A
picture of the man comes into focus
from darker beginnings — his
obsessive behaviour over numbers,
murder trials and, of course, young
girls — then, Bruckner remembered
as a teacher or companion, a
warmer, more forgivable figure is
established. His students loved to
tease him, and he rewarded them
with cakes; he insisted on aclose
hair crop, and was always cleanly (if
deeply unfashionably) dressed; he
attended concerts in the standing
areas (unlike Brahms, who sat in
splendid isolation); his admiration
for Wagner went to extremes,
whereby he managed to fall into a
mortar trough on his way to seek
'The Master's' acceptance of a
dedication, and covered himself in
clay on another occasion, seeking to
unearth a foundation brick at
Bayreuth!
Rather as with Beethoven, when
he came to Vienna, Bruckner was

Hans Rosbaud
Albert's early mentors numbered
Herbert von Karajan and Hans
Rosbaud. 'After two years study
under Karajan, amember of the
Berlin Philharmonic suggested I
should take lessons from Rosbaud. I
studied with him for only one year
but he impressed me enormously
during that time. He possessed not
only a phenomenal intellect but also
an incredible ear. When Iknew him,
he had not long to live, and Isensed
aslight bitterness within him that
his career hadn't taken off the way
he had hoped.
'Did you know that he grew up in
the same town as Karl Biihm and
that they even sat together in the
same classroom and shared the same
desk? Of course, it was Btihm who
won all the fame, but Rosbaud was
much the greater conductor. The
Berliners adored him — in some
respects they preferred him even to
Karajan — but DG found him
difficult to promote. [
Hans Rosbaud's
BP0 recording of Sibelius's Tapiola is
on DG's 'Originals' label.]
`Rosbaud had an extraordinary
knowledge of, and love for, music.
Iremember Haydn was one of his
abiding favourites. Above all, he
taught me to study seriously and
remain absolutely true to the
composer's intentions. He was a
giant amongst conductors; who
knows, perhaps his time will come
again.'

Werner Andreas

Albert
of,

admired far more for his
ti)
(organ) improvisations
Bruckner Remembered
than his music. He kept
his students to the
o
narrowest paths in
o
harmony and
counterpoint: 'We can do
that later. But we're in
school now!' he once told
Ferdinand Uwe.
Imust say that, coming
towards the end of this
book (which Icomfortably
reached over a 125 mile
outward and return
journey by train), and to
Bruckner's final determination to
hang on to life and complete his
Ninth — though he said if he failed,
Stephen
'God had only himself to blame' —
Johnson's researches had conjured
Johnson's
up afigure whose trials with the
researches have
musical establishment and some well
conjured up a
intentioned friends aroused real
figure whose
sympathies. Iwas even 'on his side'
during the account of a rather
trials with the
childish scene with the Schalk
musical
brothers over a two-piano concert
establishment
performance of the Fifth Symphony.
and some well
Look elsewhere for the minutiae
of the symphony editions (
eg, Derek
Watson's ` Master Musicians' OUP
volume) and for ayear by year
narrative. But read this collection for
the man. Ionly wish there had been
more of him!
Christopher Breunig

intentioned
friends arouse
real sympathies
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classical REVIEWS

Record of
the month

BIS's disc
contains two
versions of
the popular
Valse Triste,
the first
without the

SIBELIUS:
Karelia - complete -IKuolema incidental music J Valse triste
Kirsi Tiihonen (sop)ILahti
BIS CD 915

clarinet and
flute parts of
I
.
11111 `• yiliphony ( ) r( hestr.i • ( )‘.», V.111.1.1

the concert
version

(76m 0/s)

Very well documented in this issue, the young Sibelius's patriotic ' Scenic
Music for a Festival and Lottery in Aid of Education in the Province of
Viipuri' - Karelia, in short - is as near to complete as we're ever likely to
get. Since the composer burned the original manuscript, Kalevi Aho's
reconstruction from whatever orchestral parts could be found has involved a

for expressive effect belong to
musical philosophy of a much later
date. The close of BWV1056 is very
eccentric in this respect.
The double concerto, BWV1062,
is given a far more straightforward
reading although it is not without a
feeling of relentlessness.
The fifth Brandenburg Concerto is
probably the best performance here
— the keyboard cadenza in (i) is
especially brilliant.
The recent Rousset/Hogwood
recording on OiseauLyre gives far
more straightforward account of
BWV1052 and 1056, and strikes me
as representing the best of today's
`period' approach. The Purcell
group has enlightening ideas, but
there is always a feeling of searching
for methods of musical illumination.
Antony Hodgson

A—B:2-3 0
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few guesses at lower string lines, but not much elseIn the music we already know so
well, the overture and the outer
numbers of the separately published
Suite, Vânskâ immediately sets his
terse but finely nuanced stamp; at
the heart of the overture, Lahti
strings, closely followed by
woodwind and admirably full brass,
give us another chance to assess how
far they've come under his
leadership. The music we now know
as the Suite's Ballade has a longer
and even more atmospheric lease of
life, complete with three verses for
ballad-singer, in the incidental music
for the fourth tableau; Vânskâ's
insistence on softest dynamics and
BIS's superb engineering keep us on
the threshold of audibility. The
scene is a kind of courtly
counterpart to the humble Karelian
tableau which launches the pageant,
and here the project has brought in
two inheritors of the runic-song
tradition to pay homage to the
original star of the scene, Latin
Paraske, whose authentic delivery
inspired Sibelius in the music of the
Kullervo Symphony. The rest is
patriotic tension and release, all
effectively written and convincingly
realised.
It contrasts well with the later

(1903 music for Kuolema, for
strings and (in one movement) bass
drum only. Sibelius clearly cared for
the introspective symbolism of Arvid
Jarvefelt's strange play; apart from
what we know as Valse Triste,
without its concertversion flute and clarinet,
and with some marked
differences in the melodic
line of the major-key
central section, there's
also the tenderest of
string-writing for the
scene in which the hero
discovers his bride-to-be
singing in the forest.
Again, some of this will
be familiar from the
extracted Scene with
Cranes, but its magic goes
on for longer here, and is
bewitchingly sustained by Vânskâ
and soprano Kirsi Tiihonen.
Towards the end, the music clearly
becomes more incidental; a ' reprise'
of Valse triste, this time in the form
with which we're more familiar, is
the perfect curtain to these very
individual meditations on life and
death.

JS BACH:
Harpsichord Concertos BWV1054 &
1056 -1Concerto for Two
Harpsichords, BWV1062
Brandenburg Concerto 5
Robert Woolley, Paul Nicholson
(hpds)IStephen Preston (/lt)IPurcell
Quartet/Richard Boothby (violone)

wide stereo spread assists, but the
harpsichord balance is strangely
distant. In the solo concerto
BWV1054, for example, the
attempts to give equal weight to
statements by both soloist and
accompaniment lead the players into
fanciful fades and swells as one
yields the melodic line to the other:
an admirable trait in 19th-century
chamber music perhaps, but highly
suspect when the authentic
performance of the music of Bach's
time is under consideration. There
are also outbreaks of fussy phrasing.
Iforgive some markedly staccato
playing because it adds impact, but
momentary slowings and hesitations

Chandos CHAN 0595

(
61m Ois)

A novel approach. It would be
tempting to think that the use of
only one stringed instrument to a
part would make it hard to define
the orchestral lines, but in fact the
opposite is true. The overall balance
has the advantage of allowing
orchestral detail to emerge, and the
lie NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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David Nice

IS BACH:
Brandenburg Concertos 1-6
Camerata of the 18th Century!
Hünteler
MIK 3110746-2
(2CDs, 91m 29s) dist. Chandos
Brüggen1BylsmalDombrechtlKuijken
et al/Leonhardt (hpdldir)
Sony Classical SB2K 62946
(.2(.1/, 99m 49s) *1977

Osmo Vánská

As:I" 0

The ' Sean'
label is
now with
Sony, an
appropriate
midpriced
adjunct to
'Vivarte'

Listeners to Radio 3's ' Building a
Library' might have been surprised
at Nicholas Anderson's summing-up,
when he set aside several betterknown groups in favour of these
1996/97 period instrument
recordings from MDG. Working
under the direction of flautist
Konrad Hünteler, the Camerata is
drawn from Brüggen's Orchestra of
the 18th Century, and based in
Amsterdam. These lightweight
performances create a rather flat
soundscape: fleet in allegros but
dutifully attentive (no more) in the
andantes of the even-numbered
concertos. The reticent balance of a
delicate-toned harpsichord does not
support the booklet claim for 5 as
'the first piano concerto in history'
— the big cadenza in (i) makes a
pale impression. (The booklet would
have been better with less artist
biography and more on the pieces
themselves; the instruments used are
not specified at all.) Best of all is I
— tempi are well chosen — where
the bumbling horns are like two
country cousins uncertain at how to
behave at asocial function in town.
And the outer movts of 2 are
enlivened by the natural trumpet
playing of Mark Bennett (principal
in various English period instrument
orchestras).
The ` Seon' set appeared as a
Philips 2LP box complete with a
12x12in 86 page facsimile of the
autograph scores. (Those were the
days!) Passing via RCA, the label is
now with Sony, an appropriate
midpriced adjunct to `Vivarte'. If the
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Berlioz's and Juliet
BERLIOZ:
Romeo & Juliet - Dramatic
Symphony
Robbin (mez-sop)IFouchécourt
(ten)ICachemaille (bass-bar)/
Monteverdi ChlORRIGardiner
Philips 454 454-2

Oliver Knussen
has scored
Berlioz's second
Prologue: this set
allows selection
of passages
abandoned or
unfinished by the
composer

At last, a
budget label
that has
embarked
on the
orchestral
works of Sir
Arnold Bax:
music
outside the
mainstream
repertoire
yet which
should be in
everyone's
record
collection

(
2CDs, I35m)

This is the third complete Romeo &
Juliet from Philips, but the first to
use period instruments and adopt
contemporary performing practices,
and also unique in adding the
original versions of various sections
which Berlioz altered or abandoned.
These comprise 41m of music on 12
tracks, giving the option to access
the standard version, the composer's
first thoughts, or John Eliot
Gardiner's preferred mixture of the
two. The latter retains the familiar
scheme up to the Queen Mab
Scherzo, but precedes the remainder
with Oliver ICriussen's convincing

playing is consistently clean on
MDG, here intonation is more
hazardous. But the players seize
every opportunity to contour Bach's
phrases, to animate and characterise
the music. Try, for example, the
Klempererlike ruggedness of 6
under Leonhardt's direction. In 3, I
prefer Sigiswald Kuijken's violin lead
into (ii) to the rather gay (can one
still use that word?) 15s harpsichord
flourishes — not separately tracked
— on MDG. And in 4(iii) Kuijken
is no less virtuosic than Rainer
Kussmaul in the new set.
These interpretations are as
different as cheese (shrinkwrapped,
supermarket variety) and cheese (a
good chunk of Montgomery
organic).
Christopher Breunig
A:2(1)

A- B:1(3)

JS BACH:
Secular Cantatas
R5schmannlHanchardlKahlerIGenzl
WeirlWimmerlGeyerlEx Tempore
ChIMusica Antigua Köln/Goebel
Ankh,457 348-2

(
2CDs, 146m (Ils)

This well-filled pair of discs contains
four of the secular cantatas plus the
racy, seldom-heard and incomplete
Quodlibet BWV524. Three of the
cantatas — BWV201, 206 and 207
— are reasonably familiar and well
represented in the CD catalogue;
BWV36c is normally heard in its
later, secular form, and will, like the
Wedding Quodibet, interest the
specialist. The performances are
66

orchestration of the second Prologue
and resorts to the earlier Funeral
Procession, adding about 5m to the
usual package.
Gardiner's pacing seems rather
breathless at times, yet in its
traditional format the recording is
only lm short of the 95m average.
Even so, the performance is
characterised by adramatic urgency
which leaves less room than Iwould
have preferred for the luxuriating joy
and underlying tragic pulse which a
little less concern for superficial
polish might have allowed to show
through. Thus despite much
orchestral mastery, I've heard more
emotionally convincing versions of
both Love Scene and Tomb Scene.
Vocally, Catherine Robbin is
touching if not heart-rending in her
strophic verses and Jean-Paul
Fouchécourt makes an agile
Mercurio, although Gilles

swift-moving, lively, of the high
standard expected of Goebel and his
excellent group. They struck me
often as just that bit too fast for
comfort, high as the standard of
musicianship is — rhythmic
definition suffers, dance measures
lose their grace. And Goebel's love
of amarked ritenuto at the end of a
movement becomes amannerism.
Nor are the soloists of uniform
excellence. Dorothea Riischmann is
the better of the two sopranos; the
alto, Axel KMler, has an
unattractively penetrative delivery;
the rest of the team are good
without being outstanding. The
chorus sings finely, and would have
been even more eloquent if less
hurried. The instrumental playing is
exciting, brilliant, the recording well
balanced and atmospheric.
Peter Branscombe

A:2 0

BAX:
Symphony 1 J In the Faery Hills J
The Garden of Fand
RSNOILloyd-Jones
Naxos 8.553525

(64m 05s)

At last, abudget label that produces
new recordings has embarked on the
orchestral works of Sir Arnold Bax:
music outside the mainstream
repertoire yet which should be in
everyone's record collection.
Some 50 years ago Iwas
persuaded to join the Arnold Bax
Society, after hearing Basil Cameron
conduct the Fourth Symphony and
Sir John Barbirolli the Seventh, both
at the Royal Albert Hall. My interest

John Crabbe

B-C: 1-3 0

remains as keen and vital. Listen to
those incredible chordal harmonies
with strings, winds and brass, and
tell me if Debussy .or Ravel did
better?
Symphony 1is an inspired yet
rather overladen work; follow the
score and you hear David Lloyd
Jones conduct apretty faultless
performance that doesn't quite have
the drama of Myer Fredman and the
LPO's [Lyrita] or Bryden
Thomson's gift for orchestral colour
[Chandos — also with the LP0].
Thomson takes 4m longer than
his rivals, and his visionary gifts are
emphasised even further in his
reading of In the Faery Hills where
we are steeped in the mysterious,
hidden legends of far-off times.
Again, there's nothing basically
wrong with the RSNO's rendering,
although aslightly dry recording is
no match for the gloriously rich,
vibrant tones that Chandos caught
from the Ulster Hall acoustic.
The Garden of Fand, for me, will
always be Beecham's work — a
BBC broadcast he introduced was
even finer than his EMI recording.
Playing back Boult's superb, but
very different reading [Lyrita]
freshened my memory of his
marvellously subtle handling of
expressive and tempo changes; but
Beecham and Thomson [ Chandos
again], almost from opposing
approaches, had the spark of genius.
Barbirolli aficionados will remember
the Pye/Mercury version, but this
seems to have disappeared from the
catalogue. Lloyd-Jones and his team
acquit themselves in exemplary
JUNE 1998
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Romeo

Cachemaille, while singing well as
the Friar, lacks fullness of tone and
should, like Ms Robbin, have been
granted more prominence by the
recording.
The Monteverdi Choir is its usual
efficient but sometimes edgy self, in
which connection I'm bound to
mention that at its first ' semichorus' climax in the Prologue
[CD1, track 3, at 2m 26s] it sounds
awful to my ears, likewise at various`';
fortissimos in the Finale. Perhaps they
are victims of ageneral overemphasis of the score's dynamic
aspects, such that if, for instance,
the start of 'Nuit sereine' were set
for reasonable audibility, climaxes
generally would be uncomfortable.
Things are not helped in this respect
by the ORR's slightly ' raw' timbres,
or by the sadly unreverberant
acoustic of Watford's Colosseum
All-in-all, then, adisappointing if
adventurous project. But anyone
who prefers the dramatic to the
dreamy Berlioz may find much to
admire in this thrusting performance
— especially if not afflicted with
high sensitivity to choral spikiness.

classicalaiel
fashion while not quite hitting the
high spots; but Ishall look forward
to Symphonies 2-7 and other tone
poems. New converts tempted by
Naxos's prices will, hopefully,
explore the field to discover the full
glories of this neglected composer's
art.
Bill Newman

(
67m 12s)

As a means of getting to know the
charming and varied music
Beethoven completed for the
dancer/choreographer Viganá, in
1801, this will suffice, although the
orchestral playing under Michael
Halász isn't distinguished, whilst the
recorded sound reminded me in its
restricted range but resonant overall
character of Menuhin's 1970 LP
version on EMI. In fact, Iwent back
to that old but fine version for brief
comparisons. In those days,
Prometheus was too long to be
accommodated in its entirety;
disappointingly, one of the numbers
Menuhin cut was the Adagio
featuring harp accompaniment
(Beethoven's only use of the
instrument in an orchestral score):
track 7 on the Naxos CD. With
solos for flute and cello, might this
make a ` guess the composer' test for
musical friends?
No, it would be much better to
spend the extra on either the
Hamoncourt/COE [Teldec] or
Brüggen/Orch 18th-Century
[Philips] versions.
Christopher Breunig

B-C:2-3 A

BRAHMS:
Cello Sonata 1 in e J 2 in F
Heinrich Schiff (v1c)IGerhard Oppitz
(pub)

photo: Hanya ChlalalChandos

Philips 456 402-2

(
55m 21s)

The two Cello Sonatas contain
much of the essential Brahms, and
between them Schiff and Oppitz
encompass the wide-ranging sweep
of the music, its myriad shifts
between darkness and light. The
playing is weighty and mature, with
an emotional control appropriate to
these highly concentrated works.
Philips balance Schiff quite closely,
and his big, resonant tone is
captured with marvellous depth and
roundness. His intonation is
impeccable. It's asound that makes
most rivals sound undernourished —
though few cellists would welcome
such close scrutiny! The piano isn't
exactly in the background, but
Schiff's assertive personality makes
the cello the dominant partner.
Ma and Ax [Sony and, earlier,
RCA] give darker, more ruminative
performances, and Ma is more
willing to allow his pianist a place in
HI.F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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BEETHOVEN:
The Creatures of Prometheus
Melbourne SOIHalász
Naxos 8.553404

the spotlight. On Sony they offer an
extra work too: an arrangement of
the Third Violin Sonata.
Nevertheless, for those interested in
quality above quantity, this new disc
offers playing and sound of the
highest calibre.

Ma 1998

BRIDGE:
The Complete Songs
Watson (sop)! Winter (m-sop)!
MacDougall (ten)IFinley (bar)!
Chase (v1a)1Vignoles (pno)
Hyperion CDA 67181/2

(
2CDs, 119m 10s)

This valuable collection gathers
together all 45 of Frank Bridge's
songs, 27 of which were composed
in the years 1901-08. The earliest, a
setting of Shakespeare's sonnet
When most Iwink, comes from
Bridge's days as a student of
Stanford at the RCM. The following
year ( 1902), two songs, ' If Icould
choose' and 'The Primrose',
appeared in print. In spite of the
fact that only five more were
published up to the year 1908,
Bridge continued to work
determinedly at his song-writing, the
output of the poet Heinrich HeMe
being an especially fruitful source.
There are nine Heine-settings in
all, among the most striking of
which are ` A Dead Violet' ( 1904) —
which reveals asubtle harmonic
scope — and the deservedly popular
'E'en as a lovely flower' ( 1903).
'The Devon Maid' ( 1903) and
'Cradle Song' ( 1904) are two more
charmers, while ' Go not, happy day'
(1903) is another favourite. If ' Fair
Daffodils' ( 1905) has not the
extraordinary poignancy of Delius's
unforgettable setting, it is, as
annotator Michael Pilkington
observes, ' much more naturally
pianistic'. Other notable
achievements include the imposing
'Adoration' and ambitious `Tears,
idle tears' (both from 1905).
With the restless chromaticism of
'Strew no more red roses' ( 1913) we
surely get the first hints of Bridge's
more challenging manner to come.
The intensely dramatic 'Love went
a-riding' ( 1914) remains areal
show-stopper, as does the grimly
fateful "Tis but aweek' ( 1919).
'What shall Iyour true love tell?'
(1919) maintains the bitter mood,
whereas ' Into her keeping' ( 1919)
sounds a more tragic, personal note.
Both the somewhat Holstian `The
Last Invocation' ( 1918) and 'When
you are old and gray' ( 1919) convey
amemorable serenity. ` Goldenhaie
(1925) is another jewel, while the
same year's `Journey's End'
(Bridge's final song) is profoundly
moving in its questing spirit and
gentle defiance of the inevitable.
But the real find here is the
triptych of settings by Rabindranath
Tagore: ' Day after Day' ( 1922),
'Speak to me, my love!' ( 1924) and

'Dweller in my deathless dreams'
(1925) exhibit an aching poignancy
and harmonic complexity that
remind us of the large-scale Piano
Sonata Bridge was working on at
this time — a masterpiece that was
to herald this figure's radical, utterly
individual mature style.
Performances are highly
sympathetic, though the tenor's
tone-quality is perhaps not of the
most ingratiating. Roger Vignoles
accompanies in his usual impeccable
fashion, and the recording is
intimate and true to match.
Exemplary presentation, as is
customary from this source. A most
welcome set.
Andrew Achenbach

A:1 0

CHOPIN:
25 Preludes, Op.28 3 Prelude
Op.45 J Andante spianato et
Grande Polonaise, Op.22
Polonaise-fantaisie, Op.61
Louis Lortie (pno)

There is

Chandos CHAN 9597

a lovely

(
70m 47s)

The special quality of Lortie's
Chopin is its dedicated
musicianship. On the platform
there's a complete absence of body
movement gesturings, or the
exaggerated tempi of certain
keyboard egocentrics on the recital
scene. There is also acomplete
correspondence between the live
event and the studio recording,
something this spontaneous pianist
believes in strongly. Play Preludes
15 (' Raindrop') to 18 and you will
hear the full gamut of emotions of
which this artist is capable. There is
a lovely hint of expectancy before
each item begins, wherein one can
anticipate with pleasure just how he
will phrase and express the music.
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ELGAR-PAYNE:
Symphony 3
BBC SO/Davis
NMC D053

7/".
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D ELGAR
tars jar

(56m Ws)

NY NO 3
aged ky

Commentary by Anthony Payne with
illustrations
NMC D052

(
69m 30s)

The story is now familiar. The
commission for a new symphony
came from the BBC. Bernard Shaw,
aware of Elgar's financial insecurity,
played a major role. But what he
said may be less familiar: `Why
don't you make the BBC order a
new symphony,' he suggested. ' It
can afford it. Why not a financial
symphony — Allegro (
impending
disaster), Lento mesto (
stony-broke),
Scherzo (
light heart and empty
pocket), Allegro con brio (
clouds
clearing)?' Elgar's reaction to baring
his personal affairs in such amanner
is not known, but the first 17 bars
were completed in full score without
any references to an impending
disaster. Oddly, the recapitulation
had come first. Payne has deduced
that Elgar, having used for this
section the third bar of apage of
music meant to slot in to another
projected work 'The Last
Judgement', then extrapolated it
backwards to the beginning. His way
of working on this symphony was
apparently haphazard Can
intellectual flea' said Payne) and
may be one reason for the disparate
sketches — for piano, for violin and
piano, odd fragments (all on the
companion disc and reproduced
with near-tangible immediacy) —
that remain to tell a tantalisingly
unfinished tale.
Its reconstruction, a genesis long
on reflection and experimentation, is
avindication of faith in a
sympathetic composer to establish a
standard. Judge its place in musical
history by this recording, released to
coincide with the premiere on
February 15th. Roughly half the
music is Payne's own, composed, as
he said at the pre-concert talk, ' in
the style of pure Elgar', with the
sketches painstakingly researched
and intutively fitted to form a
conjectural whole.
Historical considerations aside, it
was right to have entrusted Andrew
Davis and his team with the launch
of this work. Recall their
interpretation of the Second
Symphony [Teldec] where Davis
presented his credentials as an
Elgarian of excellence; and here they
are confirmed. If his tendency to
underplay drama is still evident (the
recording may be partially to blame;
it is full but not luminous, loud
tuttis are subtly constrained and
second violins, on the right, lack
substance), Davis is nevertheless
uncommonly responsive to the
yielding introspection that is also
germane to the work. The second
subject of (i), for instance, had a
68
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Cortot would have loved this
interpretation, also the essential
Prenchness' of Lortie's Andante
spianato and Grande Polonaise
brillante. Through the entire
Polonaisefantaisie there is a feeling of
distilled regret, conjured in lingering
fashion by Lortie's songlike righthand, gently then dramatically
coloured by Chopin's late-autumn
harmonies.
Chandos, as usual, supply the
piano sound to match the artistic
inspiration.
Bill Newman

personal significance for Elgar. In
the sketch he called it ` VH's own
theme', VH being Vera Hockman, a
young orchestral musician to whom
he was attracted.
The score, published by Boosey &
Hawkes, does not replicate the
inscription but Davis, mindful of the
subtext, goes beyond the cantabile
marking to shape the phrases
solicitously. His concern for texture
— violins antiphonally placed
certainly help the cause yet,
strangely, Davis reverted to the
conventional layout for the public
performance — is clear in the
diaphanously beautiful (ii), ' more
like a Brahmsian intermezzo than a
natural Scherzo' [Payne]; and his
control of line and balance in (iii)
gives the movement a lean fervour.
Interestingly, the orchestration of
the first theme wasn't contained in
the sketches. Instead, Elgar had
written it out in a letter to the critic
Ernest Newman. For Payne, ' it was
a shock to see this quiet, dense brass
sonority which he advocated.., an
absolutely magnificient and tense,
tragic sound which helps to
characterise the whole movement'.
Time was when Elgar's music was
considered ' never exquisite and
seldom remarkable for a fine taste'
[The Record Guide, 1955]. Few
would agree with that today; and
few would question the fine taste
with which this symphony has been
completed. But is the work now
longer than Elgar expected it to be?
During his talk, Payne drew a
distinction between 'clock time' (the
duration as originally envisaged by
any composer) and ' felt time',
presumably the period instinctively
taken to express a series of thoughts.
The two don't always coincide.
Naturally, Payne is entitled to
change his mind on so subjective a
matter and even revise the score,
though not, Ihope, the inspired
quiet ending. The movement tapers
softly to avaledictory pianissimo
stroke of agong that seems to waft
the music into infinity. Payne said
that this was the only point at which
he thought he was being himself.
Elgar might have approved.
Naten Anthoni
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FIELD:
Piano Concertos 1 & 3
Benjamin Frith (pno)INorthern
SinfonialHaslam
Naxos 8.553770

(
51m 56s)

When his family left Dublin for
London, John Field became
apprenticed to Clementi, with whom
Both he set off for Europe ( 1802), ending
these up in St Petersburg, whereupon he
works decided to become self-sufficient
(Clementi had been somewhat
were
stinting of his assistant's needs); for
issued by years he divided his time between
Vox/ that city and Moscow, teaching and
Turnabout playing the piano. The First
Concerto was given by Field in
on LP
London as early as 1799 — he was
over 25 17 — four years before Beethoven's
years Eroica was performed. (Imention
ago. But I this because some of the writing is
quite startlingly dramatic in
doubt
incident.)
that they
His name is now automatically
have coupled with the Nocturne: Field was
enjoyed admired for his fine nuances at the
keyboard and embellished lyricism in
such a
his works — he rejected the
standard extravert manner favoured then in
of Paris. Concerto 3 is given here in
Allegro/Rondo
playing two-movt form (
Polonaise), but in his thorough note
and
Keith Anderson suggests that Field
recording would have played a solo Nocturne
before by way of slow movt. One criticism
of Frith's otherwise splendid disc is
that he does not follow the practice,
yet aTelarc version by O'Connor/
Scottish CO/Mackerras does include
a B-flat Andantino with simple
orchestral accompaniment. (The
Telarc notes make no mention of
this.) The First Concerto introduces
a Scottish air, orchestrated, with
variations and cadenzas in (ii).
It would be misleading to suggest
that here is something entirely new
and delightful: both these works
were issued by Vox/Turnabout on
LP over 25 years ago. But Idoubt
that they have enjoyed such a
standard of playing and recording
before. Frith makes the Third far
more appealing than O'Connor
(greater dynamic variety in phraseshaping, amore outgoing flair) —
though Mackerras arguably does
rather more with the orchestra than
David Haslam. But the Telarc
sound (Usher Hall) is not quite so
JUNE 1998
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classic
Benjamin Frankel's composition

agreeable: forte tuttis tend to
'crowd'; and the Northern Sinfonia
accompaniments are very musical.
The piano is rather forward, and,
curiously, seems as if in a more
resonant setting than the orchestra.
(That was my immediate impression
at the very first solo entry.)
In short: highly enjoyable, early
Romantic works at a price-level
which may make purchasers feel
slightly smug about it!

photo courtesy Dmitn.Kennoway

Christopher Breunig

class at the Guildhall
School of Music, c.1950
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FRANKEL:
Violin Concerto Op.24 J Viola
Concerto Op.45 J Serenata
Concertante Op.37
Ulf Hoelscher (vIn)1Brett Dean
(v1a)1Emmerson-Lale-Smith Triol
Queensland SO/Albert
CPO 999 422-2

(
66m 02s)

This is the most impressive disc so
far in CPO's Benjamin Frankel
series. His two string concertos are
among his finest works and,
throughout, the performances have
the kind of warmth and utterly
focused intensity that has only
intermittently illuminated the
previous volumes. Andrew
Achenbach suggests [
page 61] that
the fact that the Violin Concerto is
only now receiving its first
commercial recording 'beggars
belief', but my belief is beggared
more by the neglect of the
magnificent Viola Concerto. You'd
think the instrument's tiny repertoire
would have made space long ago for
a masterpiece that's quite patently
the equal of the Walton and Bartok,
and is superbly interpreted here by
the Australian Brett Dean (aviola
player in the BPO). He gives a
stunning account of the bravura solo
part; if Isay I'd like to hear Nobuko
Imai and Yuri Bashmet in this piece
it's not because Ithink they could
do it better, simply that it seems to
invite a multitude of approaches
The Viola Concerto ( 1967) is a
partially serial work of Frankel's late
maturity, whereas the Violin
Concerto, dedicated ' In Memory of
the Six Million' — a Max Rostal
commission premiered for the 1951
Festival of Britain, and the work
that first brought Frankel to
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widespread public attention — is in
his earlier, pre-serial idiom. Idoubt
if listeners will surely detect much
stylistic difference, except that the
Viola Concerto, more lyrical and
eactrovert, also feels the more unified
and original work. Though
indubitably deeply-felt and
powerfully elegiac, the Violin
Concerto carries echoes of some
notable near-contemporaries in its
genre. The four-movement
structure, with the bitter burlesque
scherzo coming second, inevitably
recalls Shostakovich's First Violin
Concerto, even to an apparent
quote, though it's highly unlikely
Frankel could have known it. There
are parallels, too, with Berg's
Concerto, and Ernest Bloch's, and
Hartmann's Concerto funèbre. But the
bittersweet waltz that is Frankel's
finale is ahighly individual and
haunting inspiration.
The admirable Ulf Hoelscher is a
first-rate, eloquent soloist in this
deeply serious work. The singlemovement Serenata Concertante for
piano trio and orchestra, an
enjoyable divertimento-like piece
with some mock-classical overtones,
is also given a first-rate performance.
Excellent sound, too. The liner
notes, as usual by Frankel's friend
and pupil, the late, lamented Buxton
Orr, are helpful as always, but two
of his music examples for the Viola
Concerto seem to have dropped out.
Calum MacDonald
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GRIEG:
Sonata _.IBallade J Holberg Suite
J 6 Lyric Pieces
Peter Jablonski (
pno)
Decca 455 631-2

(
77m 34s)

Confident, technically proficient
performances of some wholly
charming repertoire. Peter Jablonski
gives abig-boned account of the
HI- Fl NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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early Sonata, but the two middle
movements are rather wanting in
the sort of fresh-faced, out-of-door
charm that makes Leif Ove
Andsnes's rival Virgin Classics
interpretation such a treasurable
display. Likewise, the Holberg Suite
is rather clinically dispatched, and
whilst one can't help but sneakingly
admire the ambitious scale of the
young Pole's view of the Op. 24
Ballade, the narrative thread of
Grieg's inspiration is only fitfully
conveyed, and one craves the
charismatic flair and poetic
sensibility of a Rubinstein or
Godowsky. On the whole, the six
Lyric Pieces fare happiest, but even
here Idon't sense much in the way
of keyboard personality or
temperament.
To be frank, Jablonski's tonal
palette is neither the most
imaginatively variegated nor
ingratiating — fortissimos incline to
an an unappealing roughness, while
his softer playing is curiously lacking
in warmth and bloom. Decca's
rather close engineering doesn't do
him any favours either. Generous
measure, but not a collection to
which Ican see myself returning
very often.
Andrew Achenbach
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HANDEL:
The Rival Queens - Music from
Alessandro J Admeto J Riccardo
Primo, Re d'Inghilterra J Siroe J
Tolomeo
Catherine Bott, Emma Kirkby
(sops)/The Brandenburg Consort/
Goodman
Hyperion CDA 66950

(
76m 06s)

A diverting double-hander as a
follow-up to Emma Kirkby's
excellent Hyperion disc of Handel
Arias and Overtures [
CDA 66860].
That was enterprisingly planned,
and this double-hander is given an
even stronger structure by
concentrating on the operas of
1726-28 with their equally balanced
female leads, composed for the rival
sopranos Francesca Cuzzoni and
Faustina Sordoni. Kirkby takes the
roles assigned to Faustina, Bott
those of Cuzzoni, and the sequence
of recitatives, solos and duets makes
for anicely-sequenced programme.
Concentrating on the music for
these two leading ladies gives us two
points of the inevitable love-triangle
of opera seria — or rather, in most
cases, the two female points of two
interlocked triangles, since there's
almost always asecond male
somewhere enamoured of one or
other girl who doesn't love him.
Both singers are in excellent form,
the accompaniments are lively and
stylish and the recording first-rate.
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HENZE:
Symphony 9 (1997)
Berlin Rad ChIBPOIMetzmecher
EMI CDC 556 5132
(55m 35s) recorded live
Music very different from the ballet
Undine, reviewed last month:
Henze's most recent symphony (and
this recording is of the 1996 Berlin
Festival world premiere) is a
cathartic work, ' an apotheosis of
terror and grief' in which the
composer addresses his life as a
young man in Nazi Germany. In
1970 Ihad the privilege of meeting
Henze and, whilst his main
preoccupations — M.Hulot-like —
were with keeping his pipe alight
and how a decent quick lunch might
be sought in Bishopsgate, in

The music is all vintage Handel,
though much of it is unfamiliar.
Most of the operas are represented
by only a few items — abit of
pining or hoping on the part of the
relevant ancient princesses — but
the eleven tracks from Alessandro, an
underrated masterpiece of the genre,
amount to avaluable précis of the
first two acts from the female point
of view; The Brandenburg Consort
are also allowed the Overture and a
rumbustious Battle Sinfonia in which
to show off their paces. High points
here are the duet ' Placa l'aima',
whose music seems closely based on
the Recorder Sonata Op.1:7, and
Bott's haunting siciliana ' Che
tirannia d'amor', which made me
regret Janet Baker in her prime
never took the role of Lisaura.
Among the excerpts from the
other operas, special mention should
be made of the pastoral aria
'Quando non vede la cara madre'
from Riccardo Primo, delightfully
sung here by Kirkby in apreviously
unheard version, replaced before the
piece ever took the stage, scored
with apair of chalumeaux (early
clarinets) instead of oboes. A
beautifully light and liquid sound
they make, too. Altogether a
delicious collection.
Calum MacDonald
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Henze's
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conversation he quickly brought up
the subject of conscription and the
end of the war.
Written for mixed chorus and
orchestra, this seven-movt Ninth
consciously avoids any ' Odes to Joy'
and is instead concerned with a
tragic story of seven escaped
prisoners from aconcentration
camp, six of whom are crucified on
recapture. The Seventh Cross
describes the fears and trauma of the
one who finally escapes from his
Fatherland on a Dutch boat. The
set texts by Hans-Ulrich Treichel are
based upon, but do not quote
directly from, the book. They tell of:
the fearful escape; a deathly night
alone; the brutal guard's report on
the incident; the felling of the plane
tree (to make the crosses); the
suicide leap of another prisoner; a
terrifying refuge in acathedral;
rescue.
Even in translation these poems
are very moving. But the sung texts
are not at all easy to follow (to
complicate things, the booklet
displaces the opening section in
(iv)!) given the rather diffuse soundquality. The balances set by Mike
Hatch are rather distant, and the
transfer level is surprisingly low for
EMI — not that this matters. But
perhaps Henze intended something
impressionistic, in any case.
This is ahaunting score but not
all of the music is approachable. I
would suggest familiarisation with:

first, the Plane Tree, with its leaves
swishing in the sky (felled, 'We've
sawn up the sky... crucified its
shadow'); then perhaps the Report,
with its clipped vocal delivery; the
finale, with its beautiful prelude for
brass alone; and (v), the ecstatic
leap from the roof-guttering of the
artist Belloni ('I... the wounded
eagle [
shot in the knee], Spread my
wings and fly, One last time over my
only country'). Most difficult of all,
for me, was the 17m night of terror
set in the empty cathedral with
jagged organ blasts and ghostly
voices, and the breathless race and
numbing moments of sheer panic of
the discordant opening movt.
Uncomfortable listening!
Ican envisage Henze's work being
criticised, though, for its fastidious
craftsmanship, for its dreamlike,
distanced quality which unifies the
seven narratives. There's a terrible
beauty throughout, some writing
which is allusive: echoes of the Nazi
marching bands, familiar to us from
newsreel footage; clattering
antiphonal typewriters in (iii); the
sounds of air, wind and water. And
afinale which defers any sense of
hope until the last swelling and
fadeaway.
EMI deserves gratitude for
making available this recording, for
which, incidentally, Metzmacher
took no fee.

HAYDN:
Symphonies 103 & 104
La Petite Bande/Kuijken

musician since Jochum, 40 years
ago, to feel that the quiet sections of
103(iii) should be fractionally slower
that the rest of the movement.
There is also some untoward leaning
on the first four notes of the trio of
104(iv), but there remains conviction
about all of Kuijken's music-making.
Mackerras did a memorable 104
for Telarc and Ronald Thomas
performed a deeply musical version
on CRD. Haydon Clark coupled
103 & 104 on a notable Collins disc
(his 103 was very special), and
Norrington was exciting, though less
revelatory than usual, in the same
coupling for EMI. One day
Vanguard might re-release the uncut
versions of Woldike's magical
performances, but until then the new
Kuijken greatly rewards the critical
Haydn listener.

BMG DHM 05472 77362 2
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(57m 30s)

Kuijken is one of today's most
sensitive interpreters of Haydn, but
apart from a superb set of ' Paris
Symphonies' Ihave not always been
entirely convinced by the technical
quality of his Haydn recordings,
which have often understated the
brass and percussion. In Symphonies
103 and 104 this fault seems to have
been rectified; there is excellent
detail and good impact in tutti
sections. My one reservation
concerns aslight preoccupation with
first violins — for some reason they
seem surprisingly close in 104(iv).
Kuijken phrases the music in an
intriguingly natural manner. His
ability to keep the musical thought
flowing, even at a slow tempo —
and 103(ii) is certainly very broad —
is the measure of a true stylist.
Similarly, the dark mysteries of the
introduction to 103(i), which follow
an exceptionally dramatic
eponymous drum roll, are given
great intensity.
The conductor has one or two
very personal notions: notably the
slight ' comma' which he adds before
the commencement of some new
melodies: and he is the first recorded

Christopher Breunig

Antony Hodgson
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HAYDN:
Harmoniemesse J Salve Regina
Nancy Argenta (sop)/Pamela Helen
Stephen (con)/Mark Padmore (ten)/
Stephen Varcoe (bar)ICollegium
Musicum 90IHickox
Chandos CHAN 0612

(
58m 32s)

There is considerable similarity —
both in approach and sound —
between this new Richard Hickox
JUNE 1998
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wirm
clas›s
'ic
recording of the Harmoniemesse and
the recent DHM recording by
Sigiswald Kuijken (in playing time,
they are actually within 1Os of each
other). Orchestras and choirs are
similar in number, and the choral
balancing is not dissimilar. The
sopranos seem afraction more
forward here, but this is not amajor
concern.
Hickox continues to provide warm
large-scale blending of voices and
instruments, perhaps allowing a
touch more impact from the
instrumentalists than is sometimes
the case, especially in the brilliance
of the trumpets in Dona nobis pacem.
Kuijken's recording is rather more
resonant but this is tempered by his
occasional extra sharpness of
dynamics.
Imuch enjoyed the unforced
simplicity of the Collegium
Musicum soloists. In particular,
Stephen Varcoe has such crisp
diction that, however low-lying his
part, the words are always well
defined. The soloists never sound
too close yet remain clearly audible.
Hickox makes the music warm
and comforting, by which Imean
that his flair for stressing the
lyricism of the choral lines is avery
special talent. He takes asimilarly
full-scale view of the slighter, 40year-earlier Salve Regina. Only one
soloist is required in this work, and
Nancy Argenta is ideally gentle and
sensitive in this role.
This is abeautiful disc, colourful
in sound and sensitive in
interpretation. Do not underestimate
the Kuijken version, however —
some may be attracted to his more
striking coupling, avivid
performance of the Te Deum.
Antony Hodgson

Richard
Hickox: Haydn
choral works
with Collegium
musicum 90
Hickox
makes the
music warm
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comforting,
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lines is a
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MEDTN ER:
Piano Concerto 2 -IPiano Quintet
Konstantin Scherbakov (pno)I
Moscow SOlGolovschin
Naxos 8.553390

(
62m 54s)

It can be argued that Medtner's Cminor Second Concerto, dedicated
to his close friend Rachmaninov,
resembles his compatriot's romantic
outpourings in part. Certainly the
middle Romanza movement with its
lyrical line and sudden dynamic

transformation to an Agitato central
section, is afamigar Rachmaninov
trait, but that is as far as it goes. As
Ihave previously pointed out,
Medtner's style of composition is
more classically restrained, with
textures tightened before materials
are allowed to blossom fully at the
height of argument. He closely
involves piano and orchestra as a
consistent unity, and Scherbakov and
Golovschin are even more successful
than Demidenko and Maksymiuk
[Hyperion] in coping with the
composer's stilted, dotted rhythms in
the two outside movements, and
containing their ardency in a
balanced presentation of the highly
melodic Andante con moto (
ii).
The Concerto ends triumphantly
in C-major, and it was asplendid
idea to couple this mature work with
achamber composition that Medtner
began 23 years before, in 1903, but
didn't complete until 1948.
Outwardly, it leans towards Brahms,
although the thematic concentration
suggests Beethoven's instrumental
interplay of motives, all combined
and worked out logically with
satisfying and exciting end results.
Certainly Scherbakov persuades his
colleagues — Danel, Tedla, Bourová
and Podhoransky — who, Iassume,
are section leaders of the Moscow
Symphony, to enjoy the music to the
full.
Recording balance is admirable,
throughout, but Iwish that Naxos
would increase their transfer levels to
correspond with those made by
British producers/engineers.
Bill Newman

1* A
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MEDTNER:
Eight Mood Pictures J Etude ' of
medium difficulty' J Three
Improvisations J Improvisation
Op.31:1 J Three Hymns to Work J
Three Nouvelles
Geoffrey Tozer (pno)
Geoffrey
Tozer: pia lo
works by
Medtner
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Chandos CHAN 9498

(
70m IIs)

When asked what they are taking
into their repertoire after
Rachmaninov, several pianists Ihave

talked to name the solo works of
Scriabin; few go for Medtner (too
introverted). He lived as arecluse in
Golder's Green for the last half of
his life, with only Walter Legge,
with his Medtner Society on HMV,
having the courage to promote his
music. Whereas Rachmaninov
experienced problems in writing his
Piano Sonata 2, telling Cyril Smith
'not to bother learning it, it's not
good!', Medtner had no such
troubles, turning out several.
The music on this disc is on a
smaller scale, but when considering
the variety of palette in the early
Mood Pictures you find adexterity to
the piano writing, acomplete
freedom of expression and
emotions, and arange from
'impetuous', to ' humorous' (with a
perky polonaise figure as its central
argument: No.n) leading on to
'gracious' at the close, No.8, with
its 'valse' rhythm, giving the
pianist's fingers marvellous things to
do. The three Improvisations were
probably intended for fellow
students (as well as the composer)
m exercise their talents, but the
solitary Improvisation, Medtner's
Op.31:1, goes from the top to the
bottom of the keyboard in real
virtuoso style. The other groups of
pieces, under their generic headings,
contrast ideas and subjects with
aplomb.
Geofrey Tozer's playing does full
justice to what shouldn't be
neglected repertoire. Chandos's
recording is of their usual high
standard.
Bill Newman
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PROKOF1 EV:
Violin Concerto 1 J Visions
fugitives 1-6, 8-16 (arr. Barshai)
J Symphony 1 'Classical'
Rya Grubert (vIn)1Moscow COI
Orbelian
Chandos CHAN 9618

(54m)

In his note, David Nice establishes
the link between these pieces
(1917), yet this programme tends to
fall between different stools. Ideally
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classica
one wants both violin concertos on
one disc; the strings transcription
from Prokofiev's 20 studies for piano
(first recorded for EMI in 1962,
when the Moscow CO under its
founder, Rudolf Barshai, came to
the Bath Festival) is faintly esoteric;
and most collectors will already have
a ' Classical Symphony'. Yet for me
it was Orbelian's highly individual
reading of that popular work which
tipped the balance in favour of this
Russian-produced disc. (The
orchestra's present Music Director is
a San Franciscan; the solo violinist
has won prizes at Helsinki, Genoa
and Moscow.)
Playing is good in the
epigrammatic ' fugitive visions' where
`whole worlds change endlessly... in
playful rainbow colours' [Konstantin
Belmont], and Orbelian provides a
Sergei
valid option; he delivers the pieces
in aheavier style than Barshai's Rachmaninov
eg, 12 Assai moderato and 14 feroce
— but, candidly, this version is no
real match for the subtlety and
vivacity of the original. Nor is the
sound as beguiling as on the EMI
analogue LP.
Two recordings in particular,
Szigeti/Beecham and Milstein/
Giulini, establish that lyricism is the
truest path to the heart of the First

RACHMANINOV:
Symphonic Dances _1The Isle of
the Dead _IThe Rock
Royal Stockholm Philharmonic/Davis
Finlandia 0630 19091 2

(
70m 39s)

This respectably-played and
conducted performance of the
Symphonic Dances reminds us just
how much of Rachmaninov's
orchestral swansong needs to be
searched out between the lines —
one of the supreme tests, it seems to
me the more Ihear it, of creative
conducting. Andrew Davis's is
hardly that.
Careful though he is with string
articulation and woodwind phrasing,
which sensitive engineering in
Stockholm's Concert Hall so subtly
and naturally captures, the square
cut of the opening dance rather
ominously announces business as
usual. There's adiscreet nostalgia
about the central saxophone solo,
yearning for mother Russia, but
certainly not enough feeling for the
ultimate C-major resolution of the
movement, quoting the First
Symphony — all the more
underlined when Davis opts, as
Rachmaninov in his score and frontrunners Ormandy and Jârvi do not,
for a rit, into it. Davis's second-movt
Arnold BOcklin's
painting The Isle
of the Dead. It
was said that
Rachmaninov's

Archiv für Kunst und Geschichte

original inspiration
came from a black
and white
reproduction, and
that he disliked the
painting when he
saw the original

Concerto. Grubert is a steelier
violinist, and he and Orbelian
underline the spikiness and
grotesqueries a little more than I
would have wished. Even so, this is
fully competitive with other similarly
extravert accounts. (Incidentally,
there's avery good live recording
with Leonid Kogan on Revelation.)
With a finely pointed first-movt,
the sweet dreams of (ii) contrasted
with awide-awake, perkily voiced
(iii), and a finale to match the
pacing of Fricsay's, Ancerl's or
Kondrashin's, Orbelian's Classical
Symphony is, one suspects, much as
Beecham might have made it sound
— not least in the magical
diminuendo closing (iii). The State
Recording Studio acoustic is a little
too lively, but not too detrimentally.
Christopher Breunig
A- B:1/2/1* 0
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waltz misses the point, as
'enchanting' and ' elegant' as the
annotator claims it be, with hardly a
hint of the danse macabre that Járvi,
with astonishing licence and rubato
writ large, more appropriately makes
of it. The finale, which should rise
to the greatest heights, most notably
shies away both from the cry of pain
at the heart of the movement and
the vitality needed for the final
battle of Dies Iraes and Alleluias
(clearly from Rachmaninov's own
Vespers, not just ' a theme
reminiscent of Russian liturgical
music' as the note claims).
As the works on the disc decrease
in order of importance, though not
intensity, the interpretations
improve. The Isle of the Dead,
banner-headlined on the booklet
cover, shows considerable mastery of
balance, woodwind solos glinting
through thicker textures, though
climaxes — more massive this time

EVIEWS

— still lack the last inch of breadth
(compare Litton or Previn). Not so
the sudden, Pathétiquestyle
denouement of The Rock, superbly
weighted in the bass and all the
more shocking since Davis deals so
well with the airy, Rimskyan fantasy
of the score up to that point.
Tchaikovsky lived just long enough
to be impressed by the young
Rachmaninov's first little
masterpiece, and this performance
makes you understand why.
David Nice
A-10: 2-3/1-2/1(1

J

ROSSINI (ARR. LISZT):
Soirées musicales _IWilliam Tell overture
pno)
Kernel Gekic (
Naxos 8.553961

(
69m ¡ Ss)

The themes from Rossini's Soirées
musicales are better-known today
from the ballet scores by Britten
(Soirées and Matinées musicales) and
Respighi (
Fantastic Toyshop,
Rossiniana) than the original ariettas
and duets — or, indeed, from Liszt's
transcriptions of 1837. By that time
he had also completed two Grand
Fantasies, based on four of the 12
songs: these will undoubtedly follow
in Naxos's projected complete Liszt
piano music series. It would be
wrong to expect here the same
frothy sort of entertainment
provided by the later orchestral
concoctions: Liszt's arrangements
are more serious, more complex
studies, for all their virtuoso
demands. They are engagingly
performed by a Yugoslav artist, now
36, who in two major competitions
— Warsaw Chopin 1985, Montreal
International 1988 — captured the
hearts of his audiences but not the
juries'. He's apianist with acertain
flamboyance, and though he
sometimes pulls the music around
he evidently knows just when to
stop. He is at his most exciting in
the ' Storm' section of the overture
transcription. The instrument is a
Hamburg Steinway; the Budapest
Conservatory recording is good, but
it needs to be played at agenerous
level to avoid a shallow, washy
sound.
Another Naxos premium quality
production at budget price.
Christopher Breunig

A-B:1 A

SCHUBERT:
Complete String Quartets Vol.2
Autyn Qt
CPO 999 410-2

(
3CDs, I86m I9s)

The Auryn Quartet is awellestablished German group, hardly
known in the UK; but on this
evidence the loss has been ours.
They are very good indeed, and the
CPO recorded quality is of apiece
with the playing: clean and clear, if
73

Teldec 0630 13144 2
(2CDs, 128m 04s) recorded live
Something of a landmark recording
this, assuming that you are not
averse to aMendelssohnian clarity
of texture, relatively small-scale
choral and orchestral forces, and
don't expect from Harnoncourt
(even ' live', as here) the sort of
heart-stopping moments that a more
overtly affectionate approach might
bring. There may be those who
would prefer the more traditional
approach of the version under Gerd
Albrecht on Orfeo, also recorded
live ( 1992), although if you want to
be convinced once and for all that
Genoveva actually works as apiece
of music theatre then this new
recording is definitely the one to
have.
Much maligned at its premiere in
1850, the opera revolves around
Genoveva, who during her
husband's crusading absence is
falsely accused of adultery by the
lustful Golo and the conniving

sorceress Margaretha. On her
husband's return, Genoveva is saved
from execution just in the nick of
time as the truth eventually comes
out. The critics had expected a
classic from the composer who was
then considered Germany's greatest
musically creative talent. In the
event, the somewhat unexciting plot
and Schumann's refusal to toe the
contemporary line with plenty of setpiece arias and cheap melodramatics
resulted in his being unfavourably
compared to the two reigning
German kings of opera: Wagner and
Meyerbeer.
There is something hauntingly
claustrophobic about the piece
which puts it more in line with
20th-century psychological
melodrama then 19th-century grand
opera, a point which is clearly not
lost on Harnoncourt, whose
treatment at times borders on the
verge of chamber-opera intimacy.
Played like this, one can clearly
imagine the likes of Janacek,
Schoenberg, Britten, et al, just
waiting in the wings. Indeed
Genoveva stands apart from the
mainstream in much the same way
as does Beethoven's Fidelio — there
is agenuine symphonic sweep and
motivic integration which gives the
work an unusual degree of purely
musical coherence.
With aparticularly strong team of
soloists and near-immaculate
contribution from the Arnold
Schoenberg Choir and the everreliable Chamber Orchestra of
Europe, complemented by a
commendably balanced (if a shade
under-ventilated) recording, this new
Harnoncourt sets the standard
against which any future versions
will have to be judged. [
Masur's
1978 Leipzig recording, with an
excellent cast, has been reissued on
Berlin Classics 0020562, 2CDs — to
be reviewed. Mus Ed]
Julian Haylock

somewhat over-resonant for the
small, intimate scale appropriate to
the early works. Ihave not heard the
first volume; so pleasing is this
second and final one that Ilook
forward keenly to making good the
omission.
The ten works included on these
discs range in date from Schubert's
earliest attempts in 1810/11 on to
the final G-major Quartet of 1826.
Apart from the great last quartet and
the famous C-minor movement of
1820, the emphasis is on the works
of the early years, 1811-13. The
Auryns have just the right touch
here: they are fully aware of the
brilliant conventionality of much of
the writing, decline to make
exaggerated claims for it, yet
appreciate the sturdiness of the
outer movements of, for instance,
74

A:1 0

the first B-flat work, and produce a
winning lightness for its trio. Similar
qualities mark their interpretation of
the G-minor work, D18. In D173,
in the same key, they are well aware
of the advance in scale, and again
the response is just right: fresh and
natural. Moving on to Schubert's
maturity, they strike an ideal balance
between lyricism and drama in the
Quartettsatz with playing that is
responsive and finely poised.
The G-major Quartet is given
with due weight and emotional
commitment, though the loss of the
first-movt repeat does reduce its
heroic scale. The finale is admirably
fleet of foot, and throughout one
senses the insight and commitment
of this fine team.
Peter Branscombe

A:1*- 1

SCHUBERT:
Sonata in a, D845 J Four
Impromptus D935
Paolo Giacometti (f-pno)
Chanel Classics CCS 10697

III

(
75m 11s)

There is awelcome and increasingly
widespread concern to present
Schubert's piano music on
instruments that would have been
familiar to him. So it is with Paolo
Giacometti's choice of a fonepiano
by Salvatore Lagrassa of 1815 —
not that Ihave been able to discover
anything about the maker. It is an
unusually rich-toned and resonant
instrument, and under Giacometti's
hands it sparkles, thunders and
whispers most engagingly. He is a
young prizewinner in important
international competitions, and on
this evidence is equally at home on a
period instrument.
Neither of the works is rare on
record; they go well together, with
the big Sonata of spring 1825 nicely
set off by the second set of Four
Impromptus, which dates from
December 1827. This is big, exciting
playing, with sensitivity and a light,
singing touch in the many poetic
passages. The documentation is
inadequate, and the recording shows
signs of having been made with the
microphone just abit too close to
the instrument, so that in loud
passages some edginess enters the
otherwise clear and even-textured
tone. But this is asmall price to pay
for agenerous and thoughtful
programme, finely realised.
Peter Branscombe

B:1 0

SCHUBERT:
Voices in the Night - choral works
Monteverdi Ch, et all Gardiner
Philips 454 428-2

(
72m 07s)

Here is avery welcome addition to
the slightly disappointing record
companies' celebrations of the
Schubert Year. The partsongs are
under-performed and underappreciated, and this generous
selection of amixed dozen should
help their cause materially. John
Eliot Gardiner's patronage, coupled
with the renown of his choir, should
see to it that this recording reaches
audiences who might not normally
be drawn to try the repertoire. They
will surely not be disappointed: the
range and variety of the programme
chosen are remarkable, and the
performances are outstanding, with
committed choral singing, lively and
insightful direction, and expert
contributions from the various
instrumentalists involved: a quartet
of horns in ` Nachtgesang im Walde',
a low-voiced string quintet in
`Gesang der Geister', and Malcolm
Bilson at the fortepiano for the
seven pieces that call for a keyboard
accompaniment. Several of the items
require vocal soloists in addition to
choir. In this respect the choice is
»NE 1998
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SCHUMANN:
Genoveva
Gilfly1Oliver WidmerlZiesaklArnold
Schoenberg ChICOE1Harnoncourt

clq&sicallM
i
MI
not uniformly successful, though
Lynette Alcantara is outstandingly
perceptive and warm-voiced in
`Standchen'.
The recording initially struck me
as abit distant, and the dynamic
range seems unnaturally broad.
Notes and full texts are provided.
Peter Branscombe

A-B:1 0

SIBELIUS:
Kullervo J Symphony 7 J
Rakastava J En Saga
Martinpelto (sop)IFredriksson (bar)!
ISO & Ch/Davis
RCA 09026 68312-2

(
2CDs, 137m 50s)

We have now reached the final
instalment in Sir Colin Davis's
rapturously acclaimed (though not
by me, Imust confess) Sibelius cycle
with the LSO. It includes the
ambitious, youthful Kulleroo — a
work that, on CD, at any rate, has
deservedly come in from the cold in
recent years.
So broad is Davis's conception —
at 81m it is over 5m longer than
Segerstam's leisurely interpretation
on Chandos — that it spreads onto
a second disc. On the whole, Davis's
direction evinces a likeable dignity,
poetry and sensitivity, not to
mention a certain epic, Brucknerian
majesty, which undoubtedly satisfy.
But the LSO simply don't sound as
fully inside this score as do either
the Helsinki PO or Finnish RSO for
Berglund and Saraste respectively

The

the enthusiastic contribution of the
LS Chorus lacks the brooding
presence and tremendous focus of,
for example, Berglund's combined
Finnish and Estonian choirs. The
recording is ripe and true, though
not without an occasional hint of
strain in some of Sibelius's more
refulgent tuttis.
Davis set down memorable
Boston SO versions of both the
Seventh Symphony and En Saga
(this still awaiting CD transfer) for
Philips. Iwish Icould hail these
newcomers as their equals. That
analogue Seventh remains one of the
finest accounts we've had since
Koussevitzky's electrifying BBC SO
concert performance from 1933. By
its side, this digital re-make lacks
something in grip and intensity (the
opening Adagio section tends to
hang fire somewhat), with gear
changes not as seamlessly organic as
before. Nor do the LSO strings
command the tonal lustre and
wonderful unanimity of their Boston
counterparts. Fascinatingly (and just
as in Sir Colin's earlier version),
those screaming fortissimo winds at

ambitious,
youthful
Kullervo has
deservedly
come in
from the
cold in
recent years

Sir Colin Davis: a disappointing
conclusion to his Sibelius symphony

photo: Ricard HaughtonIBMG

cycle on RCA

(to say nothing of Segerstam's hardworking Danish RSO and the superdisciplined LAPO for Salonen).
True, the LSO brass have a fieldday, but string-tone is both less
homogeneous and weedier than one
might,have expected. More
disconcertingly, tensions grow slack
from (iii), ` Kullervo and his Sister',
onwards; in this marvellous middle
tableau both Berglund and
Segerstam are far more convincing
in their vivid sense of drama and
gripping narrative flair.
Davis's soloists sing with
admirable character (though
Fredriksson is no Hynninen), but
11141 NEWS S RECORD REVIEW
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12m 54s and 12m 58s are almost
entirely submerged (the two flutes at
this point having changed to
piccolos — so you should certainly
be able to hear them!).
En Saga, too, rather
underwhelms, being short on
atmosphere and long-term grip.
There's also a spectacular misread
from trumpets and trombones at 3m
38s, whose forte chord is delivered a
quaver later than marked, thus
entirely scuppering Sibelius's
intended effect (almost immediately
echoed in the violas' main theme,
this syncopated rhythmic motif
assumes avital role in the
remainder).
Rakastava fares best, receiving a
reading of big-boned, luscious
fervour, quite different from the
usual ' intimate' manner in this
poignant score. However, ' Good
Evening... Farewell!', is surely
dragged out too much for comfort:
Sir Colin takes nearly 8m over it, at
least 21
/m longer than any rival
2

version on my shelves. (Further,
there was a curious momentary
disturbance at 4m 49s in this same
track.) Approach with caution, I'd
say.
Andrew Achenbach

A-B:2-3 0

R STRAUSS:
Deutsche Motetten -.1An den baum
Daphnel J Der Abend J Hymne J
Die Gottin in Putzzimmer J Three
choruses for men's voices, Op.45
BBC Singersl'Choristers of King's
College, CambridgelCleobuiy
Collins Classics 14952

(
71m ils)

The incredible complexity of
Strauss's major a cappella choral
works, with their extended vocal
ranges and division into anything up
to twenty parts, makes them ideal
candidates for atruly professional
choir such as the BBC Singers.
Indeed, their stylish phrasing, fullblooded fortissimos (especially
impressive from the middle voices)
and lightness of touch when
required set them apart from your
average team of jobbing choristers.
But Iwonder if Collins and Radio
3, who share the credit for this
recording, haven't overstretched
them in demanding they take on the
solos as well. The ultimate glory of
the settings, the overwhelming
Deutsche Motene, really needs
professional soloists, not just capable
singers from the main body of the
choir, and bravely as soprano Alison
Smart goes for her top D-flats, you
can tell she'd never sing Daphne or
the Countess in Capriccio; the part
demands no less and gets it from
Tina Kiberg on a rival Chandos
issue featuring Danish forces
(generally brighter both here and in
An den &sum Daphne).
If Collins had stretched here to a
soprano of the calibre of Janice
Watson or Felicity Lott, then the
alternative Daphne apotheosis —
reworked from the original choral
ending to the opera, which Strauss
wisely replaced with the even more
sublime orchestral epilogue — could
also have been graced with aperfect
final rendering of Daphne's
naturthema. As it is, King's College
treble Edward Saklatvala has a
distinctly fusty echo from a BBC
Singers soprano. Nor is the
collective top line as free in the
miracle of Daphne's transformation
as its Danish counterparts. Best are
the comparatively straightforward
male choruses — the only items not
featured on the Chandos
compilation — and the first, most
glowing of the Two Songs, '
Der
Abend'. The reverberations of All
Saint's Tooting suit the quasireligious settings but not the radiant
jeu d'esprit of Die Gottin in
Putzzimmer, which needs a tighter
focus.
David Nice

A:2/1 0
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VAUGHAN WILLIAMS:
Symphony 3 Pastoral
Symphony 4
LPOIHaitink
EMI CDC 556 5642

(72,0

Of that other Pastoral symphony,
Basil Lam wrote memorably 'For
Beethoven to visit the country was
to enter the Garden of Eden'. Alas,
for Vaughan Williams, writing his
Pastoral just over acentury later, the
Garden was ravaged by War. Not
for him jolly peasants in muddy
boots merrymaking, only a lone girl
singing in the far distance, as though
lamenting lost innocence. One can
easily imagine VW gently and
compassionately laying to rest the
ghosts of fallen comrades and
friends in this symphony. The mood
is mostly quiet and introspective, the
landscape very much an interior one.
Wilfred Mellers, in his book
Vaughan Williams and the Vision of
Albion, cites the Fifth Symphony as
VW's supreme masterpiece. A fine
choice of course. But for me, the
luminous humanity of the Pastoral
symphony puts it in an even higher
category. Bernard Haitink's new
performance is rapt, unhurried,
unfolding gently but firmly with
calm and dignity. He paces the
music sensitively, capturing its
timeless beauty without stooping to
crop every flower by the wayside.
The orchestra plays superbly —
absolutely at one with Haitink's
interpretation — and the use of a
natural trumpet and natural horn in
the slow movement is a measure of
his care over detail.
The Fourth Symphony stands in
sharp contrast and is perhaps an
inappropriate (though popular)
coupling. Its snarlingly aggressive
start certainly makes you jump after
the peaceful close of the earlier
work. Perhaps Haitink might have
coaxed abit more venom from the
London Philharmonic, but his
account of this angry work is always
musical and intelligent, and he gets
plenty of spring into VW's tricky
cross-rhythms.
EMI's recording is spacious and
natural, setting the orchestra in a
warm acoustic that gives climaxes
plenty of room to expand. Dynamic
range is wide but perspectives are
always true, and only the presence
of a little low frequency rumble calls
for criticism.
_lathes M Hughes
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he third and most interesting
series in EMI's midpriced
Karajan Edition is concerned
with his Philharmonia recordings
from 1949 to 1960: ten discs, largely
mono, containing some material new
to CD and two short items ( Boris
Christoff in aGounod aria, and
lm 53s of Bartok rehearsals) never
released before.
Walter Gieseking is the soloist in
Schumann's piano concerto, the
Grieg and Franck's Symphonic
Variations [
CDM 566 (prefix for all)
5972, 75m 28s, rec.1953/51) and
Beethoven 4 & 5 [ 6042, 69m 54s,
rec.1951]. Widely admired in its
day, the Fourth finds Gieseking at
his most eloquent: a pity Karajan
contrives so obvious adescrescendo
from a coarse if in (ii), up to the
first pizzicato. The ` Emperor' slow
movt is wonderful too (in his other
well-known prewar, wartime and
1955/Galliera recordings he's more
superficial); but the sound quality in
(iii) is less good than the rest. At the
end of his life Gieseking made some
disappointing LPs, but in the three
romantic works for piano and
orchestra he's phenomenally good —
almost too sophisticated for poor
Schumann: Gieseking and Karajan
seem determined to match whatever
one or the other proposes. In the
Franck, just as you begin to think
Gieseking finds it all too easy, he
suddenly touches a real nerve with
the sudden beauty of a turn of
phrase. These performances
constitute a real find.
Berlioz is featured in
Karajan's first recording
of the Symphonie
fantastique coupled with
the concert overture
Roman Carnival, the
`Hungarian March'
from Damnation of
Faust and the Trojans
`Royal Hunt and
Storm', chorus
uncredited, all three
stereo [ 5982, 78nt 56s,
rec.1954/58/59]. I've
praised the little-known
Trojans excerpt before;
Roman Carnival isn't
the common slapdash
affair but full of
thoughtfully shaped
details. I've also noted
how the movt-timings
in the Symphonie vary
no more than 12s in
the 1974 Berlin remake.

Sibelius symphonies
But Sibelius is the symphonist
principally represented: three discs,
with the Fifth duplicated. The
earlier recording — where some
unavoidable master- tape flutter is
noted — is with the Fourth and
Finlandia [
6002, 78m 23s,
rec.1951-2/53/52]; the stereo remake
comes with the Second [ 5992, 77m
04s, rec.1960]; and the Sixth,
Seventh and Tapiola [
6022, 73m 22s,
rec.1955/53] complete all of
Karajan's pre- Berlin Sibelius, apart
from a 1958 Valse Triste and a 1959
Finlandia. (
He was to leave the Eminor until 1981 and he never
recorded the Third Symphony.)
Karajan's first Berlin recordings of
4, 5 are regarded as his finest of all,
yet Iwas impressed by the power of
the earliest Fifth, masterly in its
tempo transitions. The two openings
offer fascinating contrasts: the mono
is warmer, notably in the opening
horn call ( Dennis Brain?), yet so
much more seems to be going on at
the same time in the later one, with
a more refined Philharmonia
Orchestra. This isn't just a question
of stereo separation; but Iwas
reminded of a memorable comment
by William Mann, who once wrote
in Audio & Record Review that
Karajan ` froze' in symphonic music.
Get both discs and you'll
understand what he meant.
Although not new to CD,
Britten's Frank Bridge Variations,
Vaughan Williams's Tallis Fantasy
and Stravinsky's jeu de cartes are
Karajan's only recordings of this
repertoire [
6012, 65m 12s,
rec.1953/52]; regrettably, there was
no more English music to come
except Hoist's Planets. The same
applies to Balakirev's Symphony 1*
and Roussel's Fourth • [ 5952, 67m
16s, rec.1949]. Karajan's Britten is
rather individual, with some
spacious tempi where others go for
urgency. But it all gels together.
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Bartok rehearsal
Re-edited from all the original
takes— thereby adding 17s to (i) —
Karajan's 1949 Bartok Music for
strings, percussion and celesta* must
have been one of the earliest 78rpm
sets; with it is Concerto for Orchestra,
recorded piece-meal ( 1951, 52 &
53) and just the Intermezzo from
Kodaly's Haiy Janos Suite, rec.1954
[5962, 74m 32s]. The tantalising
snatch of rehearsal — even at 41
Karajan had that gravelly, old man's
voice! — suggests in its tensions that
it was a hard battle to get MSPC
right.
Lastly, there are opera arias with
Christoff, overtures/preludes,
intermezzi and other popular
orchestral excerpts from works by
Gounod, Leoncavallo, Mascagni,
Mussorgsky, Offenbach, Ponchielli,
Puccini and Verdi [
6032, 76m 43s,
rec.1949/54/551.
Fourteen of these recordings
appeared in two 4CD packs just
after Karajan died ( 1989). Whereas
Iwas extremely critical of the
remastering work done on the Berlin
and VP0 material, these new
transfers (all from sessions held at
Kingsway Hall), shared by three
EMI engineers, are highly
satisfactory, with some sensitive
work by Simon Gibson in particular.
Ithought the earlier Berlioz
symphony transfer a little more
natural; and Ifound that the
opening note of the Bartok Concerto
finale is clipped if separately
accessed. B-C/H:1 Li

F

ritz Reiner dominates the latest
batch of ' Living Stereo' reissues
on RCA: his Chicago tenure
commands wider respect amongst
collectors today than that of the late
Sir Georg Solti, yet many of his
recordings were first released here
on the midpriced ` Victrola' LP label.
This is in part due to the arrival of a
decent biography, audiophile interest
sparked by the remastered Classic
Records LPs, and the late Jack
Pfeiffer's work on CD reissues which
superseded earlier transfers. RCA
has even produced aslipcased
edition, ` Fritz Reiner conducts
Richard Strauss' [
09026 (
prefix for
all) 68635 2, 5CDs, 338m 27s,
rec.1954-62], re-packaging the
symphonic poems Ein Heldenleben,
Don Juan and Also sprach Zarathustra
(two recordings), Don Quixote with
Janigro, the Rosenkavalier Waltzes,
the Bourgeois gentilhomme Suite, the
Burleske with Janis, and scenes from
Elektra and Salome — Reiner made
his Met debut with the opera in
1949 — with Inge Borkh et al.
Georges Regnault's mid- 19thcentury painting of Salome makes a
curiously erotic CD cover here.
B-C/:1*/1 E
These dramatic excerpts are
separately available [
68636 2, 67m
Ois, rec.1954-56] as are Symphonia
domestica with the Bourgeois
NI.F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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'Legge secured
sponsorship
from the
Maharajah of
Mysore for
these recordings

Karajan
working with
EMI producer
Walter Legge.
Facing page:
Karajan,
recording at

gentilhomme [
68637 2, 73m 56s,
rec.1956], and the 1962 Zarathustra,
Burleske and Reiner's own
Rosenkavalier arrangements [
68638 2,
62ni 44s, rec.1957/62]. It's hard to
credit the 1954 date given for
'
Dance of the Seven Veils' on the
Borkh disc: the sound is remarkable!
Ihave asoft spot for this later
Zarathustra, a planned 'hi-fi
spectacular' (Mobile Fidelity made a
half-speed remastered LP of it) with
the ' Night Wanderer' bell lifted 8ft
above the stage. The new transfer is
much better than RCA's 1988
'Papillon' one.
Describing the cover design as like
an advertisement for baby blankets,
Noel Goodwin greeted the 1958
release of the Domestic Symphony as
an ' eight cylinder affair'; like most
critics here, he preferred the
mellower sounds of a European

orchestra, and Reiner's version had
but two very short stays in the LP
catalogue (Szell's tended to hold
sway instead). Iwouldn't agree with
Goodwin's verdict, for what is
unexpected here is Reiner's
extremely light and affectionate
touch. The preparation is faultless.

Kingsway Hall

Rubinstein, Gilds and Van Cliburn

with the

Reiner accompanies Emil Gilds in
the Tchaikovsky First Concerto, plus
40m of Nutcracker excerpts, far more
than the familiar Suite [
68530 2,
73m 55s, rec.1955/59], Van Clibum
in the Brahms B-flat Concerto,
recoupled with MacDowell's Piano
Concerto 2, with the CSO's
associate conductor (and Reiner's
former pupil) Walter Hendl [
68480
2, 74m 48s, rec.1961/60], and Artur
Rubinstein in Rachmaninov's
Paganini Rhapsody [
68886 2, 59m
28s, rec.1956]. This CD has Falla's
Nights in the Gardens of Spain (
San
Francisco/Jordan, 1957) and
Chopin's Andante spianato and
Grande Polonaise (
Symphony of the
Air/Wallenstein, 1958). There's
more Van Clibum: his first solo
collection ' My Favourite Chopin' —
Polonaise Op.53, Nocturne Op.62:1,
Fantasie Op.49, Scherzo 3, Ballade 3,
Waltz Op.64:2, and Etudes
Opp.25:11 'Winter Wind' and 10:3
[68813 2, 52m 44s, rec.1961]. But

Phi lhormonia

Reiner and Gilds recording the
Tchaikovsky First Concerto in 1955
where's the Rachmaninov Third
Concerto ' live' with Kondrashin, or
the Barber Sonata, still not on CD?
The reproduced session report
from 1955 stresses the rapport
Reiner shared with the 39-year-old
Soviet visiting artist (doubtless
prompted in part by the political
rapprochement). But that's what I
don't get from this Tchaikovsky
First: Reiner's accompaniments are
too unyielding to Gilels's bursts for
freedom (at times the orchestra can
scarcely keep up), and even the
middle section of (ii) is stifled.
Despite this, the CD must be
urgently recommended for the
thrilling account of the Nutcracker
music; this time, it's Reiner who sets
some breakneck tempi, but the CSO
brings it off with abandon. The
sound is good, too. C:2 B:1(*) Li
Even if the sound is variable, the
Rubinstein/Reiner Paganini Rhapsody
has few musical rivals, a glittering
account with the pianist and
orchestra matched in virtuoso
panache. Excellent couplings, too. It
goes without saying that this pianist
is in his element in Chopin; and
how much better this early stereo
account of the Falla is than
Rubinstein's later RCA with
Ormandy. On this evidence, Enrique
Jorda was an underrated figure.
C/B:1*/1
Van Clibum is unmatched in the
thickly Germanic MacDowell
concerto — a remarkable piece for a
young composer (he was 24) — but
he slogs his way through the
Brahms. With Rubinstein/Krips,
Gilels/Reiner and Richter/Leinsdorf
already in the RCA catalogue, one
wonders why they published this
cumbersome, coarsely balanced
recording at all. Brahmsians will
recoil from some of the phrasing in
(i). C:1 B-C:3
Ihave problems with the Chopin,
too, billed here as ' a loving tribute...
a moving exhibition of [
his] affinity
with the Romantic master'. Van
Clibum's playing is always cleantextured — that is his principal
virtue — and when he's
straightforward the performances are
acceptable, if somewhat ploddingly
obvious. However, when he begins
to ' interpret', his Chopin becomes
amateurishly contrived and
embarrassingly bereft of true
insights. (Try the Waltz in C-sharpminor!) As it happens, the piano
sound has been marvellously
refurbished. A:3 I:
77

post-punk feedback guitar, a
cunning confection of ambient
effects and improv angles. Together,
they create 'events': recite poetry,
stop and start. When they get going,
it's awesome: Hooker's drums are
convincingly portentous and totally
his own, amajestic thunder. Gianni
Gebbia contributes sax and Jim
O'Rourke Farfisa organ; they're
cognisant of the Last-Exit territory,
but it remains the leaders' show. If
Ranaldo and Hooker focused their
approach Blood-Ulmer-style, they
could produce a classic. As work-inprogress, though, this has
breathtaking moments.

Reviews by Ben Watson

DONALD BYRD & PEPPER
ADAMS
MOTOR CITY SCENE
GNARLY CDGR167

e
DONALD DYNE, It

crircsFit

PC PrErt Ann.'s

ICITV

cmraE

(45m)

A date recorded in New York City
in 1960. Byrd's lyrical trumpet and
Adams's trenchant baritone entwine
over intricate bop arrangements.
Kenny Burrell on guitar; Tommy
Flanagan on piano; Paul Chambers
on bass; a ' Hey' Lewis — surely a
moonlighting Mel — on drums. The
set comprises ` Star Dust', neat
arrangements of Erroll Gamer's
`Trio' and Thad Jones's ` Bitty
Ditty', plus two Adams originals.
Echoey, sombre sound; an Ohio
DJ's jivey sleevenotes; and ahip
cartoon on the cover. Great!
A:1 0
CHARLES EARLAND
BLOWING THE BLUES AWAY
HIGH NOTE 1107010

(
52m 2(h)

Zestful recording by the deacon of
the Elder Reginald D Taylor's New
Hope In Jesus Baptist Church, in
Tinley Park, Illinois — otherwise
known as Charles Earland,
Philadelphia-born Hammond
supremo. He started out on tenor at
age 17, but switched instruments
because his leader — none other
than Jimmy McGriff — was getting
all the attention. Soul jazz
sandwiched between two Horace
Silver numbers, with covers of Anita
Baker, the Isley Brothers and Herbie
Hancock's ' Dolphin Dance'. The set
verges on supper-club schmaltz, but
wins through because of intimate
dynamics, deep swing and
undisguised warmth. Soundman
Rudy Van Gelder achieves a lush
and detailed mix (of course).
Gorgeous.
A:1 O

A:1 0
William Hooker
convincingly
portentous

excitement by playing against
'Hair' was
Eisenbeil's swing, abetting his ' out'
Broadway
moments with delicious hints. Both
catching up
Eisenbeil and altoist Rob Brown
with the
understand that affecting melody has
nothing to do with obedience to barhippies,
lines — a device, after all, designed
selling
to co-ordinate symphonic forces —
protest and
and this makes their phrasing
nudity to
exceptionally organic: Brown's plaint
on `The Flapper' is simply
suburban
devastating. Here freedom is spice to
voyeurs, so
the tradition rather than dogma, and
it is piquant
the music scintillates.
to hear
Atl O
Kessel

VERVE 214537750

(
73m 42s)

Cimp Records is ahaven for clichédefying, groovy players. Producer
Bob Rusch encourages risk, and this
gives his hotter groups just the edge
needed. Bruce Eisenbeil plays
nagging, swinging guitar like
someone out of Omette's Prime
Time. Drummer Lou Grassi stokes
78

MOR at
(39m 27s)

Lounge piano from the man who
took his R&B background in tow
when he comped for Lockjaw, Miles
and Trane. Kenny Burrell (guitar),
Paul Chambers (bass) and Jimmy
Cobb (drums) provide impeccable
support. ' Elite Edition of 6000', it
says on the sticker — we're not told
how many a Plebs Edition would
run to. Dig the rhumba on ' South
Seas'; though perhaps Johnny
`Guitar' Watson's ' I'll Remember
April' remains the definitive Latino
cocktail of lounge pianism. Ah hell,
stuff the comparisons, this is
gorgeous 1964 ivory-tickling, bluesy
and arch.
A:1

BRUCE EISENBEIL TRIO
NINE WINGS
CIMP 4144

reveal the

WYNTON KELLY TRIO
IT'S ALL RIGHT

its showstoppers

BLACK LION BLCD 760222

CLOUDS: VICTORIAVILLE CONCERT
MAY 1997
(
58m 25s)

Drummer William Hooker has run
the stylistic gamut, from 1960s barbands hammering out ' Louie Louie'
to orchestral timpani, from Hard
Bop to Loft jazz. Lee Ranaldo plays

(
38m 46s)

After you've scorched your ears with
Ascension, funked out with Blood
Ulmer, stretched your harmonic
limits with Derek Bailey, and
worked yourself into a populist
cream with Ocean Colour Scene,
what better to chill-out to than the
guitar of Barney Kessel? Hair was
Broadway catching up with the
hippies, selling protest and nudity to
suburban voyeurs, so it's piquant to
hear Kessel — veteran of Artie
Shaw, Oscar Peterson and countless
Hollywood pop sessions — reveal
the MOR at the core of its showstoppers. Kessel's quintet was
recorded at Polydor Studios in
1968. Organist Kenny Salmon is
both in-yer-face and rinky-dink, and
occasionally Ike Isaacs (rhythm
guitar), Tony Campo (bass) and
Barry Morgan (drums) jangle up
some Byrdsish energy. In the linernotes, esteemed critic Nat Hentoff
makes a twerp of himself talking up
the virtues of Hair the musical Can
experience that transcended national
modes', ' a time of awakening' etc).
However, if you crave an item of
voguish kitsh, this is kitsch with
class: Easy Listening that is actually
easy to listen to. The quintet
must've been doing something right.
Shame, though, that the graphical
abomination that must have graced
the original has been repudiated for
Black Lion's tasteful house-style.
A:1 1
BRIAN LAVELLE & RICHARD
YOUNGS
RADIOS 345
FREEK FRR028

RANALDO/HOOKER

VICTO CD054

the core of

BARNEY KESSEL
AQUARIUS: THE MUSIC FROM HAIR

(
3CDs, 190m)

Richard Youngs is celebrated in
noise/rock circles for his evocative,
pagan-ethnic soundscapes. In
partnership with Brain Lavelle, he
has embarked on ten recordings that
use soundmaking devices — casio,
radio, thumb piano, guitar, voice —
teetering at the edge of the control.
Their previous release, Radios 2, was
JUNE 1991
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brilliant. Here are three more CDs
in one, elegantly minimalist,
package. For this listener, the
bedroom-Gregorian of the chants on
Radios 4 doesn't work, but the other
two discs achieve the duo's
characteristic mix of textural
abrasion and emotive prettiness.
Like dada collagists showing that
old pramwheels and scraps of
cardboard can appear more beautiful
than jewels, Lavelle and Youngs use
interference and distortion to open
up asonic universe. Eno's ambience
without the yuppie sheen; AMM
gone DIY. Gorgeous.
A- Z:1 0
JAN KOPINSKI
GHOST MUSIC
ASC RECORDS ASCCD19

(63m 41s)

On holiday from his nonpareil
avant-funk band Pinski Zoo,
saxophonist Jan Kopinski brings in
the family: Stefan Kopinski on bass
and Nina Kopinska on viola. He
retains the Zoo's keyboard-wizard
Steve Iliffe. Though the sweat and
drive of the classic quartet have
gone, the programmed rhythms are
cunning. Atmospheric and sinister,
they avoid the cloddishness cyberbeats are heir to. ' Cemetery' is a
haunting opener, Kopinski's sax
drifting with gothic grace over the
bar-lines. Occasionally the
melancholia feels alittle too
consonant: Kopinski's lyricism
springs from Ayler and he can take
greater challenges as an improvisor.
Nevertheless, Ghost Music will
convince doubters that Kopinski is
one of Britain's few authentic voices
on saxophone. Unfussy yet
ambivalent, this music speaks a
unique, pungent emotionalism.
A:1

D

JEMEEL MOONDOC TRIO
FIRE IN THE VALLEY
EREMITE MTE08

(
41m 19s)

The Eremite label announced its
existence to the world with asterling
release by this trio (TriP-Let). Now
they are back with afestival
appearance; a40-minute free
improvisation followed by aoneminute fire-cracker of an encore.
Unfortunately, Moondoc doesn't
have the melodic invention to
improvise at such length. One misses
his impish compositions: sections
sound thin and lost. The players,
though, are well attuned. John
Voigt's bass is cello-like and ringing.
Sleeve-notist Byron Coley makes
some telling points about the value
of reticence and the ' goddamn
windiness' of the European
extremists, but to realise his
considerable skills, Moondoc needs
to stay closer to the humble tune.
A:2
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NEW WINDS
POTION
Lavelle and
Youngs use
interference
and
distortion to
open up a
sonic
universe

VICTO CD053

(53m I1s)

Recorded in astudio in July 1997,
this wind trio emulate the
groundbreaking music of Company
and the Chicago Free school. Robert
Dick, Herb Robertson, Ned
Rothenberg are well-known names
on the festival circuit. However, the
reduction of free-jazz outreach to

In the current skirmish between
jewel-box and digi-pack, some
labels favour miniature pastiches of
the ' albums' that used to house 78s:
hardboard covers with sewn-bound
printed pages, the disc inside acard
envelope. That is how JVC have
packaged their series of classy
reissues licensed from Fantasy. Art
Tatum's Group Masterpieces [
JVC
XR0034, 57m 15s], recorded for
Pablo in 1956, has the spritely
pianist accompanied by Red
Callender on bass and Bill Douglass
on drums. Ben Webster blows
sumptuously soft and emotive tenor
as Tatum unzips the chordal
infracture and sews it back into
bravura arabeseques. Beautiful.
Three alternate takes add 15m to
the running time. A:1 •
In arare moment of unarguable
perception, critic Richard Cook once
said 'you can't go wrong with Gene
Ammons'. Boss Tenor [
XR0033,
36m], recorded for Prestige in 1960,
bears this out. With aprime rhythm
section (Art Taylor on drums, Doug
Watkins on bass, Tommy Flanagan
on piano plus the discreet-yet-funky
congas of Ray Barretto), tenor-saxist
Gene Ammons blows blues and
ballads with unerring poise and
gruff, tone-glowing directness.
A:1*
Coleman Hawkins recorded Good
Old Broadway [
XR0035, 37m 05s]
for Moodsville in 1962. The
musicals that supplied the tunes are
listed on the cover. This is smooth
stuff from the master, again with
Flanagan at the piano, and the
capable bass/drums of Major Holly
and Eddie Locke. Magisterial breath
control and soulful exhortation
finally conquers the fluffy, bossaoriented programming, Hawkins
demonstrating the art of relaxation
like atenthdan yogi, Van Gelder's
recording as usual atreat. A:1
At Shelly's ManneHole [
XR0036,
58m 45s] was the last album Bill
Evans recorded for Riverside.
Richard Bock caught his trio live in
1963. Bassist Chuck Israels points
out that it is one of those 'candid
accounts of how ajazz group
actually sounds in aclub'. For me,
this has adownside: directionless
vapidity looms as Evans tinkles away
during the eternity between cocktails
and the hors d'oeuvres. Still, Down

'legit' procedures makes the playing
wholetone and clumsy: rhythmically
lost, lacking in direction. Annotator
Art Lange cites Olson and Pound to
adumbrate ahigh-falutin' theosophy
of ` breath', but fails to explain its
relevance to this particular music. In
other words, this package makes
every pretentious gesture but has
nowt to say. Useless.

As3 0

Beat gave it four stars, so what do I
know? This issue includes an
unreleased, 8m ' All The Things You
Are'. B:2
Duke's Big 4 [
XR0022, 38m 45s],
recorded by Ellington for Pablo in
1973, is slighter than the title
suggests, an intimate chamber date
with Ray Brown on bass and Louie
Bellson on drums. Joe Pass's singing
guitar dominates proceedings. The
recording has the glassy quality of a
typical Pablo date, but the lazy
swing of these veterans remains
fetchingly casual: the essence of hip,
in other words. A:1
Two minor demurs: being half-aninch taller than the standard jewelbox/digi-pack, these de-luxe editions
won't squeeze on to customised CD
shelves; and it's unfortunate that
JVC devotes an identical four pages
in each to explain ' extended
resolution' (adubious benefit with
reissues culled from such varied
sources). Hi-fi puffs invariably look
quaint in retrospect, and would be
better served by being printed on a
removable insert.
Finally, two reissues from Omette
Coleman. Friends And Neighbours
[BMG/RCA 7432 147795 2, 38m
06s] was ahard-to-find 1970 release
on Bob Thiele's Flying Dutchman
label. A Haden/Blackwell rhythm
team propel Omette and tenorist
Dewey Redman into raucous, joyful,
jumping improvisations; when the
saxes overlap there's awild energy
reminiscent of Free Jazz. This
reissue claims ' original cover/notes':
true if your reference is the 1981
French reissue, but proud possessors
of the US original will miss the
period photographs inside the
gatefold. A:1* •
Omette Coleman's Virgin Beauty
[Sony/Columbia 489433, 45m 20s]
from 1988 remains apuzzle; more
characterful than 1995's poppy Tone
Dialling, it nevertheless sounds
radio-oriented. Denardo Coleman's
production prettifies his dad's No
Wave Harmolodics into chiming
moods; Jerry Garcia guests on two
tracks: the title ' Bourgeois Boogie'
says it all. However, by the end,
Omette's wayward plaintiveness
comes over all the stronger:
moonshot hoe-downs for those
stunned by the pace of modem life.
Weird and lovely. A*:1 111
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"The time has come", the Walrus said
"To talk of many things:
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ERIC CLAPTON
PILGRIM
(advance .tap)

Reprise 9362 46577 2

Eric's first studio outing in almost a decade is a
miracle. It's also a stone-guaranteed multi- platinum
Grammy- chasing disappointment of the first
order. Not that Eric's the problem, because
he's singing and playing as well, if not
better, than ever. Unfortunately, Simon
Climie's clammy hand of saccharine
schmaltz is always evident in the
production, lovingly re-creating what
The Wombles might have sounded
like if they'd recorded for
Philadelphia International.
Worse, from song one Eric is
drowning in a river of clichés. Even
after its gorgeously lyrical
introduction, seven minutes of yet
another song called ' River Of Tears'
wherein the rhyme scheme re-cycles
place-face/pain-again/years-tears, is six
minutes too much. The beautifully twitchy
minimalist lick that opens the title track
'Pilgrim' is undercut by the immediate reappearance of years- tears and, as the album proceeds we
are treated to such gems as 'Why do my tears fall like
rain?' ( because they're small droplets of water, old son),
so that by the time Eric reveals that 'You climbed the
prison wall deep inside of me' the temptation to withdraw
his visiting privileges is irresistible.

Johnny Black

(49m 31s)

As with the Dolly/Linda/Emmylou
country fling, here are three notable
R&B performers joining forces for
an equally exciting treat, with the
emphasis on New Orleans funk. Ms
Thomas is the senior soul legend,
Ball and Nelson younger admirers,
but the duties are shared equally.
The set has the feel of adistaff take

The Bluetones: resurfacing in
THE BLUETONES
RUIIIRM TO THE LAST CHIANCE
SALOOM
Superior Quality Recordings

Ball, Thomas
and Nelson
join forces: a
treat for fans
of rich female
vocals
HI.FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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A:1

en the Neville Brothers, and it
shines because the trio has
impeccable taste in material — all of
which suits their combined voices.
Dan Penn, Steve Cropper and Jerry
Ragovoy are among the tunesmiths;
there are moments to satisfy fans of
Sore soul, straight gospel and even
subtle nods to early girl groups —
hell, this is an absolute feast for fans
of rich female vocals.

MARCIA BALL, IRMA
WHOMAS, TRACY NELSON
SING IT!
Rounder CD2152

It might be argued that the blues is a traditional form, so
traditional lyrics suit it best, but, hey, if you want to call
this a blues album, John Lee Hooker would have to be
renamed Restroom Jeans Lady Of Ill Repute. This isn't
blues, it's just the ongoing maudlin wallowing of quite a
nice multi- millionaire sort of bloke chronically suffering
from the paradise syndrome.
The live feel of ' Sick And Tired' and the dirty distorted
guitar intro of ' She's Gone' briefly perk up the interest, but
the inevitability of the actual songs quickly
overcomes optimism.
The miracle Imentioned at the start is
that, against all the odds, Clapton
somehow manages to invest a few
tracks with a semblance of genuine
emotion, probably just enough for
serial Eric victims. Still, Isuspect
sh e only hope of ever again
encountering a truly involving
new Clapton album would be if
he turns out his drawer of halffinished home demos — assuming
he has one.
But enough of me and my
pathetic nit-picking. What does
everybody else think? Well, Q mag
gave it a middling three stars,
observing that it is 'a literally monotonous
work, with rare shifts in tone.' The Sunday
Times reckons that, with a couple of exceptions, the
album is ' merely pleasant' while it's daily partner weighs in
with ' pleasant and undemanding' .
As we went to press, neither Melody Maker nor the NME
had even troubled to review it. It's nice to know I'm not alone.

(
52m 36s)

Having sensibly kept their heads
down while Britpop's bubble inflated
and burst, The Bluetones re-surface
with asecond album that shatters
preconceptions by re-positioning
them as aheavy rock combo. After a
brief instrumental twiddle disguised
as Track One, the first real song,
'Unpainted Arizona', thunders along
on asolid bass-line, colliding nicely
with ' Solomon Bites The Worm', a

heavy mode
heavily Steppenwolf-influenced
former single that works better in
album context. Although the band
sounds convincing in heavy mode,
the light tones of vocalist Mark
Morriss still hark back to the
countrified Bluetones of ' Slight
Return', but abrace of potential pop
hits — the storming ' Down At The
Reservoir' and the tunefully
chugging ' If' — should see them
through.

al

AL COPLEY AND THE
FABULOUS THUNDERBIRDS
GOOD UNDERSTANDING
Bullseye Blues CD 9596

former drummer Brant Bjork has
now joined their ranks) Fu Manchu,
in their fifth album, lack Kyuss's
easy Zeppelinesque swing through
their more meandering songs.
Nevertheless, the Orange County
quartet are among the finest
exponents of stoner rock around,
with their monumentally heavy riffs,
distorted guitar and dirty, fuzzy
sound. But Scott Hill's sprightly
vocals, plus the late wake-up call of
the punky 'Nothing Done', stop the
record getting bogged down in a
haze of noise. Turn on, tune in,
drop out.

(
42m 07s)

Nice cross-fertilisation: one of the
founding members and keyboard
player of Roomful of Blues backed
by Duke Robillard and the current
Fab T-Birds. To devotees of jukejoint blues, the Texas scene and
revivalist R&B practice, this
constitutes asupergroup. OK, so it
lacks the readily identifiable sound
of Tony Z [
below], but it choogles
along nicely. This is not a
lighthearted jaunt through the
boogie archives, so much as aquasiJohn Lee Hooker look at the dark
side. Amusingly, it was recorded in
the least soulful place on earth:
Switzerland. Evidently the blues
know no boundaries.

Saint Etienne true originals in
the murk of today's mainstream
JAMES IHA
LET IT COME DOWN
Virgin/Hut CDHUT47

DAWN OF THE REPLICANTS
ONE HEAD, TWO ARMS, TWO LEGS
East-West 0630 19600 2

(
41m 31s)

No, they're not from Grungeville
USA. Instead, they're adotty lot
from Galashiels who, musically,
appear to be heading nowhere in
particular, but making the view from
their coach window never less than
interesting as they pass through
areas inhabited both by noise and
lightweight pop melodies. The one
cohesive element, the band aver, is
Paul Vickers's voice. But even that is
difficult to direct apointer at. All is
deliberately vague. The Replicants
are determined to be bizarre, linking
myriad toytown TV references —
take abow, Windy Miller — to a
soundtrack sculpted for The X-Files.
A microscopic investigation into
their real worth could take some
time.

hey, if the alternative is The
Prodigy, Iknow who I'll be dancing
to this summer.

James lha:
play ' Beauty'
and you'll
be hooked

(40m 22s)

SAINT ETI ENNE
GOOD HUMOR

(4 ?,,,
Creation CRUD 225P
It's hard to believe that anyone from
Smashing Pumpkins could be this
Rumours of their demise having
happy. But that's the way of things.
proved exaggerated, Sarah, Bob and
Co-produced by Jim Scott, who has
Pete return with their most focused
helped shape records by Tom Petty,
outing yet, showing again that life,
Whiskeytown and Robbie Robertson
spirit and intelligence can exist even
along the way, Let It Come Down is a in that most ludicrous of imaginary
return to the days of classic Byrds
marketing genres — lounge-core.
and CSN&Y. In short, it's a
What invariably sets St Etienne
romantic harmony thing, with
apart from countless imitators is
scrummy, strummy guitars filling
sincerity and quality. When they
any gaps, and one track, accurately
use, for example, aTijuana trumpet,
titled ' Beauty', revealing all. One
awarbling flute or aharpsichord,
play and, if there's any joy in your
it's not for kitsch effect, it's because
soul, you'll be hooked.
the song demands it. Cracknell's
voice is stronger then ever, and her
unaffected delivery is impeccable,
worlds away from the lifeless codAstrud Gilberto purveyed by the
many who attempt to dignify their
vacancy with the title chanteuse.
St Etienne remain true originals, a
shaft of light slicing the murk of
1990s mainstream.

SMOKING POPES
DESTINATION FAILURE
Capitol 7243 838217 2

FU MANCHU
THE ACTION IS GO
MammotWPolydor 5570702

(
advance tape)

Currently touted as natural
successors to the late, much
lamented Kyuss (indeed, Kyuss's

Fu Manchu: monumental riffs, distorted
sound, but saved by the sprightly vocals
82

MAVERICKS
TRAMPOLINE
MCA UMD 80456

(63m 11s)

Put these Miami-based countryrockers on the National Lottery in a
cheesy Mexican cantina set and
they'll shift amillion records. The
opening burst of mariachi pop that is
'Dance The Night Away' is one of
those beautiful tracks that combines
an irresistible slow shuffle with a
yearning vocal that will unite
generations in the urge to dance, on
any hot summer night. Frontman
Raul Malo is blessed with avoice
that tugs at heartstrings and,
combined with agorgeous ballad like
'Tell Me Why', he's aplatinum
proposition. At times, they stray
perilously close to blandness but,

(
48m 32s)

Just when you thought you'd never
hear another hopeless romantic
singing about lovers who die and
hold hands all the way to heaven,
The Smoking Popes show up with
their second album. Their songwriter
Josh Caterer doesn't have much of a
voice, in the traditional sense, but the
gorgeously wistful tone he imparts to
everything that passes his lips means
that hopeless pussycat lines like 'just
as Ilooked in your eyes for the first
time, Iwas already in love with you'
make you want to invite him to
dinner. The band can turn on a
sixpence (whatever that is) from
romantic ballad to glorious punky
thrash, enlivened by guitar breaks
displaying the same eccentric sense of
melody as Tom Verlaine but it's the
very last track, 'Follow The Sound',
which wipes me out every time.
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Just when you tl-ough it couldn't

JOE SATRIANI
CRYSTAL PLAWET
Epic 489473 2

(
67m 46s)

Reunited with long-term associates
Stuart Hamm (bass) and Jeff
Campitelli (drums),. Satriani returns
with an album which, more than any
of his recent records, brings to mind
the platinum Ssafing With The Alien,

get any better, Ryko and MGM
ctsh up a quintet of releases

o

which will have soundt-ack
collectors salivat ng imto their
VCRs. Each of tIliese 'reshly
remastere.d gems wowld cost
majo.- bucks if you cadd find
v.nyl versions, and then you
wouldn't be getting an, of this
series' now-famifiar CD video

N

enhancements. Paris '13.ues [
RCD
90713 11] will tempt the jazz
crowd, this 1960 featLring an
Oscar nominated sccre by Duke
Ray Charles

Ellington', as will the 2-on- 1In
The Heat Of The Night/They Call
-

Me Mister Tiobs! [RCD 10712], with Quincy Jones's scoring Dmd Ray
Charles singing the theme to these Sidne7 Poitier classics. The 'Return of
the Magnikicent Seven [RCD 10714] earred Elmer Bernstein am Oscar
nominatior for his sweep ng Western score,
and he should have won arother, for the

‘\\

memorable Vie G-eat Escape [RCD
10711]. But if yo L ouy only ore

Ellington:

soundt -ack this month, go for tie
unforgettable Some Like It Hot jRCD
107151 worth it Pst for Marilyn

score for
, Paris Blues

Monroe warbling"! Wanna Be
Satriani's Crystal Planet: songs

Lovec By Yol. Delicious
- all of ' em, with

without words

an k":1* apece.

in that the instrumental tracks are
actually songs without words, as
opposed to musical doodlings.
Although Satriani has never been
one for meaningless noodling, there
is nevertheless an attractive tautness
and spontaneity in the Mike Fraserproduced recording that raises it far
above the level of most guitar
virtuosi albums.

Ken Kessler

Rounder CD 3149
KIP WINGER
MADE BY HAND
Domo 71019

(
42m 33s)

When former pretty boy rocker Kip
Winger played an acoustic solo show
in London last year, one surprise
was the strength and quality of his
voice, once all the surrounding
bombast had been stripped away. As
a logical step forward, he has now
re-recorded 11 of his songs, some
from last year's This Conversation
Seems Like A Dream, others, like
'Headed For A Heartbreak' and
'Under One Condition' from his
heyday in Winger. Produced with
intimate clarity at his home studio
and beautifully performed, this
record bears out the adage that the
proof of agood song is haw well it
comes over when played
acoustically. [
Er, quite. - Ed.]

TOINY Z
KISS MY BLUES

THE WOODYS
THE WOODYS

Tone-Cool CD TC 1161

(38m 43s)

Not much to go wrung here.
Michael and Dyann Woody, a
Colorado duo holding Nashville
passports, have obviously listened to
every Everly Brothers record and
spent many days deciding who is to
be Phil and who is to be Don. No
bad thing. Especially when their
songs — some originals,
co-written with the likes
of Steve Earle, Chris
Hillman etc, one from
the knowing Gretchen
Peters — all make
melodic sense. Especially
too, when the array of
helpers includes Albert
Lee, Al Perkins and
Emmylau Harris. And
yes, a Boudleaux-Bryant
song is included. But
then, you guessed as
much, didn't you ?

(52m 07s)

Magnificent! This R&B/soul/jazz

The Woodys:
making
melodic sense

hybrid features organist Tony
Zamagni fronting aband populated
with some of the finest session men
on earth: Cornell Dupree on guitar,
Lenny Pickett on sax, Chuck Rainey
on bass and Bernard Purdey on
drums, with Fabulous
Thunderbirds' harpist
Kim Wilson guesting on
two tracks. The feel will
be familiar to fans of
Roomful of Blues, the
recording is state-of-theart, the funk content
immeasurable and Tony
Z gets the cheesiest sound
out of an organ since
Question Mark & The
Mysterians. Imagine the
band that would play in a
sleazy bar in Heaven and
you're right there.

11110.6fflia
UMW
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rock/pop REISSUES

'reissue of the month
MARTHA REEVES
MARTHA REEVES
See For Miles SEECD486
(39m 12s)
Her sublime Richard

Perry-helmed 1974
.solo, which finds the
Motown goddess
soundling mcre
Memphis than
Detroit. For those
who adore starstudded sets,. Ms
Reeves is backed
here by Nicky
Hopkins, Hoyt Axton, James Taylor, BilRy Preston and Lon &
Derek Van Eaton - an impressive selection of Apple artiists,
in case your collection vee.-s that way. She wcrks -ier way
through stun-ling versions of 'Ain't That Peculiar' and ' Many
Rivers To Cross', plus material by Caroie King, Gamble •i&
Huff and more, and with style only hinted at by her
Motown sides. This is one of soul music's great and
undeservedl> lost treasures.
A: 1

BLACK SABBATH
WE SOLD OUR SOUL FOR
ROCK N'ROLL
Essential—Castle ESDCD6OS
(2CDs, 92m 16s)

of Harper's more influential
titles. The reissue offers afine
mix of intimate singersongwriter patter and
(unexpected) rocking, with
plenty of off-the-wall
Harperisms to illustrate his
appeal. A:1-1* 0

Orleans piano wizard recorded
in 1977, with the added bonus
of his first two recordings from
1949. Exquisite ivory-tickling,
admired by no less than one
P McCartney. B: 1

HERBAL MIXTURE/
GROUNDHOGS

Mooncrest CRESTCD 033

PLEASE LEAVE MY MIND

Interesting Yardbirds offshoot
which further explored the
classical music tendency
sampled on Little Games. This
11 track set contains most of
the band's first two (and very
rare) LPs, plus abrace of
oddities. Not to be confused
with the later line-ups devoid
of original members.
A:1-2

Blueprint BP 251CI)

(
36m 37s)

Previously a hard-to-find,
limited-edition import, this
contains 16 rare tracks from
1965/6. The first make up the
A- and B-sides of three early
Groundhogs singles, the
remainder covering Tony
McPhee's spell with the shortlived Herbal Mixture. One for
both the BritBlues and the
Prog Rock collector.
A- B: 1 - 2 n

CHRIS CACAVAS & JUNK
YARD LOVE
CHRIS 7,ACAUS & JUN* YARD
LOVE

ROBYN HITCHCOCK
UNCORRECTED PERSONALIT'Y
TRAITS

Normal 180CD

Sequel RSACD957

(
69m 58à)

(67m 52s)

A mid-priced UK edition of
what would otherwise be
Rhino import from the USA.
20 tracks from Hitchcock's
nine solo albums and the 1995
rarities collection, You &
Oblivion. Hard-edged, acerbic
yet melodic rock from the
former Soft Boy. A:1-1* D

His first solo, remastered and
enhanced with five rare demos.
Almost REM-like, while
certainly more melodic and
less frantic than the angsty
stuff he did with the legendary
Green On Red. A:1-1*

PAT BOONE
THE EP COLLECTION

Blinding 20-track anthology
covering this Aussie band's
output from 1981-93.
Contains that perfect ode to
Onanism, ' ITouch Msrlr,
along with other nits and
rarities from hard- tofind
soundtracks. What Blondie
would have been had it formed
in Sydney. Truly sexy rock.
A:1-1"

Another terrific two-on-one
CD, this pair dating from
1967.This glossy-sound set
mixes standards, show tunes
and then-current hits — why
did she bother with ' Release
Me'? — all in her inimitable
fashion. A- A': 1-2

GREEN ON RED
WHAT WERE IPOU THINKING?

RICK NELSON
ANTHOLOGY

Normal 194CD

Charly CPCD 8290-2
(2CDs, 102m 58s)

See For Miles SEECI) 487

(
62m Ils)

After last year's shot at hard
rock, a reminder for those who
didn't know the 63-year-old
Boone was vending lame
covers and gooey schmaltz 40
years ago. A Perry Comoesque Maginot Line against
early rock'n'roll, but not as
awful as you'd think. Check it
out, too, for some stunning
early stereo A- A ': 2
DEEP PURPLE
MADE IN JAPAN REMASTERE)
EMI 7243 857 864 2
(2CDs, 98m 02s)
Magnificent doubleCD
providing anew insight to the
1972 live hard rock
extravaganza. Augmented by a
bonus CD featuring three
previously unreleased encores,
this set is also available as a
numbered, limited purple-vinyl
LP. Given EMI's nods to
DTS, might we see a 5.1
channel version?
A- A*: 1 - 1* E
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Raven RVCD-67

(77m 08s)

.
SYm 20s)

PEGGY LEE
EXTRA SPECIAL!!
SOMETHIN' GROOVY!
EMI 7243 493065 2

An ideal companion tu the
Cacavas set above, this
contains 18 colleciables culled
from live gigs, broadcasts and
demos. Kicking off with the
obscure Seders' track which
gave the group its name, this
rarities package is tagged
'Archives Vol l' and covers
1980-87 Can't wait for No 2!
A- B-C:1

Recorded during the last three
years of his life, this double
CD features re-recordings of
his hits and live material from
some of his last performances.
As the notes remind us,
Nelson treated his hits with
respect, having suffered during
the rock revival craze.
A-C:1-2 C'

ROY HARPER
FLAT RAROQLE AND BERSERK

PROFESSOR LONGHAIR
THE BIG EASY

Science Friction HUCD 028 (
Men 0.5, ,

Magnum CDBM 094

From 1470, one of the earliest
Harvest-label releases and one

Long outof-print live club
session by the late New

JUNE 1955

(41m 15s)

(66m 14s)

Not to be confused with his
preWWII yodelling namesake,
this singer crossed country
with pop and charted high
during the early rock era. His
smashes included advert faves
'Honeycomb' and ' Kisses
Sweeter Than Wine', and a
pre-Beach Boys ' Sloop John
B'. A-A•:1-2 '
CHILLI WILLI & THE RED
HOT PEPPERS
I'LL BE HOME
Proper PRPCD2

(
58m Ois)

(
64m 31s)

JIMMY RODGERS
THE VERY BEST OF,
1957-1962
WestSide WESM 536

It ought to say ' Souls', but one
didn't wallow in the gothic
splendour of Ozzy & Co for
literary rewards. This
handsome 2CD set, blood red
embossed on Spinal Tap
black, is a full remastering of
the 1976 compilation, 17
tracks from their first five LPs
sounding better than HM has
any right to. A-A•:1 0

DIVIKYLS
MAKE (CU HAPPY

RENAISSANCE
INNOCENCE

(
56m 40s)

This gorgeous package
contains eighteen previously
unreleased tracks from the
most American-sounding of
the original 1970s 'pub rock'
bands. They come off like a
cross between the New Riders
and Dan Hicks & His Hot
Licks, and certainly warrant as
much attention as their more
revered contemporaries,
Brinsley Schwarz and Ducks
DeLuxe. Now, how about a
reissue of Bongos Over Ralliant?
A:1
VARIOUS
SING MY BLUES TONIGHT
WestSide WESM 530

(
64m 22s)

Sub-titled 'The Ace Blues
Masters Vol l', this dynamite
set features Floyd Dixon,
Amos Milburn, H-Bomb
Ferguson and the amazing
Charles Brown with 25 sides
recorded between 1953 and
1960: nineteen of these
previously unreleased! Superb
post-war blues, with the added
bonus of some killer early
stereo. A-A*:1-1* ri
Ken Kessler
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RECOMMENDED SYSTEMS

Answers to that oft-posed question
what do the HFNIRR reviewers use in their own
systems and what do they recommend as
their best hi-fi buys?
This regular HFNIRR series assembles
and updates current listening systems and
key recommendations From HFNIRR's
reviewing team.
The reviewers' choice of components
for personal listening systems ( on this
page) will be of great interest to all
who follow equipment reviews. Note,
though, that the writer's inclusion of a

given product here does not
necessarily constitute ageneral
recommendation.
Turn the page for the reviewers'
recommendations proper. For this feature
we have asked each reviewer to list
components that they could personally
recommend to consumers on the basis of
all-round performance and value. ( In the

case of speakers, where separately
purchased stands may be needed, the
price of these is not taken into account.)
It must be stressed that the models
listed under each recommended heading
are not necessarily the only ones worth
buying, but each one here does carry a
personal stamp of approval from an
experienced audio critic.

V:11
,
•

Dave Herrim an

Erie Braithwaite

DAVE BERRIMAN
CD PLAYER
TEAC VRDS 10SE,
Audio Alchemy DDE (version 3.0)
TURNTABLE
Acoustic Research Legend (modified)
ARM
Rego R8300
CARTRIDGE
Dynavector Karat 17D
PRE-AMPLIFIER
Bryston BP5 (with LFD MCI phono stage)
POWER AMPLIFIER
Bryston 3BNRB
LOUDSPEAKERS
various, including his own designs

ERIC BRAITHWAITE
CD PLAYER
Sugden SDD1/SDA-1
TURNTABLE
Michell Gyrodec/QC power supply
ARM
SME IV
CARTRIDGE
Ortofon MC7500
PRE-AMPLIFIER
Michell Argo/Michell !so phono
stage/Hera power supply unit
POWER AMPLIFIER
Michell Alecto
LOUDSPEAKERS
Quad ESL63, Harbeth HL Compact 7's

MARTIN COLLOMS
CD PLAYER
Krell KPS20i/L
TURNTABLE
Linn Lingo LP12
ARM
Naim Aro
CARTRIDGE
van den Hul Grasshopper IV GIA
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.1 art in Callan,

PRE-AMPLIFIER
Audio Research 1_522
POWER AMPLIFIER
Audio Research VT150 or
Krell KAS 2 or Conrad-Johnson
Premier Eight-A
LOUDSPEAKERS
Quad 63 or Wilson Audio System V

PETER J COMEAU
CD PLAYER
AVI 52000MC
TURNTABLE
Linn Sondek LP12
ARM
Linn Wok
CARTRIDGE
Goldring Excel
PRE- AMPLIFIER
AVI 2000
POWER AMPLIFIER
AVI 2000
LOUDSPEAKERS
ATC SCM2OT

ALVIN GOLD
CD PLAYER
Theta Data Basic II Transport/
Theta DS Pro Basic III DAC
TURNTABLE
Rokson Xerxes
ARM
Roksan Artaxerxes
CARTRIDGE
Roksan Shiraz
PRE- AMPLIFIER
Krell KRC-2
POWER AMPLIFIER
Krell KSA-50S
LOUDSPEAKERS
Martin Logan SL3

l'ere,r

7.
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Kes:ler

KEN KESSLER
CD PLAYER
Marantz CD12/DA12
Krell KAV300cd
Theta Pro Gen Va DAC
TURNTABLE
Thorens TD124
Garrard 401
ARM
Decca International
Ortofon 12
CARTRIDGE
Ortofon SPU-A
Decca Gold
PRE-AMPLIFIER
Graaf WFB Two
Meridian 562V/565
Krell KRC-3
POWER AMPLIFIER
Quad II Reissues
Sutherland 2000
Groafiti 50/50
LOUDSPEAKERS
Quad ESL 57
Quad ESL63
Rogers LS3/5a
Wilson WATT 5.1

PAUL MILLER
CD PLAYER
Sony CDP-715E
TURNTABLE
Pink Triangle PT TOO
ARM
SME Series V
CARTRIDGE
van den Hul MC Two
PRE-AMPLIFIER
DPA DSP-100S
POWER AMPLIFIER
DPA DPA-100S
LOUDSPEAKERS
Audio Note AN- E, REL Stentor
87
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Here are our reviewers' recommendations, with
a maximum of three products in each price bracket of each
category. Note that the order of listing does
not denote an order of merit!

.1fartin

PITLT

Ken Kessler

DAVE BERRIMAN
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £ 200 JPW Sonata, Mordaunt Short M520, KEF Coda 7
£200-£350 Sequence 30
£350-£500 ProAc Tablette 3
£500-£1000 Keswick Audio Figaro, Ruark Talisman,
Totem Model 1,
£1000- £2000 Ruark Crusader II, SDA 505
OVER £ 2000 Quad ESL- 63, Posselt Albatross
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £ 200 NAD 514
£200-350 Marantz CD63SE
£350-500 Arcam Alpha 5 Plus, Orelle CD- 100

£500-£1000 TEAC VRDS-7, Orelle CD-100/DPA Little Bit 3,
Meridian 506, Trichord Genesis
£1000-£2000 XTC CDT-ILE/DAC-1
OVER £ 2000 no recommendations
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £ 200 NAD 310, Harman Kardon 610
£200-350 Arcam Alpha 5, Musical Fidelity Al,
Alchemist Maxim
£350-£500 Cyrus III, Nairn Nait, LFD Integrated Zero
£500-1000 Exposure EXP XV
£1000-£2000 Densen DM- 10
OVER £ 2000 Michelle Alecto/Argo, Btyston BP-5/38NRB

ME3211:=EI
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £ 200 Celestion 3Modaunt Short MS 10i, Tannoy 631SE
£200-£350 Rogers LS33, Castle Durham
£350-£500 Epos ES! 1, Harbeth HL P3, Rogers Studio 3
£500-£1000 Mission 753, Tannoy 0300,
UKD Opera Callas Gold
£1000- 12000 BBC LS5/12a, Jamo Concert 8,
Harbeth HL Compact 7
OVER £ 2000 Quad ESL- 63, Sound Lab A3, Tannoy
Westminster Royal
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £ 200 Denon DCD-315
£200-i350 Denon DCD825, Marantz CD- 675E,
Denon DCD-1015
£350-£500 Kenwood DP-7060, Pioneer PD- S901,

Marantz CD- 631I KI Signature
£500-1000 Marantz CD 77, Quad 77, Ratel RDD980/RDP980
£1000-£2000 Denon DCDS10, Meridian 500/563,
Sugden SOD-1/SDA-1
OVER £ 2000 Counterpoint DA-11/DA-10, Ensemble Dichrono
Drive/DAC, McIntosh CDM 7009
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £ 200 Ratel RA- 931
£200-£350 NAD 304, Kenwood 30205E, Aura VA80
£350-500 Sugden A21 a, Sonneteer Campion,
Shearne Phase 2
£500-£1000 Quad 77, Soneteer Alabaster, Sugden Stemfoort SF60
£1000- 2000 Copland CSA-14, Quad 77Pre/707Power
OVER £ 2000 Cary SLP90/300SE, Michell Argo HR/Alecto,
Chord CPA2200/SPM600

PETER J COMEAU
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £ 200 KEF Coda 7, KEF Coda 8, Rogers LS!
£200-£350 Revolver Purdey, Rogers LS20/11, Sequence 400
£350-500 B&W DM603, Epos ES11, Tannoy 636,
£500- £ 1000 ATC SCMIO, Castle Harlech, Rogers Studio 7
£1000-2000 ATC SCM20T, Epos E522
OVER £ 2000 ATC SCM200A, Monitor Audio Studio 20SE
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £ 200 no recommendations
£200-£350 Denon DCD-825, Sony COP- 516E,
Technics SL-PS770A
£350-£500 Marantz C063-SE, Orelle CD480

£500-£1000 AV1S2000MC, Naim CD3, Teac T-1/DT-1
£1000-£2000 Meridian 508
OVER £ 2000 Naim CDS
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £ 200 Denon PMA250 III, Technics SUA600
£200-£350 Denon PMA4505E, Technics SU A700,
Musical Fidelity EIO
£350-500 Harman Kardon HK620, NVA AP30
£500- £ 1000 Shearne Phase 2, AV1 S2000MI, Myiyad MI- 120
£10004 2000 Exposure XVII/XVIII, Musical Fidelity A1000
OVER £ 2000 AVI S2000A/MP, Naim NAC82/NAP180
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MARTIN COLLOMS
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £ 200 Tannoy 631, Mordaunt Short MS10i,
KEF Coda 7
£200-£350 Mordaunt Short MS20i, Mission 733
£350-£500 Epos ES! I, B&W DM620i, Mordaunt Short MS401
£500-£1000 Spendor SP2-3, Mission 752
£1000-£2000 Naim SBL, Tannoy D700, Mordaunt Short
Performance 860
OVER £ 2000 Wilson System V, Monitor Audio Studio 20SE,
Wilson Grand SLAMM X1, Wilson WITT
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £ 200 no recommendations
£200-£350 Marantz CD63
£350-£500 Marantz CD63SE, Ore/le CD1OOSE
£500-£1000 Ore/le DA188

£1000-£2000 Micromega TDrive/Orelle DA180
OVER £ 2000 Krell KPS20i, PS Audio Lambda/Audio Synthesis
DAX II, Wadia 16
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £ 200 No recommendations
£200-£350 Ratel RA 935 BX, Musical Fidelity E10,
£350-£500 OreIle SA- 100, Nairn Nait III
£500-£1000 Exposure XX, Naim NAC82/NAP 180,
Audiolab 8000S
£1000-£2000 Musical Fidelity A1000, Naim NAP 250,
YBA Integre, Conrad Johnson PV! 0-AL,
Audio Research LS7
OVER £ 2000 Krell KAS 2, Conrad Johnson Premier 8A,
Conrad Johnson 11A, Audio Research VT150

ALVIN GOLD
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £ 200 Mordaunt Short MS10i Pearl, Celestion ¡ Si
Tannoy Mercury 2
£200-£350 Mission 750LE, Rogers LS33
£350-£500 Opera Duetto, NHT Super One, Castle Tay
£500-£1000 Castle Avon, Celestion Al, Jamo Concert 8
£1000-£2000 Sonus Faber Concertino, Spendor SP7/1
OVER £ 2000 Definitive Technology BP2002, Ruarkn Equinox
Excalibur, Martin Logan CLS11z11
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £ 200 Cambridge Audio CD4SE, Kenwood DP- 3080,
£200-£350 Arcam Alpha CD, Kenwood DP- 4090, Sony CDPXE900E
£350-£500 Marantz CD63KI Signature, Pioneer PD- S505

Precision, Sony CDP-X3000ES
£500-£1000 Cyrus dAD3Q, Ore/le CD100e, Roksan Caspian
CD
£1000-£2000 Naim Audio CD2, Meridian 508
OVER £ 2000 Copland CDA28
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £ 200 NAD312, Cambridge Audio A3i,
Denon PMA-2505E
£200-£350 Arcam Alpha 7, Arcam Alpha 8, Harman Kardon
HK620
£350-£500 Marantz PM66 Ki Signature, Pioneer A- 300R
Precision, Musical Fidelity A2
£500-£1000 Audiolab 8000S, Nairn Nait 3, Quad 77
£1000-£2000 Copland CSA 14
OVER £ 2000 Conrad-Johnson CA V-50, Krell I<AV300i

KEN KESSLER
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £ 200 Tandy Genexxa U(5 Pro, Tannoy Mercury 2
£200-£350 Ruark Epilogue
£350-£500 Opera Duetto
£500-£1000 Sonus Faber Concertino, Quad 77-10L,
Rogers L53/5A, ATC7
£1000-£2000 Sonus Faber Minima Amator, Rogers LS3/5A plus
AB! subwoofer, Kelly KT3
OVER £ 2000 Wilson WATT System 5.1, Sonus Faber Guarneri,
Quad ESL 63
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £ 200 Musical Fidelity X-ACT
£200-£350 Musical Fidelity X-DAC), Marantz CD67SE,
£350-£500 Kenwood DP7090
£500-£1000 Theta Chroma HDCD (D/A converter) Roksan
Caspian,

RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £ 200 JPW ML510, Rogers LS!, Tannoy 631SE
£200-£350 B&W DM602, Heybrook Heylios, Rogers LS33
£350-£500 Mordaunt Short MS40i, SD Acoustics 3R,
Tannoy Profile 635
£500-£1000 Audio Note AN-J/D, Castle Harlech,
Mission 753F
£1000-£2000 Audio Note AN-E/D, Rogers C6/28, Sonus
Faber Concerto
OVER £ 2000 Magneplanar MG2.7SE, Martin Logan CLSIlz,
Quad ESL63
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £ 200 Cambridge Audio CD4SE, Kenwood DP3080,
Sony CDP-XE300£200-£350Arcam Alpha 7,
Cambridge Audio CD6, Sony CDP-XE900E
£350-£500 Denon DCD-1015, Kenwood DP7090, Ratel
RDCD970BX
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£1000-£2000 Copland CDA 277, Marantz CD16
OVER £ 2000 Krell KAV 300- CD, Theta Pro Gen Va,
Mark Levinson No.31.5/No. 30.5 (transport/DAC
combination
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £- 200 NVA Personal, Musical Fidelity X- Pre
£200-£350 Marantz PM54SE, Ratel RA 960
£350-£500 Musical Fidelity XA-50 Audio Analogue Puccini,
Audio Analogue Bellini
£500-£1000 Roksan Caspian, Audio Analogue Donizetti,
Unison Research Simply Two
£1000-£2000 Copland CTA401, Audio Research VT60
Graaf Venticinque
OVER £ 2000 Graaf GM200/W813.5, Krell KAV300i, Marantz
Project T1, Audio Research Ref One/Ref 600

£500-£1000 Arcam Alpha 8, Quad 77, Marantz CD17
£1000-£2000 Denon DCD 3000, Naim Audio CD2,
Teac VRDS 25
OVER £ 2000 PS Audio Lambda/Ultra/ink II, Theta DATA Basic II,
Theta DSPro Progeny
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £ 200
Harman Kardon HK610, Ratel RA920AX
£200-£350 Harman Kardon HK620, Magnum IA170,
Pioneer A400X
£350-£500 Audiolab 8000A, Arcam Alpha 9, Pioneer
A30OR Precision
£500-£1000 AVI S2000, Magnum Class A, Mission Cyrus
£1000-£2000 Aura CA200/PA100, Quad 77 pre-/power,
Musical Fidelity A1000
OVER £ 2000 Ratel Michi RHA-10/RHB-10, Krell KSL-2/KSA-505
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'Just youi tiry
making your
own
compilation
CD of tracks
from
different
CDs They
wil all be
at wildly
different
levells, and
won't play
well
togethe ,
without
constant
vollume
adjustment'
READERS'
LETTERS
We reserve the
right iv edit or
shorten letters for
publication,
which should be
addressed to the
Editor and must
contain no other
material or
enquiries.
Correspondents
using e-mail are
asked to give
thew full orldress
(which will not
be published).
Letters seeking
advice will be
answered,
resources
permitting, at our
discretion, but
we regret that we
are unable to
answer questions
on buying specific
items of hi-fi.
We cannot
answer queries
over the
telephone.

ON HE LEVEL
Dear Sir, The review of the Philips
CD- Recorder [
HFNIRR January,
page 36] was very timely for me;
furthermore Iwas well pleased with
the efforts made, after having read
two other uncritical reviews. But I'd
like to take Mr Colloms to task for
one throwaway little comment
within the review: ' Record level
control is for the analogue input, as
no adjustment is wanted or
generally needed for digital inputs'.
Why on earth does he think that?
Digital input level adjustment is
needed iust as much and for exactly
the same reasons as analogue input.
Just you try making your own
compilation CD of tracks from
different CDs. They will all be at
wildly different levels, and won't
play well together without constant
volume adjustment. Indeed, I'm
often unhappy with the relative
levels of chfferent .tracks on the
same commercial CD, usually
mastered so the overall peak on
each track is the same, but
disregarding the fact that one may
have the voice distant, another voice
up close, and reluctantly tao loud.
Whether digital recorder
manufacturers can be prevailed
upon to provide digital input
control is another matter; initially,
it would increase the price by a
large amount. Meantime we have
no option but to buy an outboard
unit so do the job.
One aspect of the review that,
unfortunately, wasn't covered
relates to the above: the ability to
monitor the i/p signal. Digital
recorder manufacturers don't seem
to want to make this the easy job it
shoukl be. Very often when I'm
setting up anew recording Iwant
to set the recording level ta match
some previous similar recording.
For example, Imay be wanting
to add aJoe Bloggs track to a
current still-incomplete Joe Bloggs
compilation. So Ineed to ftip
between playback (of the old
material) and the i/p, until the i/p
level is suitable. You can't do it just
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using the level meters, for the 14
reasons previously mentioned.
The simplest system for doing
this is aswitch between the
playback head and the i/p (after the
i/p level control), as provided on
the Nakamichi Dragon and marked
as ' tape/input', being the choice for
listening. You would always want
one or the other. Iwondered if the
Philips CD- R was this simple. No
such luck! First, you can't get the
i/p signal until you press record.
Second, you can't press record until
arecordable disc is inserted. So
bang goes your chances of setting
your input level against an ordinary
CD or apreviously recorded one
that has been finalised.
You can go from play to stop to
record when arecordable disc is in,
so it should be possible to keep one
or two recordable discs just for level
matching purposes: transfer your
set-level track from your finalised
CD to the recordable disc. Adjust
the input level to match that, by
going from play to record and back
(each time via stop). Then insert
the actual disc you want to make
the recording on. All extremely
tedious.
While I'm on the subject, I'd
now like to take to task your
reviewing policy regarding digital
recorders. Icontend that you have
been letting down the serious home
recordist, by not reviewing high
quality machines. For instance
there have been earlier CDrecorders than this new Philips, to
name two: the Marantz CDR615
and the HHB CDR800, both
around £ 1500, but being
'professional' machines not
specifically aimed at the domestic
market, without the compromises
forced on the Philips, and
seemingly of abetter build quality
and having better converters. Isay
`seemingly' because Ihave no
independent critical reviews to go
on. Now, these prices are not
outlandish. You are prepared to
review CD players, amps,
turntables, speakers, etc at several
times these prices. Why the lack of
serious digital machines?
All you have looked at are the
much cheaper 'domestic' CD- Rs by
Pioneer, or the cheapest DAT
recorders by, say, Sony or (again)
Pioneer. You wouldn't dream of
covering only the cheapest amps:
you seek out the best available,
regardless of price.
Ibought the Sony PCM701 back
in 1983 based on arave review by
Angus McKenzie. How right he
was: it has performed faultlessly to
this day. Many early CDs, Igather,
were mastered on this very machine
before the advent of — and its

replacement by — DAT. You
should have continued to seek out
and review the best available DAT
machines (as well as those
occasional bottom-end ones that
you did manage) over the years.
Irecently decided to upgrade to
DAT, and as afirst move had my
PCM701 modified to give adigital
(SPDIF) o/p, so my library of PCM
tapes could be transferred without
loss. My shortlist of machines,
ignoring the cheaper compromised
ones, is TASCAM DA30II,
Panasonic 3800, and Sony R500
and R700 — all well below prices at
which you are prepared to
recommend high-end CD players.
So Ifind it frustrating that these
respected studio-used recorders
have not raised your slightest
interest. Even more frustrating is
the fact that you managed to find
time to cover MD, asystem
designed to be lower quality than
compact disc.
All these machines share the
same drawback of not offering the
ability to adjust the digital input
level, although since they are not
really aimed at the domestic market
there is an excuse — in astudio
they expect adigital desk ahead of
them. But that is not ahuge
problem. Small digital mixers with
this facility (and often many other
features) are available. Ideally this
is an area you could look at too.
John Hulse, Derby
UTTER BUG
Dear Sir, Re your excellent review
of the Philips CDR 870 CD
recorder [January page 36] do you
know if Philips has resolved the
jitter problem?
PR Hobbs, e-mail
Philips says that the problems noted in
the CDR870 reivew has been eliminated
in the similarly pricedreplacemem
CDR880, about to be released. We hope
to review this soon - Ed.
NELSON'S BLIND EVE
Dear Sir, Some months ago you
published aletter from me which
criticised John Nelson's choice of
subjects for his column. Ican only
say that Ihope some sort of nadir
has been reached with the April
issue.
Publishing such drivel while
continuing to ignore the 70 or so
free digital radio stations available
from satellite seems somewhat
perverse to me. Is it just because
they are not British, or what?
R Danielian, e-mail
Drivel? Shurely shome mishtake. But jAl
(or rather RW) deals with DSR this
month - Ed.
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ADVERTISEMENT FEATURE

Golden Dragon
KT66
G olden

R

Dragon _ leading valve technology into the 21st Century

Specifications: KT 66-R
ultralinear, 40% taps, Class AB1, cathode
bias (typical operating conditions)
Heater voltage
6.3V
Heater current
1.3A
Anode voltage (DC)
450V
Screen Voltage (DC)
425V
Negative dc grid voltage - 15 to -40V
DC cathode current
65mA
Anode dissipation
22W
Screen dissipation
3.5W
*Anode+ screen dissipation
26W(max)
*Triode or ultralinear operation
The specifications conform exactly to the
original GEC/M-0 valve and can be reproduced on any new Golden Dragon KT66-R.
Newly available this month, Golden Dragon launches the classic KT66-Rs from the 'Retro'
range of tubes. This valve combines the same shape and style of the original GEC and MO valve designs with modern materials and manufacturing techniques. These are audio
tubes of unsurpassed quality and reliability, not to mention their musical abilities.
Manufactured using the finest materials, these tubes not only look the part in vintage and
modern amplifiers, this valve will perform at least as well (if not better) than the original
designs from GEC, or M-0 in all important areas, and can be expected to last at least as
long as the originals.
The tube's measured electrical performance matches the original GEC and M-0 data
exactly, and they have been specially branded in the style of the originals.
The KT66 was widely regarded as the best valve of its type. Famous designers to have
used it include Peter Walker (of Quad fame) in the revered Quad II, Williamson and HJ
Leak. Since GEC ceased production of the KT66 prices for original examples have rocketed. Golden Dragon now brings the original performance back at an affordable price.

Join the élite today, and fit tubes from the Golden Dragon '-R' series.
For full specifications, performance curves and prices contact:
P M Components Ltd, Springhead Enterprise Park, Springhead Road, Gravesend, Kent DA1 18HD
Sales Desk: 01474 560521 Fax: 01474 333762; e-mail 101650.2424@compuserve.com

Best sound, best build,
best looks, best hear it!
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AMC MATERIAL

NEW PRODUCTION LINE = REDUCED PRICES
DEFLEX PANELS FROM AS UTTLE AS £4 EACH
ASK FOR BROCHURE & NEW " SPECIAL OF ' ERS"
PRICE LIST

Pupw...d,Techndogy
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THE Cii4LY PURPOSE DESIGNED
PATENTED ACOUSTIC DAMPING PAD
FOR LINING LOUDSPEAKERS
I, e _.,.., , n,......„
•i f ar-E*.oRA D. mentvm.a, UNIT Al, FFORDD DERWEN IND EST, RHYL 0.18 2YR
TEL: 01745 360070 - FAX: 01745 360086
tV
email: smason@enterprise.net

NIosfet-valve hybrid. Legendary Papworth (petit in a
integrated package

Papvr's classic stereo powete

Superbly hand crafted technology using the finest components.
Built to uncompromising standards of reliability and finish.

Popworth Audio Technology
For further information telephone 01744 604578
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LOUDSPEAKERS
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IMMORTAL

SOUND FORESIGHT

Hear KLIPSCH for yourself in: Bucks - Northwood Audio 01296 28790. Cheshire - Philip Dooley 01625 264666. Corms all - R.J.F. Audio Visual
01209 710777. Sounds Perfection 01326 221372. Eire & N. Ireland - Kronos Hi Fi 01868 748632. Hants - The Audio Gallery 01730 895194. Herts Radlett Audio 01727 855577. Humberside - ZFB Audio 01472 883722. Hunts - The Hi Fi Company 01733 341755. Kent - Sounds of Music 01892
547003. Lanes - Orpheus Audio 01257 473175. Leics - Audio World 01162 571414. Notts - John Kirk 0115 9252986. Chantry Audio 01777 870372.
Suffolk - Audio Images 01502 582853. Sussex - Heatherdale Audio 01903 872288. W. Mids - Five Ways Hi Fi 0121 455 0667. Worcs - Music
Matters 01384 444184. Yorks - The Hi Fi Studios 01302 781387. London - KJ West One 0171 486 8262. Musical Images 0181 952 5535. Purist
Audio 0171 431 7423. The Audio Consultant 0171 380 0866. UK Distributor - Midland Radio Supplies, Maypole Lane, Birmingham B14 4PE.

FINE

tel/fax + 44 0 1777 708673
web http://www.hne.co.uk
email: info@hne.co. uk

•synite enclosure loudspeakers
•granite equipment racks
•modular amplifier racks
•Cableway® loudspeaker stands
•Isolation Plinths® for components
Cd's turntables and loudspeakers
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timeless beauty with sound improvements
fiiiitvikka ,

designed and manufactured in the UK by HNE Systems

specialist guide
CHESHIRE

DEVON at CORNWALL

DOUG BRADY HI-FI

SH 11 1dS

Per

Kingsway Studios, Kingsway North
Warrington, WA I3NU

ection

Cornwalls most exclusive

Audio Retailer
Home Demonstrations
Demonstration Facilities by APP
Tel/Fax 01326 221372 Mobile 0468 754353

Tel: ( 01925) 828009
Fax: ( 01925) 825773

GREATER LONDON
BUCKINGHAMSHIRE
ACOUSTIC ENERGY ALCHEMIST

NORTH WOOD
A

Li

11)

AUDIONOTE ARION AUDIO MECCA
CHORD DENON DPA EXPOSURE HEART

I 0

MARANTZ MICROMEGA MUSICAL TECHNOLOGY
HAD NEAT PROAC REGA ROSE ROTEL

HI-FI / AUDIOVISUAL
SPECIALISTS & REPAIRS
B & W, CABLE TALK, CASTLE, CELESTION, EPOS,

STAX TALK ELECTRONICS TEAC
THORENS WOODSIDE
Open: 10am. - 6pm. Monday to Saturday

HARBETH,

KEF, KLIPSCH, MICHELL, MONITOR AUDIO, REL, RUARK,

98 Cambridge Steet, Aylesbury, Bucks HP20 IBA

PHONE: 01 296 428790

TANNOY, TUBE TECHNOLOGY.

27 BOND STREET, EAUNG W5
IT 0181-567 8703
AUDIOLAB, B&O, B&W, BOSTON, CABLE TALK, CASTLE,
CHORD CO., DENON, EPOS, HARMON KARDON, KEF,
MARANTZ, MISSION, MUSICAL FIDEUTY, NAD, NORDOST,
Ot9KYO, OREUE, QUAD, REL, ROGERS, ROKSAN, ROTEL,
SOUNDSTYLE, TEAC, TALK ELECTRONICS, TARGET, THORENS,
VAN DEN NUL, & OTHERS.
Two demonstration rooms. Free local delivery &
installation. Repairs & service.
Closed Wednesday.

EIRE

studio

Hearing is Believing

Amain

CLOW

B8.W
Audiolab
Castle
ACOUSTiC ENERGY ARCAM AURA

Meridian

BANG & OLUFSEN CYRUS EPOS KEF

Classe

MERIDIAN MISSION NAD NAIM AUDIO

Rega

NAKAMICHI QUAD REGA ROYO
SONUS FABER YAMAHA

Ma rant z
Epos

30 years of Excellence

Technics

55 Main Street, Blackrock, Dublin.
Tel: ( 01) 2889449/2888477

Nairn

Open: Tues - Sat 10 am to 6 pm. Thur - Fri 10 am to 9 pm

LONDON

BADA BONDED DEALER

Sony

or FAIRFAX ROAD SWISS COTTAGE LONDON NW64DY
TH 0171 674 885
IAX 0171 623 5315

GREATER MANCHESTER
NOTTINGHAMSHIRE

r1

le

ao
1

'
SIMPLY

THE

BEST'

INSTANT 0%
FINANCE
AVAILABLE

•Naim Audio • Audiolab •

SERVING LONDON
FROM BATTERSEA

•Ruark • Bang & Olufsen •

ORANGES
& LEMONS
Juicy fruit from London's newest,
freshest hi-fi/home cinema retailer.
Telephone demonstrations or just pop
in. All the usual, i.e. friendly and
efficient service, free home installation
+credit cards.
THE INNOVATIVE AUDIO/VISUAL
HI-FI RETAILER
ARCAM, CABLETALK, CASTLE, CHORD CO.
DENON, EPOS, MARANTZ, NAD, NAIM,
REGA, ROKSAN, ROTEL, ROYD, RUARK,
SOUNDSTYLE, STANDS UNIQUE, YAMAHA
Our fourth phenomenal year

0171-924 2040
61/63 WEBBS ROAD, SW11
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Chantry Audio

Rega • Quad • Arcam • Epos
TDL • Mission • Copland •

musi

,

lo your . ars

•Audio Research • Sonus Faber • etc... etc... etc
A UDIO COUNSEL
AUDIO COUNSEL
12-14 Shaw Road,

"No ordinary Hi Fi Dealer"

if

14 Stockport Road,

OLDHAM

CHEADLE

0161 633 2602

0161 428 7887

Open Tues.- Sat. 10-5.30 ( 8.00 Thursdays)

A Fresh approach to the World of Specialist Hi Fi

3Demo Rooms inc. Home Cinema
Krell, Theta, Epos, Copeland, Hi.Q, Pink A, Audio Research, Micromega,
SME, Meridian, Audion, CR DeuLlumeuets, Akhernist Rotel/Michi, NVA,
Roark, Martin Logan, Monitor Audio, SD, michell Lumley, Creek,
Sonso Faber, Denon, Celestion, d.p.o Jarreo, Ortolon, Rose • much more.
Friendly service and advice in relaxed surroundings.
First- Time Buyer to High End Enthusiasts.
EASY ACCESS
INTEREST FREE FINANCE
FREE PARKING
16-18A Eldon Street, Tuxford, Nr, Newark, Notts NG22 OLH
Telephone 101777) 870372 Focsimile 1017771 870437

Nottingham's newest and largest
hifi & home theatre store.
Authorised Dealers for: Aroma( Precision • Audio Alchemy • Audio
Analogue • Audiomeco • Audio Synthesis • Ad Audio • Audio Physic • Boulder •
Burmester • Cabosse • Conrad-Johnsoo • Croft • DPA • E.A.R. • Electrocompaniet
•Farrell •• Fullers Audio • Gamma Acoustics • Golden Tube • Grad • Kliersch •
Living Voir,' • Lowther Voigt • Magnum • Mermus • OW • Oracle • Ocelle •
Ortolan • Papworth • Purist • Project • Pentochord • Pink Triangle • OW •
Sequence • Stan • Tear • Triangle • tribord Research • Totem • Unison Research
•Yammer] Churchill • Y8A and others
I
ee., • Part ne &me. larrlitul
C;a11 for kw of pan exduinge berpire
Demeutowx by minaret koxWi UT off Ile ehsle swag, Fare Alai °blew

01257 473175
EVENING CALLS WELCOME

•Three demonstration rooms
• Home trials
ur

• Full installation service
•All the major brands...and more

CASTLE
SOUND
&VISION

Castle Sound tk

Vision

48 - 50 Maid Madan Way,
Nottingham, NCI 6CF
Tel: 0115 958 4404

specialist guide
HEREFORDSHIRE

ENGLISH

audio
”*.uvittS tENTRE••••
Arc am,

Audiolah, B&W, Castle.

Denon. Exposure. Harman Kardon. Kef.
Marante. Micromega. Mission. Naim.
Pink Triangle, Pioneer. Prom:, Quad. Rel,
Rotel, Ruark. John Sheame. Sias. Teat:. Yamah.,

NORTH LONDON

studio

8

HI-FI & TV
82 The High Street
Harpenden Herts AL5 2SP

Tel: 01582 764246

Bang & Olufsen Centre
ARCAM, ATACAMA, ATC, AUDIOLAB, AVI,
BANG 8, OLUFSEN, B80, BOSE, CHORD CO., DENON,
HARBETH. KEF, JAMO, MARANTZ, MUSICAL FIDELITY,
MUSICAL TECHNOLOGY, MYRYAD, NAIM, PANASONIC,
OED. QUAD. ROBERTS RADIO, SENNHEISER. SOUND STYLE,
TANNOY, TARGET AUDIO. TEAC, TDL, TLD ETC

Eree installation: Credit facilities; Sets

Mon-Sat 9.30 — 5.30
;7 \\

Anafog Audio

ro.. Road. Hirerold MI -021 3550S1

IMMI:=11111

(HiFi Specialists)
849 High Road, Iondon N12
wiri
S2t, SALE NOW ON

NORTHERN IRELAND
TURNTABLES - Moth. Michell, Nottingham Analogue. Roksan, Rockport.
VPI, Wilson Benesch.
TONEARMS/CARTRIDGES - Rep, SME, Wilson Benesch,
Nutt Analogue, VPI. Lyra. Grado. Roksan, Clearaudio. Goldring, Koetsu.
DIGITAL PRODUCTS - Rotel. Marantz, Harinas Kardon, Helios. Trichord,
Roksan, Audiomeca, M.F.. Copeland. Krell, BOW Technology. YBA,
Meracus, DAC.
AMPLIFICATION - Rotel. Maranta. Harman Kardon, Audio Analogue,
Musical Fidelity. LFD, Roksan, Meracus, YBA, Copeland. Krell. BOW,
Siemel. Valve amps from Audion. Unison Research, Graaf. ,
Audio Research, KR Acoustic.
LOUDSPEAKERS - Audio Physics, Apogee, OLN, Triangle, Jamo,
System Audio. JBL. Ruark, Wilson Benesch, Sonus Faber. Cadence.
Martin Logan. Tannoy, Blueprint, Living Voice. Klipsch.
HOME CINEMA - Rotel. Harman Kardon, Proceed, Krell,
Sont ire ( Bob Carver). JBL, Triangle. Ruark, Jamo.
CABLES/ACCESSORIES - Insert Audio, Flatline, Kimber, Silver Sounds.
Purest Audio Designs, Yamamura, Frameworks,
Partington. Base, Understands.
KRONOS HI-Fl, 7SCOTCH STREET CENTRE,
DUNGANNON 8170 1AR N. IRELAND.
TEL 01868 753606 FAX 753006
E-mail. David@KronosHI-Fi.demon.co.uk
Web Site. http://wenv.KronosHi-Fi.demon.co.uk

Credit (Including Interest Free) Available

LEADING STOCKISTS OF

KENT

ROTEL, YAMAHA AND MARANTZ

AvKlioV'-ett\vi-6

gestaoke.

Vistiod Got‘smitares

kist ol lull rangu ut speakers and
electronics or all major manufac lu ret
Please phone for details.

UNILET

Sound & Vision

Once is not enough

SURREY

We at Audio Venue are not interested in making the quick,one time
sale.Ratherwe want you as a long
term repeat customer5o whether
you are buying, selling, exchanging

Stockish of: ARCAM • DENSE>: • EPOS • LINS • LOEWE
•MICROME(A • NAIM AUDIO • NEAT • REGA • ROTEL
•ROYO • SHARMAN • TE W.• SM ! HA & MORE

n idelit Y

£120.00 -£72.000

Open Tues - Fri 10.30am - 7.00pm/Sat 10am - 6pm

email; audiovenue@vosenet.co.uk
LINCOLNSHIRE

E- Mail I •

Zen iretylink k
Audio
ensidlanIS
”Inshire
iii 1
-2SK3722
r 21 ,kS@Compuserve.Com

Digital Analogue Company
Nottingham Analogue
Audion - Arion - Klipsch - Triangle - Silver Sounds
Ni, TV - N, \
No Satellite
Itea l'ine Music
Talk to 'rhum
tn tlic above innulser
Evausite
Evchaive EaiN

NORFOLK
The Old School
School Road, Bracon Ash
Near Norwich, Norfolk
,e1

Tel: (01508) 570829

Basically Sound of Norfolk
Arcam, Audio Alchemy, Naini. Denon,
Creek, Epos, AudioLab, U.K.D., Heybrook, Rotel,
Soundstyle, Micromega, Royd, Chord Co, Cable Talk,
Opera Loudspeakers. T.D.L. Reference, Stax. Teac,
Unison Research and others
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* Three demonstration rooms
* All leading brands

UNILET SOUND & VISION

24-26 UNION STREET, MAIDSTONE ME14 1ED
Tel: 01622 676703
Fax: 01622 676723

SOUTH COAST

indecently good hi-fi

Tel / Fax 0181 707 4849
mobile 0973 471 426

Best place in
town for Hi Fi and
Home Cinema

* Interest Free Credit
* Good parking facilities

Components from

or just looking for unbiased advice
on Hi- end Audio, Visual please call.

• .1 F\J(3
1

Ç
Choose from
the finest

dve

UNMET
Sound & Vision
* Six

Best place in
town for Hi Fi and
Home Cinema

•Hi Fi
•Home Cinema
•TV & Video

demonstration rooms
* All leading brands
* Interest Free Credit
* Free Parking
* Open 10-4 every Sunday

efetes

UNILET SOUND & VISION
35 HIGH STREET, NEW MALDEN,
SURREY, KT3 4BY

Tel: 0181 942 9567

Fax: 0181 336 0820

BRIGHTON 69 London Rd (
01273) 609431
EASTBOURNE Green St (
01323) 731336
PORTSMOUTH 29 London Rd (01705) 663604

Excellent Listening Facilities
SOUTH EAST LONDON

Closed Mondays. Free Parking

SUFFOLK

Front End Problems?
then contact:

"The Cartridge Man"

WIffin"g""filWq
4

It doesn't have to cost an arm and aleg

°

signa

to get the best — listen to my Koetsu-andDecca-eater. Also agents for Croft, Moth,

¡a*
‘viaitte,..date

Hadcock, E.A.R. and others,
plus cartridge re-tipping service

0181-688 6565

Se. wel"*,11
4!te«We'
tte

h1-11 for grown-ups
tel / fax Ipswich 014 73 622866
mobile
0802
1 7 6 3 19
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SCOTLAND

YORKSHIRE

Music Mill

Stockists of Audio Synthesis, Mirage. Chord Company, Classe,
Cable Talk. EAD. Exposure. Kora . Harbeth. Myryad, D.P.A.,
Orelle Trichord. Sonic Link. Orelle. Stands Unique.
XTC & many Others

Hi- ti advice that's always worth listening to.

YORKSHIRE

THE HI-FI
STUDIOS
Audiolab, Electrocompaniet. Pro-Ac. Ruark, Castle, TEAC. Unison Research, T&A,Impuise
Horns, Monitor Audio, Barbel). Alchemist, Michell Turntables. Nottingham Analogue
Studios, Blueprint, Auào Analogue . Exposure, Living Voice. Densen. Celestion (Aseres
Ale Opera, Etalon, Audio Physic. Tnchord Research. Yamaha and Klipsch Home Cinerra,
Pro-Logic demonstrations. Nordost. Stands Unique. Stan Electrostatics. Onion. Ringmat

PREMIER AUDIO
Demonstration Facilities. Home Demonstrations 8) Free Installation.
By Appointment Tel: Wakefield (01924) 255045. (Anytime).
Serving the Yorkshire Area

•

•

'

'

-

•

SUNNYFIELD, DONCASTER, DN5 8SA

Tel/Fax: ( 01302) 781387
10-8pm TueFri, 10-6pm Sat, Closed Monday

YORKSHIRE

Aide geireectioae ()

Systems matched to specific requirement
Nationwide delivery and installation

PROBABLY THE BEST SELECTION
OF QUALITY HI- Fl ON

Over the years we have carefully chosen a comprehensive
range of audio equipment to offer the discerning music low
components of unparalled performance.

Sympathetically designed audio furniture

THE EAST COAST'

For friendly advice or to arrange your demonstration of some
of the World's finest audio equipment contact JOHN
BLEAKLEY on LEEDS (0113) 252 8850 (
evening calls
welcome). Genenms part exchange allowance always
available. Agencies include ATC, Ay!, BRIS TON,
CASTLE, CHORD, HARBETH, MARANTZ, PRIMARE
SYSTEMS, SPENDOR, SUMO, TEAC, and many nuire.

Friendly professional advice and after-sales support
NAIM AUDIO • PRO AC
ABSOLUTE SOUNDS • MARANTZ • AVI
ALCHEMIST • TEAC • ROKSAN • ROTEL
72 Newhaven Road Edinburgh EH6 5QG

TEL: 01482 587397

éffiloive)

printer's

0131-555 3963

ZEN AUDIO
35 GEORGE STREET HULL

" .
/ VI

acouerrc »

Mfg«

EILJK.AcuLuLo

WEST SUSSEX

Phone/Fax LEEDS (0113) 2528850

TO ADVERTISE IN

poieweicaffrï

THIS SECTION
PLEASE CONTACT
DAVE WALSH
TEL:

W ould

SSIGHTON•S LEADING HI-FI SHOP

Cyrus, Roksan, Micromega, Audionote, Aucholab, Rega,
Arcam. Exposure, Aura, Epos, Thiel, Ruark, Rotel, ATC,
Marantz and other fine equipment

you titre to hear more)

0051
4 .4.4acece
/
PROJ ECTS

0181 686 2599
EXT 318

MEACIINOLEY

0 1 1 3

LANE

l.•

f_IUS

2 3 0

66 Upper North Street, Brighton

1.8›.

Telephone 01273 775978
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for the midlands
3 Hi - Fi Studios

01922 493499
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Department

Home Trials • Home Cinema Theatre • In House Service
Mail order available • Interest Free Credit available •
On Selected Berns. APR 20°C written &toils on request)
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0121 321 2445
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THE AUDIO SPECIALISTS
Our extensive range of products includes the very finest hi-fi and home cinema from
Audio Research, Theta, Sonus Faber, Meridian, Audiolab, Arcam, B&W,
Cyrus, DPA, Dynaudio, KEF, Musical Fidelity, TEAC, Technics and Yamaha.
Awide range of classical CD's is available at our Birmingham Store
Open Tues-Sat.10.00-5.30, late night ( not Stourbridge) Thurs. till 7.00

tuat It

, g
1••• •••••

INTEREST FRE CREDIT ON SELECTED ITEMS

363 HAGLEY ROAD,

93-95 HOBSMOAT ROAD,

9MARKET STREET,

NEW BRANCH NOW OPEN

APR 0% Wntten dells on request

EDGBASTON,

SOLIHULL,

STOURBRIDGE,

10 BOLDMERE ROAD. SUTTON COLDFIELD,

Dcr.nsed Credit Broker.

BIRMINGHAM B17 BOL

WEST MIDLANDS B92 8JL

WEST MIDLANDS DY8 lAB

WEST MIDLANDS, B73 5TD

VISA • ACCESS • SWITCH • AMEX • DINERS

TEL: 0121 429 2811 FAX: 0121 434 3298

TEL: 0121-742 0254 FAX: 0121-742 3471

TEL: 01384 444184 FAX: 31384 444968

TEL: 0121 354 2311, FAX: 0121 354 1933
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FOR SALE - PRIVATE
Accuphase T109 tuner, mint, boxed with remote balanced and unbalanced outputs, one of the world's best
£1,995 tel: 01224 707622 after 6pm (H1176)
Acoustic Energy AEI speakers with stands, piano
black finish, as new, £595 tel: 01737 822 535 mobile,
0585 489832
Acoustic Energy AEI speakers, satin black with
foundation stands, perfect condition plus cable, award
winning sound, bargain for £350 tel: 01285 651969
(H1177)
Alchemist Forseti pre-amp and two power amps +
PSU, can be bridged 450 WPC RMS or bi-amped 150
watts x4, balanced connections, mint, boxed, manuals,
bargain (£3,500) £ 1,800 tel: 0181 597 4154
(H1068)
Apogee stage speakers, boxed (£4,000) £ 1,200 Nairn
pre-amp with hi-cap £550; Thorens TD160 deck £80;
Meridian 602 with Audio Synthesis AT&T mod £950
tel: 01274 422845 (H1179)
Apogee Stages, excellent condition £ 1,300; Mirage
595is excellent condition, £350 tel: 01604 766124
(H1150)
Arcarn Alpha 7Int. amp new, boxed £ 195ono; Two
Pairs Audioquest ruby 1/2 metre cables £45ono; Each
pair, Michell Argo HR, Michell I.S.O. HR both with
Hera P.S.0 £975ono tel: 0181 852 8993 (H1134)
Arcam Alpha 8 CD Player, excellent condition - 12
months old, analogue and digital output £350 tel:
01743 249103 anytime (Midlands) (H1189)
Audio Note CD2 two months old £790; Audio Note
P25E amp, one month old, £950 with boxes tel:
01948 666484 (Shropshire) (H1212)
Audio Research Dl 15MKII 100 watt valve £900;
SP14 preamp £ 1,200; Octet new, matched GEC
6550A valves £ 100; Audio Note KO-ON silver passive
pre-amp £500; all excellent, offers tel: 01604 720122
(H1190)
Audio Research LS15 preamp remote, £2,250;
Audio Research Classic 60 power amps £ 1,350; Theta
Data Basic IIA CD Transport £ 1,450; all boxed with
manuals, tel: 0171 237 5475 (H1128)
Audio Research preamp SP-9MK1 mint £650;
WANTED: Nakamichi Dragon, must be mint,
WANTED: Sony TA-NRI monoblock, power amlifiers, must be mint, WANTED: B&W 801 MK3 loudspeakers, tel: Tony, 01229 833168 or 0966 413086
(H1023)
Audio Research SP14 black preamp, hybrid with
superb phono stage and many facilities, sounds wonderful, mint, owned from new, happy to emonstrate,
£1,395ovno, tel: 01264 790675 eves/ansaphone
(H1135)
Audio Synthesis DAX2 and Passion 8S, reference
grade DAC and remote "silver" attenuater, £ 1,099
and £650 *respectfully, both in immaculate condition,
upgrading to DAX " Decade" tel: Rober, 01604
415412 (Northampton) (H1167)
Audiolab 8000P power amp, latest spec (2years old),
boxed, including manual, vgc, £400; Cyrus 2amp and
PSX power supply, boxed, manuals inc. vgc, £300 tel:
01480 436321 (Huntingdon) (H1184)
Beard P35.2 valve amp, excellent £475 bargain price
tel: 01474 872863 (N Kent) (H1151)
Bose Acostimas S5 speaker system, separate bass
unit, discrete directional cube array for shelf or wall
mounting, cost £800 little used, £395ono tel: 01256
704801 (Basingstoke, Hants) (H1222)
Celestion 7001 special editions, aerolam construction, matching filled stands, totally as new, spec sheets
and certificate, less than ayear old, £900 tel: Lisa,
01202 253366 evenings (H1166)
Celestion 7000 ribbons £400; Wharfdale Harewood
£200; Burmester 838 phono stage £400; Tannoy S25
ALF subwoofer £200; Meridian 203 Dac £220 tel:
0181 672 4319 (H1107)
Classe 150 amplifer, current model (£2,250), mint
condition, minimal use, £ 1,250; Transparent plus
speaker cable, 15 feet £300; owner upgrading, carriage pad, tel: 353 45 876558 (Ireland) (H1078)
Conrad-Johnson Premier six pre- preamp, all valve
gain stage for use with low-output moving coil cartridges, vgc, £395ono; Sennheiser HD580 jubilee limited edition headphones, superb £ 125 tel: 01264
790675 (H1'136)
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Conrad-Johnson PVIOA MV55 amps, vgc, £ 1,700;
SHun Mook Saptial control kit, £ 190 tel: 01454
857251 after 6pm (H1206)
Copland CDA288 CD HCDC, boxed, new, (£2,200)
sell £ 1,500; Transparent music link super interconnect 2m pair £ 500; Sony PSX70 t/table Boron Cart.
£120; Soundstyle HiFi support senza blue, 6 tier
£200 new tel: 0181 642 6470 (Surrey) (H1174
Counterpoint SA20 `Power' amplifier, mint, boxed
£1,150; Well tempered classic turntable, latest black
platter/bearing, classic arm, Dynavector Karat, all
boxes, manuals, superb, £ 1,375; Roksan Darius loudspeakers, latest, rosewood, mint, boxed, manuals,
£625; Mission Mechanic £495; Ortofon SPU £295
tel/fax: 01747 853372 (Dorset) (H1186)
Counterpoint SA3000 pre-amp, including phono
stage; Counterpoint SA12 power amplifier, both
absolutely mint, boxed and with manuals, black finish,
genuine reason for sale £950 the pair tel: 01277
659650 ( H1055)
Day Sequerra Studio tuner, mint, boxed, £2,500;
Mark Levinson no. 29 amp, mint, boxed £ 1,850 tel:
01347 823467 (H1221)
DNM 3-6 pre-amp £700; ART Audio tempo mono
blocks (pair) £ 1,250 tel: 01444 417911 (H1178)
DNM 3A twin preamp, C/W leads, £550; Cyrus 2 +
PSX £250; 1x PSX £ 100; Tangent RS3 speakers
£145 tel: Mike, 01246 209578 day, 01246 280755
eves (H1194)
EAR 861 Triode Valve amplifier ( 1997 Japan Gold
Award), EAR839 rrp £4,000 new, boxed, £2,500ono;
Supreme Pioneer CT95 DolbyS Cassette recorder,
unused, rrp £ 1,000, £450ono; Courier COD, insured
tel: 00 353 27 61040 (tel/fax) (H1218)
Electos 2M blocks plus Argo preamps, £ 1,300; VPI
Mem Tanar 12 inch £ 1,400; Linn LIC2 Roman 2
power amp, £ 150 SP1.5 £ 500 tel: 0049 5192 4426
(H1193)
Emigration Sale: MF X-Cans headphone amp £60
with free VdH cables, Quad 606 MK1£100; Sony
CDP 557 ESD CD player £ 100; Sony STS 361 RDS
Tuner £75 tel: 015242 72887 (H1172)
Englightened Audio Design (EAD) T8000
Laserdisc/CD Transport, black, superb quality transport £2,495 (£4,500); Resolution Audio Quantum
DAC £ 1,950 (£3,300), both items in as new condition and sounding great, together or apart! tel: 0181
291 1744 (H1164)
Exposure 9PPS 14 pre-amp £ 1,400; IV Dual regulated power £ 1,100 super 18 monoblocks, new
£1,200 old style IV VI VII £400; Arion EOS vavlve
power £425 tel: 01574 270477 (H1213)
Exposure 21 pre-amplifier and twin 18 mono super
amplifiers, all mint and boxed, rrp £2,600 sell for
£1,780 tel: 01689 813884 evenings ( H1188)
High End Cable Clearout, Transparent Musicwave
Reference Speaker 3 feet £ 1,950 (£ 3,500);
Transparent Digital link 1.5metre phono-BNC £ 150
(£300); Transparent Digital link ! metre BNC-BNC
£130 (£250); Transparent Phono Cable (Special-very
rare!!) 1.5metre £500 (£830); Cardas Golden Cross
interconnects - 8 metre £ 1,950 (£3,500) 1.5 metre
£500 (£900), 1 metre £400 (£700); Madrigal HP
interconnect 7metre £500 (£995); Madrigal Digital
coax 1 metre £ 150 (£300) tel: 0181 291 1744
(H1163)
KEF 105 speaers, Cambridge Audio R50's,
Manticore Mantar T/table, Pioner PD75 Reference
CD/Meridian 606 DAC Pioneer A-9 amp, Sony
CDP502ES CD, Quad II, ELS57 Electrostatics
SNeck T/pe E MKIII KEF 103/ 102/2 must clear,
upgrading tel: 01992 718265 (H1062)
KEF Reference Four loudspeakers, immaculate,
unmarked condition, original packaging and manuals,
one owner from new, rosetta finish £2,350 (£ 3,500)
tel: 01204 433698 (H1112)
Krell CD-DSP custom perspex L,D £ 1,995
(£4,000); Krell KSA 100S £2,995 (£5,800); Audio
Research LS1 pre-amp £650 (£ 1,800); all immaculate WANTED: Audio Synthesis Passion Pro Balanced
around £375 tel: Cardiff, 01222 759604 (H1138)
Krell KBL line stage pre amplifier, fully balanced plus
separate power supply unit, immaculate condition
with original packaging and manuals £ 1,650 (£4,900)
tel: 01204 433698 (H1113)

Krell KPS 30i CD player, 14 months old, mint condition, remote control, never used, cost £ 5,500
upgrading hence priced for quick sale £2,100 tel:
01639 882292 (H1103)
Krell KPS20i Krell KRC3 HR, both nearly new, little
use, mint, DNM3/6 power supply with Network T
capacitors £ 1,000 any demonstration tel: 0181 743
8880 daytime (H1169)
Krell MD1 Trans £ 1,750; SBP64X DAC £3,150
(£1,500); Theta Progen III DAC £2,500 (£5,600);
Audio Research LS5 MKII £2,600 (£5,600);
Cardasic's 1
m £200, all items mint and boxed tel:
0181 882 4287 (H1160)
Linn Isobariks black, plus LK1 and LK2-75, all mint,
prefer to sell as package £ 1,000, can demonstrate tel:
01252 714081 (H1209)
Linn Klout and Kairn, standard power supply, excellent condition, £ 1,050 and £ 1,900; warranty remaining, offers welcome tel: James, 01232 746215 (Belfast)
(H1217)
Linn LK100 power amps, boxed and in top condition, four for £ 1,750ono or will split, tel: Nick, 0161
429 0963 (Stockport) (H1203)
Lumley LM2 Monitor loudspeakers, floor standing,
excellent condition, as reviewed HiFi News, big
detailed sound, ribbon tweeters, black ash, original
packaging, two years old, cost £2,800 new £ 1,150ono
tel: 01625 432889 (H1183)
Lumley M250, 125w/c Class A mono blocks, ex
demo, £4,995 (new £7,500); REL Studio II black,
£2,750 (£ 3,995 new) full warranty; REL Stentor II ex
demo £ 1,395, full warrant; Magnum Class A SE black
phono, ex demo, 3year warranty £599 (new £840);
Magnum IA 170 SE silver phono £330 (£440) tel:
01992 442425 (H1145)
Magnaplanar MG 1.4 speakers, immaculate, boxed,
great sound for the money, £475; Nordost Blue
Heaven interconnects, two one metre sets, boxed,
£100 per set; Van den Hul D102 III interconnects, 4.5
metre set, Monster plugs, £ 100; Meridian MSR
remote, boxed £ 50 tel: 01793 771286 evenings
(H1168)
Mana 3 Tier stand with REF table top £425;
Transparent music link super 1.5m x2 £ 530 each pair
(£839); Campaign Audio two xlm mains cables £25
each (£46) tel: 01797 253073 (E/S) (H1146)
Mark Levinson 30.5/31/5 CD/DAC, Path warranty,
(£26,000) £ 12,950; Martin Logan CLS1 I
Z Arcci
stands, £2,500; Kinergetics SW800 sub-woofer
Towers, X-over £2,500; Audio Research SP15/Rev.A
£2,500; V.P.I. TNT/111 Dustcover £2,500 tel: 01227
770195 (HI057)
Mark Levinson 380 pre 2,695 331 power 2995, 39
CD 3,695, all only 2months old, fully balanced and
remote control, cost new £ 1,3500 tel: 01992 621908
or 01707 888688 C2 Gel XLR balanced leads available (H I117)
Martin Logan CLS Hz £2,000; Audio Research
CL120 £3,250; Entec LF20's servo sub £ 3,500;
Meridian 207 CD player/preamp £650 with remote;
Sugden P28 amp £ 150 all like new, tel: 0171 495
1220 (H1165)
Matched pair Naim 135 mono power amps new style
cases £ 1,525; Naim NAC 72 pre-fitted hi-gain moving coil boards, plus magnetic and straight thru' for
CD £400; Naim Hi-Cap old style, case £350 all excellent condition, tel: 01736 757721 (H1056)
Meridian 200/203 Trichord clocked £ 695;
M/Fidelity B3 pre/MA50 monoblocks £595; Snell
Type E, all boxed, Manticore Mantra, KEF 105,
Celestion SL6; Quad 50E monoblocks, EL557 speakers, 33 pre 303 power/valve monoblocks/22/FM1 etc.
tel: 01992 718265 (Enfield) (H1142)
Meridian 201 pre-amp with R/C £250; Pioneer PD5802 CD Player with BIC £ 170; Monitor Audio MAI
loudspeakers, £80; Quantum 102 pre-amp £60 QED
Digit DAC £ 55 tel: 01705 839809 (Portsmouth)
(H1170)
Meridian 605 Monoblock power amps, excellent
condition, boxed, highly recommended (MC) (33
Marks) £ 1,095ono; EAR Phono 834P £275ono;
Orelle DA Converter £320ono (MC 34-37 marks) tel:
01903 261931 eves after 6pm (Worthing) (H1122)
Meridian DSP 5000 digital loudspeakers, Meridian
500 compact disc transport, Meridian 652V multimedia controller, prefer to sell together £3,500 tel: Mark,
01604 590069 (H1211)
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MIT-750 loudspeaker cable, 8ft, single wired grades
£250 tel: Michael, 0171 9377935 (H1171)
Musical Fidelity A1000 Class A £925; Micromega
Drive 2 £550; both boxed, guaranteed, Proac Studio
100, walnut, british craftsmanship, boxed, £440;
Meridian 263DS DAC, perfect £295; VDH Second
interconnect £ 100; Cord Myth 7m £60; Linn Basik
AKTTO K9 £210 tel: 0117 924 6297 (H1220)
Musical Fidelity E600 CD £425; Thorens TD160
Turntable £40; Goldring ELAV, unused, £20; SHure
ED75 with Musonic Stylus unused £25; tel: Malcolm
Lee, 01274 582266 ext. 2570 (office) (H1124)
Nairn Audio CDS CD Player, unused, boxed, genuine reason for sale £2,500 tel: 0131 336 2956
(H1144)
Nains NAP 180 power amp, mint, only 4months old
and under guarantee, boxed £800ono tel: 01905
356923 (H1187)
Oracle Delphi Sumiko premier, FT3 tonearm
ATOC7 onix, power supply, 'Umber lead, excellent
condition, £900; EAR 509 mono power amps, vgc,
£1,2000n0 tel: 0121 459 9616 (H1204)
°retie DA180 DAC £250ono; excellent condition,
boxed, optical plus 2coaxial inputs tel: 01722 710692
evenings (H1198)
Original Rock ilimtable FR64FX tonearm, Koetsu
gold onyx cartridge, Audiophile silver T/Former,
£949; Two Hafler XL600 500 WPC amps, bridgeable
£699 each; Pioneer D-07 high speed DAT recorder
£750 tel: 01983 854304 (H1181)
Pair Audio Research Litz link interconnects, 2m set,
£200ono; Linn Sondik LP12 circus lingo EKOS
arkive, receipts and boxes, £2,300 tel: 01242 236981
(Cheltenham) (H1201)
Papworth PPA-6 preamp, 4 months old, as new
£1,200 (£4,750); Teak TI Transport with Trichord
Research digital output, board and two power supplies, mint, boxed £450 tel: 01780 764149 (H1182)
Pink Triangle Anniversary Sumiko MD860 Koetsu
black £ 1,250; Audio Innovations P2 £575; Martin
Logan Aerius as new, £ 1,200; Nakamichi Dragon
F.S.H mint £950ono tel: 0151 474 4262 (H1089)
Pink Triangle Cardinal CD Transport, reclocked
£300 DACAPO DAC convertor 20 bit filter £750 tel:
01256 359407 (H1215)
PROAC Studio 150 Natural oak, 12 weeks old, as
new, £900; Miller & Kreisel V75 subwoofer (new
£650) accept £375; VDH Snotvtrack 12 metres £60
tel: Michael, 0467 333663 (London)
Quad ELS63 speakers £ 1,400; Nakamichi LA 3head
cassette deck £ 140; HiFi EQP cabinet 4.5 feet £70;
tel: 01424 751715
Quad II's pair Celebration Power Amps, mint, boxed,
virtually unused, gold plated, Limited Editions, serious offesr, tel: Bob, 01280 850416, mobile 0831
802741 (H1158)
Revox B77 tape recorder, 1/4 track, 33/4 and 71/2 ips
with manual, excellent condition, light use £475 tel:
0161 283 1689 (H1214)
Revox B77Mk2, 4 track, £550; Revox B77/Vik 1, 4
track £450; Revox remote for B77 £80; DBX 224
compander £50; AudioLab 8000C preamp £350;
Rogers Studio 1speakers £200; Meridian MCD £50;
Yamaha CR820 receiver, £ 150; all good condition,
most with manuals etc. reasonable offers considered
tel: 01625 500276 (H1199)
SME 20A sensible offers only; Jadis JP80 £4,500ono;
2x7m Audio Research Lirzline speaker cable £500,
upgrading all above tel: work, 01223 868204, home
01708 442598 , mobile 0411 069525 (H1084)
Sound Lab A35 recommended electrostatic loudspeakers latest panel version 6/97, 3 years warranty
£6,500 accepted (cost £ 12,000) delivery included tel:
00 33 235 46 35 57 after 7pm (France, Normandy, Le
Havre) (
111207)
STAX SRM-TZ headphones Energiser tel: Alan,
01273 423604 (daytime) or 01273 857032 (eves) or
write to: Box No. 0789, HiFi News & Record Review
Classifieds, Link House Magazines, Link House,
Dingwall Avenue, Croydon, Surrey CR9 2TA
(H1162)
Stax Adaptor SRD-6/SB with Stax SR Gamma
Headphones, offers around £300 tel: 01223 324275
(H1148)
Sugden AU51 pre-amp £750 (cost £995); AU51
power amplifier £850 (cost £ 1,450); both Mark 2
models, Trio KT990 Tuner £50 (cost £325) tel:
01702 588216 (Southend on Sea) (H1106)
HI- Fl NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Sugden AU51 Transport (Philips CDM9 Pro
Mechanism) and AU51 DAC ( 16 Bit) £ 1,500 (cost
£2,700) tel: 01702 588216 (Southend-on-Sea)
(H1156)
SugdenT51, C51, P51 all look as new, original packing, manuals etc. tel: Alan Sutton, 01252
702057/01509 261797 (H1219)
Sumiko Blue point special phono cartridge, just purchased, but not needed, this is afactory fresh unit,
£160 (£250) tel: 0181 325 2585 (
H1216)
Teac P10 transport, rare, their best £650; 4x 9metre
Kimber 4TC £250; Audio Note Passive silver KOON preamp £500; Audio Research D115 MKII
£900; SP14 £ 1,200; Interconnects £250 (£600)
offers, tel: 01604 720122 (H1191)
Theta Data Basic II Transport hardly used, £ 1,295;
Audio Research DAC1, 20-bit AT&T £850 tel:
Gerry, 0181 743 7809 (H1075)
Transparent
B̀alanced
Musiklink
Super'
Interconnect cable, 1.5 metres £450 (cost £720)
hardly used, tel: 01795 662547 (H1115)
Two Audio Synthesis ultra analogue Dacs: Dax, balanced output, six input, Coax, Toslink, AT&T,
£1,549; DSM £549; Teak X- 1000R Audio reverse
R/R tapedeck, DBX £750; SME 3012R tonearm
£235 tel: 01983 854302 (HI180)
Unison Research Smart 845 monoblocks (£2,450)
few weeks use, still in box, genuine reason for sale;
Lowther Acoustas PM7A (£475) better treble and
bass than PM6A, excellent condition, Sovtek 300B
pair valves (£ 130) 30 hours use, boxed tel: 0131 668
3389 day/night (H1046)
Yamaha C1pre-amp 1977 model, never used, still in
its box! cost £ 1,100 new, unique opportunity, sensible offers in excess of £300 tel: Graham, 01256
471625 or email: GRAHAMWL@AOL.COM.
(H1173)
Yamaha DSP-A3090 audio-visual AC-3 amplifier
£750; Pioneer CLD2950 videotech upgraded AC3/coaxial digital/illuminated drawer £450; Theta TLC
de-jitterer £ 100; Audio Alchemy DAC-in-box £ 100;
Pioneer F-91 reference digital FM/AM tuner £ 125;
600 assorted CD's Jazz/Pop/Classical - list available
tel: 01945 463077 (H1192)
Zeta Vdh tonearm on Linn armboard with re-tipped
Koetsu, red signature, unused since re-tip £650;
Audio Synthesis Passion 8m preamp, 6 months old,
£995 tel: 0118 961 1918 (H1143)
AVI S2000 MP/MM Pre Amplifier & Monobloc's
(150W) Remote controlled, six inputs, inc MM/MC
phono stage, 10 months old, can demonstrate, boxed,
may split. (New) £2,600 (Sell) £ 1700 No offers tel:
0151 348 0256.

FORSALE/TRADE
Audio Note Ongaku 211 linestage inegrated amplifier, rrp £59,950, revalved, mint and crated, this rare
item will go for £ 17,995 no offers, definate enquiries
only please, as demos will cost £ 150, redeemable
against purchase tel: 01628 440873 (H1185)
Hand-made Audio system stands, solid, stable
suport in real wood, toughened glass door as an
option, modern, distinctive design, tel for details: 0161
480 1601 (H1223)
MIT 750 Reference CV Terminator 12' single ended
speaker cable, boxed ex-dem, one of the finest available rrp £6,300 sell for £3,800ovno tel: 01628
440873 (H1175)
New life for your cartridge. Why waste money buying
anew cartrideg when you can have yours rebuilt to a
higher standard by A.J. van den Hul using the provn,
patented van den Hul profile line contact stylus which
offers exceptional information retrieval and low record
wear. Retips from £210: van den Hul UK, PO Box
31, Bishop Auckland, DL14 7YX, tel: 01388 663273
New life for your vinyl collection. Make an investment for the future of your record collection with a
van den Hul cartridge. Priced from £250 to £3,000
they offer exceptional performance and will help preserve your valuable records with the low wear van den
Hul profile line contact stylus: van den Hul UK, PO
Box 31, Bishop Auckland, DL14 7YX, tel: 01388
663273

WANTED
Goldmund ST4 turntable, Technics EPC 205 cartridge, Cobra indoor FM Antenna tel: 0181 672 4319
(H1200)
Lowther Acousta twin loud speaker wanted, made
1960 to 1968, also wanted working drawing leaflets
instruction books, etc. tel: Jeff, 0181 924 0207
(Barking, Essex) (H1208)
QED Digit wanted, tel: John Graham, 01763 272707
(H1155)
Radford STA25 III, Radford SC22, Radford FMT1,
Radford FMT2, private enthusiast, mint, unmodified
condition please, write to: HiFi News Classifieds,
Box No: 0790, Link House Magazines, Link House,
Dingwall Avenue, Croydon, Surrey, CR9 2TA
(H1195)
Records: Classical record collection wanted by private enthusiast, music lover not collector, London
SW14 tel: Peter Fisher, day, 0181 785 6633 eves, 0181
876 8747 fax: 0181 785 6926 (H1196)
Revox half-track tape recorder, 3-3/4 and 7-1/2 ips,
tel: 01444 412376 (Mid-Sussex) (H1202)
Trio CD Player DP770 or similar, tel: 01322 522112
(H1205)

PRIVATE ADVERTISEMENT ORDER FORM insertion for one issue.
£17.00. Additional words
50p each ( per section). Box numbers £3.00 extra.
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THE SOUTHWEST PREMIER DEALER
We stock awide range of products from some exclusive manufacturers worldwide.
ALCHEMIST * ATACAMA SUPPORTS * AUDIO NOTE
AUDIO ANALYSIS * AUDIOQUEST CABLES * AUDIO SPECTRUM,
BOSTON ACOUSTICS * CABLE TALK * ELEMENTAL AUDIO SUPPORTS
HENLEY DESIGNS * KELLY * MICHELL * MONITOR AUDIO
MUSICAL FIDELITY • MYRYAD PRODUCTS • ORTOFON * PARASOUND
PHILOSOPHY CABLES * PROJEKT STANDS * PROJECT
REL ACOUSTICS * S.M.E. * SONIC FRONTIERS * SONIC LINK
STANDS UNIQUE * TARGET * TEAC
TRIANGLE SPEAKERS * TRICHORD * VOYD TURNTABLES.

QUALITY SECOND USER EQUIPMENT PLUS EX-DEM

UN

WANTED ALL YOUR VINTAGE GEAR. PHONE WITH THE PRICE YOU WANT OR

COM
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LIST

SALE

AUDIO NOTE ONGAKU BOXED MINT 3YR'S

£59950.. £ 17500

AUDIO NOTE M7 PHONO PRE-AMP BOXED

£ 18000... £5495

AUDIO NOTE ANSc 7MC TRANSFORMER MINT

£6995... £3495

ALCHEMIST STATEMENT STEREO POWER AMP MARKED
PRICED ED-DEM

£3995... £2495

AUDIOLAB CDM TRANSPORT MINT BOXED

£ 1400.... £795

REL STADIUM UPGRADE WOOD FINISH MINT

£ 1320.... £895

AUDIO INNOVATIONS SERIES 800 LTD EDITION AMPLIFIER
MINT BOXED NOW WITH BORDER PSU ONLY
AUDIO SPECTRUM 5-37-3 GOLD SPEAKERS NEW

£799
£699.... £399

NACAMICHI TRI TRACER 700 RECENTLY OVERHAULED

£325

QUAD ESL 57 SPEAKERS BEAUTIFUL SPEAKER AT A GIVE
AWAY PRICE VGC

£395

SUGDEN CLASS A WOOD CASED INTEGRATED AMP
J.R.T. SPEAKERS WITH STANDS MINT BOXED

£ 195

£825.... £425

FOR FRIENDLY ADVICE AND HOME SERVICE CONTACT NIGEL
01326 221372
MOBILE 0498 554357

WHY PAY MORE FOR LESS
&Ram

TEL/FAX 0181 450 7384

DAX DECADE
Advancing the state
of the art with asuperb
converter and attenuator.

....Build your own loudspeakers and save money
whilst improving on the sound quality of units
sold in your local Hi Fi centre.
We offer aselection of easy to build, high quality kit loudspeakers to suit
everybody's price range. Including these two recently launched new
designs
CS35A Monitor Kit - Based on the famous BBC designed monitor, this
very compact loudspeaker gives precise, accurate sound reproduction and
is adelight to listen to. It is ideal for small rooms and can be bookshelf
mounted.
£250 including fully machined flat pack mdf cabinet
Mini AV Speaker System -Comprising of aCentre Channel, 4Surround
Speakers and aSub Woofer. This system is so unobtrusive that it would
not be overpowering in any size of room, the surround speakers are only
190mm high, 100mm wide and 100mm deep.
Only £350 for complete kit
CASTLE SEVERN 2-We have apair of ex. demonstration Severn 2
loudspeakers finished in walnut, these usually retail at £670
Reduced for quick sale £480 pair
Phone for our free DIY loudspeaker catalogue

WilmslowVAudio
DEDICATED TO THE JOYS OF LISTENING.
For all aspects of Audio information do not hesitate to call us.
Agencies include:
Absolute Sounds, Audio Physic, Audio Synthesis, Jadis, Graham Engineering, Harmonix, LFD,
Magnum Dyna Lab, Mitchell, Pink Triangle, QLN, Sonus Faber, SME, Triplanar, VPI, Wilson Audio,
X1.0, Yammamura plus many more. Many brands of cartridges stocked.

SO

\lain Street. Broughton Astley. Leicester. LE9 6RD

Tel: 01455 286603

Fax: 01455 286605

Email:wilmslow.audio@dial.pipex.com
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OMEGA Electronic Equipment ( Europe) Ltd, New Road Business Estate, Ditton, Maidstone, Kent, ME20 6AF

Tel: 01732 848268 (7 Lines)

Fax: 01732 848289

• 4 Evaluation Suites.

• Easy Access M20/M25/M2&A2.

• 8.30am to 6.00pm Mon - Fri.

e Home Evaluation.

• Ample FREE On- Site Parking.

• 10.00am to 4.00pm Sat.

• Evening Appointments.

• World Wide Mail Order.

• Demonstrations by Appointment.

Audio Analogue, Bose, BCD Engineering,
Diapason, DPA, Ergo, Goertz,
Graaf, Helios, JBL, Kelly, Monrio,
Musical Fidelity, Opera, Partington,
Precious Metals, Sonic Frontiers,

fir
‘--.\

op •

SonicLink, Sonneteer, Townshend, VPI, Unison.
Musical Fidelity

Sonic Frontiers

NEW PRODUCTS!!

Anthem CD1

X- Series

DPA — Renaissance, Enlightenment & Reference
Audio Analogue Paganini CD — SOON!!
Bose — Stunning Lifestyle & Speaker Systems
Kelly — KT2 Loudspeakers
Helios — C.D. Players
Musical Fidelity — X- A200 & X- Al Amps
Opera — Platea Loudspeakers
VP! — Turntables and Cleaning machines

AuCio Analogue
& Opera

Townshend
Sink Stand

ICI o
METALS
CA3LES
Partington
A7-60 Stands

Loudspeaker
& Interconnects

Sonneteer
Byron CD

"...top-notch systems will benefit from
Sonic Link's fabulous Vermillion..."
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Welts The World'. Finest Hth Cables
From The Highest Quality Materiels,

DPA
Renaissance CD

111111>minamulmmimu

.1EMWE"
Better sound through research.

W ANTED
TOP
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WE'LL SELL ON
COMMISSION

MAIL ORDER
SPECIALISTS

Classic or Modern - all
types urgently required

You get the Best Price
without any the hassle!

All items Fully Insured
and Guaranteed

THE FNEST Si ECTIO
HI-F IN THE OUNTR
TURNTABLES / ARMS
AR Legend witth Linn LVX
£295
Basis Gold Vacuum
+Air Tangent 2B
£ 12,990 £ 7998
Dual CS505
£80
Grado tonearm
£ 498
JVC QL-70 Direct Drive/Rega RB300 £ 150
Linn Axis/Basik ( Black) £425 £278
Linn LP12 ( At r) Zeta
£ 795
Linn Akito ( Boxed - as new) £ 350 £ 195
Linn K18 Cartridge ( New)
£ 150
Linn LP12 Basik/LVX/A&R £ 1400 £ 595
Linn LP12 Basik Plus
£ 1400 £ 595
Linn LP12 + Lingo/Ekos/ Dynavector
Karat 1700Mk2
£3699
£1978
Mana Reference TfT support system £ 188
Manticore Mantra / Magician
+ MBP6 pwr sup / Or! MC3000
£ 998
Mantra + Magician, AT 005 8) PSU
£ 748
Rega Planar 3/RB300 As new £274 £ 188
Revolver / Helius Scorpion / P77
£ 249
Roksan Xerxes/RB250/Rega Cart £ 1000 £ 495
Systemdek 2/Rega/RB250 £350 £ 195
Technics SL1210/Stanton AL500 £ 265
Thorens TD160 Super/SME 3009
£ 175
VPI HW 17 Record Cleaning machine
Highest quality. An investment.
£799 £548

CARTRIDGES
Decca Gold ( Garrotted - little used)
Lyra Parnasus

£195
£ P0A

AMPLIFIERS - SOLID STATE

4

A&R A60 Integrated
£ 75
Arcam Alpha 7 Amp
£250 £ 175
Arcam Delta 110/120 ( Pre/Pow) £ 550
Audiolab 8000A
£500 £ 365
Audiolab 8000S
£700 £ 528
Audiolab 80000
£ 1100 £ 625
Audiolab 8000C Pre
£500 £ 298
Audiolab 8000A+P (Old Style) £ 1250 £ 648
Audio Research D200 200 wpc £3250 £ 1997
Aura Evolution
£ 195
Aura SE- X ( Integrated) £250 £ 178
AVI S2000 M1 Integrated £999 £ 648
AVI S2000 MP Pre
£ 799 £ 498
Bryston 28 Power amp
£630 £ 428
Chameleon 900S 2 x300w pwr £ 1000 £ 495
Chord SPM1200 ( Power Amp) £3500 £ 1798
Classe Audio Thirty Pre
£ 1320 £ 695
Counterpoint Solid 1Pwr £ 1495 £ 845
Cyrus 1
£ 165
Cyrus 2 + PSX
£ 415
DPA 50S Power
£ 1500 £ 695
DPA Renaissance Int
£ 595 £ 477
DPA Renaissance Intgrtd £ 595 £ 477
DPA DSP200 Line Pre
£499 £ 397
DNM Pre Series 2
£900 £ 528
DNM PA1 Power
£ 1800 £ 1168
Dynaco ST120 (Classic circa 76)
£ 328
EAR 834P Head Amp
£ 500 £ 350
ElectroCompaniet

SPRING CLEAN TIME - SO SOME OF OUR BEST
LOVED EX- DEMONSTRATION MODELS CAN GO
Chord SPM1000B
Balance Power
Chord SPM1200B
Balance Power
Chord CPA2800B
Line Stage Pre

£1797
£2327

£3246

£ 199T

Obviously they've been used - so there's afull
warranty with every item - and what bargains!
Anniversary Pwr
£4000
£1198
Exposure VIII Power
£250
Finestra EC ( Inc mains filter)
£795
£795
Heybrook C3+P3 Pre/Pwr £ 1425
Heybrook Integra ( Integrated!) £555
£250
Jeff Rowland
Consumate Pre
£5500 £ 2198
Kenwood THX-ICMX1000 Amp £375 £ 228
Krel KSA100S
£5843 £ 3497
Krel KBL Line Stage
£4998 £ 1798
Krel KSA150 Power
£4998 £ 1998
Krel Ref KRSBP(6 comp balanced pre) £ 3995
Krel KPE Phono stage
£ 698
Krel MDA300 Monoblocks ( Pair) £ 11,982 £ 5998
Krel KAS2 Monoblocks ( Pair) £20,000 £ 10998
Lecson AC1/AP1 ( Circa 1975)
LFD LSB + PA2 ( Pre/Pwr) £3800 £ 1798
LFD LS2/PA1 ( Pre/Pwr) £2600 £ 1198
Linn LK100 Power Amp
£650 £418
Mark Levinson No.28 Pre
+ PLS 228 PSU + No.29 Pwr £6500 £4098
Meridian 603 Pre/DAC £ 1750 £794
Musical Fidelity P173 Pre £730 £ 478
Musical Fidelity The Pre- Amp 2a + PSU £ 175
Musical Fidelity P270 Power £ 1399 £ 728
Musical Fidelity Synthesis ( Int)
£238
Musical Fidelity P270/2 Power £ 1500
£878
Musical Fidelity E200Pre/E300pwr £ 1500
£898
Musical Fidelity X- Cans
£85
£130
Musical Fidelity X- 10D
£90
£130
Naim 92 / Flat Cap / 9
£1252
£998
Naim 42 Pre
£195
Naim 250 ( Old Style
£1655 £795
Naim 250 ( Late)
£1655 £ 1148
Nakamichi 600 Pwr
£290
NVA AP30 ( Integrated)
£350 £ 228
NVA A60 Power amps (Choice of 2) £430
£280
Obelisk 2 Integrated
£95
OCM 500 Power amp
£2750
£1098
Pioneer A30OR
£278
£400
PS Audio TwoC power amps X 2
£325
PS Audio Elite Integrated
£398

QUAD
Quad 33/303 Pre/Power
Phone
Quad 66 Pre- amp
£ 498
Quad 44 Pre- amps. A choice from
£ 265
Quad 405 Power-amps. A choice from
£ 195
Quad items constantly changing and always
sought for cash - please call.

VALVE AMPLIFIERS
Arion Electra Integrated
Art Audio Quintet ( Monos)
Art Audio VPL ( Pre)
Audio Alchemy
Vac- In-The- Box Phono/Pre

•

£1897
£295
£758
£450
£495
£397
£477
£878

£1400
£2000
£750

£875
£878
£498

£249

£197

SALE
FEATURING

AUDIO

INNOVATIONS

Series 1000 Mk1 Monoblocks
£ 598
Series 1000 Mk11 Monoblocks
Plus Border Patrol PSU
£2600
£1498
First Audio 7.5w lntg Triode
£495
£495
Series 500 Integrated 25w
Series 300 Integrated Amp
£278
£250
Series 200 Power Amp
£269
L1 Pre-amp
£369
£448
P2 Phonoamp
£800
T2 Moving Coil Transformer
4 Pre

£369

Call into our main store -

Company

on the other side of the road!
or phone (01733) 341755
•

£98
£247

Audion Silver Knight
Anniversary Monoblocks £3400 £2697
Audion Silver Knight
Integrated 300B
£ 1125 £ 897
Audio Note P3 ( 300B Power) £ 1298
Audio Research BLI Cnvtr £888 £ 587
Audio Research V70 Pwr £4480 £ 2487
Audio Research LS5/1 Line Pre £5295 £2997
Audio Sterling integrated £595 £428
Avantic SPA It Vintage valves £ 188
Beard P100/P505 Pre/Pwr £2200 £838
Copland CSA14 ( Hybrid Int) £ 1200 £828
Counterpoint SA20 Pwr
£3000 £ 1398
Golden Tube Audio 5150 £ 1000 £695
Gordon Welford ( Pre- amp)
£448
Hand made, Hard Wired
Graaf 5050 Power
£2150
£1657
Graaf WFB 2 Pre
£1195
£897
Grant G100 MC / Pre / Pwr £2200
£ 998
Big physical presence and a mighty sound to
match - could these be a poor mans Unisons?
A demonstration is highly recommended.
Papworth Audio M100 Monos £3600
£2600
PM Components MPL1 Pre plus
2 xMp211 Power amps
£5000 £2507
Unison Mystery One
£ P0A
Unison 845 Monoblocks
EPOA

ARCAM • AUDION • AUDIOLAB • AUDIO RESEARCH
B & W • CASTLE • CHORD • COPLAND • CYRUS
DENON • EPOS • GRAAF • HARBETH • KEF • KRELL
LEXICON • MAGNAPAN • MARANTZ
MARTIN LOGAN • MERIDIAN • MICHELL • MISSION
MONITOR AUDIO • MUSICAL FIDELITY • NAIM
PINK TRIANGLE • PIONEER • QUAD • SME
SONUS FABER • TEAC • TECHNICS • UNISON
WILSON • WILSON BENESCH • YAMAHA

FOR NEW HI-FI
The

£2785
£3525

QED Systemline Kit + Mods £3000
Rappaport Pre 1 ( Pre)
Roksan L2 Pre + PSU
£ 1100
Sonographe SC1 Pre
£ 1250
Sugden A21a ( Class A integrated) £800
Thorens TTP2000 Mk1 Pre
£499
Thorens TTA2000 Pwr ( 35w) £599
YBA 2Pre- amp
£ 1700

IT'S YOURS
TOMORROW!

•

BUY BACK
PROMISE

Next Day Delivery for all
Credit Card Purchases

FULL P/X ALLOWANCE
on '60 Day' up-grades!

FULL
WARRANTY
With all purchases

Immediate Refund if Faulty

NED
OF PREVIOUSLY
THAT'S GUAM EED!
CD PLAYERS / DACS

£240

Arcam Alpha 5 CD Player £420
Audio Alchemy Drive System 3
£ 1950
4 Box CD Player
Audio Alchemy Drive 3
£695
Audio Alchemy DACMAN £ 149
Audio Alchemy DAC-IN—BOX £229
Audio Alchemy ACD2 Plyr £490
Audiolab 8000CDM Tms
£ 1399
Audiolab 8000D Rev
£899
Audiolab 8000DAC £ 1000
Cambridge Audio DAC Magic
Copland CDA288
£ 1997
DPA Renaissance DAC
£569
DPA Renaissance CD Plyr £950
Kinshaw Overture DAC
Krell SBP64X DAC
£9900
£7990
Krell MD10 (Transport)
£1750
Linn Karik

£898
£498
£117
£177
£397
£1097
£697
£528
£P0A
£1398
£395
£647
£195
£1298
£2498
£848

Meridian 602/606Trans/DAC £3350
Meridian 602
£ 1750
Meridian 207 CD/Pre £ 1400

£1498
£618
£548

We've been Meridian dealers since they
began in business. We also stock their full
range of hi-fi and audio-visual components.
£2299
Micromega Duo (2 box )
£950
Micromega Stage 6
£600
Micromega Stage 4 CD
£750
Micromega Stage 5 CD
Micromega Stage 6 CD
£950
£250
Mission PCMH
£245
Monarchy DIP Jitterbuster
Musical Fidelity Digilog DAC
£4200
MusicWave Trans/DAC
Parasound DAC-1000
£795
Pink Triangle DeCapo DAC
+ DC PSU
£3000
£900
Pink Triangle Ordinal DAC
£600
Pioneer PDM900 ( Multi)
£450
Pioneer PDS-505 Precision CD
Proceed PT2/PD2 Trans/DAC
£4500
QED Digit Reference
£450
£900
Teac P700 Trans + Opt Remote
£229
Theta TLC Jitter Buster
£1195
BTrichord Pulsar 1
Wadia 2000 (Trans/DAC) £ 15,000

£998
£545
£397
£597
£747
£110
£197
£140
£1998
£528
£1998
£568
£228
£298
£2498
£284
£645
£177
£847
£5998

TAPE DECKS / TUNERS
Avantic BM611 Valve Tuner
Circa 1960 ( no decoder)
Creek T40
DPA Little Bit 2 ( DAC)
Marantz SD55 3 hd / 2 mtr
Nakamichi 1000ZXL
Nakamichi DR2

£199
£250
£400
£600

£148
£125
£148
£195
£1698
£398

Nakamichi CR4E
£ 795
Nakamichi 630 Tuner/Pre-amp £500
Pioneer CT7OR 3 head ( Silver)
Pioneer D-07 DAT Recorder £ 1100
Rega Tuner
£230
Revox B77 MK2
£2200
Revox A77 1/
2 track
Revox B226 ' BBC' CD Player £ 1300
Sequerra Reference £5973
Sony DAT DTC77ES
Sony 1CK 611S
£330
Theia Lynx Tuner
£ 500

£438
£295
£150
£595
£160
£798
£P0A
£650
£3498
£500
£218
£324

LOUDSPEAKERS
Acoustic Energy AE2 1- Stands £ 1800
Apogee Caliper Signature £4000
Apogee Diva Grigio/Peila £ 12,980
ATC SCM 50A ( Phone tor London Demo)
(Piaro black/Active) £6600
Castle Harlech ( Ex-demNew) £995
B&W THX System
£4975
Castle Howard Mk2
£ 1200
Castle Severn Mk2 ( Rosewood) £679
Castle Chester ( Yew)
£799

I

DCM Time Windows

£898
£1408
£6998
£3498
£879
£2977
£947
£438
£500

£ 395

One time state-of-the-art speakers which simply
weren't publicised enough. Compatible with a
wide range of amps ... and they look nice too!

Epos E514 Black
£900
Equation Zero ( Blk)
Harbeth HL3 Teak
£ 1000
Harbeth HL4 + Stands £ 1000
Harbeth HL Compact 7
£ 1499
Harbeth HL K6
£ 1049
Harbeth HL5 Teak
Heybrook Quartets £650
Horning Agathon Sig Bronze £3500
KEF Ref Model 1Blk
£ 1199
Klipsch Heresy 11 ( Black)
Linn isobarik Passive ( Black Or Teak)
Linn Kaber ( Marked) £2000
Linn Sara + Stands
Linn Tukan
£650
Linn Nexus
£450
Martin Logan Aerius (Oak) £2200
Meridian D600 Active (Teak) £3500
Meridian M2500 Active Sub £ 1595
Mission 751 ( Rosewood) £350
Mission 753 ( Rosewood or Black) £900
Mission 75C Centre ( Black) £250
Mission 754F
£ 1498
Monitor Audio R352 (Teak) £395
Musical Fidelity MC2
Note Perfect Virtuoso
£2750
Note Perfect Concert
£2450
Pink Triangle Ventrical
£896

£575
£298
£298
£398
£1197
£847
£798
£358
£1795
£997
£754
£750
£898
£295
£385
£265
£1498
£1498
£1297
£195
£495
£160
£997
£248
£150
£1497
£1297
£597

Prawel Acoustics Ensemble (Teak)

£1398

Unbelievable performance from agenuine
bookshelf size speaker. Swiss precision and
desirability at less than half price!
Polk Audio FDA- SRS 1.27L Signtre
ProAc Tablette 50 (Teak)
ProAc Tablette 50 Sig ( Ebony)
on Target Stands
Rega Kites
Rega ELA
Rogers Studio 3
Rogers LS3/5a ( Black)
Rogers AB1 Sub
Royd Minstrel (Teak)
Roksan Ojan 3 ( Black)
Ruark Templar 2
Sonus Faber
Electa Amator Mk1
Spendor BC1
Spendor BCH' (Teak)
Spendor SP2/3
Tangent RS2 + Stands

£3400
£ 599

£1498
£498

£900
£200
£450
£600
£799
£549
£240
£900
£559

£565
£128
£268
£388
£398
£348
£168
£548
£295

£3293

£2497
£238
£395
£1195 £775
£400
£225

A CONTEMPORARY CLASSIC
Tannoy GRF Memory

£4000

£ 2200

Fantastic recreation ( c1991) of an original
G.R.Fountain design which produces music
on a grand scale for a large room and with
both the subtlety and dynamic impact you
would expect from the doyen of high
efficiency, studio quality loudspeakers.
Fabulously impressive and desirable!
Tannoy Devon ( 12" drivers) £ 795
Tannoy Oxford ( 10" drivers)
TDL Studio 1 (Teak or Black) £800
Wilson Watt 3 + Puppy 2 ( Blk) £ 13,300
Yamaha YSTSW60 Sub
£200

£298
£195
£395
£4998
£128

SADLY THE ISOBARIK IS NO MORE
-LONG LIVE THE WILSON WITT
Wilson Witt Mk1

£8888

£6887

Several fans of the ' Isobarik' sound have
upgraded to these effortless transducers.
So nice - we play them for ourselves!
This is our Ex-Dem pair, well run in and, at
nearly £4,000 less than a new pair of Mark 2's,
we think the law of diminishing returns works
in your favour for a pleasant change.
And remember, INTEREST FREE CREDIT
and PART EXCHANGE makes it so easy!

BUSINESS HOURS: TUES - SAT 9.30am - 5.30pm CLOSED MONDAYS VISITORS AND DEMONSTRATIONS BY APPOINTMENT

TRADING STATION
35 COWGATE PETERBOROUGH

(01733) 555514
FAX ( 01733) 358141

2z•

SLATE AUDIO
Linking The Past, Present & Future
THE SPEAKERSTAND
The best speaker supports in the world.
State of the art in performance and design, custom made to suit any loudspeaker. Solid slate, supremely
rigid and totally neutral' (* One specific Slate was chosen after extensive testing on all other Stones)
SPEAKER PLATFORMS

ISOLATION PLATFORMS

TURNTABLE PLATFORMS

SHELVING SYSTEMS

"Immaculately finished, sublimely rigid, on apar with the best stands I've used." Ken Kessler, Hi Fi
News RIB. "
An astonishing degree of instrumental separation, stable and holographic, with great
precision and remarkable poise. The ultimate in high fidelity supports." David Prakel, Hi Fi Answers.
"Superbly finished, the sound quality was considered to be first rate." Martin Colloms, Hi Fi News R/R.
"The sound quality when using the Slate Audio stands proved to be arevelation, something special."
Paul Messenger, Hi -Fi Choice. "The finish is excellent, the sound quality magnificent and
breathtaking." Tom Bryant, The Telegraph. '
The Slate stand is unusual and expensive, but if you are
after an exceedingly neutral stand it's the leading contender. This stand offers an exceptionally neutral
platform for speakers; highly transparent sound leads to musical performances with real insight."
SOUND QUALITY: •
IN III Malcolm Steward Hl- Fi Choice.

SLATE AUDIO GARRARD 301 and 401
The best & most musical record players in the world.
Our researched Solid Marble Plinth System® brings the Garrards into the 21st Century. All wooden
plinths produce unacceptable levels of coloration and feedback. No other plinth system can claim to
improve the performance of these superb players.
THE REVIEWERS The Slee deck defines what real instrument solidity should be, it's in aclass of it's own!"
Fi Choice. "
The build and performance of the Slate Audio 401 are the audio equivalent of the
Alan Sircom, Hi Etype Jaguar." Audiophile. "
Ihave never used aturntable system like this one, it gets everything right.
Peter Soper insists Canards are the best mounted on marble or stone, and from my experience with this
plinth Iwouldn't disagree." Noel Keywood, Hi-F1 World. The Camards main problems are dealt with most
effectively by three cures, correct set up, heavy plinth and appropriate mat, Peter Soper has mastered them
all, the results are close to miraculous" K.K. HiFi News RIB. 1have been using the fantastic Slate plinthed
Garrard, the sound was nothing short of breathtaking. The basic Garrard without the Slate plinth is well
enaineered and pleasant sounding, but they only give exceptional results with the right kind of treatment."
Dominic Baker, HiFi World.

>>

OUR CLIENTS "
Ihave tested your 301, the sound qualify as you know is excellent!" G. Pyne. -The results I
get are
.Jnbelievable ano t
have tried some of the best turntables around (Linn LP12, Roksan Xerxes). Thanks again for
amarvellous piece of art." Mr Teilinger. 1am delighted with my Slate Audio Garrard 301, it sounds fantastic.
Well worth all the detailed work that went into the design.' R. Newham. "
When Ifirst put up the Slate Audio 301 I
must admit to having qui ashock Forever converted." K. Van Green, Electric Eel Studios. Tm over the
moon, the plinth looks end sounds superb, stunningly beautiful!! Iwould very highly recommend any of
your customers to seriously consider this great combination.' J. Marsh.

iteedi4t9 de."4494t liiee a, clia4setued

THE GLASSMAT
The finest platter mat in the world.
II

The Glassmat ® was developed to improve the performance of the Garrard 301 and 401 record players.
However it also gives astonishing results when used on other turntables. So effective is its performance,
we have now made it available as auniversal replacement mat. In all cases other mats introduce
colorations of their own, robbing the music of large amounts of detail and ambience. In order to achieve
maximum information retrieval with optimum damping, ahard and unyielding material is required. Glass
is ideal in every respect, damping is complete, the playing surface being quite simply sublime. In terms
of detail resolution and sheer three dimensional ability, no other mat comes close. But then you still have
to consider the absolute clarity, precision and solidity of the presentation. This is the ultimate platter mat.

THE POWERHOUSE OUR QUAR7Z REFERENCEDGARRARD 301/401 TD124 AND UNIVERSAL POWER SUPPLY. "
KILLER" K.K.
THE TABLESTROBE QUARTZ REFERENCED STROBE GUN DESIGNED SPECIFICALLY FOR THE GARRARD 301 AND 401.
THE HANDSTROBE QUAR7Z REFERENCED HAND HELD STROBE SUITABLE FOR ANY TURNTABLE WITH SPEED ADJUSTMENT.
STORMFORCE DEVAS7A77NG SOLID MARBLE ENCLOSURES® FOR ALLTANNOY DUAL CONCENTRI(S. BEWARE..., STRUCTURAL DAMAGE MAY OCCUR'
HUMDINGER ELEVATE YOUR EARLY SME 3009S2 TO 1997 STATUS. BREATHS NEW LIFE INTO A GREAT CLASSIC
BACKLASH SUPERB SME 3009 & 3012 GOLD PHONO SOCKET CONVERSION INCLUDING OFC LEADS; BRILLIANT? YES.
BRAZEN UPGRADE YOUR V15111 WITH OUR ALLOY RE-BODY AND MICRO RIDGE STYLUS; INSANE? NO.
SOLID MARBLE PLINTH SYSTEMS @ . 11Y) FOR EMT ANDITIORENS TD124.
SLATE AUDIO GARRARD 301 AND 401 ARE AVAILABLE COMPLETE OR MARBLE PLINTH SYSTEM® ONLY.
SME CELEBRATION ARMS WITH SPECIAL GRAPHICS "
SLATE AUDIO 301 OR 481 CELEBRATION" AND " SLATE AUDIO TD124 CELEBRATION" 309 • 312 • IV • V
THE TONEARM OUR SPECIAL VERSION OF THE FAMOUS REGA RB300, FITTED WITH GOLD PHONOS.
SME 3009S2 ( 1997 VERSION) APERFECT MATCH FOR OUR V15111 BRAZEN AND THE NEW SHURE V151/XMR. "
STILL CRAZY AFTER ALL THESE YEARS",
THE SPIKEKIT SPECIALLY DEVELOPED TO FIT DIRECTLY TO FLOOR STANDING LOUDSPEAKERS OR ANY WOODEN SUPPORT ADJUSTABLE AND VERY SIMPLE TO FIT.

BE BRAVE

FACE YOUR FEARS

LIVE YOUR DREAMS

SHURE STYLUS PRESSURE GAUGE • GARRARD 301 SWITCH SUPPRESSOR • TURNTABLE SERVICING • GARRARD 301 LEVER SET • GARRARD 301 FIXING BOLT SET
STROBE DISC • GARRARD 401 CONTROL PANEL SET • GARRARD 301 MOTOR PULLEY • FULL RESTORATION OF GARRARDS TO ORIGINAL CONDITION

ALWAYS WANTED, GARRARD 401, GARRARD 301 AND THORENS TD124 RECORD PLAYERS, PLEASE PHONE.

VISA

47 GEMINI CLOSE, LEIGHTON BUZZARD, BEDS, LU7 8UD.
ell TEL/FAX: 01525 384174 MOBILE: 0956-471601

for sale trade
TEL! FAX

ep lay
dio

TANNOY

CHESTER
(01244) 401290

consult ant s

email replay(edliaLpipex.com

PANTON ROAD CHESTER CH2 3HX

Nell , Products
CD PLAYERS: Audio Analogue Paganini, AVI S2000MC Reference, LID DAC 3, Meracus
Tanto, Mistral, Pink Triangle, and Trichord Genesis.
AMPLIFIERS: Audio Analogue Puccini SE, Bellini and Donizetti, AVI S2000MP and MM,
LFII Integrated and pre/power amps, Meracus Intrare, Sonneteer Alabaster, UM).
LOUDSPEAKERS: Audio Physic, AVI Positron, BluePrint, Heybrook, Neat Critique,
Mystique and Petite, Opera, Origin Live, Roksan RokOne.
ANALOGUE: LFD phono stages, Moth, Origin Live, Ortofon cartridges, Pink Triangle
Iiirntelld

turntable.

Surniko etc.

We are agents for Alchemist, Audio Analogue, Audio Physic, AVI,
BluePrint, Heybrook, LFD, Neat, Origin Live, Ortofon, Papworth,
Pink Triangle, Roksan, Sonneteer, Trichord, UKD etc.

Clearance Items
£299
£1000
£699
£2511
£399
2)99
£399

Alchemist Nemesis integrated amplifier
AVI S2000MC Reference CI) player
Keswick Audio BluePrint Point One loudspeakers
LFD MMO MM/MC phono stage
LFD ISO preamp with MM/MC phono stage
LFD Mistral CD player
LFD Mistral integrated amplifier
Naim 72/HiCap/140
l'ink Triangle Export GTi turntable
Roksan RokOne loudspeakers (elderwood)
Royd Sorcerer loudspeakers
Sonneteer Alabaster integrated amplifier
Trichord Genesis CD player

CASTLE

£850
£499
£499
£279
£749
£375

Monday - Saturday Mani - 6pin
Visa/ Mastercard / Switch / I

welcome.

NAIM

HEATHERDALE PRE- OWNED
GUARANTEED EQUIPMENT
EXPORT FACILITIES AVAILABLE
MARK LEVINSON 3805 Pre-Amplifier Ex Dem £5495

AUDIO NOTE 10 Limited cartridge 8PSU

ORACLE Premier Mk III Turntable With Psu £1995

NAKAMICHI ZXL1000 Tape Deck -

MARK LEVINSON 35 DAC Ex Dem

£5795

B&W Serviced

£
2750
£1895

SONUS FABER Concertino Speakers (New) £525

AUDIO NOTE ANS 7Step-up Transformer £3000

S.M.E IV Silver Wired Fluid Damper

MISSION 782 Loudspeakers with stands £250

S.M.E VTonearm

£895
£995

KEF 104 Loudspeakers

£450

MARK LEVINSON 332 Power Amp Ex Dem £4995

AUDIO NOTE M7 Silver Signature pre-amp £7000

KRELL KST 1008 Balanced Power Amplifier £1495

ARCAM Delta Black Box II DAC Boxed £175

PINK TRIANGLE DaCapo DAC

AUDIO NOTE ANE/S-E-L/Speakers

£895

AUDIO nCHNICA Art I
Cartridge £395

Rosewood ( FNeneer)

REVOX 82155 Cassette Deck

£995

AUDIO NOTE DAC 4MINT/Boxed £3995

LUXMANC1000 Pre-amp & M4000 Power Amp...£1495

STUDER A807 Pro. Tape Recorder MINT £3750

VOYD T/tbl/SME V & Clearaudio Delta Cart £2495

HEYBROOK Quartets & stands Ex Dem (£840) ....£595

MILLER & KREISEL M100 Subwoofer Excellent C1195

SOLSTICE AAD Speakers With Stands £495

NAIM NAC62 Pre-amp with Snaps PSU

KEF 107 MKII Speakers (Rosewood)

£
295

£3995

BOULDER 250 AE Power Amplifier MINT £1995

MINT/Boxed

£2695

REVOX Fii: Tuner

JADIS Defy 7stereo amp. MINT

£3695

DAGIN-THE-BOX

£495
£125

REGA PLANAR 2Turntable

£150

Q.E.D. Digit Dac & Positron PSU

AUDIO RESEARCH SP9 Mho Pre-amplifier £1295

TECHNICS SLCI30 Turntable

£125

GRADIENT QUAD XOver

YAMAHA CDX880 CD Player

£195

MERIDIAlli606 Dac

£1995

MARK LEVINSON 38S Pre-amp Ex Demo £4850

£
695

ALSO AVAILABLE FULL CELLO SYSTEM
PLEASE ASK FOR DETAILS

LYRA Parnassus DCT Cart. Ex Dem Guaranteed.£1200
VOYD Standard Turntable MINT

£1495

MARANTZ CD 12 Transport & DAC

£1995

B&W Matrix 801 Series Ils
HELIUS Silver wired tonearm

£
1995

KRELL KAS Reference six box pre-amp

ES-OEM EXPOSURE EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE
PLEASE TELEPHONE FOR LIST

£3995

SPALDINGS HiFi
352-354 LOWER ADDISCOMBE ROAD
CROYDON SURREY CRO 7AF

MAIN UK DEALERS FOR THIEL SPEAKERS

£995

AUDIO RESEARCH 0400 Amplifier £2995

AVAILABLE TO BUY WITH 0% CREDIT FROM

£
125

LUMLEY Promenade SPI Loudspeakers (New) £250

MARK LEVINSON No 29 Power Amplifier

PERMANENT DEMONSTRATION AND

LUXMAN MO 36001(188 stereo power amplifier£1295

LUXMAN 14 Tuner ( Lab Standard) £550
£295

THESE AND OTHER FINE PRODUCTS ON

FOR AN-UP-TO-THE-MINUTE LIST PLEASE VISIT OUR WEBSITE
http://www.hifi-stereo.com

AVI MAIN DEALERS
VISA - SWITCH - MASTER CARD - DINERS CLUB WELCOME

VISA 1 WE TAKE PART EXCHANGE ON NEW AND USED STOCK AND BUY IN FOR CASH

202 FINDON ROAD, WORTHING, WEST SUSSEX BN14 OEJ
TEL: 01903 872288. AFTER HOURS NUMBER 0860 660001. FAX: 01903 872234
e-mad:heatherdale@hifi-stereo.corn

TEL: 0181 654 1231/2040
FAX: 0181 655 3922
Email: Spaldings@Compuserve.Com

DRIVE YOURSELF A HARD BARflfAIN,
NOT A COSTLY MISTAKE!
At the top of the tree an elite portfolio

and bring your favourite CD's. Our bestselling amplifier is now the

of unaffordable products can save you money. How?

Aleph - 3 because it is only £ 1,995 inc VAT. The X-2 (
pre-amp,

Mark Levinson is aspired to by people who have probably

£2,500) should be in as you read this.

already divested ML entry-level money on the upgrade path.
A Mark Levinson entry-level product is a full blown Mark Levinson:

Pink Triangle's Tarantello (£579) " LOOKS GREAT, and sounds even

at higher costs you just get it in greater measure. It now outsells

better" according to What HiFi. The Numeral and Litaural integrated

all its rivals by a larger margin than press coverage implies.

CD players (£ 1,099 and £2,100) progress from the amazing

why? Because it transcends product obsolescence: a safe

DaCapo DAC. If pure sound sounds boring, think again: wait until

investment. Reflect upon the use of this brand in so many rooms

you hear the studio mastertape through a CD player which you

at the last CES. You know you should use it in your room for exactly

can afford to buy.

the same reasons.
We are proud to announce our representation of ProAc from the
Announcing new prestigious products in our portfolio:

amazingly affordable Tablette 50s (£600) which attract worldwide

Pass Laboratories offer a solid state rendition of the single-ended

praise and slaughter Goliaths! At the end of our synergistic systems

topology; you can either read all about it, or book a dem with us...

(using Audio Note or MIT cab/es) you can hear why this is so.
Phone for a demonstration: you can't hear it through a magazine!

USED AND EX- DEMONSTRATION

NEW THIS MONTH

AUDIO INNOVATIONS Series 1000
Silver Edition monoblocks 50 Wpc

£1,750

AUDIO NOTE 102 cartridge, s/n 2090
(guaranteed unopened box) the ultimate MC

£1,000

AUDIO NOTE AN-E/SPx black ash, ex-dem (£2,250)

£1,699

LFD Line Pre-amp LS- 2 (£/, 649), PA- 2Power Amp (ftc549) on
sale for £849 each; LFD/Mistral Integrated Amp (£499) and CD
Player (£999) for £999 Phono Stage £ 199; all finished in stunning
silver/gold livery. The LFD/Mishal equipment was supplied new

AUDIO NOTE DAC-3 upgraded to current spec (£ 1,750),

in February 1998 and is fully guaranteed as new product.

stunning looks and sound: perfect with MicroMega Duo
CD3 transport (
see below)

We have amicably agreed with the manufacturer to relinquish
£850

BOW TECHNOLOGIES ZZ-Eight (£3,995, new, boxed, guaranteed).
avoid a long wait, this item is in short supply

POA

GRYPHON Limited Edition Pre- amp,
MM and MCX boards, wow!

£3,995

harman/kardon PA2400 Signature 100 Wpc power amp

£ 799

MARTIN LOGAN CLS-2 pure electrostatics, walnut, mint £ 1,895
MICROMEGA DUO CD3 transport, mint

£650

PSB STRATOS Mini with stands, piano lacquer (£ 1,259) ex-dem
(phone for dem, or reprints of Stereophile etc reviews)
£850
QUASAR- SE Turntable with TRIPLANAR Tonearm

£3,250

VOYD Reference (
Audio Note) Turntable,
piano black lacquer, mint, stunning, ex-demo

£4,995

the agency. The disposal is a one-off commercial opportunity
and no reflection on the product's value or excellence.
Reviews and brochures available.
Mark Levinson 29 Power amp 2x50/100 watts,
mint, beautiful; literature available; was
£2,700
mint, gem, classic pre- amp; was

£2,800 £ 1,500

Kegon-C the prototype
hand-built by Kondo-san in 1992
Ongaku by Kondo-san, very recent, mint

Pink Triangle Cardinal Integrated CD Player, mint

ALL PRODUCTS.., WELCOME
We represent. Audio Note. Amplifiers by Kondo-san. Bow Technologies. Mark Levinson.
Living Voice. MIT. Pass Laboratories. Pink Triangle. ProAc. psb. Revel. STAX.

The Audio Note Salon, 5 Crown Terrace, Glasgow GI 2 9HA, Scotland

(
0)141 357 5700

FAX

£39,995
£ 19,995

Pink Triangle DaCapo HDCD, as new, mint

Al products fuh,e guaranteed for six months: UK demonstration, delivery and installation by arrangement. Export and Crece Cord sales welcome

TEI

£1,500

Mark Levinson 10A slimline Pre-amp with MM/MC,

(
0)141 339 9762

MOBILE

041 051 9555

£850
£850

LATEST 1809 AUDIOPHILE VINYL
KEB MO Keb Mo £20
JOHN LEE HOOKER Real Folk Blues f20
JOHN McLAUGHLIN et al Friday Night in San Francisco f20
JOE JACKSON Night and Day f20
THELONIOUS MONK The Riverside Tenor Sessions f150
Analogue Productions 7LP Limited Edition Box Set

The HWI6-5 has been
the benchmark record cleaner
since its introduction.
Stereophile's Analogue accessory
of the year for more years than
ican remember, the 16-5 is
much more than a luxury - it is
essential to protect your valuable investment in vinyl.
It also opens huge vistas of
gloriously cheap second
hand records !
Nobody with a serious interest
in vinyl record replay can afford
to be without one.
We stock afull compliment
of spares and accessories, as well
as the professional grade HW 17F,
intended for archival and
serious audiophile use.
Audiophile labels stocked include Absolute Analogue, Alto High Fidelity, Analogue Productions, Chesky,
Classic Records, DCC, EMI Testament, King Super Analogue, Mobile Fidelity Sound Labs,
Reference Recordings, Speakers Corner, Steeplechase, Telefunken, Water Lily Acoustics.
VINYL DEMAND PO Box 1532 Fordingbridge SP6 15B

Tel 01425 654545 Fax 01425 654400

MONITOR AUDIO STUDIO 20
PIANO Cherry

2900

2475

THETA PRO- BASIC III

2990

2550

SONUS FABER Extrema + stands

7400

4995

ANGSTROM 200 DTS

3890

2725

960

815

SME V
ISO HER

1460
895

1150
749

THETA Data basic II silver

2397

1695

DWIN HD 500 projector
M. AUDIO Studio 50 Wood

14,950
4,400

10,995
3595

AUDIO RESEARCH LS7
AUDIO RESEARCH LS9

1550
2250

1195
1850

AUDIO RESEARCH CD2
THETA TLC

3400
229

2950
199

199
399

185

MICHELL GYRODEC ex arrn

THETA GOLIATH
MICHELL GYROPOWER

TEL ( 0181) 892 7613

OC

422 RICHMOND ROAD
EAST TWICKENHAM

359

FAX 0181) 892 7749

SPECIALIST
OMPONENTS CATALOGUE
OUT NOW - £2.00
7Fairmont Crescent, Scunthorpe
North Lincolnshire. DN16 1EL

Tel/Fax. (+44) 01711111g32

AUDIO M ATTERS
New, Ex

Dem + Part ex. equipment FOR SALE

0181 255 0572 / 0973 436135

MIDDLESEX, TW1 2EB

LIST
A.E.1's piano black + stands

'Lockwood Audio
THE

AUTHORISED

TAIwor

SPECIALIST

SPARES AND REPAIRS
DEALERS IN VINTAGE AND USED
EQUIPMENT AND RECORDS
Callers welcome by appointment
Imperial Studios Maxwell Road

,D

Borehamwood Hens WD6

1
WE

Phone: +44(0) 181-207 4472
Fax: +44(0) 181-207 5283

=}

£650

Alchemist Forseti pre + power £2228
Alchemist Kraken Anniversary (Mk II)
£579 .PO.A
Anthem int. 1valve (ex/d)
£1295 .. £1036
Anthem CD 1player (5star What HiFi) . £1595 ...PO.A
Audio Physics spark spks
£ 1703 .. £1095
Audio Research D250 MKII servo
£2250
Audio Research D115 MKII
£1050
Audio Research SP14 pre .
£3298 .. £1350
Audiolab C+P
£500
Audion Black Shadows 845 valve (new) £4000
Audion Silvernight 30013 monoblocks .. £2250 ... PO.A
Chario hyper 4's (ex/d)
£2131:0 . 9999
Clements 917 piano lacquer, black
£4250 .. £2250
Jadis JA80's monoblocks £9912
Jadis JA30's monoblocks K188 £5980 .. £2750
Krell Kay 300 int/ amp
£2500
Macintosh 712 pre (
ex/d) (ric)
PO A
Macintosh MC7100 power (i8x/d)

PO A

753's
Musical Fidelity MVT pre
.
Nakamichi 682 D( cam
PMC L81 spks + stands
Restek Sortant pwr. amp

£400
£399
£450
£500
£595

Misson

A NEW RANGE OF AUDION AMPS ON DEM - THE BLACK
SHADOWS 845 TO THE GOLDEN DREAMS - WITH CADENCE
ES MK II'S - LISTEN & BE PERSUADED
On Dern:- /Uchemisf. Anthem, Audiomeca, Audion Valve Amps,
Cadence Speakers. D.PA.. Monarchy, Ortolan, Pink inane°,

Krell KSA 250 power arnp choice of 2

s/h £20000
s/h £20000
sth £25000

s/h £3000
SA £3800
set £5000

SA

Krell Studio
Aude
Research
DACSP14
balanced
pre amp
AT&Tsilver
etc
£
£ 1395
1895
Threshokl PET IDE pre amp phonaline £ 1995
Threshold PET 10 pre amp 'E' supplies £ 1695
Oracle Delphi Mk3 tumtable Sunk° the arm£ 1495
Ensemble Pnma Donna speakers
£2995
Aloe 4speakers black ash
£ 1495
Apogee Stage speakers • stands
£ 1395
Tannoy 638 Profile speakers black
£395
Wilson Audio WIT speaker piano black
£4995
SME 345 Tonearm black/gold rare
£595
Krell PAM 1dual mono preamp ( superb phono)
£998
Bunnerster 850 mono power amps ( rare)£
Bunnester 838/846 phononee gold plated
£11495
Burmeister 838/846 phonoine chrome
295
995
Sonus Faber Guannan speakers Irmited edition £4500
Sonus Faber Extrema speakers • stands£ 3795
Nakano 700 Z.XE 3head cassette deck
Martin Logan CLS 2Z speakers • stands
horn
£2
£
£
1
99.9
3
5
5
Apogee Mini Grand speakers . subs piano black
Audio Research WO power amp balanced £ 1995
Aude Research 0160 power amp
£ 1495
Aude Research LS3B preamp remote black £ 1795
Audio Research LS? preamp
Latest £ 3
1
2
595
Gryphon Limited Edition preamp00
Gryphon XT preamp
2295
£
Levinson 12A preamp • p/supply mmOnc
£995
Arcam 170.3 CD Iranspon
£350
Arcam black box SDAC
£250
Arr.am Della 1100 prearnp/DAC black box 50 &upset
Arcan Delta 120 power amp
PS Audio 46 preamp mrremc
Goldmund Minn* 3power amp
££££IL
595°5
Cary 243 Mode stereo power amp chrome
£895
Cary CAD 5500 CD preamp
£95
Meridian 200/203 CD DAC tnchord
£795
Meridian 208 CD/preamp phono board MRS
£795
CAL tempest 2CD player valve
value £ 1295
Cambridge CD1 CD player
£500
Cranheld Rock The Ongnal
Rare £ 500
Sota Cosmos
Snell
Type A3 turntable
loudspeakers
vacuum hold
Stunning£3295
£ 1595

£195 4

£1850

THE SOPRANO WITH YOUR CABLES?
Careless cable choices can strangle your
excellent system.
database,

The Cable Company

based on

feedback from

thousands of US home cable trials, can
tell i
best
you
n your
what
system.
cables

will

•60 brands, 238 cable products.

•FREE of all US taxes.

COMPONENTS
L_ACCESSORIES

U

B

E

Call, write, fax or email for details and free consultation
(215) 297-8824 • fax (215) 297-8661
Visit our website at:
http://www.fotwyre.com
fatwyre@fotwyre.com

•THE
qCAME
commny

Box 579, Point Pleasant, PA 18950 USA
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS
P.O.

IOK

VIII
qi

Érl

Il II1 NI I'MR, AM, VIAl It 1\1, I519.1(1.1IVE

tIN

t111,0 \ I . EMPATHEllc UPGRADING, VINTAGI ip

liN \‘ 1, il NIP mlerNMEh.T ACE ( fl

SPECIALITY

G T AUDIO

Tel/fax:

0

1895 833099

MI

'Wir
Ain'nn
.\
cn.h. DrIrPx•on
GATE. GM Audio tikAAF. ltmk Ineustlin, » inn, 5ixtinghain
Po.9.1t
111115. I ' KT/ t
I'm, in Rokeatch, l'arnamora Churchill At
enok

work

•FREE SHIPPING on purchases over $ 100.

"APT

GuApA\ ' It', 1,

Music Mill
10-11 ad‘ ice that's als

ssurd' 11.1eninr;

t, ,

0131 - 555 3963
CELESTION A3 CHERRY

£ 1500

MARTIN LOGAN QUEST WALNUT

£2950

EPOS E514 C/W STANDS

£200

EPOS ES12 CHERRY ALMOST NEW

£400

RHEDEKO RK15

£695

AUDIO INNOVATIONS 700

£450

TRANSPARENT MUSIC WAVE PLUS 20'

£600

CHERRY LP12 PINK LINNK ITTOK

£400

STRAIGHT WIRE CABLES

£PHONE

QUAD 44 PRE AMPLIFIER

Audio Research reference one preamp
4995
£
Krell KPS 30 CD Player 3months old, met
£2995
Counter-p.m, DA 10E &
IIE
Tumour, & DAC Ultra

50G

£6600
£4050
£3298
£4920
£4250
£3400
£10000
£3850
£3450
£600
£8888
£1000+
£1998
£5350
£3500
£3250
£6200
£6890
£1600
£4550
££13595
£4400
£2645
£3025
£1698
£813130
£5500
£2100
£700
£450
£750
£520
£900
£5150
£1095
£1203
£1660
£1665
£3900
£1500
V?
£4400
s/h £8995
s/h £850
sm moo+
sAt
SA
sIS
SA
Old
SA
SA
sAr
SA
sAt
sIS

Analogue 20 Bit Silver. mint£ 195
Krell KAV 300 Integrated Amp RC 3months old. net
£1
£
1
96
9
995
Musical
Mark
Leeman
Fklelity ML3
A1001
Power
Integrated
Amp, VGC
Amp RC, mint

£2995
9

Quad ESL 63 speakers 8stands black, latest mint £ 1695
Magneplanar 1.5 OR Speakers. mint
99
Meromega 2.1 CD Transport, mint
f£
1
4
49
95
5
Mehel Argo Hera lee Preamp 8supply. miel
5
Cary CAD805 Single ended 211 valve mono amp
f4995
Jed. JAW valve mono amps Mk2. mint
£3995
Meridian Argent 3speakers Rosewood. mint
£795
Carver amazing loudspeakers Ponno black, g/c
£695
Cabas. Colonne 135 speakers VDH wired walnut with
Cabasse Active Equaliser silver wired, mint
£1
New DAC OIT valve DAC balanced superb. mint
Krell KRC HR Preamp RC balanced etc. mint£ 45
9
9:
9 55
Are. Research SPII MK2 Preens Silver, mint
Meridian 508 24 Ort CD Player latest. mint
£ 1695
Octave 091 Class APower Amp superb vgc
£ 1295
Mehel 150 Phonostage, mint
£295
Audiolab 8000A Integrated Amp Mkt vgc
£ 195
Lumley 120 Reference Valve Mono Mips
£ 1495
Martin Logan Aenus Electrostatic speakers black, mint £ 1295
Ensemble PA1 Relerence speakers biwire Ostands
Pianno black, superb. mint
£ 1995
Cadence ES Electrostatic Hybnd speakers mahogany
unusual led/ac design 9008 superb vgc
£ 1995
Mission 752 speakers Primavera 3months old mint £395

£4165
£2545
£2500
£8250
£3000
£1600
£2500
£885
£8000
£9912
£1500
£2300
£4600
£13000
£6949
£5350
£1995
£4000
£012
£500
£3300
£2288
£5000
£4500
£650

LOCATED IN WELWYN - HERTS
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED
RING FOR DETAILS AND DEMONSTRATION

01438 714038

£65

I
Oam-6pm • MON SAT • 72 NEWHAVEN ROAD EDINBURGH EH6

moo

5£272

SERVICE!! REPAIR!!
C -HOKING

£2515
ff£
£3495
£4000
£10600
£4790
£2800
£995

Sm

Mint £.2995

Spendor SP2.2 loudspeakers nstands
£350
Wharldale Option 1active loudspeakers
Rare £ 1500
Accoustat II Electrostatic speakers Stack
£495
Silverado speaker 8stand
Stunning £ 1495
Counterpoint SAO phono stage
The best £ 1895
Beard 88100 Mk2 integrated amp valve
£795
Proac Stuck° 200 speakers mahogany
1,0e, £995
Linn Karrick Nemenc 2CD transport/DAC
from £ 1295
Rowland Model 2power amp
Latest £2995
Krell NSA 20013 power amp
Last version £2500
Krell KST 100 Mk11 power amp balanced
1
9
495
£895
£
Krell (AV Aude Visual steams prosessor AC3 etc

SA

UST
£1900
£3600
£1390

SA

£800 4

Project T- T, Sonic Fronhers,Trianee Speakers, Trilogy Valve Amps, Von der Hal

SALE
Proceed CD Player Balanced Output, mull
£995
Jadis JD3 Deluxe CO Player 1month old
£2495
Oracle Alexandna Turntable & Prelude Arm
£495
Aude Synthesis Modified Sony CDX 303ES with AT&T etc
wrh DSM 20 Ultra Analogue 208e 8APS02 Supply this d
£ 1150
anee combo or spirt mint
Trio Lo IT Tuner AClassic Superb. met
£895
Spectral Preamp DMC10 vgc
£995
Rowland Coherence 1Senes 2Preamp. mint
£ 1795
Rowland Model 7Serras 3Mono Amps. mint
£3995
Jades Dely 7Mk 3Valve Power Amp. mint
£2995
Krell NSA 50 Power Amp, mint
£ 1195
Robertson 4010 Power Amp 2available £495
Cello Audlosurte wrth Premium CO, Phono MC 8
Premium Outputs 9months old staggenng £9995
Cello Auro Palette 9months old staggenng £9995
Cello Performance 24 Chassis Mono Amps again only
9months old and also staggering £ 12995
WOrOS cannot express how good the cello equipment ts
nothing else we've heard comes close
Magnaplanar MG3A Speakers and Stands, Oak
f995
Audio Physics Virgo Speakers Chenywood £2500
Mirage MI Speakers Mk 2Pdnno Black
£2095
Revox H6 RDS Tuner, mint
£550

£8950

1275

£590 0

1499

1998

g%4

MONITOR AUDIO 705

EXCHANGED

NEW IN THIS MONTH

£390 14

499

BOUGHT/SOLD

£5000

SALE

699

inarrocl

£5550

LIST
MONITOR AUDIO 901

AUDIO c o LINKS

£289 7

Demonstration + part

05 £19

Ex

HIGH END AUDIO

£2350

RIVERSIDE HIFI

10.00am - 7.00pm MON - SAT 10.00am - 1.00pm SUN
NOTE. ALL ITEMS IN STOCK AT TIME OF PRESS WE ARE NOT AGENTS ,

JUNE 1998

HI- F1 NEWS 8. RECORD REVIEW

for sale trade
yew

Lintone Audio
Make
Acoustat Model 11...e/start, x-dem
Accustat Model I
103...e/statt es, x-dem
Alchemist kiwi_ mow Otg.(rrin) x-dem
Anthem Amp 1...Vo've pwr crap. x-dem
Anthem Integoted 1...Vate ittg.. x-dem
keen Pre TR.Volve pre inc mm.mc. x
dort
Anthem CD 1 ...Veils Wool CD player x-dern
Mon Electra...Intg (mm). exdan
AuricMeca Krw:hite/Bair...Imps & DAC, x
dom
Chart ) per 2...2-way solo. mew black
Cheri° Wiper 3...3-way SOW x-dem
Chart Acadamy 1...2-way saki new
Chat Acad.:my 1.2-any
x-dem
Chat Acodcrny 2...2-way Om new
Chart Acadrany 2...2-way spitr.x-clem
Chat AcWany3,.4-way EIS spW. x-show
C.:crewel K.,808..Dolby pre. r-show
DS/D 201:4 DAC
EAR 834U549...Volve Pre/Power
Genesis 52fA. 2-,.. SOkt «tern
Krecrwovert:.•• • : ',dam
Mcintosh MC71" ,
i'r'r oun amp new

in.

SRP£
Iti00.00
2000.03
903.0D
12£0£0
130/03
19:0£0
140).0)
113£0.E0
2691C0
750.E0
991C0
1349.00
1349.00
. 1699 00
169900
893000
1903.00
503.00
2030.00
1CO3 00
55003
203100

Sale £
803.170
IMO°
930.00
960.03
1030.03
1200.03
1280.03
10:0.03
2CO3£0
450.00
493.03
10:003
800.00
14CO.CO
11013.W
5000.03
1030.CO
203.03
1000£0
53100
MOM
15E0.00

Mcintosh C.40...Ful Unction pre amp *show
OHO
30:6C0
Matte MC503...5COW pre amp. x-show
« ODD
9300.00
Musical Fiddly T-1..."Cctlectas dem"New. boxed!
3031:0
300.03
NEAR 1014...2-way metal cone soli. x
dan
MOO
33510
NEAR. 204...2-iim. 3driver et x -show
MOO
503.00
N.E.A.R. Sound Masi...3 way piar. >fey
150000
600.00
N.EW P-3/ Œ20 . I...Pre/pwr. x-dem
2500.00
15131.13C
Neciith Neo 1 ...Conco ors x-eow
MOO
19:000
Neoith Neo2 vat stands...Caton sad x-show
51X13.00
293000
iipoith Neo3...Cato spin. x-show
510.03
Scoic Ranters SFS-40...Vaire pwr amp x-dem
20M.03
120111
Scric %Mien SECD-1...Vatve CD player. x-rev
3M0.00
2806.00
Sea Rooters SFes..vcere mfbloos. s-dem
800303
33:60D
hie PR20)/R...Precrap. x-dem
700.03 &ON
Raie CDI00...CD player rdem
553m
MOM
Trilogy Pre/948...Pre/Pwr =P. r
Cem
17f0.03
12058
Unison Sirnp 2...MaVe Pig x-dem
1003.03
803 0C
We we Ise dense:es br Sonic Ronan, Anthem, Precious Melds Coble,
ArdioCapet, McIntosh old 6195109009 lowepeakers.
We olso purchase oll One Audio products.

2s:occ

Sale

Mall

Digital Products
Nan CD2
£ 1,500
Roksan Caspian CD player
£695
Alchemist Nexus CD player
£450
Trichord Genesis CD player
£450
Marantz CD63Mk3 KI Signature CD player £349
Theta Data Basic Mk2 CD Transport £ 1,500
Wacha 15 DAC. Remote, digital volume etc)
£ 1.500

£2,000
£900
£580
£569
£399
£2.300
£3.803

611111fillell
Haim 102 remote maw
f850
Nairn 180 poweramp
£850
Naim Hi-Cap PSU ( for preamp or CD3-5)
£595
Roksan Caspian R/C amplifier
£595
Alchemist Forseti 100w amp Inc' phono st
£ 760
Alchemist Nemesis 80w amp mot phono st
£550
Marantz PM66 KI Signature
£349

£1.080
£1,090
£720
£700
£1,001
£702
£400

1114.11M
£350
Rega ELA spkrs. ( Cherry)
Rega SEL spkrs; superb looksxsound ( Cherry) £795
Naim Intro spkrs, latest
£550
Nairn Credo spkrs. latest, ( Beech)
£800
Haim SOL spkrs. latest
£ 1.500
ProAc Response 2.5's ( Cherry, mint cond.) £2.100
)
£ 1,100
ProAc Studio 150 ( Cherry. mint cord
ProAc Tablene 50 ( Light Oak. mint)
£493
Triangle Titus spkrs
Triangle Zephyr speakers
£499
Roksan Rok 1speakers ( light Elder)
£499

£549
£1.040
£680
£1.090
£2.030
£2.700
£1,400
£600
£800
£545

ICAN ALSO SUPPLY. TURNTABLES, TONEARMS, CASSETTE DECKS.
CD PLAYERS, DAT, MINIDISC, CDR, LOUDSPEAKERS, HIFI
FURNITURE, AMPLIFIERS, TUNERS, ACCESSORIES, BLANK TAPES 8
DISCS. TEST CDS, TEST RECORDS, TEST CASSETTES, CABLES,
AERIALS. TRACKING FORCE GUAGES, ALIGNMENT PROTRACTORS.
All goods are brand new and boxed with lull U.K. guarantees.
No ex-den, or ex-display equipment. No grey impons. Delivery is free.
Sorry, no general catalogue. Please phone or write for specific detads.
IAN HARRISON HI Fl ( MAIL ORDER ONLY)
From: 7 MILL HILL, REPTON, DERBY, 0E65 6GQ.
TEL: 01283 702875

9am-9pm including Sundays

The best audio electrolytic capacitors
invented and made in the UK

T Network

=

£699

£800

Nordost Blue Heaven 25m BUNIre
£280
Nordost Blue Heaven 1m econnect
£ 120
Nordost Red Dawn 1m Uconnect
£ 199
Transparent MusicLink Plus toi econnect £ 160

£380
£ 150
£285
£239

Slit Foil

28 Church Crescent, Dumfries
Telephone:- 01387 267048
voltages from
send tor price list

,no,rneciry can noty

Absolute Sounds
Tel 0181/947 5047 Fax 0181-879 7962 flà

40 to

100

DNM Design, 18 Dartmoor Drive
Huntingdon, Combs PE18 8XT
tel/fax 01480 457989
denis.m@dnm.co.uk

Absolute Tune-ups

matrhtng "'" tsr F`Pert onlY the 1'
04

iT

our web site at http://www.lintone.co.uk
e-mail on, I.intone.audio@virgin.net
7-11 Park Lane, Gatehead, Tyne & Wear NE8 3JW.
Tel 0191 477 4167
Fax 0191 477 2771
Visit

atv

•

LEATHERHEAD
01372 456921

For a Dynamic Exciting Natural Sound

Horn Loudspeakers which use
only the finest drive units.
Superb with valve amplifiers and
good solid state amplifiers.
For details and demonstrations call

baffled by the number of

LT. Horn Loudspeakers on

MADISOUND

Ut/ 1/t/t.UT-1•••••11.-•

e

S

Solen Inductors
Chateaurou,1 poly

de-

Skaaning

Loudspeakers

11:41AUDI6

B[EFLIEM

ULU

SLEDGEHAMMER

::

more
Got a
burnt-out
QUAD ESL?

Use Kimber Cable - the best!
high qualiy Kimber Kable you can achieve
it will transform your

Hi -Fi system.

Our Paid Approval Scheme

seas

ACOUSTIC PANELS

The Russ Andrews Solution

results that will astound you.

PROVIDES

EST QUALITY PARTS AND ADVICE.

01332 512510 anytime.

cables on the market?

•Service & Repairs
•Valve & transistor
amplifiers
•Vintage Valve
radios
• HiFi VCR's
. Valves tested

SPEAKER BUILDERS WITH THE HIGH -

t• /VIM

HORN LOUDSPEAKERS

£200.130

(
(140.1X)
ex used) £

dom)
£
549.00
(ex doue)
£595.03
Micromega Stage One CD player ex de(£
£4
2.00
50:00
00
Micromega Stage Three CD player
(used)
Mus Fid B200 Amplifier
Mus Fid Al Amplifier
Max Fid A100 Amplifier
( ( (u
(
aue
tr
ue
sed
' )
Nakamichi CD) Compact Disc Player
Naim NAP 250 Power Amplifier
e
d
d
ddd I
))) 1££££
1021110959200°55 LO
Will
Naim NAC 62 Pre- Amplifier
£219
£
95
5.
.
00
Naim NAC 42 Pm- Amplifier
( used)£0
Naim NAC 92Pm- Amplifier
Naim NAC 32/5 Pre Amplifier (trsed
ed)
)
£
£
4.00
39
25
0.0
0
'(used) £295.00
Naim NAC 72 Pre Amplifier
Naim CDS
NAP CD
140 Player
Power Amplifier
(axed)
( used) £495.00
£700.130
Quantum Minstel Amplifier ( ex doue))
£599.130
Rotel RCD965BX CD Player
(
used) £ 1
80.00
Status 500 Pm- Power Amplifier
used) £400.00
Sony CDP502ES CD Player
( axed) £240.130
Tannoy 637 Loudspeakers ( used) £295.03
Technics SLP2000 CD Player
( used) £55000
Trichord Pulsar One DAC Convenor ( ex dom)
£899.£0
VP1 TNT T)Table C/W Exact Arm Grado Sig .. '''''' ... i
used) . .£ 1450.00

hear our full range efficient

By using

( ex dom)

Meridian 563 Delta Sigma DAC

ATV SERVICES
2.200µF to 15,000g,

modify or re ,IlIgn . 11, ‘ Ingh -"ht ''''' '" t "tn
rebudd• Ix th '-ele, led authopli
component, ,inti can aim ,silk,. a % al% e

Arcam Alpha 5Amplifier
( new) £ 159.95
Arcam Alpha 6Amplifier
(
Arcam Delta
Delta 90
110Amplifier
Pre Amplifier (SSP 749)
Arcam
(newt
££21:1.9955
(used)
£295.00
Aram Xeta 5Channel Dolby Pro Amp
Arcam Alpha 5Cl) Player
( ex dem) .£699.00
.
(axed)
Audio Alchemy DDE.VI DAC
( ex de
xm
Audio Alchemy DTI VO P.S.4 DAC
())
££
226
£
19
°°
5
les dem)
£399.95
Audio Innovations 700 Amplifier
Audiolab 8000S Amplifier
((ex
ex dom)
'
dom)
£560.00
B & W DM601 Loudspeakers
( used) £ 140.00
Infinity Modulas Speakers/Stands ( white)
( used) £450.00
Linn Sara Loudspeakers/Stands
( used) £400.1313
Linn Kaber Loudspeakers ( used) £750.130
Linn LP12/ARO)Troika/Annageddon. T/T( use
1'0.00
.
00
Linn LP12/Etasik/Tramp.T/Table
leoni
de)
d)-17
£ £

:ICRIVER
1‘

Advanced 4 term ina Idesign in a 10,000µF 63 volt
version available from stock for f22 +VAT retail

TEAC Reference 500 System. mint

( ex dem) £599.03
( es
(dom)
.e o
£
£1
1
99 :9
99
00
5

Marantz CD52SE
Meridian
501 Pre- Amplifier
CD Player

coil and save up to 45% off a new one!!

ZeUet Hi- Fi

Alchemist Forsetti Amplifier
Alchemist Maxim Amplifier
Arcam Alpha 1CD Player

Lumley PP70 Passive Pre Amplifier

CARTRIDGES: Trade in your old moving

Eallqm Equipment Sale

SELECTED USED EQUIPMENT AND SPECIAL OFFERS

allows you 14 days to

LEFIP

evaluate these quality cables without obligation to

./

keep them.

Our NEW Audio Lifestyle Brochure
range

of

accessories

and

cables to

contains our
make your

music sound better.

Give your system anew lease of life!
To receive our latest information just mail, phone or fax the following address:
Russ Andrews Accessories Ltd. Edge Bank House,
Kendal, Cumbria LAB 9AS England
Tel: 01539 823247 Fax: 01539 823317
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We have the spare parts for every QUAD
electrostatic speaker.
Ask for free catalogue and price list.

QUAD Musikwiedergabe GmbH

SEND

$5

FOR SPECIFICATIONS AND

PRICING OR ACCESS OUR WEB PAGE.
ORDER WITH VISA OR MASTERCARD
AND WE'LL SEND IT THE SAME DAY.

MADISOUND SPEAKER COMPONENTS iso
8608 UNIVERSITY GREEN
P.O. BOX 44283

Rheinstrasse 24 • 56068 Koblenz (Germany)
Tel: x49-261-38824 • Fax: x49-261-38172
e-mail: quad.ger@t-online.de

MADISON, WI 53744-4283 U.S.A.
TEL 608-831-3433 FAX: 668-831-3771
madisoundeitis.com
Web Page: http:/www.itis.com/madisound

!IN

classified
Want to hear a £ 150 interconnect
•working in your system for 10 days
and keep it for only £45?
Jack Lawson, who founded the Music Room

Although the packaging is plain, the Petros Blue cables are in a hand-

and the Audio Note Salon, has offered unequalled

some metallic blue finish, plugs and cables. The RCA plugs are
machined from solid, not formed metal (
bending causes metal distress).

expertise on Hi -Fi products since 1979. Now specialising
in mail order interconnects Ican offer you music quality
cables at cheap- and- cheerful- cable prices.
Simply, Ihave no fancy packages, no marketing costs.
Istill haven't found any remarkable but cheap speaker cables, but my
big success is the Petros Blue range of interconnects. No one has
returned acable during two years of the approval scheme, except last
month when Isent out an early experimental lead in error to agentleman
in Cirencester. Sorry!

"Simply the best..."
"A big improvement upon..."
"It has rhythm, clarity, immense soundstage..."
It beat..." ... from the mail bag!

The cable itself is very compliant (
soft to the feel) 91 x0.08mm OFC rubber insulation with teflon outer - and is adesign still evolving from subjective testing.
Petros Blue Plus now outsells the above. It is asemi-balanced configuration, two mono cables using the braiding only as an earth
drain and connected to source only. The red and white inners carry signal/return i.e. +/-. One metre PB+ interconnect costs £58 and
£22 per further metre per stereo pair; half-metre PB+ costs £52.
This month we introduce Petros Blue Plus Silver because we have
found a relatively low temperature silver solder enabling our philosophy
of reducing metal heat distress while making agood interface, avoiding
semi-dry joints! The cost is £65 for a metre stereo pair (
again add f22
per additional metre length) or £58 for half- metre.
All cables will be dispatched post-free this month to cushion the price

The Petros Blue Plus really does approach my reference cables

increase; after 31 July, plus £2for UK post and pack. Our plugs are now

(Audio Note. Audio Research, Gryphon and Mandrake) and audibly

cleaned using KONTAK, as distributed by PATH premier. This formula

beats all competition up to £ 159 - and now it's even better. Why?

cleans, protects against further deposits and corrosion without asticky

Iuse a better solder and new way of forming aquick weld to avoid heat

deposit, and enhances conductivity by molecular pit infill. We strongly

distress. The price has risen slightly to £45 per metre interconnect plus

recommend you buy one for £ 14.95 - it is the cheapest and most amaz-

£16 per additional metre stereo pair (ahalf-metre interconnect cost £40).

ing upgrade! Petros Blue cables are the next cheapest;

It is triple shielded for maximum rejection of magnetic and RF fields.

after that it gets costly!

Phone Jack Lawson for further details on 0141 357 5700
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NEW PRODUCTS - DG28 DIGITAL VOICING EQUALIZER,
DP9OB CD TRANSPORT, DP 65V CD PLAYER

JEFF ROWLAND

MODEL 8Ti WITH BATTERY SUPPLY, COHERENCE AND SYNERGY
PRE AMPLIFIERS, CONCENTR INTEGRATED PRE- POWER WITH
OPTIONAL PHONO BOARD.

GENESIS

SYSTEM 5 LOUDSPEAKERS WITH SEPERATE 800 WATT SERVO
POWER AMP WITH REMOTE CONTROL, DIGITAL LENS.

DCS

ELGAR 24 BIT DA CONVERTER WITH REMOTE VOLUME CONTROL
(FUTURE PROOF).

MUSICAL FIDELITY

FULL RANGE - AXI, XA200 AND KELLY 3AND 2.

MARK LEVINSON

No 380S, 39 CD PLAYER WITH VOLUME CONTROL.

ALSO

SOUNDS FABER, HELIOS CD's, BKS SPEAKERS, VPI TURNTABLES,
SHAKI STONES, LYRA AND CLEARAUDIO CARTRIDGES, TICE
CABLES, BASIS TURNTABLES, TARGET, ETC.

Choice hi-ti ame the original
and the
Wilson System 5.1
Proac Response 3
Wilson 3/2
Alon Lotus SE
Sonus Faber Extrema + Stands
Linn Kan
Linn Kabers ( Active) Oak
Linn Keilihds

New in

This Month

Choice
Original
Price
Retail Pace
POWER AMPLIFIERS
Audion Golden Knights £ 2495 £4000
LFD PA2/ LS1/ MC1
£ 1495 £ 3000
Audion Silver Knights ( Gold) £ 1495 £2250
Musical Fidelity P140/P3A £ 450 £ 900
Musical Fidelity E10 integrated £ 195 £ 310
Jadis Defy 7mk Ill
£ 3250 £4790
Audiolab 8000A ( Latest) £350 £500
Audiolab 8000A ( mkl)
£225 £450
Mark Levinson 20.5
£ 5995 £ 12000
Audio Research Ref IMk Il
£ 6500 £9000
PRE AMPLIFIERS
Meridian 208 incl. Phono
(C.D/ pre amp)
£495 £ 1500
Audio Note M2
£650 £ 1000
SPEAKERS
Alon Circe
£ 6500 £ 11000
ATC SCM 50 A Rosewood £ 3995 £5500
Re? Stentor I
£750 £ 1800
Sonus Faber Sub woofer
+X- over + power
£ 1495
£3200
Proac Studio Imk II
£ 395
£650
B+W 802 Matrix
£ 1395
£2000
TURNTABLES/ANALOGUE/VARIOUS
SME 20/ Series Varm
£ 2500 £4500
Quad FM3 Tuner
£ 225 C.D PLAYERS & DACS
£1500
Meridian 208 Pre/amp £ 495
Marantz CD94
£395
£1000
Audio Alchemy DDE 1.0 + psu 4 £ 195
£400
£900
Pink Triangle Ordinal £595
Meridian 200 Transport £450
£1000

C7 Power
Amplifiers
Conrad Johnson MF 2300
Audio Research M300 monoblocks
Conrad Johnson Prem 8a
Boulder 500 AE
LFD PA1/LS1
Musical Fidelity P180 & CRPS
Meridian 557
Meridian 505 Monoblocks
Mark Levinson ML 2Monoblock
Audio Research D200
Audio Research D240 mk II
Talk Electronics 2P
Unison Research Smart 845
Audio Note P1 SE
Audio Research VT130
Jadis JA 80 Monoblocks
Meridian 551 Integrated
Conrad Johnson Prem 11a
Quad ll's 2x2monoblocks ( special)
Meridian 555

£1895
£4995
£7995
£3295
£895
£895
£1050
£1195
£2795
£1995
£1795
£475
£2300
£595
£3995
£4995
£650
£2395
£600
£595

£2990
£161000
£16000
£5000
£1998
£1600
£1400
£1590
£15500
£3248
£3500
£730
£3000
£950
£6000
£10000
£900
£3500
L£800

Amplifiers
Audio Research SP14
McCormack TLC- 1
Tesserac Tala
Boulder L5AE
Conrad Johnson Prem 7B
Exposure IX professional power supply
Exposure VActive xover
McCormack Micro Line Drive
Mod Squad Line Drive
Musical Fidelity MVT
Jadis JP 80 mm

çiehOiCe
-IF

£1395 £3000
£595 £995
£795 £ 1495
£2250 £3400
£5995 £ 11000
£795 £ 1595
£495 £995
£395 £595
£250 £450
£595 £ 1200
£4995 £8000

best!

& DACS

E Generous part exchange
E Show room/dem room

EAD 7000 Transport
£1295 £2495
PS. Audio Ultralink
£795
£2390
EAD 9000 Series Ill HDCD
£3250 £6000
Wadia 16
£4750 £7395
Mission Cyrus Discmaster (Transport) £ 595 £ 1000
Krell SBP 64X
£3500
£9900
McCormack DAC-1
£695
£995
P.O.A.
Wadia 22/26
Acuphase DP70
£2250 £4500
Acuphase DP90/91
£9950 £20000
Forsell Air Ref Transport mk II
Forsell Air Ref dac
£8995 £13800
Rote? 965 BX
£250
£300
Audio Alchemy Transport DDS 2
£495
£900
Micromega Minium C D
£275
£350
£11500 £24000
Mark Levinson 30.5/31
Wadia x32 dac
£495
£1995
£395
Teac Ti
£600
Meracus Transport
£1995 £3995

E Long term trade in policy, to allow
continual upgrading
E All credit cards inc. Amex
E Mail order
E

Export service

E Best prices paid for top quality
equipment
E Finance arranged subject to status
E Widest range available
E In-depth experience on high end
used equipment
E Unbiased advice
E Unique 'HiFi Exchange' - a
computerised database of sales
and wants - will put you in touch

Expressive Technologies SU1 Step Up£1500
Audio Research LS3
£ 1195
Audio Research SP15 Rev A
£ 2495
Audio Research LS5 mk II
£ 3000
Audio Research SP11 mk II £ 1795
Audio Research LS1
£ 895
Audio Research LS2
£ 1495
Magnum P200
£ 995
Conrad Johnson PV12 ( mm/mc) £ 1995

£3000
£1900
£ 6000
£ 5700
£ 3500
£ 1900
£ 3300
£ 1895
£2590

Quality
Speakers
ATC SCM 10 Black
Alon IV mk II
Snell JII's
Martin Logan CLS IIZ
& Kinergetic Subwoofer
Spendor SP2/2
Monitor Audio 700 PMC
Proac Response 4
Soundlab Dynastat
Royd Priors
Alon V mk II Oak

£795 £ 1150
£2000 £ 3500
£450 £ 800
£4500 £ 10000
£395 £ 769
£450 £ 600
£7995 £ 12500
£2500 £3790
£495 £950
£2500 £5000

Choice Hi -Fi
make it easy for you to
fulfil your sonic dreams. Quality hi-fi is not
just about expensive brandnames, it's
about aspiring to the very best sound,
about choosing your ideal system from
the widest selction in the country, in a
unique no- pressure environment. It's
about taking advantage of our unrivalled
knowledge and being given the freedom
to
choose and
upgrade
the
audio
equipment you want, when you want.
Others may sell you hi-fi, Choice Hi Fi will
sell you solutions.

tel 0181

£12500 £17000
£1795
£3000
£5995 £15000
£3000
££4250 £7000
£250
£500
£995
£2200
£395
£700

Turntables
& Analo

VP? HW 19 jr/ RB 300
£550
£750
Pierre Lurne J1/SL5
£1750 £4500
Kuzma Stabi/ Stogi reference
£1295 £2600
Stax SR Gamma Pro
& SRMX Pro Energiser £ 350
£500
Basis Ovation
£ 3495 £4950
Pierre Lurne JI/Sowther mk III £ 1800
£4500
VPI TNT Wheaton III
£1995 £5000
Musical Fidelity Ti Tuner
£195 £450
Forsell Air Force One
11995 £25000
Kinshaw Overture Phono
£250 £395
Linn LP12 Lingo/Cirkus
1200 £2000
Voyd 0.5 SME V ( ref bearing/platter) £ 1800 £3000
£2250
Ortofon MC 7500
£ 1295
Kiseki Purpleheart Sapphire £495
£1200
Clear Audio Gamma
£495 £895
Koetsu Red Sig.
£1395 £2000
Systemdek II XE 900/ RB 250
£395 £650
Tesserac TAADA Phono mm mc
£795 £ 1500
Sequera Tuner ( Original)
£4500 £ LP12/ Ittok
£695 £ 1500
Accuphase T108
£650 £ 1000

e Clearance

Bargains

Audio Research D125 balanced power £ 1595
Jadis DA 30 integrated £ 1700
Beard P35
£495
Chameleon Ruby Power Amp ( 200W) £ 495
Duntech Crown Princes £ 1650
Wadia x64.4 dac
£ 1395
Royd Sapphire
£ 175
Alchemist Kraken x2Stereo & Pre-amp £ 695
NVA A80 Monoblocks & P50 Pre-amp £ 895
Audio Innovations 5500 Integrated £ 450
Epos ES 14
£ 395

392 1959 & 0181

fax 0181 392 1994 e-mail choice hifi@msn.com

ue

£3500
£2880
£1395
£1200
£6120
£4750
£245
£1400
£1760
£999
£675

392 1963

open from 10am to 8pm by appointment

All equipment is in mint, second hand or as new condition — guaranteed
Agents for: Acoustic Energy, Alon, ATC, Boulder, Bryston, CA. T, Chord, Elemental Audio, Forsell, Gamma, Graham, Helios, Impulse, Lumley,
Rockport, SME, Soundstyle, Straight Wire, Target, Totem, Trichord, Trilogy, van den Hul, VP!, XLO and many more.

for sale trade
Confused By Hi Fi Technology?

RECORD & CD STORAGE

You Don't Have To Be!

RECORD STORAGE

What You Really Need Is...

Shoanne's front elevation is here compared with
one .of IAN EDWARDS' larger units, the
40" 5-tier LP unit which is drawn to the same
scale & which holds 1250 Ws.
This is our way of letting readers know that
IAN STILL MAKES LP RECORD HOUSING in
AU. SORTS of wood finishes from pine to
rosewood, as well of course as racks & drawerchests for CDs, video tapes or cassettes, Hi-fi
units & bookshelves, etc, etc, etc & Specials.

Guide 1: " Foundation" contains clear explanations of:
Acoustics, Decibels, Frequency Repsonse, Electricity,
Audio Signals, Magnetic Recording and more!

For the BEES KNEES in this type of furniture, in
Modern or Georgian styles, ask for the Brochure
from
IAN EDWARDS
The Old Chapel, 282 Skipton Road, Harrogate,
North Yorkshire, HG1 3HB.
Telephone: 01423 500442

All this for only £ 18.50, ( please add £ 1.25 for p&p)
Send cheque or postal order (total £ 19.75 made out to CMW Publications)
or send for further details, with your Name and Address to:
CMW Publications, PO Box 21, Pershore, WR10 1YB.
Please Allow 28 days for delivery.
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•SIRIUS AMPLIFIERS
•B. K.S. HYBRID RIBBON SPEAKERS
•dCS ELGAR 24BIT/96KHZ DAC
•BASIS/AIR TANGENT
•SONY/RCF VIDEO PROJECTORS
• ACCUPHASE
• AUDIO ANALOGUE

•TICE CABLES & MAINS PRODUCTS
•MICHELL PRODUCTS
•UNISON RESEARCH • OPERA SPEAKERS
•MAGNEPAN RIBBON SPEAKERS
•TEAC VRDS PRODUCTS
•VAN DEN HUL

CLEARANCE SAI.E. UP TO 50% OFF MANY ITEMS. PHONE.
MICHELL AR))) HR PRE-AMP ( 1339) SH £695
TANNOY D-700 LOUDSPEAKERS (2500) SH £ 1295
VIL 30/30 STEFC-0 VALVE AMP (995) £495
MARK LEVINSON 27 POWER AMP (4995) SH £ 1995
PEFFEALN E220 200W POWER »AP ( 1495) XD £895
MERIDIAN 602 TRANSPORT 118(11) SH £695
REL STENTOR SUBWOOFER 11800) XD
£995
SNE MODEL 20/SME MK VARM (49E0) SH ..£2495
MAMEY 3008 SE/PP MONOBLOCS (4180) X0 £1995
MANLEY PURIST PRE-AMP 116401 XD
£995
VIL SUPER DELUXE PRE-AMP ( 2995) XD £ 1495
VAC 80/80 SERER VALVE POWER An/P (2790(XD £ 1795

CHORD SPNI 12DOB POWR AMP (3500) SH...£1995
MCC AFfRSTRY VIVALDI LOUDSPEAKERS (450)) XD .... £2995
AUDIOLAB 801X10 PRE-AMP ( 1250) XD £795
MAGNEPLANAR MG 0.6 OR SE. ( 1575( XD £1095
VIMAK TRANSPORT E. DAC (600)1SH £2495
MARK LEVINSON ML12A PRE-AMP (3003) SH ..£895
NEU'S CHAMELEON snEAxEns (
9951 5H £275
MUSICAL FIDELITY F22 PRE-AMP ( 1300) XD £695
BEARD P35 POWER AMP (9951 5H
£495
ADCOM 535 MK2 POWER AMP ( 795) SH £250
LEXICON 022 PRO-LOGIC PROCESSOR (795) 5H £250
QUAD ESL 57 ELECTROSTATICS (?) SH
£250
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IN THIS
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PLEASE
CONTACT
DAVE WALSH
TEL:
0181 686
2599
EXT 318

REFERENCE CABLE
EXCLUSIVE INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTORS

wanted for the UK's latest, best and most innovative,
patented range of dedicated Monocrystal ( Em)
grain free copper and silver, audio, video and digital
interconnects together with UUCSA flame retarding
cables for commercial installations and domestic
stranded and solid core speaker cables.
For further details contact John S Carrick.
The Ecosse MaL Co. Ltd.,
Tel/Fax + 44 1563 524320.

AudioCom ( UK)
Suppliers of the World's Finest Components

Catalogue Preview Of Selected Components
COROBAR® Iron Dust Core Inductors
Superior grade Iron dust core inductors. Automatically wound with high
conductivity 99.99% Oxygen-Free Copper, which offer considerable sonic
improvements over ferrite 8 air cores.

Available from 0.1mH-12.0mH. Prices range from £7.24 - £ 19.84
Audyn-Cap KP an Polypropylene film & tin foil layer capacitor
Solid Tin foil layer capacitor with greatly increased mass, prevents
the oscillation of the foil and microphonoic effects are prevented.
This combined with a loss angle of only 0.00008 at 1KHZ, and
2% tolerance, results in an extremely quick and lively capacitor.

Available at 100V, 250V, & 630V from 0.1 -4.7pF
99.99% Pure Silver Wire. Quarter-annealed uninsulated solid Silver conductors.
Our Silver wire is specially drawn for us, to a minimum of 99.99%. This means that
typical final analyse on inspection achieves a wire closer to 99.9999% (6N).
The quarter annealing process produces awire with a mirror surface finish. This is
achieved by drawing a 10% bigger wire than the final size. The wire is then drawn down
and in the process highly polished.

Available from 0.25mm -2.0mm. Prices per metre range from £3.30 to £40.50
T-Netwodc TNC is specially designed for audio by DNM Design.
Incorporating current slit-foil technology, the TNC is unique in
that its connections from the terminals to the winding separate the
input and output paths. This reduces unwanted resistance and
inductance, producing a signal closer to pure capacitance. The
results of a product test speak for itself. "Significant gains were
heard in tonal purity, neutrality, depth and transparency, with a
still more precise and more delicate treble quality".
Other available products Include: ALPS. BHC AEROVOX, Burr Brown, CADDOCK
Elma, Elna, Nichicon MUSE, REL-CAPV, Sanyo OS-CON, Sfemice, VISHAY, plus
many other lines at very competitive prices.
For a Free copy of our 1998 illustrated Audiophile Parts Catalogue, contad us at:AtadloCom (UK)
Unit 6, Tindle Enterprise Centre, Warren Street, Tenby, Pembrokeshire, SA70 7JY
Tel. (01834) 842803 Tel/Fax. (01834) 842804
e-mail address: audiocom@connect-wales.co.uk
(Business Hours: 9.30 to 5.30 from Mon- Fri)
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WIN ` KK's Italian system', worth more than £1800
The July issue will be an amplifier spectacular: we'll
be offering afull review of ATC's
massively-built power amplifier; another
British design with along and
honourable pedigree, the latest
version of the Sugden A21; the
Audio Synthesis Desire Decade
power amp will feature as part of
the complete AS digital system;
and also reviewed will be the first
electronics product from Italian
speaker leader Sonus Faber, the Musica
amplifier. Loudspeaker tests range from the Naim
Credo Active and the latest from Monitor Audio.
Features will include ' A touch of tilt', John Crabbe's
musically-conceived tone control for home

Above: ATC's heavyweight power
amplifier.
Below: Berlin principal flautist
Emmanuel Pahud interviewed.
Below left: Sonus Faber's Musica
ampler

constructors. And of course, there will be apacked
music section, bursting with CD reviews on all
genres: there' 11 be interviews with Berlin principal
flautist Emmanual Pahud and with pianist Idil
Biret, whose Brahms piano works are also reviewed.
And finally, don't forget our free- entry
competition — you stand to win the superb Audio
Analogue Bellini/Donizetti amplifier combination
plus the Opera Platea loudspeakers. Don't miss
Hi-Fi News & Record Review, July issue, on sale
Friday, 5June.
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finale

John Zorn's
six- hour
'Parachute
Years'
retrospective
makes
hard work
even for
admiring
listeners

114

T

he scene is set in late 1970s New
York. A composer lives in a
squat, surviving on food-stamps
and eating little else but potatoes. He
is obsessed with music. His attitude is
hardly businesslike. He believes
audiences of more than 20 will corrupt
his art, but 'anybody who says they're
on the guest list gets in free'. Studying
scores by Stravinsky, Stockhausen and
Kagel, he leads ensembles through
'game pieces': instructions that dictate
who will play with whom, balancing
clock-time cut-offs with musicians'
decisions. He presses up recordings of
these pieces in editions of 1000, at his
own expense, on a label called
Parachute. A collaborator thought
he'd end up 'ahomeless old crazy guy
in rags walking around the Lower East
Side, squawking on his saxophone'.
The composer turns out to be John
Zorn. Intense application to bebop
alto made him a respected figure
among New York's black jazzers; he
and friends recorded with Frank
Lowe, Billy Bang and Butch Morris.
Although he recorded some fine
restyled bebop (
News For Lulu, the
Masada series), he didn't court the
jazz press, and even conducted
warfare with Downbeat. In 1986, his
'reinvention' of the music of Ennio
Morricone, The Big Gundown, was a
hit for Warner Brothers. But Zorn
wasn't interested in commercial
exposure. In 1991, he participated in
one of Derek Bailey's legendary
Company Weeks ( playing more
conscientiously and listening harder
than any-one else there). Inspired by
Napalm Death, he dived into the
Japanese ' punk' scene. His band
Naked
City
seemed
more
intent on jilting
jazz snobs and
pushing rock to
extremes than in
supplying
any
species of saleable,
radio- friendly
'fusion'.
Despite his anticommercialism,
Zorn gained a

global cult following. He kept up a discipline the personalised playing of
stream of releases, CDs unrivalled in
blues and jazz with total serialism (a
sumptuousness and invention of
system designed precisely to
packaging.
Healthy
sales,
permutate
parameters'): the
collaborations with musicians all over
musician's own musical arguments are
the globe, no restrictive music-biz
interrupted by the instructions, while
`marketing strategies'... Zom was now
the composer himself has shrugged off
in aposition to release The Parachute
aspirations to any `grand narrative'.
Years 1977-1980 [
Tzadik TZ7316], a
One result of such relentless variety
gorgeous 7CD retrospective in a is that the music all begins to sound
hardcase box, with reproductions of
the same. It becomes hard to tell when
Ancient Persian illuminations, ' The
different takes of apiece, sequenced
Automata Of Al-Jazari', which the
end to end, start and stop. Hockey is
young composer/saxophonist would
an amusing rhythm exercise built from
cycle off to study at the Metropolitan
ludicrous parps and scratches.
Museum Of Art for inspiration before
However, 13 different takes try one's
agig. Heart-warming or what?
patience. This was aNew York still
Heartwarming, that is, until you
reeling from Steve Reich's 'minimalist'
hear the music: 6 hours, 12 minutes
repetitions: to be ` avantgarde' meant
and 12 seconds of terminal sonic
to risk the barely endurable.
disoriention. This was Zom's training
Polly Bradfield shines on Pool, her
ground for masterpieces like Torture
nervous violin recorded so closely that
Garden (
bravura cut-up), Kristallnacht
all memories of brown wood and
(scarifying politico-rock) and Spy
orchestras are erased. Scored silences
Versus Spy (
a hardcore tribute to
isolate everyone's playing into
Omette Coleman). The 'game pieces'
dramatic pops and clicks. Zom's sax
on The Parachute Years — Lacrosse,
has ahorror film intensity.
Hockey, Pool, Archery — are systems
The meisterwerk here is Archery,
that prevent musicians from
stretched over two discs plus an extra
establishing linear, time-based 'solos'.
disc of rehearsals — doubtless there
Instead, Zorn thought of time
are some fans thirsting to know how
vertically, as ' an energy that appears
musicians discussed mistakes and
immediately everywhere, and can be
made appointments back in 1981.
collected, balanced and regenerated in
(Pool also features an unlisted 4m
"pockets". He's not interested in how
rehearsal track.) Miniaturised prints of
things sound, he says, but how things
the original surrealist sleeves (oddly
work. Concepts from Cage and
reminiscent of Frank Zappa's
Stockhausen were applied to
contemporaneous Joe's Garage) are
ensembles that included musicians
included. Archery employs 12 players,
from rock and jazz.
including Bill Laswell (bass), George
Lacrosse is played by asextet: Zorn
Lewis (trombone) and David Moss
(alto), Eugene Chadbourne and
on drums. Laswell's gruff bass hint at
Davey Williams ( guitars), Mark
continuity; there are none of Pool's
Abbott ( electronics), plus the
tense silences. However, any musical
classically-trained violinists La Donna
atmosphere is burnt off by Zorn's
Smith and Polly Bradfield. The
centripetal impatience.
composition's instructions dissect
After six hours of militantly noneverything into aglittering mosaic. It
linear scrabble, this listener has to
is as if European Free Improvisation
admit exhaustion. On ` Al- D2' in
has been reduced to sequences of Archery, there is an all-too- rare
garish
effects.
The
organic
moment where Chadbourne and
wholesomeness of Free Jazz is minced
Bradfield
achieve
a magical
by a severe academic grid, but this
interchange: scrunching electronics
only serves to highlight the academyengulf sensitive string quivers. But
hostile individualism of the playing: an
Zom's compositional strategy militates
onslaught of cartoonish quacks and
against intimate clinches. These 'game
boings. Some of the sections are
pieces' taught Zorn avast vocabulary
priceless. Sixteen minutes into 'Take
of instrumental combinations, a
Three', quick-pick guitar provokes a vocabulary he used to fashion the
sax outburst from Zorn that
masterpieces which followed.
anticipates Naked City.
Though it's undoubtedly fascinating
Zorn's influential experiments
to hear ayoung composer settling his
established the Downtown genre, New
accounts with serialism and the blues,
York's very own 'post-modernist' jazz
none of the music on The Parachute
scene. To understand what motivated
Years is either as touching or
him, consider two statements that
astonishing as the free- improvised
appear in the notes: ' Back before I duets Chadbourne and Zorn recorded
even was ateenager my first Lightnin'
at this time (see In Memory Of Nikki
Hopkins record taught me that your
Arkane: Incus CD23). Zorn's
music is you' (
Chadbourne) and `The
compositions sound like hard work:
fast changes of all parameters... has
maybe that's not what listeners want
become the basic earmark of my
from an album, even one as lavishly
music' (Zorn). Zom's ` game pieces'
presented as this.
Ben Watson
MR ISM
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The largest selection of valve
amplification in the UK.
All purchases are installed by us.
Specialiss in vinyl replay systems.
Audio Analogue Puccini SE

Golden Tube Audio si 5o

integrated amplifier 5o wpc £ 595

with full remote control £ 999.

Bellini ore- amplifier £ 475

Ex-demonstration and used equipment always
available, please call for further details

Donizetti dual mono amplifer
6(4 WPC £ 575.

conrad-johnson CAV-5o integrated amplifier £ 2495

Opera Terza £ 999 • Platea £ 795

Unison- Research Simply 845 integrated amplifier £. 95o

Audiostatic oci full range electrostatics £ 2500

Anplification

Digital Replay

Art Audio • Audio Analogue
conrad—johnson • Golden Tube

Cabasse FareIla 400 £ 950 • Cabasse Catalane £ 1990

lioucspeaker3

Vinyl Replay

conrad—johnson

Audio Spectrum

Nottingham Analogue

DPA • HoIf; • Marantz

Audiostatic DCI

Paragon linear tracking arm

Audio • Graaf • Heart • Tube

Cabasse • Diapason

Benz - Micro carhidges

Technology • Unison Research

Opera • Klipsch

Clearaudio cartridges
Tracer cartridges

Powell Audio

Demonstrations by appointment only 017138o

o866

Camden Town, London Nwl FAX: 0171 383 5028 E.MAIL: im65o,2424@compuserve COT

